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1: Prelude

1.1: The History of a History

Some early books mention self-winding watches, and these watches have been known for 
a long time, particularly those made by Breguet. But the examination of their history did 
not begin until 1949. In that year, Léon Leroy published a description of a very unusual 
watch that he had just acquired (Leroy, 1949). This unsigned watch, known as the Leroy 
watch, has a rotor mechanism similar to those used in modern wristwatches.

The discovery of this watch prompted Alfred Chapuis and Eugène Jaquet to study these 
watches, and in 1952 they published the first, comprehensive history of them: La Montre 
Automatique Ancienne, un Siècle et Demi d’Histoire 1770-1931. Unfortunately Jaquet died 
in 1951 and did not see the results of their work.

After carefully checking all the information available to them, and examining the Leroy 
watch, they concluded:

Pouvons-nous conclure qu’il s’agit d’une montre perpétuelle dont le mouvement est 
de A.-L. Perrelet et le boîtier de Abraham-Louis Robert, tous deux au Locle? Cela 
paraît une quasi certitude, ... (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 55.)

That is, based on a 1777 document and other evidence, it is almost certain that Abram 
Louys Perrelet (to use the old spelling of his name) had made the Leroy watch movement. 
Further, they suggest that he had made such watches for a long time, certainly before 
1777 and perhaps as early as 1770. If so, he is the first inventor of such watches and all 
other workers in the field followed his lead.

After the book had been typeset and sent to the printer, Chapuis saw a copy of the 1789 
document Description Abrégée de Plusieurs Pièces d’Horlogerie, written by Hubert Sarton. 
It includes:

Watch with Spontaneous Movement.

This watch, which is wound by only the movement that it receives while being 
carried, was also subjected to the judgment of the Academy of Science of Paris [in 
1778] which declared that the author had cured very well the disadvantages and 
variations caused in other watches of this kind by the winding mechanism; and in 
praising the construction, it considered it to be it worthy of its approval, as being 
ingeniously arranged to wind itself while being carried. (Sarton, 1789, page 18; 
Sarton, 2012, page 5.)

It is clear that Chapuis and Jaquet had not heard of Hubert Sarton in connection with self-
winding watches. But, having integrity and realising the importance of this document, 
Chapuis had this information inserted into the book as an “addenda in extremis” on an 
unnumbered sheet after page 62 and before page 63. Obviously it was impossible for him 
to comment on it without recalling the book from the printer and rewriting parts of it, and 
it was too late for that. However, it did not really matter, as whatever Sarton had done 
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was a year or more after Perrelet and did not affect the conclusions regarding the Leroy 
watch. 

In 1956 an English edition of this work, The History of the Self-winding Watch, was 
published. This book is, with one major exception, a translation of the first, French edition. 
However, at some time in the four intervening years, probably just before the book was 
typeset, Chapuis obtained a copy of the report written in 1778 for the Académie des 
Sciences in Paris (Academy of Sciences, 1778). This report states that Hubert Sarton, of 
Liège in Belgium, had designed a self-winding watch and goes on to describe that watch 
in great detail. So a new chapter was added, in which the text of the report is given in 
translation without any discussion or analysis. Given Chapuis’ integrity, shown by his  
inclusion of the “addenda in extremis” in the first edition, we can assume that the failure 
to study and discuss the report was again caused by a lack of time. Anyway, 1778 was too 
late to impact on the conclusions regarding Perrelet, and these were left unchanged:

The assumption that the movement of the “Leroy” watch may probably be attributed 
to Perrelet, and its case to A.-L. Robert, seems to us justified ... (Chapuis & Jaquet, 
1956, page 56.)

But apparently Chapuis did not realise that the report gives a precise description of exactly 
the same self-winding mechanism as appears in the Leroy watch! 

As the majority of interested people were French speakers, many would have only read 
the first, French edition of Chapuis and Jaquet’s book, and so they would not have known 
about the translation of the report. Certainly a quick look at the English edition suggests 
it is the same as the French edition, and so there would be no point reading both. And it 
seems that those who did read the second, English edition failed to make the connection 
between the Leroy watch and the report.

For the next thirty-seven years, many writers have included remarks on self-winding 
watches in their books; some are listed in the tertiary sources, page 228. These people have 
just repeated the conclusions of Chapuis and Jaquet (often without acknowledgement), 
but they have ignored Chapuis and Jaquet’s “quasi certitude” and “may probably be 
attributed”, providing illustrations of a self-winding watch (often not the Leroy watch) 
with the unconditional statement “made by Abraham-Louis Perrelet”. As far as everyone 
was concerned, the origin of these watches had been decided unequivocally. 

Until 1993. In that year, forty-one years after Chapuis and Jaquet’s book was first 
published, Joseph Flores rediscovered the 1778 report and realised that it was of great 
significance, especially because it accurately describes the Leroy watch and suggests this 
type of mechanism was invented by Sarton and not Perrelet. Because Joseph Flores cannot 
read English, like many others he did not know that an English translation of the report 
had been published in 1956. But unlike the few who had read it, he did not ignore it.

Since then Joseph Flores has studied and written extensively on the origins of self-
winding watches, including several articles in journals, articles in English and French 
on the internet, and a book, Perpétuelles à Roue de Rencontre, which has appeared in two 
editions in 2001 and 2009. The core of his work has been the report describing the self-
winding watch presented to the academy by Hubert Sarton. 

For the next twenty years (to 2013), the reaction to the work of Flores has been mixed. 
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Most people have simply ignored it, sticking to the “fact” that Perrelet had invented the 
rotor mechanism. And a few have changed their opinions and now believe Sarton was the 
inventor. 

Some people, realising that the report of 1778 cannot be ignored, suggested that Sarton 
must have lied; he got a watch made by Perrelet and submitted it to the Paris Académie as 
his own work. But there is no evidence to indicate that Sarton might have been dishonest, 
and accusing someone of blatant cheating must be done with great care. This has led to a 
few compromise suggestions, in which Perrelet was the inventor but Sarton modified his 
design in some way. No matter how, nearly everyone explained the report so that Perrelet 
retained his position as the original inventor of the self-winding watch, and in particular 
the rotor mechanism.

Why?

There were five different designs for self-winding mechanisms, all of which appear to have 
been developed before 1780. Might not Perrelet have invented one of the other four? We 
can only assume the obsession with this one mechanism is because it forms the basis of the 
modern wristwatch and so has a special importance compared to the other mechanisms.

And it was an obsession. In 1952 Chapuis and Jaquet provided photographs of and 
information about the other designs. But, other than an excessive coverage of Breguet’s 
later work, they make no attempt to explain the role of these mechanisms in the history 
of self-winding watches. They analysed evidence and created an historical context for only 
one watch, the Leroy rotor watch. And this has continued for the last sixty years. No one 
has seriously examined the other four designs. 

The probable reason is that three of the designs are clearly associated with the names 
Breguet and Recordon, and it seems everyone is happy to attribute them to these people 
without any investigation. And no one knows who invented the fourth design, and it seems 
no one cares. So long as Perrelet invented the rotor watch everyone was happy!

Finally, in 2012, the third book on self-winding watches was released: The Self-Winding 
Watch, 18th - 21st Century by Jean-Claude Sabrier. 

With regard to the early history, Sabrier presents some, but not all, of the evidence put 
forward by Chapuis and Jaquet and then dogmatically states that Perrelet invented the 
rotor mechanism, without any attempt to give reasons. And, like others, he presents 
photographs of the other four designs without any attempt to integrate them into the 
history, being satisfied with just Perrelet and the rotor mechanism.

Sabrier resolves the problem of Sarton by two obvious deceptions. 

First, he simply ignores the 1778 report to the Paris academy. It is not mentioned in 
his book, and anyone who has not read other books and articles can be forgiven if they 
believed it does not exist! This omission is not acceptable.

Second, Sabrier deliberately suggests Sarton was not capable of making the Leroy watch, 
or any other watches, and he includes a document describing Sarton as a merchant jeweller 
to support this view. But he ignores Sarton’s apprenticeship to a clock and watch maker, 
and a testimonial letter stating that Sarton had designed a watch, which is in a document 
that Sabrier must have read. 
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Thus Sarton is erased from history by a blatant distortion of history.

Sabrier’s failure to analyse anything comes to a surprising conclusion late in his book. 
Suddenly, completely out of context, he mentions a previously unknown document that 
states that Joseph Tlusios invented a self-winding watch in 1775, two years before the 
earliest mention of Perrelet. And he goes on to mention the invention of a self-winding 
watch by Joseph Gallmayr in 1777. But apparently these people do not deserve any 
consideration and Sabrier ignores them.

Unfortunately, it is likely that Sabrier’s book will become the “bible” on the subject. It 
seems many people agree that:

The book can be considered as the authoritative successor of the History of the Self-
Winding Watch, which was published more than sixty years ago by Eugène Jaquet 
and Alfred Chapuis.

Sabrier is an authority, not in the sense of someone who is an accepted source of wisdom, 
but rather in the sense of someone who expects submission to his views.

Or I should say, submission to the views of Chapuis and Jaquet, because everyone, 
including Sabrier, has relied on their seminal book.

Which is unfortunate, because Chapuis and Jaquet were dishonest. They concluded 
that Perrelet must have made the Leroy watch, and so he must have invented the rotor 
mechanism, on the basis of what can only be called a lie. (This is not an accusation, but a 
statement of fact, as will be explained in Section 14.4, page 157.)

How could two competent historians do this? We do not know, but a likely explanation is 
that they reached a point where they had no choice. It seems probable that the discovery of 
the Leroy watch was the trigger for writing the book. As there is a document stating that 
Perrelet invented a self-winding watch, and the Leroy watch appears to have been made 
in Neuchâtel, it was a simple deduction to assume Perrelet made the watch. All that was 
needed was to explain it. 

But when Chapuis and Jaquet wrote the book, they discovered there was nothing in the 
evidence to link the unsigned watch to Perrelet, and their theory was on the verge of 
collapse. So they invented a link. They made a factual statement, even though they knew 
there was absolutely no evidence on which to base it, and their “fact” was nothing more 
than a contrived fantasy. In reality there was nothing to show Perrelet had invented the 
rotor mechanism. And sixty-one years later, in 2013, there is still nothing.

Of course, Chapuis and Jaquet had not heard of Sarton and did not know the 1778 report 
existed. So they probably thought that a little lie would be accepted. And it was accepted, 
as it seems no one over the last sixty years has noticed it. But the rediscovery of the 1778 
report and the very clear indication that it was Sarton, and not Perrelet, who invented the 
rotor watch, has changed a little lie into a very serious act of dishonesty.

As a result, the early history of self-winding watches is in a mess. All we have is a myth, 
that Perrelet invented the rotor mechanism, and a number of very interesting documents 
which have not been studied seriously.
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1.2: The Structure of the Book

This book has been written roughly in the order in which I studied the 
subject. But that is not necessarily the best way to read it. So I recommend 
that after you have read Chapter 2 you skip to Chapter 13, page 147, and 

return to the earlier chapters as necessary.

During the writing of this book, three things became apparent.

First, it is not possible to examine any individual maker or watch design in isolation. The 
available evidence covers events over seven years, from 1773 to 1779, during which time it 
is likely that many interactions took place. And what we know is incomplete, ambiguous 
and even contradictory.

Second, the five different designs of self-winding mechanism must be understood, because 
some conclusions can be drawn from them and the likely order in which they were created. 
Also, it is too easy to propose explanations for events that turn out to be wrong because 
they contradict the mechanisms of the known designs. Only understanding these designs 
will enable us to avoid such traps.

The consequence is that the evidence cannot be successfully analysed and interpreted 
until all of it has been assimilated.

Third, it is essential that the evidence is carefully studied and hypotheses developed to 
explain it. To some extent other writers have forced this on me. Their presentation of opinions 
as facts makes it necessary that I examine their views and justify my interpretations by 
rigorous analysis.

To reflect these points, this book is written in four parts. 

The first part, chapter 2, is a summary of the conclusions reached in the third and fourth 
parts. It is included as a guide to the reader.

The second part, Chapters 3 to 12, presents the available, relevant evidence, without any 
attempt to analyse it. The evidence, which is in approximately chronological order, has 
been grouped by the names of the main people referred to in it. This arrangement is 
the most convenient, but the reader should not assume that this implies any particular 
interpretation.

The third part, Chapters 13 to 17, begins with a discussion of the methodology used to 
interpret the evidence. Then, for reasons that will become apparent, the roles of Abram 
Louys Perrelet and Hubert Sarton are examined, by analysing the hypotheses that have 
been developed and the conclusions that can be drawn from them.

Finally, the fourth part, Chapters 18 and 19, examines the other evidence chronologically, 
starting from 1773. This approach is necessary because the documents describe events 
which occurred in only four years, 1776 to 1779, and the dates, which may only differ by a 
few months, are very important.

Although I have been careful to state my view of historical research here, I feel it is 
necessary to stress that:

The following interpretations and conclusions are based on the evidence available 
to me at the time of writing.
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So the reader must realise that future discoveries of documents and/or watches could 
significantly alter the way in which events are interpreted.

The following interpretation and conclusions are, I believe, the most probable explanation 
of events. They are most certainly not the only possible interpretation, but I believe other 
interpretations are less likely.

1.3: The Concept of a Self-Winding 
Mechanism

It is necessary that we clearly distinguish two concepts, those of self-winding and keyless 
mechanisms. So I define:

A keyless mechanism winds a watch when the owner of the watch decides to perform 
a specific task.

There are two features of such a mechanism. First, winding only occurs at a particular 
time, when the owner decides to wind the watch; the owner must make a decision. Second, 
some particular action must be performed. 

There are many different keyless mechanisms and the task to be performed varies: Turning 
a crown, rotating a bezel, opening and closing a cover, etc. And if the task is not performed 
regularly the watch will stop. 

In contrast:

A self-winding mechanism winds a watch without the owner performing any 
specific task.

The only requirement for a self-winding watch to work is that it is carried on the person, 
and carrying a watch is not a task, it is an inherent function; if it is not carried it becomes 
a small clock. And so winding can take place at any time, without the owner being aware. 
Importantly, the owner does not need to make a decision to wind the watch.

It is also necessary to clearly distinguish which parts of a watch comprise the self-winding 
mechanism:

A self-winding mechanism consists of all those parts that can be removed from a 
watch and the watch will still function correctly as a key-wound watch.

1.4: Four General Principles and Some 
Terms

Compared to other complications, such as repeaters, self-winding mechanisms are quite 
simple. All the watches that will be considered in this book have three basic features:

First, the self-winding mechanism consists of a pivoted weight, activated by the motion 
of the wearer of the watch, and a means of converting the movement of that weight into a 
unidirectional rotation to wind the mainspring. 

Second, there must be a mechanism to prevent over-winding, which would necessarily 
result in the breakage of one or more parts.
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And third, the self-winding mechanism cannot interfere with the running of the watch. 
That is, the watch must run satisfactorily whether it is being wound or not. 

The obvious method for classifying self-winding mechanisms is by the weight, and there 
are three visually distinct forms in the period we are considering:

(a) Rotor mechanisms, Figure 1-1. These have a weight, pivoting in the center of the 
movement, which is capable of turning through 360°. At the time of writing, only 
five rotor watches have been found and all are technically identical. 

(b) Center-weight mechanisms, Figure 1-2. These have a weight pivoting in the 
center of the movement that can only turn through about 120°. The weight is held 
horizontal by an equilibrium spring. At the time of writing, only six center-weight 
watches have been found and all are technically identical.

(c) Side-weight mechanisms, Figure 1-3. These 
have a weight at one end of a horizontal arm 
which runs across the movement and pivots 
on the side opposite to the weight. The weight 
is held horizontally by a small equilibrium 
spring, and it can only move through an arc 
of about 40° between banking springs or the 
sides of the case. 

 There are many side-weight mechanisms and 
many variations in their design but, in the 
period of concern to us, all have the above 
characteristics. 

A subtler, but very important method of classifying self-winding watches is by the 
escapement:

(a) Verge escapement. This escapement was by far the most common at the time. It 
must be remembered that the rate of a verge escapement varies significantly with 
the motive power from the mainspring, and this creates serious problems in the 
design of self-winding mechanisms. In particular, a fusee is essential unless there 
is some special method to equalise power, as in the watches described in Section 
9.3, page 105. 

Figure 1-1 Figure 1-2

Figure 1-3
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(b) Cylinder and virgule escapements. To some extent these escapements are self-
regulating, and so they can be made with going barrels. The consequence is a 
significant simplification of the design the self-winding mechanism.

By classifying the designs by both the weight and the escapement, there are five distinct 
mechanisms to be considered:

(a) Rotor mechanism: Rotor weight with fusee and verge escapement (Section 7.3, 
page 62).

(b) Center-weight mechanism: Center-weight with going barrel and either a cylinder 
or virgule escapement (Chapter 11, page 123).

(c) Side-weight mechanism with fusee: Side-weight with fusee and verge escapement 
(Section 8.2, page 90).

(d) Side-weight mechanism with going barrel: Side-weight with going barrel and 
either a cylinder or virgule escapement (Sections 8.2, page 87, and 9.4, page 
116).

(e) Side-weight mechanism with barrel remontoir: Side-weight with barrel remontoir 
and verge escapement (Section 9.3, page 105).

One error made by Chapuis & Jaquet (1952 and 1956), which has been repeated by 
most later writers, is that they concluded that a single person, Abraham Louis Perrelet, 
designed the self-winding watch. But as there are five designs there is nothing to preclude 
five different designers. 

1.5: Clockwise and Anti-clockwise Motion

Throughout this book we have to discuss the rotation of wheels and pinions, and it is 
necessary to use the terms clockwise and anti-clockwise. But these are relative to the view 
of the watch. For example, when seen from behind, looking through a watch, the hands 
turn anti-clockwise. 

This reversal can be very confusing, especially when a diagram has asymmetrical parts 
such as clicks. A diagram may appear to be correct when it is not. And an apparently 
incorrect diagram may be correct, but viewed from the opposite side of the watch. This 
confusion is common, and diagrams frequently show clicks drawn incorrectly.

To overcome these problems, unless we explicitly state otherwise, all drawings will be 
views from the back of the watch, the top-plate side, as opposed to the front, dial side. 

From this perspective, when the watch is running:

(a) The second (center) wheel of the train, with the minute hand, rotates anti-
clockwise.

(b) In a fusee watch, when the watch runs the fusee and the first wheel under it 
rotate clockwise. And when the watch is wound the fusee turns anti-clockwise.

(c) In a going barrel watch, when the watch runs the barrel and attached first wheel 
rotate clockwise. And when the watch is wound the barrel arbor turns clockwise.
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This chapter provides a summary of my conclusions in the form of a compact history. 
To avoid excessive use of words such as “probably” and “it is likely”, I have written 
it as a factual story. But it must be remembered that this is my interpretation of 
the evidence, based on what I believe to be the most likely explanation of the events 

spanning a mere seven years, 1773 to 1779.

It all began near the end of 1773 when a newspaper report stated that Joseph Tlustos had 
invented a watch that did not need to be wound. Unfortunately his idea was based on the 
myth of perpetual motion and it was not a practical solution to the problem of self-winding 
watches.

This claim was ignored until Tlustos repeated it in late 1775. Then news of it reached 
Abram Louys Perrelet in Le Locle. He became interested in the possibility of such watches 
and, at the end of 1775 or the beginning of 1776, he made the first practical self-winding 
watch. It used a side-weight with a going barrel, and it probably had a cylinder escapement. 

Joseph Gallmayr also heard of this invention, and in 1776 claimed to have made one. But 
either he purchased a watch from Perrelet or, more likely, he pretended to have one.

News of Perrelet’s work spread throughout Europe and two other watchmakers became 
interested.

In 1777 Abraham-Louis Breguet in Paris heard of Perrelet’s side-weight watch. He became 
fascinated with the idea but, because he lacked experience, his first attempts were to 
design watches with a verge escapement. This led him to make a self-winding mechanism 
with a barrel remontoir. Although a successful design, it was too complex and expensive 
for it to be manufactured and sold.

Hubert Sarton in Liège also took up the challenge, and in 1777 he designed the rotor 
mechanism. Being primarily a clockmaker, he had several watches made for him and 
started selling them in 1778. Towards the end of 1778, Sarton sent a watch to the Paris 
Académie Royale des Sciences and a report was written which gave a detailed description 
of the mechanism.

So, by the end of 1777 four of the five known designs had been created. And a small number 
of people in Neuchâtel were making side-weight watches based on Perrelet’s design.

Towards the end of 1778 the 22-year-old Louis Recordon left Geneva to travel to London. 
To help pay for his journey, he stopped in the Neuchâtel mountains and worked with 
a watchmaker who was making self-winding watches to Perrelet’s design. Seeing the 
possibility of selling these watches in London, Recordon copied the design and took it with 
him.
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Louis Recordon then stopped in Paris, where he met Abraham-Louis Breguet. He showed 
Breguet the watch design and talked about his intention to make such watches when he 
got to London. Breguet immediately realised the importance of a going barrel and struck 
a deal with Recordon. He would make self-winding watches in Paris and Recordon could 
make them in London. And, if all went well, Recordon could become Breguet’s agent in 
that city. As part of the arrangement, Breguet gave Recordon his design using a verge 
escapement with a fusee.

At the beginning of 1779, Breguet studied and improved the side-weight design and began 
making them. These watches provided him with contacts amongst royalty and the wealthy, 
which formed the basis for his future work.

When Recordon arrived in London he arranged with Perkins and Spencer to make self-
winding watches for him. And he started the process of taking out a patent to protect the 
designs and, more importantly, to give him exclusive rights to make them.

Finally, and also in 1779, an unknown watchmaker saw watches with Perrelet’s side-weight 
mechanism and Sarton’s rotor mechanism. Realising the advantages and disadvantages 
of each type, he took the best features of both and combined them in the center-weight 
mechanism.

By the end of 1779 all five known mechanisms had been created. From this point on the 
emphasis shifted from developing new ideas to manufacture. Of the five designs that had 
been created, only one survived, the side-weight mechanism with a going barrel. And it 
was refined and manufactured in Switzerland, France and London. 

Although a few self-winding watches were made from then on, and a few patents taken 
out, for more than one hundred years these watches were rare, until the advent of the 
wrist watch.

I recommend you now skip to Chapter 13, page 147, and return to the earlier 
chapters as necessary.
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3.1: Before 1750

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952 and 1956, Chapter 1) canvas the evidence for self-winding watches 
being designed prior to 1770. 

The earliest concrete proposal, using respiration to wind a watch, appears in the 1651 
enlarged second edition of a book by Daniel Schwenter, published after his death in 1636 
(Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, pages 17-20; 1956, pages 19-22). But there is no name of the 
maker and no details of the mechanism. We think that Chapuis and Jaquet quite rightly 
dismiss this (1956, page 21): 

... we can assume that the idea or experiment ... was a novelty, and not a genuine 
attempt to bring any practical solution to the problem of self-winding.

Anyway, this description is irrelevant, because we are concerned with watches where the 
self-winding mechanism is contained completely within the watch.

The second early reference appears in Moinet’s manuscript of Breguet’s notes, Figures 3-1 
and 3-2 (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 22; 1956, page 24).

The translation of this (inserting the marginal addition) is:

In 16 ... the Reverend Father ........ wanting at the same 
time to remedy all these disadvantages,  imagined a watch 
which he called perpetual because it was wound up only 
by means of a mobile weight suspended in the case by a 
horizontal arm that the vertical movements of the body 
would put in agitation when one walked.

For some reason unknown to us, Chapuis and Jaquet ask, “Who then was this Reverend 
Father N...?” However, the initial “N” does not appear in the manuscript, the letter before 
“Père” is clearly “R” (Révérend) from its context. 

However, there are apparently two copies of Moinet’s manuscript, the second (reproduced 
by Sabrier, 2012, page 13) being different, Figures 3-3 and 3-4.

In the English translation, Sabrier (2012, page 14) writes: 

Figure 3-2

Figure 3-1
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Breguet states: In 16... the Reverend Father ... invented a watch that he called 
perpetual because it was wound only by means of a mobile weight suspended 
within the case by a horizontal arm ...

But this is a translation of Figures 3-1 and 3-2 and not of Figures 
3-3 and 3-4! Actually, the text of Figure 3-3 reads:

Wanting to try to overcome these difficulties, we imagined in 
C17....* our watch with weight that we also named perpetual, ...

So it seems likely that Sabrier took the text from Chapuis and 
Jaquet without realising the differences between the two original 
documents. 

The symbol before “17...” is ambiguous and it could be “C” for circa or a parenthesis. 
Unfortunately, inserting the marginal note, the origin of this invention of Father .... These 
disadvantages ....., is problematic. 

Neither Chapuis & Jaquet nor Sabrier provide any information that would enable us to 
determine which document was written first, but we think they have been given here in 
correct order, the original and a rewriting of it.

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 16 and 20; 1956, pages 18, 22 and 23) note that Breguet’s 
statement (that a self-winding watch was designed in the 17th century) was repeated later 
by Dubois (1849, page 343), Saunier and Borsendorff. 

Recently Pons (2012a) has stated that a document written by Breguet has been discovered 
which refers to “P Thuelle” and states that this person is Pierre Thuelle, born 1602 died 
1662, a French ecclesiastic “passionate about horology and inventor of various mechanical 
devices concerning watches and clocks” (Pons, 2012b; this entry has been deleted). However 
this is a fictional character who was created as an April Fool’s Day joke. 

Somewhat later, the Gentleman’s Magazine for March 1748 (Gentleman’s Magazine, 
1748, pages 108-109; Wood, 1866, page 322) reported on the inventions of the Marquis of 
Worcester that included:

A watch to go constantly, and yet needs no other winding from the first setting on 
the cord or chain, unless it be broken, requiring no other care from one than to be 
now and then consulted with, concerning the hour of the day or night; and if it be 
laid by a week together it will not err much, but the oftener looked upon, the more 
exact it shows the time of the day or night.

It is clear that this is an eight-day watch to be wound by opening and closing the cover 
of a hunter case, and so it is a keyless mechanism and not a self-winding mechanism (see 
Section 1.3, page 6). The remark about rates is curious. It suggests that the watch 
may have had a going barrel; in which case, as it almost certainly would have had a 

Figure 3-4

Figure 3-3
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verge escapement, its accuracy would have been poor. Considering that some of the other 
“inventions” of the Marquis are fanciful, it is probable that he did not have such a watch 
made for him and this was most likely an idea rather than a design.

The same magazine for the next year (Gentleman’s Magazine, 1749, pages 100-101) 
included the following letter:

Mr Urban.

Winding up my watch put me upon thinking how useful it would be, could it be 
so contrived as to go without wanting to be wound at all, which, I think, might be 
called perpetual motion. A thought struck into my head, that if the chain, instead 
of going several times round the wheels, could be made in such a manner as to let 
it off the barrel to the other wheel, and return again (like a jack-chain) to the barrel 
that holds the spring, it might go perpetually. To effect this, I think, the barrel 
and the other large wheel might be made with a kind of groove with small holes to 
receive the chain, which I suppose might be made every link with a sort of spike to 
go into each small hole of the barrel and other wheel, so as to cast in and let out as 
it goes round; which spikes I apprehend would hold it fast, and answer the same 
end of the chain’s being fasten’d at one end into the barrel being as they are now; 
and the force of the spring would keep it going.

If this hint should excite any of your correspondents to try experiments for a thing 
so much wanted, it may be the means of some improvement, which would be a 
great pleasure to Your constant reader De. co.

The absurdity of this suggestion is obvious.

In contrast, the Gentleman’s Magazine published some good pieces on horology, such as 
a description of an escapement by Lepaute (1754) and a discussion of inverted fusees by 
Le Roy (1766). So perhaps the two comments on self-winding watches indicate a lack of 
serious interest in the subject at that time?

Then in 1779 the Münchner Intelligenzblatt (Munich, 1779, pages 273-276) published a 
list of the works of Joseph Gallmayr, apparently written by him, although his name does 
not appear. The first 14 entries are dated, from 1744 to 1765, but the remaining 15 entries, 
including mention of a self-winding watch, are not dated.

Although Gallmayr will be discussed later, one entry in this list relates to a design earlier 
than 1770, Figure 3-5.

In the year 1746, for his 
highness, the Elector, I 
made a pair of shoes, in one 
heel a watch, and in the 
second a carillon with seven 
bells. And every 15 steps a 
melody was played and at 
the same time the watch in 
the first heel rewound itself, 
going for 24 hours.

Figure 3-5
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This watch does not fit the definition of a self-winding watch given earlier and, like Marquis 
of Worcester’s watch, it is best described as a keyless mechanism.

Given this dearth of concrete evidence, documents or artefacts, it is reasonable to assume 
any attempts before 1770 were unsuccessful, and it is likely that Breguet was mistaken. 
So there is little point considering this early period unless new information comes to light 
in the future.

Finally, because many pedometers use a weight similar to that used in side-weight self-
winding watches, we might expect to find some interesting information in that field.

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, Chapter 7; 1956, Chapter 8) have studied pedometers, but they 
fail to provide any satisfactory evidence for them prior to 1780. Live Strong (2009) states 
that: 

According to Stephen Inwood’s biography, “The Man Who Knew Too Much: The 
Inventive Life of Robert Hooke, 1635-1703”, Hooke invented the pedometer in 1674 
as an aid to mapmakers.

However, this would have used a cord connecting the pedometer to a boot or other clothing 
to count steps, rather than an internal weight. This is confirmed by the 1778 report, 
examined in Chapter 7, which states that:

This watch goes constantly without being wound, not by an effect similar to that by 
which an odometer marks the way, that is by the action of the knee when one walks, 
but only by the effect of a brass weight or a type of clapper ...

Most sites (probably incorrectly) attribute the invention of the pedometer to Thomas 
Jefferson circa 1785, which is too late. As is Sarton’s invention of an autograph chronometer 
in 1816 (Hognoul, 1822, pages 20-21; 2012, page 11); although the vague description 
suggests it might have had a fully enclosed mechanism.

Consequently, this area of investigation has yielded nothing useful.

As we will not be revisiting this period, a few comments may be permitted.

Prior to the development of the balance spring, watches were little more than expensive 
toys, of more use as status symbols than of use for knowing the time. Consequently, 
hidden complications, which added nothing to the appearance of the watch would not have 
been popular, and is is unlikely that any serious attempt to develop a self-winding watch 
occurred that early.

From about 1665 onwards, the radical change brought about by the balance spring led to 
serious research to improve timekeeping and eventually the creation of new escapements. 
However, we will see that the design of self-winding watches with verge escapements is 
very difficult, and was solved by only a few superior makers using complex, sophisticated 
designs. And so it remains unlikely that anyone would have attempted to add this feature 
to a watch.

Indeed, what happened in the 1770s can be seen as a consequence of the development of 
watches with going barrels.
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3.2: A 1750 Watch

In addition to repeating Breguet’s claim for a 17th century design, Dubois (1849, page 343) 
also suggests such watches were made in Vienna: 

To [Breguet] we owe the watches with weights, which wind themselves by the effect 
of the small jerks they experience while carrying them. We know that watches 
known as perpetual watches were made in the seventeenth century, and a French 
ecclesiastic and a watchmaker from Vienna disputed this invention, but the 
mechanism in these machines was so defective and produced so little effect, that 
the perpetual watches of the early inventors were soon considered at most as toys to 
satisfy public curiosity. (See also Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 24; 1956, page 26).

One source, not mentioned by either Chapuis & Jaquet or Sabrier, is Salomons (1921). He 
wrote (page 14): 

It has been stated that in the year 1780 Recordon patented a self-winder ... and it 
is not known whether Breguet made his first one before or after that date, but it is 
certain that neither of these makers invented the principle, for I possess a watch 
made in Vienna a great deal older than either ... The watch does not bear the name 
of the maker.

And later (page 62) he notes: 

... the old “perpetuelle” made in Vienna, probably about 1750, ... goes to prove that 
neither Breguet nor Recordon were the inventors of the pedometer watch.

He also provided two photographs of the watch, reproduced here in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 
(Salomons, 1921 page 209).

Figure 3-6

Figure 3-7
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However, it seems that Salomons got his facts wrong. The watch reappeared in an 
exhibition at the Meyer Memorial Institution, Jerusalem (Daniels and Markarian, 1980, 
page 116). However, it was then listed as “Switzerland c. 1780”; it had moved many miles 
across Europe and become 30 years younger!

In addition, Daniels and Markarian provide some information about it: 

Lever escapement, plain balance with spiral spring and regulator, the movement 
wound by a circular lead weight constrained by buffer springs and automatically 
locked when the mainspring is fully wound.

Assuming the watch is in original condition, the important point is the lever escapement, 
which cannot have been used in 1750 because it was not invented until about 1759 and 
was largely ignored until the 1780s. Even the date “c. 1780” is probably too early. So, sad 
to say, this watch can no longer be used as evidence for pre 1770s self-winding watches. 

However, the move to Switzerland may be misleading. It is probable that Daniels and 
Markarian based their opinion on the style of the movement and allocated its manufacture 
to Switzerland. But although saying the watch was “made in Vienna”, Salomons might be 
referring to where it came from, and its maker in the sense of retailer. And so it could be 
evidence for an Austrian “maker”.
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Makers

4.1: A Few Hints

Chapuis and Jaquet were aware of three vague indications that self-winding watches may 
have been made in Germany. First, Ferdinand Berthoud (1802, volume 2, pages 172-173) 
wrote:

This remontoir watch, invented in Germany, was brought to France around 1780: 
one saw it in the hands of the late duke of Orleans, and its mechanism was made 
known. A skilful artist in Paris, Mr Breguet, by adopting this kind of winder, was 
able to perfect it so that it ensured its effects perfectly. He successfully made a large 
number of these self-winding watches.

The principle that is used as a basis for this winder is the vertical agitation that 
the watch receives when it is carried. The author of the invention used a weight 
fixed horizontally at the end of a lever placed on the small plate of the watch: it 
is this weight that, by its inertia, becomes the secondary engine that winds the 
mainspring of the watch.

Second, Moinet (1853, Volume 2, page 507) refers to the perpetual watch as a German 
invention:

For example, there are pieces known as ‘perpetuals’ or ‘with weight’, which wind 
themselves by carrying them, provided that one does not leave them on the hook 
for more than two and sometimes three days. This German invention, imitated 
in France, contains a heavy weight of platinum in the shape of a crescent, set at 
the end of a horizontal lever balanced at its center of movement by a small spring 
in a special barrel, which enables it to oscillate from top to bottom by the least 
movement given to the case, and even by only the breathing of the person who 
carries it; ... fifteen minutes of agitation or walking is enough for the driving force 
to be fully wound. ...

The rest of the description confirms that Moinet is referring to the style of self-winding 
watch made by Breguet. As Moinet’s book extensively quotes the work of Berthoud, this is 
probably just a repetition of the above information, and so adds nothing to our knowledge. 

And finally Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 24; 1956, page 26) state that:

Towards the middle of the XIXth century, the late Edward Brown, head of the firm 
of Breguet ... mentioned that a Nuremberg watchmaker had been the inventor of a 
perpetual watch, but added no further particulars to this statement.

As there are no names and only Berthoud provides a date, it is impossible to place these 
remarks in context. 
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4.2: Joseph Tlustos

Sabrier (2012, page 205) states that in 1775:

In the Leipzig newsletters one learns that Joseph Tlusios, watchmaker-mechanic 
to the Kaiser and the Court, had invented a new type of striking watch that was 
the same size and shape as ordinary watches, and whose principal advantage lay 
in the fact that it never needed to be wound. The dial indicates the hours and 
minutes and the watch will continue to run as long as it is not left immobile. It 
must be worn at least one hour every three days to wind itself through the ordinary 
bodily motions. The owner of such a watch benefits from two further advantages: 
the first is it does not stop running during winding and is much more regular than 
other watches; the second is the elimination of the common problem of the chain 
breaking. The watch is protected from dust due to the fact that it is very difficult 
to open.

This report, which is two years earlier than 
any other documents known at the time, is 
obviously very important. However, Sabrier 
fails to provide the name of the source let 
alone a facsimile of it. It is described as 
“Leipzig newsletters” in the English edition 
and “Feuilles de Nouvelles de Leipzig” in the 
French edition of his book. Despite contacting 
him several times, Sabrier has not revealed 
his source.

After some work, I located two possible sources. 
The first is in the Wienerisches Diarium, 8 
May 1773 (Vienna, 1773, pages 23-24), Figure 
4-1, which was located using ANNO (2013); 
also see Watkins (2013a, 2013b). This is the 
earliest document describing self-winding 
watches that has been found. 

Der kaiserl. kön. Hofmechanikus, Hr. 
Joseph Tlustos, hat eine ganz neue 
und besondere Gattung von Sackuhren 
erfunden. An Gestalt und Größe gleichen 
sie den gewöhnlichen Uhren; sie zeigen 
Stunden und Minuten. Der vorzügliche 
Werth einer solchen Uhr aber bestehet 
darinnen, daß sie niemals aufgezogen 
werden darf, und ununterbrochen 
fortgehet, mit dem einzigen Vorbehalte, 
daß solche nicht immer ohne Bewegung 
liegen kann, sondern in drey Tagen, 
wenigstens eine Stunde, getragen werden Figure 4-1
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muß, weil das Kunststück dieser Uhr, sich von selbst aufzuziehen, durch die 
natürliche Bewegung des Körpers geschiehet. 

Aus diesem Vorzuge entspringen noch zween besondere Vortheile für den Besitzer 
einer solchen Uhr, denn eines theils ist der Gang, der durch das Aufziehen nicht 
unterbrochen wird, viel richtiger, als bey den  gewöhnlichen Uhren, andern theils 
ist man sicher, die Kette nicht zu zersprengen, welches sonst sehr leicht und oft 
geschiehet, und besonders auf Reisen sehr beschwerlich ist; folglich ist klar, daß 
diese neuerfundene beständig in ihrer Vollkommenheit bleibet. Durch einen auf 
dem Zifferblatte, unter dem Zeiger, angebrachten Stern kann die frühere oder 
spätere Richtung, nach der Horizontallage eines jeden Landes, genau geschehen. 

Der Preis einer solchen Uhr, sammt einem goldenen Gehäuse, ist, ohne 
Stundenwiederholung, 100 Ducten; eine dergleichen Repetiruhr aber kostet 200 
Dukaten. Die auswärtigen Liebhaber können sich deßhalben an das Wechselhaus 
des Herrn Baron Fries und Comp. wenden. (Transcript by Heinz Mundschau, 
2012-2013.)

The second, which is identical except 
for a few very minor changes, is in 
the Churbaierische Intelligenzblatt, 
September 1775 (Munich, 1775, page 
340), Figure 4-2; this was found using 
Bavarica (2013). But these documents 
were published in Vienna and Munich, 
not Leipzig as Sabrier states.

In English, these reports state:

The mechanic accredited by the 
imperial and royal court, Joseph 
Tlustos has invented a completely 
new kind of pocket-watch. Concerning 
their form and dimensions they look 
like common watches; they indicate 
hours and minutes. But the great 
advantage of such a watch consists in 
the fact that it is not wound, and that 
it works continuously provided that 
it does not always lie somewhere but 
it must be carried for a minimum of 
one hour during three days, because 
the specialty of this watch is in fact 
the self-winding by the corporal 
movements [of the owner]. 

These advantages have two other 
agreeable aspects for the owner of 
such a watch, because firstly the 
movement is not interrupted by the Figure 4-2
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winding and thus is more correct than common watches, and secondly the chain 
cannot be broken, a fact which otherwise happens frequently, and which is very 
unfortunate, especially on journeys. Thus it is clear that this recently invented 
watch will always be perfect. With a star on the dial under the hand[s] you can 
adjust the advance and retard specially for each country, following the sundial. 

The cost of such a watch with a gold case, without hour repetition, is 100 ducats; 
with repetition it costs 200 ducats. Foreign clients can contact the bank of exchange 
of Baron Fries and Co. (Translation by Heinz Mundschau, 2012-2013.)

Both articles differ from Sabrier’s text in two respects:

(a) They do not mention that the watch cannot be opened.

(b) They include a sentence on the advance/retard dial that is not in Sabrier’s text.

The sentence omitted by Sabrier is not clear:

Durch einen auf dem Zifferblatte, unter dem Zeiger, angebrachten Stern kann die 
frühere oder spätere Richtung, nach der Horizontallage eines jeden Landes, genau 
geschehen.

Literally this is:

With the help of a star under the hand 
the earlier or later direction, following the 
horizontal position of every country can be 
practised.

I believe the most likely interpretation for 
horizontal is horizontal sundial. Although stating 
the obvious, it must be remembered that there 
were no time zones, and every town used its own 
local time. Although irrelevant today (Watkins, 
2007), the equation of time was used to correct 
mean time, but the very small time differences  
often made this correction pointless for inaccurate 
watches.

But this must mean that Tlustos is suggesting 
that the watch should be adjusted for the equation 
of time and show solar rather than mean time. 
Vigniaux (1788, pages 285-287; 2011, pages 114-
115) has a table for this purpose, Figure 4-3.

For example, if, on January 1, the watch is set 
about 26 seconds fast, then it will show “sundial 
time” reasonably accurately for the next 10 days. 
If this is what is intended, it is probably of little 
use, because watches of the time would be unlikely 
to keep time that accurately, and because it would 
be very difficult to adjust the advance/retard hand 
with that precision. Figure 4-3
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Finally, Cassis and Cottrell (2009, page 242) note that Johann Fries (1719-1785) was a 
Swiss Protestant banker from Mühlhausen who settled in Vienna. So the reference to 
Baron Fries & Co. suggests that Joseph Tlustos was the court mechanic in Vienna. Abeler 
(2010, pages 558) lists:

Tlustos, Joseph, Wein. Arb.: Louis XVI Carteluhr, ca 1780 (Aukt. Do 589/960), 
Tischuhr um 1750 (Joanneum Graz)

Both Abeler (2010) and Kaltenböck (1993, page 256) list Tlusios, 1776 in Vienna, but with 
a different given name, Peter. Which is not really relevant, because the original texts in 
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 clearly reads Tlustos and not Tlusios as given by Sabrier. But these 
entries in Abeler and Kaltenböck are probably an error for Tlustos, because Peter Tlustos, 
uhrmacher, is mentioned in the Wienerisches Diarium (Vienna, 1775, page 8).

4.3: Joseph Thustas

At the request of Joseph Flores, addressed to the library of the DGC via his German 
correspondent Heinz Mundschau, Ralf Weiß (2012) located the following report, Figure 
4-4 (Leipzig, 1775, page 795). 

Prag den 15 Aug.

Der hiesiger Kaiserl. Königl. Hof 
Mechanicus, Herr Joseph Thustas, 
hat eine neue Art von Taschenuhren 
erfunden, welche an Gestalt und 
Größe den gewöhnlichen Uhren dieser 
Art gleicht, sich aber dadurch von 
ihnen unterscheidet, daß sie niemals 
aufgezogen werden dürfen, sondern 
ununterbrochen fortgehen, wenn sie 
am Leibe getragen und folglich in 
der Bewegung erhalten werden. Das 
Kunststück besteht, dem Vernehmen 
nach, in Quecksilber, welches die Stelle 
der Feder vertritt, und so zubereitet 
ist, daß es das Metall nicht angreift. 
Um eben deswillen steht auch die Uhr 
stille, wenn sie lange in Ruhe bleibt, da 
man sie denn aber nur schütteln darf, um sie wieder gehen zu machen. Der Preis 
einer solchen gewöhnlichen Uhr mit einem goldenen Gehäuse ist 100, einer solchen 
Repetier-Uhr aber 200 Ducaten.

Or, in translation:

Prague 15 August

The citizen, Imperial and Royal Court Mechanic, Mr Joseph Thustas, has invented 
a new type of pocket watch, whose shape and size are similar to the ordinary 
watches of this kind, but they are different, in that they need never be wound, but 

Figure 4-4
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run continuously when worn on the person and are so kept in motion. The trick 
is, reportedly, mercury, which takes the place of the spring, and so prepared that 
it does not attack the metal. For this reason the watch no longer works when it 
remains still for a long time since it must be shaken to make it run. The price of an 
ordinary watch with a gold case is 100, and a repeating watch is 200 ducats.

Although this report comes from a Leipzig “newspaper”, it cannot be Sabrier’s source, 
because the name and the text are completely different.

4.4: Joseph Gallmayr (1716-1790)

Lipowsky (1810, pages 226-227) provides a short biography of Gallmayr. A long account of 
his life is given by König (1982), from which the following summary is derived.

Joseph Gallmayr was born about 1716 in Klein-Essing, the son of a poor cobbler. As a child 
he was inventive, carving figures out of wood, after which monks at the local monastery 
educated him. Following his mother’s death, he moved to Munich, taking with him a letter 
of recommendation to a monastery in that city. 

The church had a clock, the Apostle clock, which did not work, despite attempts to repair 
it. On the hour, the twelve Apostles moved around it in a circle, and then a cock crowed 
three times. Joseph, after much work, fixed the clock and the automata, which brought 
him to the attention of the court of the Elector, Maximillian III Joseph. Later he was 
appointed the court mechanic.

From then on he constructed and repaired automata for the court. He made an artificial 
leg complete with an articulated knee, and designed drainage and pumping systems.

In 1775 his wife died, and he started loosing his sight and health, later to become completely 
blind. He remarried in 1777 to provide a mother for his young children. 

Unfortunately, König’s biography is written as an historical novel and sources are not 
provided. However, it is clear that Gallmayr was not trained in clock or watch making, 
although he may have received some training in mechanics.

The earliest report of Joseph Gallmayr making self-winding watches is dated October 
1776 (Munich, 1776, pages 352-353; the facsimile in Figure 4-5 has been rearranged):

We must inform a honourable public, that Joseph Gallmayr, the current Court 
mechanic of his Highness the Elector, has just brought a new invention to an 
unsurpassed perfection, which honours both the inventor and our Fatherland.

This invention was announced some months ago in various gazettes in Vienna. 
However, we have reliable information that neither the invention nor the inventor 
can be called into question, as the watch of our Mr Joseph Gallmayr has, at the 
behest of our enlightened and gracious Highness the Elector, been tested in every 
imaginable way, and with the greatest respect we are able to graciously provide 
an assurance, that he never had such a good and accurate pocket watch. This 
invention has the following quite particular advantages. 
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1) Its size is no different from ordinary pocket watches, and it can even be made 
smaller according to wishes.

2) It is not necessary to use a key to wind the watch, rather, to start it working one 
merely puts it in his pocket and walks the length of a room a few times, and already 
it is wound up, and when one adjusts the hour hand to the right hour of the day, it 
continues to keep correct time throughout all the day.

3) During the night it can be laid flat or hung on a wall, and it will continue its 
correct running without fault. Should one leave the watch lying for more than 30 
hours until it stops, one picks it up early in the morning, and by going for a walk 
it will be wound up again for the whole day.

4) The mechanism is so strong and reliable that neither a riding a horse nor driving 
[in a carriage] or other jolts will be harmful, as various experiments made by his 
Highness have confirmed.

5) It goes without saying this invention is not a so-called perpetuum mobile, and 
even those with only an average knowledge of mechanics must admit the great 
error of those who, in the news announced from Vienna, wanted to explain the 

Figure 4-5
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movement of the mechanism by mercury or quicksilver being in the machine. These 
rumour-mongers, said [our] inventor, are quite mistaken, and he would wager 
his head, that nobody will find a grain of mercury in his machine. He has made 
hundreds of tests and models, for which he can provide evidence, before arriving 
at his successful idea.

Now the watch is perfected and complete, the inventor will be delighted to disclose 
his secret, as soon as he receives the richly deserved reward for his troublesome 
labours.

Thus he wishes only to have as many customers for his newly invented pocket 
watch as are sufficient to fulfil this wish. The price he asks for the pocket watch is 
60 ducats, if it is of gold. 

A second, brief report, also dated 1776 (Imhof, 1782, page 367), is given in Figure 4-6. This 
was published in Nürnberg, and is probably the source of Edward Brown’s statement (see 
Section 4.1).

Zu München machte der Hof Mechanikus, 
Joseph Gallmeyr, eine Sackuhr, die 
weder eines Schlüssels noch Aufziehens 
bedarf. Man steckt die Uhr in den Sack, 
gehet damit einige mal auf und ab so ist 
sie schon aufgezogen, und läuft dan 30. 
Stunden lang richtig, sie mag hängen oder liegen.

In Munich the court mechanic Joseph Gallmeyr made a pocket watch which does 
not need either a key or winding. One puts the watch in a pocket, one takes some 
steps and thus it is wound, it then runs for thirty hours, suspended or flat.

Then four reports appeared which are 
closely related to each other. The first two 
are identical and appeared in L’Esprit des 
Journaux (Bruxelles and Paris, 1777, pages 
347-348), Figure 4-7:

It is communicated from Munich, that 
Sieur Joseph Gallemayer, clock and 
watch maker of the Court & celebrated 
mechanician, invented a spring watch 
which does not differ from others of 
the form, but which goes without one 
needing to wind it; & however it is not 
perpetual motion. When the watch stops, 
it is enough to give it a slight movement; 
then it goes by itself. It never stops when 
one walks, when one is on a horse or in a 
carriage, because one cannot be moving 
without the watch also moving. The 
interior mechanism is so solid that it 
does not get out of order, whatever one 

Figure 4-6

Figure 4-7
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does, even if one would drop the watch. S.A.S.E. himself did various tests; the 
watch never got out of order. The mechanism is extremely simple. Sieur Gallemayer 
makes these watches of any size; he has some so small that one can easily place 
them in a large ring.

The person who tested the watch is His Serene Highness Elector Maximillian III Joseph 
of Munich.

The third and fourth reports, which 
are also identical, are in the Journal 
Encyclopédique (Liège, 1777, page 155), 
Figure 4-8, and Journaux Politiques 
(Bouillon, 1777). These reports are 
fundamentally the same as the first 
two and so I do not need to provide a 
translation. 

Finally, a long advertisement was published in 1779 (Munich, 1779, pages 194-195), 
Figure 4-9:

Art. VIII. Künste und Wissenschaften. a) Es will Herr Joseph Gallmayr von 
Weltenburg in Baiern gebürtig, Churfürstl. Hofmaschinist allhier seine schon vor 
4 Jahren auf höchsten Befehl und Gutachten durch das Intelligenz-Blatt bekannt 
gemachte neue Invention, oder wegen seiner besondern Kunst und vortreflichen 
Nutzen bewunderungswürdige perpetuirliche Sackuhr dem gelehrten, und geehrten 
Publikum neuerdings zu wissen machen: und eben diese perpetuirliche Sackuhr, 
welche sowohl von Sr. in Gott ruhenden Churfürstl. Durchl. in Baiern, als Sr. jetzt 
regierenden herzogl. Durchl. zu Mecklenburg-Schwerin gnädigsten Beyfall erhalten 
hat, und welche zu zweymal um 60 Dukaten bezahlt worden. (die keiner Aufziehung 
bedarf, ja nicht aufgezogen kann werden, und doch in der nämlichen Größe, wie 
die anderen gemeinen Sackuhren, gehen, bisher aber doch allzeit ein Arkanum 
verblieben) diese will er allen und jeden, besonders aber den Herrn Liebhabern, 
und gesamten Uhrverständigen dedicieren, also zwar, daß sie nicht nur die neu 
inventierte Sackuhr, von dem Erfinder selbst haben können, da er selbst noch zwei 
mit goldenen Gehäußen verfertigter im Vorrathe hat, sondern einen vollständigen 
und haarklein aufgezeichneten, und zu diesem Ende in einem Kupfer, auf welchem 
die ganze Uhr samt allen zugehörigen Rädern, Zähnen, Federn, und Spindeln, 
Stückweise aufgezeichnet ist, also, daß jeder dieser Kunstsverständige auf diesen 
haarklein entworfenen Abriße, und in dem dabeystehenden schriftl. Unterricht sich 
ersehen, und sie ohne alle Mühe selbst verfertigen kann. Der nämliche Künstler, 
ein Mann, welcher vorlängst seine mechanische Wissenschaft der gelehrten Welt 

Figure 4-8
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genugsam erprobet hat, hat diese feine neue Invention dem geehrten Publicum 
der Ursachen willen zuerkannt, und zueignen wollen, weil er ja nicht gerecht zu 
seyn hielt, diese dem gemeinen Weesen so ersprießliche neue Invention mit in das 
Grab zu nehmen; massen er Alters halber diese neue Kunst nun nicht länger will 
verbergen. Es ist zwar oben Meldung geschehen, daß diese Uhr schon an zween 
Höfen bekannt ist; allein eben deßwegen sind diese Uhren nicht publik, aus Ursache, 
weil der Erfinder noch allzeit den Zugang zu diesen Uhren verschlossen hat, und 
um nicht das ganze Werk zu ruiniren, von niemand, als von dem Erfinder selbsten, 
könnten aufgemacht werden. Jetzt aber in seinem neuen in Kupfer aufgezeichneten 

Figure 4-9
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Unterricht der gänzliche Zugang offenbar wird; also, wenn einer von diesen Uhren 
was fehlen sollte, ein jeder Uhrverständiger ihr zu helfen weis. Diese Uhren haben 
keiner solchen Pflege, als wie die andern gemeinen Uhren nöthig. Sie geht beständig, 
so lang man diese bey sich führet, und wird eben durch ihrem Gebrauche, wenn 
man auch gleich 3 Täge diesen unterließ, ihre gehörige Dienste machen. Es wird 
auch die irrige Meynung derjenigen offenbar, welche glaubten, das Werk werde 
von Merkur, oder Quecksiber regieret, und geleitet: daher allen Kunstreichen, und 
begierigen Herren Liebhabern gezeiget, und in dem auf dem Kupfer verfertigten 
Unterrichte dargethan, wie die beständige Bewegung erfolge, und bestehen könne. 
Zu diesem Ende dann kann sich ein jeder geehrter Liebhaber in Zeit von zwey 
Monath dieser Uhr, und dessen ganzen Unterrichtes zu Nutze und eigenthümlich 
machen. Nur beliebe man auf der Post, oder bey anderer Gelegenheit den Brief 
Franco samt 2 fl. 24 kr. in des Gallmayrs Behausung zu schicken: und in dieser 
Zeit wird der Erfinder gewißlich mit dem versprochenen Unterricht (wozu er sich 
auch verpflichtet) aufwarten. Joseph Gallmayr Hofmachinist, loschirt am Ende 
der Weinstraße über 3 Stiegen beym Bäcker am Ecke, in München. 

Nota: Man ersucht, dieses auch andern Zeitungen zu melden. 

The English translation is:

Mr Joseph Gallmayr born in Weltenburg, Bavaria, mechanic of the Electoral 
Prince would like by this to present once more to an honoured and intelligent 
public his latest invention which the “Intelligenz-Blatt” had already published 
four years ago by special order and appreciation [of their majesties; it was actually 
published three years ago in 1776]. This, because of the special art and use of 
his wonderful perpetual pocket-watch, which even found the good appreciation 
of the late Elector as of the now governing Her Highness Mecklenburg-Schwerin, 
and who has been paid 60 ducats two times. (which need not be wound up, and 
there is even no possibility to do that, and yet it has the same dimensions as the 
usual pocket-watches, but so far has always remained a secret). This watch he 
would dedicate to a larger public, but specially to connoisseurs and specialists in 
watchmaking firstly that he has still a stock of two watches with golden cases, and 
then by matter of a copperplate engraving showing the whole construction with all 
its wheels, teeth, springs and verges. By this way every specialist of this art may 
see these meticulously designed plans and the textual explanations and so he can 
construct it himself. The artist, a man who for a long time has largely proved his 
technical knowledge to the scientific world has dedicated his recent invention to 
an honoured public because he does not intend that it would be correct to take this 
invention of public interest with him to the grave. Because of his age he will no 
longer make a secret of his art. We already said that the watch is already known 
by two Majesties, but therefore they are publicly unknown and further the inventor 
has kept the cases hermetically closed to avoid that somebody could ruin the whole 
mechanism, they can only be opened by the master himself. But now, by matter of 
his engraved documentation every approach is possible. If there is a missing part, 
every specialist is capable of replacing it. These watches do not need the same 
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treatment as common watches. It runs as long as you take it with you and even 
does its duty for three days after putting it away. By studying the case it will be 
clear that it was an error that some people thought that there was some mercury 
or quicksilver governing the mechanism. By this way every artist and curious 
connoisseurs are instructed by the engravings in which manner the perpetual 
movement is created and maintained. Finally every honoured connoisseur may 
acquire all the knowledge about this watch. The only condition: one may by the 
post or otherwise send 2 florins and 24 crowns to the house of Mr Gallmayr: after 
which the inventor will provide the promised instructions, and therefore he gives 
his guarantee.

Joseph Gallmayr, mechanic to the court, lives on the end of the Weinstrasse on the 
third floor in the house of the baker on the corner in Munich.

Note: You are invited to also put part of this in other journals. (Translation by 
Heinz Mundschau, 2012-2013.)

4.5: Forrer

The information in this section has been provided by Heinz Mundschau (2012, 2012-2013).

Nothing is known about Forrer, not even his given name. Kaltenböck (1993, page 241) lists 
only one person, Jacob Forrer died 1811. But he also lists Johann Forer, died 1780, who 
is possible.

The earliest reference to Forrer appears in Meusel (1781, page 29), under the heading Aus 
Wien. Geschrieben am 9ten August 
1780, Figure 4-10:

1) A watchmaker living 
here, named Forrer, born 
in Switzerland, is making 
pocket-watches resulting from 
a new invention, which need 
not be wound, because by 
their mechanism they rewind 
themselves every 40 hours; this 
is the reason why the cases 
cannot be opened, except that 
you can reach the dial with the 
advance-retard indicator. If you 
are walking with this watch 
in your pocket: it will wind up 
itself with every step for one 
little tooth and so it will never 
unwind completely. To describe 
the mechanism of this work, I 

Figure 4-10
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should need to be a watchmaker or another kind of greater mechanic. But I can tell 
you nevertheless, that here there are watches of this kind which are still working 
after three years, - that they are a little large, - that the pivots run in drilled 
diamonds, and that one watch of this kind would cost 70 ducats. Perhaps I shall 
tell you more about this man after having seen him [personally]. 

Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 27) give the source incorrectly as Mensel.

Busch (1821, page 103) then repeated this statement, Figure 4-11:

The watchmaker Forrer 
in Vienna, born in 
Switzerland, has invented 
pocket-watches, which 
wind themselves up every 
40 hours. If you are walking 
with this watch in your 
pocket; it will wind itself 
with every step you take for 
one little tooth, and thus it 
never unwinds completely. 
The watches are a little 
large, their pivots run in drilled diamonds; you cannot open them, but via the 
dial you can reach the advance – retard indicator. One [watch] costs 70 ducats. 
(Translation by Heinz Mundschau, 2012-2013.)

The footnote 13 (on page 104) notes that the source for this information was Meusel.

It would appear that the writer knew little or nothing about watches and wrote what he 
thought he had been told. Two parts of these texts support this view:

(a) alle 40 Stunden von selbst [wieder] aufziehen. Although literally they rewind 
themselves every 40 hours, there can be little doubt that a 40-hour running time is 
intended.

(b) um ein Zähnchen auf. Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 27) incorrectly translate this 
as a small wheel, but Zähnchen is a small tooth. Mundschau (2012) suggests that 
this refers to the click of a click and ratchet. 

Although Forrer was born in Switzerland, his name does not appear in Bourdin (2012) or 
Patrizzi (1998).

Figure 4-11
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5.1: Early Documents

The early documents use three different names and do not fully specify the person 
concerned. For this reason they are examined separately.

The earliest reference appears in the diary of H.B. de Saussure, written when he visited 
Neuchâtel from 29 May to 8 June 1777. On 5 June he visited Le Locle, Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1
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The relevant section is:

  ... de là chez M. Perlet l’inventeur des montres qui se remontent par le mouvement 
de celui qui les porte, elles peuvent aller huit jours sans être agitées; il a été obligé de 
refaire la première parce qu’il n’avait pas mis un arrêt et que le remontoir agissant 
toujours avait brisé la montre d’un homme qui courait à la poste. À présent il a mis 
un bon arrêt qu’il a eu de la peine à trouver, mais qui suffit. Le travail est double 
de celui d’un mécanisme ordinaire et la vend 15 à 20 louis.

... from there to Mr Perlet the inventor of the watches which are wound by the 
movement of the persons who carry them, they can go eight days without being 
shaken. He had to remake the first one because he had not put in a stop-work, and 
the winding always acting had broken the watch of a man who ran to the post 
office. Now he has put in a good stop-work which he had trouble to design, but 
which is good enough. The work is double of that of an ordinary mechanism and 
sells for 15 to 20 louis.

Six days later, on 11 June, a report appeared in the Registers de l’Assemblée Générale, the 
minutes of the General Assembly of the Société des Arts in Geneva, Figure 5-2.

Mr le Professeur a produit quelques fusées extrêmement basses, taillée par cet 
outil, dont Mrs les Horlogers feront rapport après les avoir examinées. Il a de plus 
informé les Comité qui Mr Perelet, horloger, établi à ...... a fait une montre d’une 
telle construction, qu’elle se remonte dans la poche de celui qui la porte, par le seul 
mouvement qu’il fait en marchant; qu’un quart d’heure de marche suffit pour qu’elle 
soit complètement remonter; que quand elle l’est la continuation du mouvement ne 
pour lui nuire, parce que l’Artiste y a procurer par une moyen l’arrêt, qu’aille en 
pendant huit jours; qu’elle vend le double d’une bonne montre ordinaire et que Mr 
Perelet en a déjà une forte commission.

Figure 5-2
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Mr Calandrini ayant proposé d’acheter une de ces montres, aux frais de la Société, 
pour en faire connaître le méchanisme a ces Artiste, l’on approuvé cet avis, et Mr 
Cramer Président, a bien voulu se charger d’en procurer l’acquisition.

The Professor [de Saussure] ... also informed the Committee that Mr Perelet, 
watchmaker, established at       made a watch of such a construction that it is 
wound up in the pocket of the person who carries it, by just the movement that 
he makes while walking; that fifteen minutes of walking are enough for it to be 
completely wound up and when it is, the continued motion will not harm it, because 
the Artist has provided for this by means of a stop-work. It runs for eight days. It 
sells for double that of a good ordinary watch and Mr Perelet has already had a 
large commission.

Mr Calandrini having proposed to buy one of these watches, at the Society’s expense, 
to make known the mechanism of this Artist, this motion was approved, and Mr 
Cramer, President, agreed to undertake getting one.

Note that the word inventeur in Figure 5-1 does not appear in this report.

As this document is derived from de Saussure’s diary, presumably Saussure himself 
changed the spelling from Perlet to Perelet when his report was submitted to the Société 
des Arts in Geneva. 

One technical point should be made here. Designing a watch to run 8 days is extremely 
difficult because of the limited space available for the mainspring barrel. There are four 
options:

(a) Use a very long, thin mainspring. But such a spring would not have enough power 
to run the watch.

(b) Use a short, thick mainspring. Such a spring could be used by adding an extra 
wheel and pinion to the train. But this solution, as Aaron Dennison found out 
(Watkins, 2009, pages 21-22), creates serious problems with the rate of the watch 
and is not practical.

(c) Use two barrels and two very long, thin mainsprings.

(d) Use a much larger barrel by moving the train.

So it is very unlikely that the watch described by de Saussure could have run for 8 days. 
In addition, such a long running time is pointless in a self-winding watch.

Four later documents are given in facsimile by Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 31, 33, 34 
and 36; 1956, pages 33, 35, 36 and 37), but only three are relevant here.

First, Figure 5-3, Jacques-Louis Perrot wrote to F. S. Osterwald on 28 May 1780, stating:

Les pièces Perpétuelles inventées depuis 2 ou 3 ans dans nos montagnes, font 
l’objet des curieux et n’ont pas laissé que de donner de la renommée en ce lieux; 
ce sont des montres plus grosses que d’ordinaire qui se remontent d’elles mêmes 
moyennant qu’on les porte sur soi et qu’on fasse quelques tours de chambre ou 
quelques mouvements pendant la journée; 8 minutes de marche suffisent pour les 
remonter pour les 24 heures. Se sont des pièces assez recherchées; et qui se paient 
chères; mais des contrefacteurs qui ne réussissent pas peuvent les donner à bon 
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compte, l’ouvrage est susceptible pour être bon à une grande délicatesse que chacun 
ne peut acquérir.

The Perpetual pieces invented 2 or 3 years ago in our mountains, are the subject 
of curiosity and give fame to this place; these watches, that are larger than the 
ordinary, wind themselves as one carries them on oneself and one makes some 
turns of a room or some movements during the day; 8 minutes walking is enough 
to wind them for 24 hours. They are in some demand and they are expensive; but 
counterfeiters who do not succeed can supply them cheaply; to be good the work 
requires great delicacy that not every one can achieve.

Second, Figure 5-4, in a letter to F. S. Osterwald dated 16 March 1781, Abbé Desprades 
wrote about a self-winding watch:

Plusieurs personnes en ont eu envie, mais ils ont été bientôt effrayées du mouvement 
à sacade qu’éprouve en marchant cette espèce de nouveau balancier ajouté à la 
montre ...

Several people wanted one, but were soon frightened by the jerky movement felt 
while walking [with] this new type of weight added to the watch ...

Figure 5-3

Figure 5-4
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Finally, Figure 5-5, in a letter written to Osterwald by Lemulier du Bressy on 7 May 1782, 
we find:

One Mr Perrelet makes watches that wind themselves in one’s pocket.

This is apparently the first document that uses the spelling Perrelet.

5.2: A Question of Names

As shown above, none of the contemporary documents specify who this person was, other 
than to variously call him Perlet or Perelet or Perrelet. The only definite information about 
him is that he lived in Le Locle. 

To add to the confusion, in July 1793 Breguet wrote:

 ... we have both forgotten to visit or mention that fine man, Mr Perlet the Elder 
[l’Ancien], I believe that is his name. But he is the man who had such a wicked wife 
that she is now mad. He is a good and very gifted man, to whom my sister owes a 
great deal. (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, pages 78-79; 1956, pages 83-84)

However, no one with the names Perlet, Perelet or Perrlet is listed in Bourdin (2012) as 
working in or around Le Locle. Patrizzi (1998) lists P. E. Perlet (enamel painter, 1764-1774) 
and Wikipedia (2012b) notes that Charles Frédéric Perlet (1758-1828) was a watchmaker in 
Geneva, but both are clearly irrelevant. So we can be confident that Perrelet was intended. 

However, it is strange that Breguet does not use the name Perrelet if this person was so 
gifted and so notable, especially as many believe Breguet bought self-winding watches 
from him. It may indicate that Breguet had only a little contact that was not significant. 
But surely an association with self-winding watches would have been important enough 
for his name to be remembered?

But which Perrelet? 

Bourdin (2012) lists four possible watchmakers living in Le Locle at that time:

Abraham Louis: Master watchmaker and the person to whom a self-winding watch is 
attributed.

Isaac: Master watchmaker mentioned in 1769 and “Formal identity impossible”.

Jean Jacques: Master watchmaker mentioned between 1758 and 1777.

Pierre Henri: Master watchmaker mentioned between 1765 and 1773.

The above list omits people who had the same family name but worked in other trades, 
such as cadraturier (repeater-work maker) and monteur de boîtes (case maker).

In addition, Chapuis (1957, page 25) states:

Figure 5-5
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In 1760 in Locle there are mentioned two Abram-Louis Perrelet, watchmakers, 
plus a third, a case assembler, ...

The two watchmakers were, according to Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 42; 1956, page 43), 
the son of Abram and Suzanne (née Huguenin), and the son of Daniel and Jeanne-Marie 
(née Robert).

Philipe DuBois (1758-1824) had dealings with all these people: 

Isaac Pierre (1771, no occupation, at Entre deux Monts).

Jeanjaques (1769 and 1769 as horloger, and entries to 1778 probably for the same 
person).

Pierre Henry (1769 to 1776). 

He also lists Abram Louys as a cadraturier, adding to the statement of Chapuis above. 

Of these people, a family tree (Perrelet, 2012) mentions Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien son 
of Daniel and Jeanne-Marie (see below) and, on a different branch, Abram Louys Perrelet, 
le Gros, son of Abram and Suzanne, Figure 5-6. Although dates are not given, we can 
assume Abram Louys Perrelet le Gros was born after his father’s marriage in 1736, and 
so he would have been a few years younger than Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien. This is 
the person referred to by Chapuis & Jaquet; the French edition (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, 
page 42) specifically mentions dit le Gros, but the English edition omits this information.

In three instances Philipe DuBois refers to Abram Louys Perrelet, le Gros, but the address 
and occupation are not mentioned (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventories for 1774, 1778 and 
1782). We do not know the significance of the qualification le Gros. Later documents 
qualify the name of the son of Daniel and Jeanne-Marie as Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien, 
Old Perrelet, and this was probably done to distinguish two people with the same name, 
most likely l’Ancien and le Gros.

At this point, if we rely solely on contemporary documents, it is impossible to decide 
which one of these five different people were referred to by de Saussure, Perrot, the Abbé 
Desprades and du Bressy. Assuming, of course, that they were all referring to the same 
person. 

Figure 5-6
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Continuing the above quote from 
Chapuis (1957, page 25):

... one is certainly him who 
would live almost a century 
as one of the most famous 
watchmakers of the Mountains, 
also known by the portrait of him 
that Charles-Samuel Girardet 
engraved [Figure 5-7]. The 
banneret Osterwald mentions 
him in his homonym in 1764, 
as producing watches with 
“ratchet and with cylinders.” 
[This is incorrect; Perrelet is not 
mentioned in Osterwald (1764), 
but in Osterwald (1766).] The 
biographical details show clearly 
that there can be no question 
that it is he whom one still today 
knows as “Old Perrelet.”

However, the contemporary 
documents do not make it as certain 
as Chapuis would like.

5.3: Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien

Of the four or five people who may have been the subject of de Saussure’s report, we have 
information about only one, Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien (1729-1826). But, if it was not 
for the biography in Jeanneret and Bonhôte (1863, see below) it is likely that he would 
have been forgotten, simply recorded in lists such as Bourdin (2012) together with the 
hundreds of other watchmakers who did little that was noteworthy. Indeed, if it was not 
for his association with self-winding watches, his name probably would not appear in any 
modern books.

As mentioned above, an Abram-Louys Perrelet is briefly mentioned by Osterwald (1766, 
pages 72-73; 2008, page 20):

So many of those in Le Locle and La Chaux-de-Fond are involved with the perfection 
of this art that only the names of the most distinguished are included in this 
description, such as we know them. Those whom we omit because of pure ignorance 
would have no less the right to form part of an enumeration. But considering 
their great number, we could not make it exact, by including all the rest, without 
necessarily making it excessively long. Seigneurs Abraham Robert, and Daniel 
Perrelet, are the principal workmen of Le Locle for the construction of tools. The 
first is a skilful horologist, who invented the machine for the gearing of watches 
[the rounding-up tool?]. The second is an excellent dial-work maker, and the tool 

Figure 5-7
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to plant parts perpendicularly owes its discovery to him. His son Abraham Louis 
makes watches with ratchet and with cylinder. The Seigneur Abraham Robert was 
the first to think of the escapement at rest. The Seigneur Jonas Pierre Du Common 
is one of the most skilful clock makers, as the Seigneur Jonas Perret Jeanneret is 
for watches.

The original French reads: Son fils Abraham Louis fait des montres à rochet et à cylindre, 
and this statement is repeated by Bachelin (1888, page 151). The term rochet is curious. 
Although the common watch of the day, which had a verge-fusee escapement, did not 
deserve mentioning, rochet may refer to the verge escape wheel. However, it appears that 
Jeanneret and Bonhôte (below) have interpreted this as the duplex escapement, and it 
might also refer to the virgule escapement. Poniz (2012) has suggested it refers to the 
click-work on a going barrel and the phrase means “with going barrel and with cylinder 
escapement”, but in that case the phrase should probably read “with going barrel and 
cylinder”, omitting the second with. Unfortunately, the first edition (Osterwald, 1764) 
does not include this passage.

Poniz (2012) has found the earliest reference to Abram-Louys Perrelet as a maker of self-
winding watches, which appears in Andrié (1859, page 156); see Figure 5-8:

Our country has produced famous 
clock and watch makers. Ferdinand 
Berthoud took watchmaking to a high 
degree of perfection and especially 
chronometers, also called garde-temps 
and marine watches. His various 
writings on horology are reputed to 
be the best. After him I must name 
Abram-Louis Breguet, who improved 
and simplified almost all the branches of 
his art; Frederic Houriet, inventor of the 
isochronal, spherical balance spring; old 
Abram-Louis Perrelet of the church, who 
invented watches which wind themselves by the little walking of the man who carries 
them; they are called shaking [à secousses] watches. I pass over our famous clock 
and watch makers who are still alive.

It appears that the only important biography of Abram-Louys Perrelet is that in Jeanneret 
and Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, pages 193-195). This was repeated by Bachelin (1888, pages 
49-52). The following is a full translation:

Abraham-Louis Perrelet was born in Le Locle in January 1729, his father, David 
[sic] Perrelet, was a carpenter and a farmer and not very well off. As soon as the 
young man was in a position to do some favours, he helped his parents on the farm, 
and during the winter worked at joinery, filed saws, manufactured small elegant 
bellows, and when he had finished a dozen of them, sold them in Neuchâtel by 
going there on foot. At the age of twenty to twenty one years, seeing watchmaking 
taking foot in our Mountains, he gave up his modest work to launch out into this 
new industry. After an apprenticeship of fifteen days at one named Prince, in Le 
Locle, who worked little and very badly, and where he learnt absolutely nothing, he 

Figure 5-8
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started to work independently and so became his own master. Endowed with a great 
intelligence and a remarkable sagacity, he not only knew in a very short time all that 
was known then, but by his discoveries, which he communicated to his fellows with 
great satisfaction, he gave a very strong impulse to the manufacturing of watches. 
At this time it was especially the tools that were lacking for our watchmakers, and 
Perrelet strove to fill this gap: he invented the uprighting tool, the rounding-up tool 
and those that are necessary to make cylinder escapements. After discovering new 
tools, he modified the mechanism of the watch by using new combinations to make 
it run; he is the first who, in Le Locle, worked with the cylinder and duplex watch 
escapements, calendars, equation to time, etc. It was he who invented perpetual 
or jerking [à secousse] watches, which wind themselves by the movement that one 
gives to them while carrying them. The first that he built were bought by Breguet 
and one named Recordon who lived London; they were convenient (except the size) 
and he adapted a device to them which made it possible to wind them with a key 
when they were not carried.

A continual researcher, he tried a variety of systems and also endeavoured to 
discover perpetual motion; he occasionally made twelve watches each one having 
a different escapement, and when his many friends congratulated him on his 
discoveries, he told them, while smiling with modesty: “there are a few which are 
not worth much.” He manufactured every part of the interior of the watch, starting 
by forging a piece of rough brass for the plate, then making the ébauche, finishing, 
the pinions, the teeth, the escapement, the winding, in a word all of the mechanism. 
For these watches, which he sold in Le Locle and La Chaux-de-Fonds, he was paid 
on average a louis (23.17 francs) each. For many years he was so to speak master 
of all the watchmakers of Le Locle, because when the workmen were held up by 
some difficulty, which often happened, they said in their good old dialect “it is 
necessary to go to old [l’Ancien] Perrelet”, and he enjoyed doing them a favour by 
showing them the flaws which he saw without difficulty. He had adroitness and 
an extraordinarily steady hand, which did not decline as he advanced in age. His 
descendants have a watch with lever escapement that he finished at the age of 
ninety-five years.

Abraham-Louis Perrelet had many pupils all of whom gave him the greatest 
honour; we will mention among them only famous Breguet, Raguet, Lépine, and 
his grandson, F-L. Perrelet, about whom we will speak below. The magistrates of 
Neuchâtel, undoubtedly wishing to bring part of the manufacture of watches to the 
city, offered the bourgeoisie to him provided that he moved there; he refused and 
lived all his life in the house of his father, at the bottom of Crêt-Vaillant in Locle, 
where he died on 4 February 1826, ninety-seven years old.

The whole population of Le Locle accompanied his funeral convoy, each had in 
their heart to pay homage to this respectable old man, and the pastor Grellet made 
a remarkable speech at his tomb from which we extract the following fragment: 
“For a long time this man, just and God fearing, had become the object of our 
veneration. For a long time the echo of our mountains in the distance was fond of 
repeating the works of his creative genius, his rare qualities, his beautiful virtues. 
For a long time, for more than fifty years a member of the worthy consistory of this 
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church, you saw him perform his duties with the regularity of old and boundless 
devotion. In the last years of his life, you still saw him come, covered with grey 
hair and his legs weakened like those of a tired traveller, to take his place in the 
congregation and to receive from his trembling hands the sums of money for the 
poor. His voice weakened by the years edified all those around him and who came to 
visit… Yes, once again, my dear brothers, come to bid your farewell to the patriarch 
of our Mountains, to one of the examples to the flock, and one of the founders of 
our industry and our prosperity; and for the last time casting glances down on the 
tomb which will receive his mortal remains, let us say with submission to the will 
of God: peace be in his soul, blessing on his ashes.”

Sources. This note is from information collected by Mr Henri-Ernest Sandoz, in 
Locle.

The reliability of this biography is examined by Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 27-28; 
1956, pages 29-30). They state that Henri-Ernest Sandoz:

... was very intimate with Louis Frederick, Perrelet’s grandson, and himself a 
watchmaker to three kings of France and later to the Emperor Napoleon III ... and 
we can quite well assume that it was from this source that he obtained inter alia 
his information about the perpetual watches. 

Louis Frédéric Perrelet (Jeanneret and Bonhôte, 1863, volume 2, pages 196-200) was 
trained by his grandfather Abram Louys Perrelet and, although established in Paris, he 
was in Le Locle from 1807 to 1810. Thus we can be sure that, if his grandfather had 
designed self-winding watches he would have known about it. Consequently, although 
written almost 90 years after the events, this biography should be reliable. 

Even so, Jeanneret and Bonhôte’s biography creates two problems. First, Osterwald, 
cited above, states clearly that Abraham Robert invented the rounding-up tool and Daniel 
Perrelet, Abram Louys’ father, invented the uprighting tool. As he was present at the 
time, his testimony must be considered more reliable. And second, although it might be 
the result of misinterpreting poor handwriting, the father of Abram Louys is incorrectly 
said to be David, when he was Daniel.

Although the documents we have examined are consistent in pointing to a person named 
Perrelet as the designer of a self-winding watch, another source contradicts this attribution. 
Writing only one year earlier, Jeanneret (1862, pages 20-21) provided a short biography 
of Abram Louys Perrelet that does not mention self-winding watches, although it repeats 
the error regarding the uprighting tool:

The old one of the church Abram-Louis Perrelet, who died in 1827 almost 100 years 
old (he was born in January 1729), is the first who made a repeating watch in our 
Mountains. One saw him leave the modest tools of the craftsman to dedicate himself 
to the art of watchmaking, which he honoured by his application, his studies, his 
discoveries and his respectable conduct. He is the inventor of the uprighting tool, 
had good students, and improved many of the instruments used by watch makers. 
He had a singular sagacity to seize and carry out without models what he heard 
of discoveries that were mysteries, and communicated with great satisfaction, and 
with no professional jealousy, his own discoveries to those who could benefit in 
competition with him. ... A remarkable truth is that, like Ferdinand Berthoud, old 
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Perrelet could execute, when very old, the most difficult parts of the escapement.

And, when writing about Breguet’s work (Jeanneret, 1862, pages 40-41) states:

They include his perpetual watches, which wind themselves by the movement that 
one gives to them while carrying them. If Mr Houriet of Locle was the inventor, it 
is to Breguet that one owes the convenient and practical use of them.

There is, to our knowledge, no other source that attributes the design of a self-winding 
watch to Houriet.

Another, more picturesque account of Abram-Louys Perrelet is given by Ephrem Jobin 
(Matthay, ca 1979, pages 17-20). Although this clearly derives from the above, it is also 
worth quoting:

All sleep. The clock of the old man Moutier has already struck the twelve strokes 
of midnight for more than twenty minutes. The watchman makes his busy round 
from one district to another of the Mother Commune of the Neuchâtel Mountains. 
It is not a short walk, because like rosary beads they spread themselves along the 
valley, each one with its name forming as many urban areas with their personal 
character. It is a hot night. Summer lightning creates a heavy and threatening 
atmosphere.

Do all sleep? Let us look. The watchman arriving at the bottom of Crêt-Vaillant 
observes an open window that lets out the light of an argand lamp. Who can 
still be staying up? But yes, it is the “old one”, Abraham-Louis Perrelet. Nothing 
astonishing for this seeker after illusions! Besides, is it not his wife Judith you 
hear grumbling, rudely asking him to allow the household to sleep and take some 
rest himself. 

Because indeed, to test the operation of the mechanism of his invention, to which 
he has just made a last improvement, he paces around his work room, checking 
the number of steps necessary to complete the winding of his oignon; moreover, it 
is necessary to go further to check if the device is activated when the spring is fully 
wound.

This is only how we can imagine our inventor, since the documents on this 
subject are missing. Yes, the Neuchâtelois rarely left us hard copies of their work. 
Fortunately, Alfred Chapuis had the patience to bring together all that he could 
find, to recall the evolution of an industry that made the wealth of our area, thanks 
to the inventive spirit and the skill of this population isolated at the top of the Jura.

At the time of the birth of Abraham-Louis Perrelet in 1729 in Le Locle, this area 
had been Prussian since 1707. His father David [sic] Perrelet was a carpenter and 
a peasant and very early his son was to assist him. Nothing astonishing in that in 
spite of this youthful initiation to hard work requiring much effort, our young man 
developed a critical mind, open to all the problems of movements. A curious and 
imaginative spirit, he was subject to the good influence of pioneers in the area who 
had made names for themselves. Indeed, eight years before the birth of Abraham-
Louis, Pierre Jaquet-Droz was born at La Chaux-de-Fonds.

In 1727, Josué Robert received the warrant of watchmaker to the King and 
Ferdinand Berthoud uttered his first cries. While Pierre Brand-dit-Grieurin the 
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oldest manufacturer of tower clocks died at Pélard, close to La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Jean-Jacques Vaucher, student of Daniel JeanRichard, is said to have introduced 
the manufacturing of watches to Fleurier in 1730, whereas Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
appeared in the Mountains for the first time, going to visit Gagnebin of La Ferrère.

Abraham-Louis was 12 years old when Daniel JeanRichard died. All the population 
who crowded his burial felt the death of the master watchmaker of the Mountains 
painfully. He was buried near the temple. Abraham-Louis Perrelet certainly wanted 
to celebrate the praises of the father of the watch industry in Le Locle. Didn’t he 
dream to be a watchmaker in his turn, or rather, like JeanRichard, to combine this 
profession with that of a peasant? That undoubtedly appealed to him more than 
being a farmer and a carpenter.

Besides, did not the long winters with their endless evenings invite one to break 
inaction by being variously occupied? He began a manufacture very near to the 
business he learned with his father. Initially wood utensils: spoons, bellows to 
enliven fires; then in iron, such as rotisseries, weapons. The skill of his fingers 
improving, he tried watch making. But to learn well, it is necessary to take an 
apprenticeship and to work with a good master. It was unfortunately not the case 
for our young man who had to fall back on himself, being instructed only by his 
thoughts. Each difficulty was solved thanks to his inventive spirit doubled with 
that of manufacturer. Thus he created for himself (as did Daniel JeanRichard) the 
tools that would facilitate his work: the uprighting tool, the machine for shaping 
teeth, etc. On the lookout for anything new, he wanted to master the merits of these 
innovations and to apply them while seeking to improve them, removing the weak 
points that his critical spirit had discovered. Thus one owes to him the introduction 
into our mountains of the manufacturing of watches with calendars, the equation 
of time, the cylinder or duplex escapements. He became a veritable watch-making 
encyclopaedia so that when problems arose with our watchmakers, there was 
only one recourse: “it is necessary to go and find old Perrelet” said one. He had 
specialized in the sample set of twelve watches, each one having its characteristic 
and his modesty made him say “Oh there are some which are not worth much”. 

Consequently one readily understands that at a time when the idea of perpetual 
motion was very fashionable and worried many researchers, the automatists such 
as Vaucanson and Jaquet-Droz reaping beautiful successes, Perrelet directed his 
research to a useful application to compensate for the lapse of memory that many 
users had to wind their watches.

Just as later Edison used the unconscious effort of the people coming to visit to 
him to be supplied with drinking water; passing the turnstile gate at the bottom 
of his property, the visitor was much surprised to note that this gate offered some 
resistance. And when they pointed it out to Edison, expressing their surprise that 
his inventive genius has not yet been able to find how to loosen this mechanism, the 
inventor smiled and said: “I know, but with each passage, the turnstile raises ten 
litres of water for me!”

Let us say, to close these anecdotes, that Perrelet had two notable pupils: J.-F. 
Houriet who spent two years with his master before working with Julien Roy in 
Paris. The second was his grandson, Louis Perrelet, born in 1781 in Calame near 
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Le Locle, and who became watchmaker at the Polytechnic in Paris, watchmaker to 
the king and chevalier of the Legion d’Honneur.

At 95 years old, Perrelet still worked at the bench, familiarising himself with the 
execution of a watch with the new lever escapement. This booklet illustrates the 
way he traversed, starting from the first realization of a watch with automatic 
winding, then called a perpetual watch, this being the conclusion of the work of 
Abraham-Louis Perrelet, known as “the old one of Le Locle”, around 1774, as has 
been established with certainty by Alfred Chapuis.

Although there is a little more in Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 41-44; 1956, pages 43-
45), other than these accounts there is not much information, and the Internet appears to 
be devoid of anything useful.

Even more confusion exists with regard to Perrelet’s apprentices. Various claims have 
been made, which include that he taught:

(a) Abraham Louis Breguet (above biography; Landes, 1983, page 260; Landes, 2000, 
page 279): Not true. This is obviously incorrect as Breguet received his training in 
Les Verriers and Versailles.

(b) Frédéric Houriet (above biography; Bachelin, 1888, page 54; Sabrier, 2006, page 
7): Not true. Flores (2012) provides a facsimile of the apprenticeship papers 
showing that he was apprenticed to Abraham Louis Perret-Jeanneret, “horloger 
du Locle”. 

(c) Frédéric Japy (Bachelin, 1888, page 20; Nicolet, 2006, page 132): Not true. Flores 
(2012) provides a facsimile of the apprenticeship papers showing that he was 
apprenticed to Jean Jaques Perrelet, son of Isaac Perrelet “maitre horloger du 
Locle”; a Perrelet, but the wrong one.

(d) Jean Antoine Lepine (above biography): Not true. Lepine was apprenticed to 
Decrose in Saccinnex-en-Genevois, probably about 1736 when Perrelet was only 7 
years old (Antiquorum, 1993, page 168; Thompson, 2008, page 100).

(e) Raguet (above biography): Unlikely. Jeanneret and Bonhôte are vague, but 
presumably they are referring to Claude-Pierre Raguet (dit Lepine) who worked 
for Lepine, married his daughter Pauline in 1782, and later became his partner 
(Antiquorum, 1993, page 168). 

In these circumstances it is likely that Abram Louys Perrelet had only one apprentice, his 
grandson.

These biographies provide no genealogical information, and we know little about Perrelet’s 
wife, other than the strange remark made by Breguet that she was mad. Certainly there 
was a grandson, Louis Frédéric (or Frédéric Louis), but his biography (Jeanneret and 
Bonhôte, 1863, volume 2, pages 196-200, based on “documents provided by the Perrelet 
family”) does not name his father and mother; further, that source dates his birth to 1784, 
whereas Bourdin (2012) gives it as 1781. However, another source (DHS, 2012) states 
that Louis Frédéric’s parents were Frédéric, carpenter and farmer, and Julianne Othenin 
Girard. So we are not told if Abram Louys Perrelet had any other children. (It is interesting 
to note that the Internet site Dictionnaire historique de la Suisse does not have an entry 
for Abram Louys Perrelet.)
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Perrelet (2012) has produced a genealogical tree that fills in the gaps; part of it is shown 
in Figure 5-9.

Although the evidence is clearly dubious, if we must choose one of the five possible Perrelet’s 
then preference should be given to Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien, the subject of the 
biographies above. Given the doubt regarding Perrelet’s tool making and his apprentices, 
and the paucity of watches signed by him (see below), it seems likely that he would have 
been forgotten had he not made self-winding watches.

Finally, there is a second portrait, Figure 5-10 (Wikipedia, 
2012a) that has been used as a portrait of Abram Louys Perrelet. 
However, the information provided states that the artist is 
unknown and the portrait is circa 1820. As Abram Louys was 
91 in 1820 it is obviously not his portrait. But Haute Horlogerie 
(2012) uses the same portrait for his grandson Louis Frédéric 
Perrelet (1781-1854). He would have been 39 years old at the 
time and this attribution is much more likely.

Figure 5-9

Figure 5-10
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As Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 44-45; 1956, page 46) note, watchmakers in Neuchâtel 
were not organised into guilds and “there was therefore no compulsion for them to sign 
their products.” And Sabrier (2012, pages 23-24) adds that 

... nearly all historians ... agree that the watches made by most of the artisans of 
Le Locle and its region - Perrelet in particular - are not signed or bear only the 
signature of the merchant who ordered and eventually sold them.

This situation is to be expected. The vast majority of watches made in Neuchâtel were 
exported, and the vast majority of the artisans were ordinary watchmakers who were 
producing ordinary watches for établisseurs who were, in effect, wholesalers. Under these 
circumstances it is not surprising that signatures of original makers are rare. 

However, signed watches are not unknown. For example, Sabrier (2012, pages 187-188) 
illustrates two watches signed by DuBois & Fils, and a number of other examples exist. 

We know of two watches that may have been made by Perrelet.

The first, Figures 5-11 and 5-12, is signed Abram Louis Perrelet. 

It is a simple movement with a cylinder escapement (with steel escape wheel) and going 
barrel. It has been put into a wood case that is inscribed:

Dernier mouvement fait par Abm Ls Perrelet en 1825 à l’age de 96 ans. Conserveé 
par Cs Ate Grandjean Perrenoud lequel a fait la boite pr sf usage en souvenir de 
l’artiste. HGP 1873

Last movement made by Abm Ls Perrelet in 1825 at the age of 96 years. Preserved 
by Cs Ate Grandjean Perrenoud who made the case for use in memory of the artist.

The second watch is mentioned by Chapuis and Jaquet:

The magnificent Maurice Robert collection at Fontainemelon contains a watch with 

Figure 5-11 Figure 5-12
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lever escapement which Perrelet finished at the age of ninety-five [sic]. (Chapuis & 
Jaquet, 1952, page 43; 1956, page 44)

Initially, the only information about this watch that we could discover appears in Chapuis 
(1942, pages 66-67), from which Figure 5-13 is reproduced. His description of this watch 
is very short:

... as an inscription on the movement 
indicates, it was made by Old Perrelet, that 
is by Abram-Louis Perrelet of Locle at the age 
of 94 years. It is indeed truly the “last watch” 
of the worthy watchmaker, to the exclusion of 
others that one sees, because this piece comes 
directly from the descendants of Perrelet. 

The inscription on the barrel bridge reads:

Fait pr l’ancien Perrelet à l’âge de 94 ans

Although the provenance is vague, it is confirmed 
by Jeanneret and Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, 
pages 194): 

His descendants have a watch with lever 
escapement that he finished at the age of 
ninety-five years.

With the help of Gilles Robert, CEO of Robert & Fils 1630 and grandson of Maurice Robert, 
I located the watch and obtained the photographs in Figures 5-14 and 5-15, together with 
the following description:

Figure 5-13

Figure 5-14 Figure 5-15
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Watch made by old Perrelet at the age of 94 years, ca 1820 [actually it must be 1823]. 
Watch in plain, silver, Louis XVI style case. Enamel dial with Roman numerals 
and small seconds at six hours. Gilded movement with cylindrical pillars, fusee 
and chain, side [right angle] rack lever escapement of the Litherland type, polished 
steel balance, inscription on the plate.

In addition, one other unsigned watch must be mentioned; it is illustrated in Figures 5-16 
to 5-18 (NAWCC, 2011.  Reproduced with the permission of the owner, Larry Kordower). 

As noted by Philip Poniz (NAWCC, 2011):

These watches were marketed by DuBois & Fils of Le Locle from 1780s through 
1790s and sold to all kinds of retailers from Perrin Freres of Neuchatel to Markwick 
Markham and Barwise, both of London. The movements most likely were made not 
by DuBois but by one of the local ébauche makers such as C.R. & D.,Courvoisiers 
or Meuron. They have a very characteristic layout with a slot through the weight.

The slot through the weight allows the mainspring to be wound with a key; we know of no 
other self-winding watches that can be key wound. 

Several of these watches are illustrated by Sabrier (2012, pages 187-191). Also, as Philipe 
DuBois did not adopt the name DuBois & Fils until 19 December 1785, that is the earliest 
date for this watch; DuBois (1758-1824, Inventory Book 2) contains inventories for 1785-
1794 and begins with a signed document for the formation of the new company.

The importance, if any, of this watch lies in the inscription on the case dome, Systeme 
Abram-Louis Perrelet au Locle. If the inscription is contemporary with the movement, it 
suggests that Perrelet designed a side-weight mechanism.

In addition to these three watches, there are three others with interesting signatures on 
the reverse of the dial.

The first (Matthey, ca 1979, page 19; Sabrier, 2012, pages 182-184) is a side-weight self-
winding watch that is described as “Signée sous le cadran A. L. Perrelet” (Matthey, ca 
1979, page 19) and “Signed under the dial A. L. Perrelet” (Sabrier, 2012, page 184). This 
watch is illustrated on the cover of this book.

However, Figure 5-19 (© Musée d’horlogerie du Locle, Château des Monts) shows that the 
signature, AL Perelet (or LA Perelet) is on the reverse of the dial and not under the dial.

Figure 5-16 Figure 5-17 Figure 5-18
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Because dial making was an entirely separate 
trade from watchmaking, it is possible that this 
signature is not that of Abram-Louys Perrelet 
the watchmaker, but of A. L. Perelet or L. A. 
Perelet a dial maker. However, we have found 
no evidence for a dial maker with this name. 
Bourdin (2012) lists Jean Pierre Perrelet as a 
dial maker, but he was probably too early (circa 
1750) and there is no way the dial signature 
could be interpreted to be his; the initials would 
be IP.

The second related signature, is on the reverse 
of the dial for a watch signed Hubt Sarton à 
Liège; this watch has center seconds, calendar 
and quarter repeater, Figures 5-20 and 5-21.

In addition to this dial signature, enlarged in Figure 5-22, the same signature appears on 
the back of the rosette, Figure 5-23.

The signature on the rosette creates a serious problem. If it is genuine, then the signature 
cannot be that of a dial maker, who would never sign a movement. Therefore, it is likely 
that this mysterious person was a movement maker or a watchmaker.

The third related dial signature is shown in Figure 5-24. It is on the reverse of the dial of a 
watch in the style of a Breguet souscription watch. However, Piguet (2008, page 156) notes 
that the case has French hallmarks in use from 9 May 1838 and so it was made after that 
date. Further, Piguet (2012) is confident that the movement has not been recased. 

If this is correct, then the movement was made after the death of Abram Louys Perrelet, 
and the signatures on the dials of these watches must be of some other person. However, 
limiting ourselves to the initials, we have found no other person listed in Bourdin (2012), 
or elsewhere, who might have used them.

Figure 5-19

Figure 5-20 Figure 5-21
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Other than taking one or two apprentices, it seems that Perrelet worked alone. And 
Jeanneret and Bonhôte (cited above) state: 

... he manufactured every part of the interior of the watch, starting by forging a 
piece of rough brass for the plate, then making the ébauche, finishing, the pinions, 
the teeth, the escapement, the winding, in a word all of the mechanism ...

Berthoud & Auch (2007) and Vigniaux (1802; 2011) describe the process of making a watch 
by hand, and it is generally accepted that this would take about 15 to 30 days of work. So, 
if Perrelet made a complete movement by himself, then he would probably have produced 
between 12 and 24 watches per year. The consequence is that in the 34 years from when 
he was 17 years old to 1780 he probably only made between 410 and 820 watches.

Although the number of days of work involved may have been only about a month, the 
elapsed time from start to finish could be considerably longer. This is because gilding, dial 
and hand making, and case making were separate trades, so there could be significant 
delays while the watchmaker waits for these tasks to be done. And it is important to 
remember that, after gilding, the watchmaker has to clean out all holes, re-assemble the 
movement, and check and adjust it. 

Figure 5-22 Figure 5-23

Figure 5-24
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Of course, if the movement was based on a standardised ébauche, then the supply of dials, 
hands and cases would probably be done in less time. Even so, the elapsed time, from 
forging rough brass to having a finished movement ready for sale, would be much greater 
than a month. 

There is no evidence to suggest that Perrelet marketed these movements himself, and he 
probably depended on établisseurs like Philipe DuBois to market his watches in Europe. 
As, naturally, most of the foreign retailers would prefer watches that were unsigned or 
signed with their names, it is not surprising that only one watch signed Abram Louis 
Perrelet is known to us.

One statement made by Jeanneret and Bonhôte needs comment:

... he occasionally made twelve watches each one having a different escapement, ...

It is difficult to accept this statement. Perrelet would have used the verge, cylinder, 
virgule and duplex escapements, but it is very difficult to think of another eight different 
escapements that he might have used. 

More importantly, we must remember that Perrelet’s main aim would have been to put 
food on the table. And so, to provide a living for his family, he would have made watches 
to sell, most likely ordinary verge watches. And only after that would he have considered 
experimenting with designs that might be difficult to make and which might not have 
a market. Certainly, experimenting with a self-winding watch would have been a risk, 
because it might lead to a waste of time and materials without benefits.
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6.1: Jonas Perret-Jeanneret

Jonas Perret-Jeanneret is mentioned by Osterwald (1766, page 73; 2008, page 20): 

The Seigneur Jonas Pierre Du Common is one of the most skilful clock makers, as 
the Seigneur Jonas Perret Jeanneret is for watches.

In a letter from Pierre Jacquet-Droz to Osterwald dated 31 January 1781 (Chapuis & 
Jaquet, 1952, page 144; 1956, page 156) we read:

I shall very soon start work on the small clock the Abbé [Desprades] is asking for. 
As for the perpetual watch he received from Mr Jonas Perret-Jeanneret, it is as 
resistant to running as to walking.”

In a second letter, dated 4 February 1781, Pierre Jacquet-Droz writes:

As for the perpetual watch, he asked me to have it given back to Mr Perret, ...

The second letter is important because this same person is referred to as Perret and not 
Perret-Jeanneret.

Bourdin (2012) notes that Jonas Perret-Jeanneret was born in 1726, in Le Locle. The 
Internet site Sngenealogie (2012) states that Jonas Perret-Jeanneret was baptised on 3 
March 1726, in Le Locle, and died between 1778 and 1781 (age 51). From the above letters, 
he must have died in 1781, aged 55, or later. Philipe DuBois mentions him in an inventory 
dated 9 December 1782 (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory Book 1, page 403), indicating that 
he was alive in that year.

6.2: Moÿse Gevril

Moÿse Gevril was born in 1749, in Le Locle, and lived at Crêt Vaillant in Le Locle (DuBois, 
1758-1824, Grand Livre A No. 1, page 140). He also made self-winding watches, but 
unfortunately, with one exception, Chapuis & Jaquet (1952; 1956) and Sabrier (2012) 
do not provide dates for his watches. The exception, which is illustrated by Chapuis & 
Jaquet (1952, pages 179-180; 1956, pages 188-190) is dated 1781 by its mainspring. (The 
signature, D. L. 9 c 14 janvier 1781, may be that of Daniel Henry Lequeureux, living sur 
le Cret in Le Locle, and who was a spring maker used by Philipe DuBois between 1782 
and 1797.) Three watches attributed to Gevril are illustrated by Sabrier (2012, page 167).

Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 188) state:

Gevril is the only watchmaker in the Neuchâtel Jura region, apart from Perret-
Jeanneret, whom we have so far been able to trace as a maker of the “imitations” 
(contre-façons) mentioned in Perrot’s letter to Osterwald. [See Figure 5-3.]

But as the known work of Gevril cannot be described as worthless counterfeits, this 
suggestion is not sensible.
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The importance of these two makers is that they worked at the same time as Abram Louys 
Perrelet. However, there is no concrete evidence that they made self-winding watches 
before 1780. More importantly, there is no evidence to suggest that they designed self-
winding watches, and it is likely that they produced watches to the designs of other people, 
which were not worthless.

6.3: Meuron

The role of the Meuron family is hard to assess. Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 151-152; 
1956, pages 162-163) note that the company Meuron & Cie had branches in Neuchatel, Le 
Chaux-de-Fonds, Geneva and Paris, and there are some self-winding watches signed by 
Meuron; one is illustrated by Sabrier (2012, page 167). Sabrier (2012, page 127) notes the 
close relationship between Meuron & Cie, who were établisseurs, and Jaquet Droz.

There are only two mentions of particular persons. First is the signature Guglielmo 
Meuron on a center-weight watch (described in Chapter 11, page 123). The second is 
Henri François Meuron, who was born in 1736 and is listed in Bourdin (2012).

One interesting watch is that illustrated on the cover of this book. As shown on the cover, 
the weight appears to be signed with the three initials DHF, Figure 6-1. However, turned 
upside-down, Figure 6-2, it is clear that there are, in fact, only two initials M.C., raising 
the possibility that it was made by Meuron & Cie.

Figure 6-1

Figure 6-2
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7.1: Biography

The following biography is an amalgamation of information from several sources.

Hubert Sarton (1748-1828) was Belgium’s 
greatest clockmaker and is renowned for 
his fine multi-dial skeleton clocks. He was 
born in Liège and baptised on 3 November 
1748. From his early childhood he showed 
an aptitude for science and mechanics. 

In 1762 he was apprenticed to his uncle, 
Dieudonné Sarton (1730-1782) and taught 
clock and watch making. On 1 March 
1769 the ‘Gazette of Liège’ announced that 
“Dieudonné Sarton has just completed a clock 
on which he worked several years, he completed it 
with his nephew and godson Hubert Sarton”. 
Dieudonné also made an exceptional 8-day 
watch with reversed fusee around 1770-1780 
(Flores, 2000). Very few watches have been 
built in this way. The inventor would have 
been Jean-Baptiste Leroy, the son of Julien 
Leroy. The advantage of this arrangement with reversed fusee is to be able to place 
the meshing of wheels closer to the center of their axes, in order to prevent premature 
wear. In 1774 before leaving (in 1778 he moved to near Lyon) Dieudonné Sarton 
considered giving his business to his nephew and godson Hubert Sarton. (Fraiture, 
2009, page 565.)

According to Delvenne (1829, pages 372-373), in 1768 Hubert Sarton went to Paris 
to work at the house of Julien Leroy, horologer to the King of France, where he was 
accepted with pleasure because of his ability. [Julien had died in 1759 and so he 
probably worked with Pierre Leroy, the eldest son of Julien.]

He returned to Liège when he was 24 years old and in 1772 Sarton was appointed 
Court Mechanic to Duke Charles Alexander, Prince of Lorraine. He was 
commissioned to make several clocks for the Duke, including a superb example 
with a moving dial. 

He married Marie-Joséphe Lhoest and had eight children. 

Sarton also enjoyed the patronage of the Prince Archbishop François Charles 
Alexander de Velbrock, whose court contacts no doubt helped Sarton a good deal, 
and who asked him to start a Science Society (the Société d’Emulation). By 1783 
he had been appointed City Councillor and Treasurer. 

Figure 7-1
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The subsequent invasion of Belgium by the French Revolutionary armies in 1794 
undoubtedly led to a downturn in Sarton’s business but this must have improved 
in the early 1800s as a number of clocks date from this period. (Although it is also 
said that in 1812, political events and reverses of fortune completely ruined him.)

On 9 December 1810 he placed an advertisement in the ‘Gazette of Liège’, where 
he offered for sale all his inventory of clocks, as well as pocket watches, regulators, 
travel clocks and clocks with multiple dials.

In 1817 Sarton was made a Brother in the Order of the Lion of Belgium.

Sarton was also an outstanding engineer, and he left many submissions, reports 
and scientific documents containing draft machinery he had designed for diverse 
activities, including a machine to extract coal, a windmill with rotating propellers, 
and a hydraulic machine to drain water and dry the Dutch polders. He is supposed 
to have invented the escalator.

He retired in 1820 and died at Liège on 18 October 1828 at the age of 80 years.

Some information on his work can be found in Sarton (1789, 2012) and Hognoul (1822, 
2012), and a good study of his clocks is in Aghib (1972).

7.2: Documents

On Friday 3 July 1778, the Avertissements de Liège carried the following advertisement, 
Figure 7-2: 

Figure 7-2
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H. Sarton, Horloger & Mécanicien to the S.A.C., has the honour to give public notice 
that he has just completed several watches that, by a mechanism of the simplest 
kind, wind themselves, needing for continual running only that one makes some 
use of them. He sells them at a very fair price & with guarantee. He also has made 
a number of other Horological pieces, & among others a Carillon with several airs, 
whose delicacy, harmony & precision make it the admiration of Connoisseurs. If 
some Amateurs are amused by other extraordinary Horological pieces, he will be 
flattered to make them to their complete satisfaction.

At some time during the next three 
months, Sarton submitted a self-
winding watch to the Paris Académie 
Royale des Sciences, Figure 7-3 
(Academy of Sciences, 1778, title 
from page 328 left and text from page 
330 left):

Wednesday 16 December 1778 ... 
M. Sarton, horologist at Liège, 
has presented a watch that 
winds itself by the agitation 
while it is carried; Messers Leroy 
and Defouchy are nominated 
commissioners to examine it and 
give an account of it.

Then on Wednesday 23 December 1778, Leroy & Defouchy presented their report on the 
watch to the Paris Academy of Sciences. There are two copies of this report. The first 
(Flores 1993; Flores, 1995 pages 216-224; and Flores, 2009, pages 13-21) is the original 
report, hand-written by Leroy. The second (Academy of Sciences, 1778, pages 332 right to 
335 left) is the clean transcript in the minutes of the Académie Royale des Sciences. The 
latter is presented here in full, Figures 7-4 to 7-6, interleaved with a complete translation; 
a few minor transcription errors have been corrected.

Messers Leroy and Defouchy submitted the following report. 

We examined a watch presented to the Academy by Mr Sarton, watchmaker of 
Liège. This watch goes constantly without being wound, not by an effect similar to 
that by which an odometer marks the way, that is by the action of the knee when 
one walks, but only by the effect of a brass weight or a type of clapper, agitated by 
the movement which one has while walking. We will make known to the Academy 
the mechanics by which this effect is achieved, without speaking about the other 
parts of this watch, they being built about the same as others. 

Two things are necessary so that a watch of this type fills its purpose well. It is 
necessary not only that it is wound up by the effect of the weight of which we will 
speak, but that while winding the watch still continues to go, without which there 
would be too many delays in its running. Here is how the things are laid out to 
meet these two conditions. But before speaking about it, it is necessary to remember 
that we said that this watch is built like ordinary watches, and there is a fusee and 
a barrel as in these watches. 

Figure 7-3
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This fusee turns on its arbor instead of forming a unit with it as usual, and it has 
below at its base a pinion of 10, placed so that it gears in a pinion of the same 
number carried by this arbor By this, when the arbor turns, it makes this pinion 
turn, and the large wheel which carries this fusee, instead of having a click in its 
recess, carries a small wheel of which the 30 teeth have their points directed toward 
the center. The fusee being placed on the large wheel, its pinion gears into this 
small interior wheel. By this provision the arbor of the fusee cannot turn without 
its pinion making the pinion of this fusee turn at same time, which being carried 
in the same direction pushes the large wheel in contrary direction. By this, if one 
supposes that one turns the arbor of the fusee in the direction that it is turned to 
wind the watch, one will make this fusee turn and in consequence one will wind 
the chain or the watch, and at the same time the large wheel will be pushed in the 
contrary direction to make the watch run as when it is drawn by the chain. This 
effect is, of course, produced by the movement of the weight about which we spoke. 

This weight, located on top of the plate and mobile like a pendulum, carries under 
it a pinion and a small wheel with click-and-ratchet work, the purpose of which we 
will explain in a moment. The pinion gears in a wheel carried on the same plate 
which has a pinion under it, so that it is inside the frame. Finally this last pinion 

Figure 7-4
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gears in a wheel placed on the top of the fusee and which forms a unit with its arbor 
instead of the square of ordinary watches. It is now very easy to conceive the action 
of these various parts. One sees that the weight, receiving a rocking movement, for 
example in the direction that the watch is wound, will make the wheel in which its 
pinion gears turn and it then turns, by means of its pinion, that which is carried 
by the arbor of the fusee, making it turn at the same time in the same direction and 
thereby the chain will wind up as we said, etc., etc. Because one will well imagine, 
though we did not specify it, that the momentum of this weight is large enough to 
overcome the action of the spring on the fusee, and consequently to make it turn. 
We supposed that this weight went in one direction, but it could go in the contrary 
direction, which would produce a precisely opposite effect, which would disturb 
everything. To make all these various movements profitable, the author has placed 
a second small wheel with a pinion and click-and-ratchet work, very similar to 
that which forms a unit with the weight, so that it gears with that one, and that 
its pinion gears with the wheel which moves that of the fusee. Thus it is clear 
that by these double gears, the various movements of the weight always produce 
a movement in the same direction on the wheel that moves that of the fusee. It is 
good to note that the click-and-ratchet work are only necessary here, so that the 

Figure 7-5
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pinions can turn independently of the wheels, and vice versa. Lastly, so that, when 
the watch is completely wound, it cannot be wound more, the chain guard carries 
a pin which goes through the plate and will engage in the notches of a plate which 
is under the weight, so that it is stopped by this pin, remains motionless and the 
chain is no longer wound. 

To make an experiment with this watch one of us had it carried by his servant for 
the space of two thousand [paces] or there about, it was run down before, and the 
chain was wound up two turns. 

It results from all this, that we state that this watch is well designed to produce its 
effect, but the need to have all the parts that it demands, causes a disadvantage 
which is not compensated by the small advantage of not having to wind it, and 
this disadvantage is all the space that these parts require, which deducts much 
from that which is necessary for others more important, like the verge escape wheel 
and balance. This watch is not absolutely new. The late Prince de Conti whom 
one knows was interested in watchmaking, had one of this kind, so we have been 
assured. But Mr Sarton claims that all those that were made before his did not 
have the property of running while being wound up, which much decreased their 

Figure 7-6
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merit. As we remarked, and as his has this advantage, we believe in this respect 
it deserves the approval of the Academy, as ingeniously laid out to be able to also 
wind itself by the movement which a watch receives while carrying it. 

The Prince de Conti mentioned above is Louis François de Bourbon, born 13 August 1717, 
died 2 August 1776.

In addition, there is a drawing, Figure 7-7. 

This drawing, about 30 x 30 cm, was not found until September 2009, some 53 years after 
the first publication of the report (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1956, pages 66-68). It may be one of 
the drawings mentioned in Hognoul (1822, page 29; 2012, page 15) in which Sarton wrote:

It was around the same time [1778] that I found myself, in connection with the 
mechanical arts, in contact with this erudite Academy, and particularly with 
my compatriot Mr Morand, intimate adviser to S.A.C. the Prince of Liège, and 
librarian of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris. It was, I say, around this time 
that he wrote to me: I request from you urgently, Sir, to agree to give me, for the 
Academy, the drawings that I promised that you would supply.

Figure 7-7
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Unfortunately Figure 7-7 is not signed. Also, this quote suggests that Sarton may not have 
gone to Paris and delivered the watch to the academy himself, but got Morand to do so on 
his behalf.

Figure 7-8 is a diagram based on the 1778 drawing in Figure 7-7 together with translations 
of the text on the original:

a Counterweight.

b Notched ring to stop 
winding by means of 
the chain guard.

c The notched ring 
is fixed to the 
counterweight.

d Wheel fixed to the 
counterweight.

e Pinion of 10 leaves.

f Wheel with 20 teeth.

g Wheel with 20 teeth.

h Pinion of 10 leaves.

j Wheel of 50 teeth 
gearing with the two 
wheels of ten teeth 
which each have 
cl ick-and-ratchet 
work.

k Pinion of 10 leaves fixed to the wheel gearing with the wheel of the fusee.

l This wheel is on a post on the plate with click-and-ratchet work in the opposite 
direction to that of the wheel in the center.

As we will see, the description at l and the clicks on the drawing are incorrect; the clicks 
must act in the same direction.

7.3: Explanation of the Rotor Mechanism

We will now explain the mechanism of the watch described in the 1778 report. To do this: 

(1) The parts of the 1778 report by Jean-Baptiste Leroy and Defouchy will be examined 
in order.

(2) The automatic movement which is in the Patek Philippe Museum, Figures 7-9 
and 7-10, will used to illustrate the explanation, showing, at the same time, that 
it is technically identical to the watch supplied by Sarton to the Royal Academy of 
Sciences at Paris. This watch is known as the Leroy watch, after the person who 
found it, Léon Leroy (1949), and it is the watch studied by Chapuis & Jaquet (1952 

Figure 7-8
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and 1956). It is one of five currently known movements which are all technically 
identical. (Indeed, for all we know the Leroy watch may have been the watch 
submitted by Sarton.)

All photographs of the Leroy watch were taken by Joseph Flores in the workshop of the 
Patek Philippe Museum, on 20 January 2007.

Two things are necessary so that a watch of this type fills its purpose well. It is 
necessary not only that it is wound up by the effect of the weight of which we will 
speak, but that while winding the watch still continues to run, without which there 
would be too many delays in its running. ... But before speaking about it, it is 
necessary to remember that we said that this watch is built like ordinary watches, 
and there is a fusee and a barrel as in these watches.

Before looking at the watch, it will be useful to make some things clear. Although this may 
repeat the obvious, it is necessary in order to make some observations.

An ordinary watch of the time used the verge escapement. Unfortunately, this escapement 
has a serious defect: Its rate, and hence the rate of the watch, varies significantly according 
to the power provided by the mainspring through the train. This is so serious that the 
escapement has to have a mechanism to even out the power from the mainspring; without 
it the performance, not particularly good at the best of times, would be unacceptable.

As a result, other than a few, very rare exceptions, all verge escapement watches have 
fusees, as in Figure 7-11.

The first consequence of using a fusee is its 
main drawback; it has to be able to rotate 
both clockwise and anti-clockwise. From the 
perspective of Figure 7-11, to wind the watch 
the fusee must be turned anti-clockwise to 
draw the chain off the barrel. But during this 
time, the first wheel of the train, mounted 
on the fusee, cannot turn with it, or it would 
drive the train backwards. Then, when the 
watch runs, the fusee must turn clockwise to 
drive the first wheel and the train. 

Figure 7-9 Figure 7-10

Figure 7-11
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This is easy to achieve. Essential to the operation of a fusee is the click and ratchet connecting 
the body of the fusee to the first wheel of the train under it. In Figure 7-12 the ratchet 1 
in the base of the fusee meshes 
with the click 2 (activated by 
the spring 3) on the loose first 
wheel. During winding, the 
ratchet teeth slide over the click, 
allowing the chain to be wound 
without the first wheel moving. 
Then, during running, the click 
meshes with the ratchet and the 
first wheel is driven by the chain 
and mainspring.

The second important consequence of the fusee is that during winding no power from the 
mainspring reaches the train, because the first wheel is not being driven by the click and 
ratchet.

This was not a problem with ordinary watches of the time. Their inaccuracy could be 
measured in minutes, not seconds, and the short, intermittent time that the train looses 
power, because the key is being turned, was insignificant. And so these watches did not 
have maintaining power. The problem only became serious when much more accurate 
watches, in particular chronometers, were developed and when fractions of a second 
mattered. The common maintaining power developed by John Harrison then became 
standard in watches with fusees, even in ordinary watches that did not really need it. But 
it could only supply a very small amount of power, sufficient for the time when a key was 
being turned but not much more. Which is presumably why even modern chronometers 
with fusees are wound with a key and not a crank; continuous winding for several seconds 
could stop the watch.

Although these two features of fusees, the need for them to turn both ways and the lack 
of maintaining power, did not matter in ordinary watches, they become major problems 
in the context of self-winding watches. It is clear from the above quote that the design 
intended to remove the disadvantage of ordinary fusees, and therefore to enable the watch 
wind and run simultaneously.

This fusee turns on its arbor instead of forming a unit with it as normal, and it has 
in its base a pinion of 10, placed so that it gears into a pinion of the same number 
carried by this arbor. By this, when the arbor turns, it makes this pinion turn.

Thus the arbor and body of the fusee are separate and, looking up into the base of the 
fusee, there is a pinion of 10, as in Figures 7-13 to 7-15.

In Figure 7-16 the arbor of fusee is placed on the body of the fusee, under which the pinion 
turns on a stud. It is specified that the pinion on this arbor also has 10 leaves.

The large wheel that carries this fusee, instead of having a click in its recess, carries 
a small wheel of which the 30 teeth have their points directed toward the center.

Figure 7-17 shows this first wheel. The comparison is obvious, and up to now the fusee of 
the automatic movement in the Patek Philippe Museum agrees perfectly with the fusee of 
the movement deposited by Sarton and described by the two reporters Leroy and Defouchy. 

Figure 7-12
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The fusee being placed on the large wheel, its pinion gears into this small interior 
wheel. By this provision the arbor of the fusee cannot turn without its pinion 
making the pinion of the fusee turn at same time, which, being carried in the same 
direction, pushes the large wheel in the contrary 
direction. By this, if one supposes that one turns 
the arbor of the fusee in the direction that it is 
turned to wind the watch, one will make the fusee 
turn and, in consequence, one will wind the chain 
or the watch. And at the same time the great 
wheel will be pushed in the contrary direction 
to make the watch run, the same as when it is 
drawn by the chain.

Figure 7-18 shows the positions of the pinion and the 
arbor when placed in the first wheel.

The diagram in Figure 7-19 shows the various 
movements of the wheels.

Figure 7-13 Figure 7-14 Figure 7-15

Figure 7-16 Figure 7-17

Figure 7-18
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When the fusee arbor turns anti-clockwise (in the direction of the red arrow 1), it turns 
the satellite pinion that is attached to the fusee base. This pinion has two simultaneous 
motions:

(1) The pinion turns on itself clockwise (in the direction of the red arrow 2). This 
produces a reactive effect of its teeth at the point of contact with the internal teeth 
of the first wheel, indicated by the red circle and the direction of the red arrow 
inside it. This effect pushes the first wheel on the fusee clockwise in the direction 
of the blue arrow 4, which makes the first wheel of the train turn anti-clockwise 
5, in order to make the watch run. Thus the mechanism provides maintaining 
power.

(2) Simultaneously, the pinion moves anti-clockwise in the direction of the green 
arrows 3, orbiting around the pinion on the fusee arbor. This causes the cone of 
the fusee, to which it is attached, to turn in the same direction, and thus to wind 
up the chain and wind the watch.

It must be remembered that these wheels are not turning loosely, but under the opposing 
forces produced by the mainspring and the self-winding mechanism. Further, because the 
fusee has no click-work, without the winding mechanism the mainspring would always 
draw the chain off the fusee and onto the barrel, and the watch could not be wound. 
Clearly the force of the winding mechanism must be greater than the counteracting force 
of the mainspring.

In contrast, when the self-winding mechanism is not active (because the watch is not 
moving, or it is fully wound) the behaviour of the fusee is that in Figure 7-20.

As the mainspring pulls the chain off it, the fusee cone with its satellite pinion is rotating 
clockwise (green arrows 3). Because the fusee arbor is not turning, the satellite pinion has 
to turn clockwise (red arrow 2) and it drives the first wheel clockwise as before.

Figure 7-21 gives a diagram of the complete fusee.

Figure 7-19
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We have described how the fusee functions, and now we need to understand the mechanism 
that makes the arbor of the fusee turn, so that all the actions are done automatically. 

This effect, of course, is produced by the movement of the weight about which we spoke. This 
weight, located on top of the plate and mobile like a pendulum, carries under it a pinion 
and a small wheel with click-work, the purpose of which we will explain in a moment.

Figure 7-20

Figure 7-21
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Figure 7-22 is an underneath view of part of the 
weight; that is, from the front of the watch. The small 
driving wheel is screwed to the weight and carries 
the click that acts in the ratchet on the loose driving 
pinion. (This loose pinion with its integral ratchet is 
shown separately.)

The pinion gears with a wheel carried on the 
same plate that has a pinion under it, so that it is 
inside the frame. Finally, this last pinion gears in 
a wheel placed on the top of the fusee and which 
forms a unit with its arbor instead of the square of 
ordinary watches.

In Figure 7-23 the driving pinion under the weight 
has been put by itself on the pivot shank on which 
the weight turns, and one sees it gearing with the 
intermediate wheel placed on the plate. That wheel 
has a pinion under it, so that it is inside the frame. 
Figure 7-24 shows this intermediate wheel and Figure 
7-25 shows the pivot shank on which it turns. In the 
hole for the pinion we see 3 teeth, which are part of 
the winding wheel placed on the fusee, as shown in 
Figures 7-10 and 7-21.

It is now very easy to understand the action of these 
various parts. One sees that the weight, receiving 
a rocking movement, for example in the direction 

that the watch is wound, will make the wheel in which its pinion gears turn, and 
it then turns, by means of its pinion, that which is carried by the arbor of the fusee, 
making it turn at the same time and in the same direction, and thereby the chain 
will wind up as we said, etc., etc. Because one will understand, though we did not 
specify it, that the momentum of this weight is large enough to overcome the action 
of the spring on the fusee, and consequently to make it turn. 

Figure 7-22

Figure 7-23

Figure 7-24 Figure 7-25
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We supposed that this weight went in one direction, but it could go in the contrary 
direction, which would produce precisely the opposite effect and which would 
disturb everything. To make all these various movements profitable, the author 
has placed a second small wheel with a pinion and click-work, very similar to that 
which forms a unit with the weight, so that it gears with that one, and that its 
pinion gears with the wheel which moves that of the fusee.

In Figure 7-26 the 2 small driving wheels gear together, and in Figure 7-27 their respective 
pinions gear with the intermediate wheel.

It is clear that, by these double gears, the various contrary movements of the weight 
always move the intermediate wheel and the winding wheel mounted on the fusee in the 
same direction. 

Figure 7-26 Figure 7-27
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There are two possibilities, Figure 7-28:

(a) The weight turns anti-clockwise: Wheel A, which is fixed to it, turns 
anti-clockwise and its click d turns the ratchet C and its atached 
pinion B, which then turns the intermediate wheel clockwise. 
The intermediate wheel turns the winding wheel on the fusee arbor anti-clockwise, 
which winds the watch. While this is happening, the wheel A' is turned clockwise 
by wheel A and its click d' rides over the ratchet C' freely. Also, the intermediate 
wheel is turning the pinion B' anti-clockwise.

(b) The weight turns clockwise: Wheel A turns clockwise and its click 
rides over pinion C freely. But wheel A turns wheel A' anti-clockwise 
and its click d', turns the ratchet C' anti-clockwise, and its pinion B' 
makes the intermediate wheel turn clockwise, winding the watch. 
As this happens, the intermediate wheel is turning the pinion B anti-clockwise.

Thus the intermediate wheel always turns clockwise and winds the watch.

It is essential that we distinguish two different ways in which loose ratchets can function:

(a) Driven: The ratchet is driven by the click attached to the wheel. This is the 
situation described above. 

(b) Driving. The ratchet drives the click and hence the wheel. Because the fusee does 
not contain a ratchet and click, the mainspring is continually trying to turn the 
fusee arbor clockwise, and consequently trying to turn the intermediate wheel 
anti-clockwise and both ratchets clockwise. But this is impossible, because it 
means both wheels A and A’ would have to turn clockwise which, as they mesh, 
cannot occur.

That is, the ratchets are simultaneously driving and being driven.

It should be noted that the wheel A' and pinion C' are essential. Consider Figure 7-29. As 
in (b) above, the mainspring is trying to turn the ratchet B clockwise. So when the weight 

Figure 7-28
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rotates clockwise, which it must, the intermediate wheel will be free turn anti-clockwise, 
being driven by the mainspring pulling the chain off the fusee, and drive the pinion C 
clockwise. This clockwise motion is limited by the click d, but it will be enough to unwind 
the chain off the fusee by about the same amount that it had been wound on (unless the 
weight turns a full circle). So it will be impossible to wind the watch.

This problem can be easily solved by adding a second click acting in the ratchet C and 
facing in the same direction, but mounted on the plate. This click will prevent the pinion 
rotating anti-clockwise. Obviously such a system is less efficient because the weight only 
winds the watch when turning one way.

It remains to explain the stop-work.

In any watch with self-winding it is necessary to stop the winding operation when the 
main spring is completely wound, in order to prevent the mainspring or some other part 
breaking. This is still true for modern self-winding watches, however this effect is usually 
produced by a sliding brace on the end of the mainspring, which allows the main spring 
to slide inside its barrel when it is fully wound. This design dates from the middle of the 
19th century.

Ordinary fusee watches also need to stop the winding operation when the main spring is 
completely wound, and they do this by means of a chain guard. The top of the fusee has a 
beak b, Figure 7-30. The chain guard c, Figure 7-31, is a small lever mounted on the inside 

Figure 7-29

Figure 7-30 Figure 7-31
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of the top plate, with a spring s which holds it away from the plate; this is an underneath 
view of the plate. 

Normally, as the fusee rotates during winding and running, the beak of the fusee passes 
freely between the chain guard and the plate. But as the watch is wound the chain 
progresses up the fusee until, at the last turn, the chain presses the chain guard up towards 
the plate and it then obstructs the fusee beak, preventing the fusee turning further. As 
the watch runs, the chain moves down the fusee, releasing the chain guard, and the beak 
again passes freely.

The watch described in the report modified this design so that the chain guard blocks the 
rotating weight instead of the fusee. As the report says:

Finally, to prevent the main spring being wound up any more, because it is already 
at its maximum, the chain guard carries a small pin which protrudes through the 
plate, inside the slots of a ring attached below the rotating weight.

Therefore, when the mainspring is completely wound, the rotating weight is blocked and 
can no longer move. This system is shown in Figure 7-32. Its action is obvious.

Finally, the reporters noted that:

It results from all this, that we state that this watch is well designed to produce its 
effect, but the need to have all the parts that it demands, causes a disadvantage 
which is not compensated by the small advantage of not having to wind it, and this 
disadvantage is all the space that these parts require, which deducts much from 
that which is necessary for others more important, like the verge escape wheel and 
balance. 

Figures 7-9 and 7-10 illustrate this disadvantage, where the balance and escapement have 
been moved to a limited area on the edge of the plate.

Figure 7-32
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7.4: Planetary Gears

The design of the fusee, which uses planetary gears, deserves 
special attention. In general, a planetary gear system has 
the form shown in Figure 7-33, where:

s is the sun gear with Ns teeth, mounted on the central 
arbor.

p are the planet gears with Np teeth, mounted on the 
carrier c.

a is the annular gear (shown in black) with Na internal 
teeth.

Thus there can be three concentric axles, which are attached 
to the sun gear, the planet gear carrier and the annular gear. Attaching axles to the planet 
gears is very difficult; as well as turning on their centers, they pirouette around the center 
of the system, the center of the sun gear. 

Normally the formula relating these gears is expressed in speeds, turns per second. But in 
the context of horology the speeds are not important and it is more useful to consider the 
relative number of turns. 

To derive the formula for the motion of the sun, carrier and annulus, first note that 
the number of turns of each component, although related, is arbitrary. If we make one 
component rotate a fixed number of turns, the other two can rotate varying, related 
numbers of turns. So instead of looking at absolute values we will examine the relative 
numbers of turns with respect to the carrier.

If Ts, Tc and Ta are the number of turns of the sun gear, the carrier and the annular 
wheel, then we want to find the ratio of the turns of the sun gear and the annular wheel 
with respect to the carrier; that is:

(Ta – Tc) / (Ts – Tc)

As the motion of the carrier is irrelevant, this ratio is determined by the number of teeth 
of the wheels and is:

– NsNp / NpNa = – Ns / Na

This is is negative because the sun and the annulus rotate in opposite directions. That is:

(Ta – Tc) / (Ts – Tc) = – Ns / Na

Re-arranging, we have:

Na (Ta – Tc) = – Ns (Ts – Tc)

And so:

NaTa + NsTs = (Na + Ns) Tc

All gears must, of course, have identical teeth in order to mesh correctly. This leads to an 
important constraint. 

Figure 7-33
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Let Rs, Rp and Ra, Figure 7-34, be the radii of the pitch 
circles of s, p and a. As these pitch circles touch it is 
necessary that Ra = Rs + 2Rp and consequently their 
circumferences are related by 

2πRa = 2πRs + 2π2Rp

Now if D is the common tooth and space distance, then 
the circumferences of the gears are DNs, DNp and DNa 
respectively, so DNa = DNs + 2DNp or Na = Ns + 2Np, 
and the planetary gear formula can be rewritten as:

(2Np + Ns)Ta + NsTs = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc

In practice, one of the three axles is locked and the turns T for that axle are zero. Then one 
axle provides the input and another the output. There are three possibilities:

(a) Ts = 0, the sun gear is locked: Then (2Np + Ns) Ta = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc. Note that 
Ta and Tc are either both positive or both negative. This means that the annular 
gear and the carrier rotate in the same direction.

(b) Ta = 0, the annular gear is locked: Then NsTs = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc. Again, the sun 
gear and the carrier rotate in the same direction.

(c) Tc = 0, the carrier is locked: Then (2Np + Ns) Ta = – NsTs. In this case the sun 
gear and the annular gear rotate in opposite directions.

In the case of the rotor watch fusee described in Section 7.3 above: s, the sun gear, is on 
the fusee arbor; p, the planet gear, is mounted on the fusee cone c (the carrier); and a, the 
annular gear, is part of the first wheel of the watch train mounted under the fusee. As we 
have Ns = Np = 10 the constraint means it is necessary that Na = 30, which is the case. 
Then:

(a) Winding: The input is s from the fusee arbor and the output is c to the fusee cone. 
The first wheel, attached to a, is locked by the rest of the watch train. (It is of 
course rotating, but very slowing relative to the other gears and so is effectively 
stationary during winding.) In this case Ta = 0 and for one turn of the fusee cone, 
Tc = 1, we have NsTs = (2Np + 2Ns). As Ns = Np = 10, Ts = 40/10 = 4. That is 
the fusee arbor must turn four times anti-clockwise to turn the cone once anti-
clockwise. 

(b) Running: The input is from c, the fusee cone and the output is to a, the first 
wheel. The fusee arbor s must be locked; if it was not, the fusee cone would turn 
the arbor and no power would go to the train. So Ts = 0 and

 (2Np + Ns) Ta = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc. 

 Thus, for one clockwise turn of the fusee cone, Ta = 40/30 = 4/3 turns clockwise. 
This ratio means that the mainspring needs to be stronger to provide the same 
power to the train as would occur with a normal fusee. 

 This situation can only occur when the self-winding mechanism is inactive 
and stops the fusee arbor from turning; that is, the watch is stationary or the 
mainspring is fully wound. Otherwise case (a) applies.  

Figure 7-34
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(c) Maintaining power: First, if the planet gear carrier is locked and Tc = 0, then 

  (2Np + Ns) Ta = – NsTs

 and the annular gear rotates in the opposite direction to the sun. While the watch 
is being wound and the annular gear is locked, the torque created by the self-
winding mechanism (or by turning a key) acts on the first wheel of the train in the 
opposite direction, that which is required to run the watch.

Although planetary gears are very old, the earliest relevant design for a fusee is that 
described by Huygens in 1683 (Huygens, 1934); 
see Figure 7-35 (this figure has new labels to be 
consistent with the planetary gear terminology 
above). 

This mechanism, designed to provide maintaining 
power, differs from the rotor watch in two ways. 
First, it has a ratchet and click Q linking the fusee 
cone and the first wheel, as in ordinary fusees. 
And second, compared to the rotor watch fusee, 
the roles of the fusee cone and the first wheel are 
reversed, the fusee cone becoming the annular 
gear a and the first wheel becoming the planet 
gear carrier c. That is, the combined annular gear 
and ratchet a is fixed to the cone, and the planet gear p is fixed to the first wheel. Which 
means, when the watch is wound by turning the sun, the carrier is fixed (Tc = 0) and 

(2Np + Ns) Ta = – NsTs

Consequently:

(a) Winding: The fusee arbor s is turned clockwise and the output is to the fusee cone 
a, which turns anti-clockwise. The first wheel c is locked by the train (see above) 
and the carrier cannot move. As the cone rotates, the click Q, attached to the first 
wheel, slides over the ratchet, attached to the fusee cone, and has no effect. So, for 
the planet gear p to turn, it necessarily creates a clockwise force on the carrier, 
providing maintaining power.

 Note that this design is inferior, when compared with the rotor watch, because 
the key has to be turned in the counter intuitive direction to wind the watch.

(b) Running: The input is from the fusee cone and the anular gear a, and the output 
is to the carrier c, the first wheel. This is achieved by the ratchet and click; as the 
ratchet rotates with the fusee cone, the click forces the first wheel to rotate with 
it, and both turn as a single unit. So in the formula given above, Tc = Ta and:

  NsTs = (2Np + 2Ns) Ta - (2Np + Ns) Ta = NsTa

 That is Tc = Ta = Ts and all three parts rotate together as in an ordinary fusee.

In fact, if any two components of a planetary system are locked together then all three 
components move together and the gears are locked.

Huygens suggests using a 2:1 ratio so that the key is turned twice to turn the fusee cone 
once; that is, Na = 2Ns. As the constraint requires Na = Ns + 2Np, then Ns = 2Np. For 
example, Np = 8, Ns = 16 and Na = 32.

Figure 7-35
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Later, Thiout (1741, volume 2, page 383 and Plate 38) described a clever, if pointless 
mechanism to enable a fusee to be wound while turning the key in either direction, aptly 
named a drunken fusee; see Figure 7-36.  

The problem here is to devise a mechanism so that, during winding, the fusee cone always 
rotates anti-clockwise irrespective of the direction in which the arbor rotates. 

Fusee of a Watch that winds to the right & to the left, by Mr Vergo.

AB is the mounted fusee; one then sees it separated from its wheel in Fig. A B. BB 
is the wheel upside down which represents Mechanism. C is a ratchet; it carries a 
pinion D of 6 that gears in a pinion of 8 that is fixed onto the arbor. E, F are two 
clicks, the click E retains the ratchet C, & the click F retains the second ratchet G 
placed in the base of the fusee. This ratchet is made of a circle toothed internally at 
the place I to gear in the pinion of 6, so that when one normally winds the Watch 
the two ratchets act together, but when one winds it the wrong way, the ratchet 
C remains fixed, & the fusee acts by the means of an intermediate pinion & the 
second ratchet G, in this case the fusee goes much more slowly; the convenience 
which is in this fusee made him give it the name of the drunken fusee. Indeed, one 
can by its Mechanism do nothing to force in the Watch, because which ever way 
you turn it, it always winds the movement. Mr Vergo does not claim to be the first 
who made these fusees, since he based this only on what he had heard of the first 
ones that are very old.

The original drawing in Figure 7-36 is both wrong and confusing. To understand the 
mechanism, Figure 7-37 corrects an error in the position of the click F, and it also changes 
the view of the bottom of the fusee so that both it and the first wheel are viewed from 

Figure 7-36
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above; that is, the former is a “transparent” view through the fusee cone. The figure has 
some different labels to match the terms we are using.

Another problem is that Thiout’s 
drawing shows the different parts 
at the wrong size. First, as in 
Huygens’s fusee, a is a (steel) ring 
with the annular gear teeth on the 
inside and a ratchet on the outside. 
Obviously the annular gear must 
be large enough to fit around the 
planet gear p, which it is not. 
Second, the carrier c, a (steel) disk 
with ratchet teeth on the outside, must be much larger than a so that its click F can mesh 
with the ratchet on the outside of a. The two steel pieces are, of course, on different levels, 
the carrier c being under the annular gear a.

To achieve the desired effect, the planet gear carrier c is loose, linked to the rest of the 
mechanism by the two clicks E and F, and the annular gear a is rigidly attached to the 
fusee cone. Then:

(a) Running: When the watch runs the fusee cone, with a attached, rotates clockwise. 
The ratchet on a meshes with the click F and forces the loose planet carrier c 
to rotate clockwise. In turn, its ratchet meshes with the click E mounted on the 
first wheel B and so forces the first wheel to turn clockwise. In this situation, the 
annular gear a and the planet carrier c are locked and rotate together, Ta = Tc; 
so the fusee arbor s rotates with them.

(b) Anti-clockwise (normal) winding: This is the same as running but in reverse. When 
the fusee arbor s is rotated anti-clockwise, it causes the planet gear p to rotate 
clockwise and simultaneously attempt to turn the planet carrier anti-clockwise. 
But the click F locks the carrier to the annular gear a through its ratchet and so 
Tc = Ta. As the planetary gears are locked, Ts = Ta and winding is the same as 
in an ordinary fusee.

(c) Clockwise winding: When the fusee arbor s is rotated clockwise, it causes the 
planet gear p to rotate anti-clockwise and simultaneously attempt to turn the 
planet carrier c clockwise.  But the click E locks the carrier and so Tc = 0 and 

 (2Np + Ns) Ta =  – NsTs

 That is, the annular gear and the fusee cone rotate anti-clockwise.

 Using Thiout’s tooth counts, 18Ta = – 8Ts and so for Ts = 1, Ta = – 4/9. Thus it 
takes about 2 turns of the key to turn the fusee once. Note that in the illustration 
Na = 19 which is incorrect; it should be 18.

(d) Maintaining power: Maintaining power can only be provided to the first wheel B 
when the carrier c is turning clockwise and power is provided through the click 
E. As the carrier rotates anti-clockwise in (b) there is no maintaining power when 
the fusee is wound in the normal direction. 

Figure 7-37
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In 1742, Massotéau de Saint Vincent 
claimed he was the inventor of this 
design (Paris, 1742, pages 1667-
1671), and his fusee is shown in 
Figure 7-38.

The drawing is confusing because 
the action of the click P is not clear. 
However it prevents the sun gear 
from turning anti-clockwise relative 
to the planet carrier N. (Also note 
that a fold in the paper has hidden 
part of the fusee cone.) So:

(a) Running: When the watch runs the chain rotates the fusee cone R clockwise. In 
turn, the annular gear Q tries to turns the planetary gear clockwise and the sun 
gear anti-clockwise. However, the click P prevents this movement and locks the 
sun and the planetary carrier N together. So, as above, the fusee cone, carrier and 
fusee arbor rotate clockwise together. And, because of the click O, the first wheel 
M rotates with them, running the watch.

(b) Anti-clockwise (normal) winding: This is the same as running but in reverse. 
When the fusee arbor is rotated anti-clockwise, the click P locks the sun and 
the planet carrier N together. As before, this causes the planet gear to turn the 
annular gear anti-clockwise and the watch is wound.

(c) Clockwise winding: When the fusee arbor is rotated clockwise, the click P is no 
longer active and the sun and the carrier N can turn separately. So the planet 
gear rotates anti-clockwise and simultaneously attempts to turn the planet carrier 
clockwise.  But the click O locks the carrier and so Tc = 0 and therefore we have 
(2Np + Ns) Ta =  – NsTs, and the annular gear and the fusee cone rotate anti-
clockwise.

 Using Massotéau’s tooth counts, Ns = 12 and Np = 8, 28Ta = – 12Ts and so when 
Ts = 1, Ta = –3/7.

(d) Maintaining power: Massotéau states his design always provides maintaining 
power, whether the key is turned clockwise or anti-clockwise. But as with Vergo’s 
fusee, maintaining power can only be provided to the first wheel M when the 
carrier N is turning clockwise and power is provided through the click O. As the 
carrier rotates anti-clockwise during normal winding (b) there is no maintaining 
power in this case.

Massotéau states that Thiout’s fusee “in the manner that he shows it, cannot run, nor 
work.” As we have seen, because the click is placed incorrectly, this is true. But Massotéau 
is not above criticism. In the same article he illustrates and describes a ship’s capstan that 
uses planetary gears. But in both he has omitted an essential wheel. We pity the sailors 
using it, for they would walk around endlessly without achieving anything!

Figure 7-38
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Finally, about 1771 John Arnold used planetary gears in at least three chronometer fusees, 
and Mercer (1972, pages 31 and 35, plates 29, 30, 41 and 42) illustrates two different 
fusees. These are the same as the rotor mechanism fusee described above, except they 
include a ratchet and clicks. So the planet gear is mounted on the fusee cone, the carrier, 
and the annular gear is part of the first wheel.

The first fusee, Figures 7-39 and 7-40, has a ratchet mounted on the fusee arbor and two 
clicks mounted underneath the first wheel. Figure 7-39 is a composite of two photographs 
showing the view from the top through a transparent fusee; when the watch runs the fusee 
and first wheel rotate clockwise. Figure 7-40 is also a transparent view looking down on 

the first wheel so that the direction of motion is the same in both illustrations; the ratchet 
and clicks are under this wheel.

Winding is the same as in the rotor watch. The sun gear, and its attached ratchet, turn 
anti-clockwise. The ratchet has no effect, because it is turning anti-clockwise and slides 
under the clicks. So the annular gear is locked by the train and NsTs = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc, 
the fusee cone turns anti-clockwise. When running, the fusee cone is turning clockwise 
and driving the system. So the planet gear tries to rotate the sun gear clockwise. However, 
now the clicks stop the ratchet from turning, locking the sun gear and the annular gears 
together, and the fusee behaves like an ordinary fusee. Specifically, Ts = Ta and so:

(2Np + Ns) Ta + NsTa = (2Np + 2Ns) Ta = (2Np + 2Ns) Tc

And so Ta = Tc.

The second fusee, Figures 7-41 and 7-42, differs in that the ratchet is a part of the fusee 
cone, the carrier, and the clicks, as before, are mounted on the first wheel, the annular 
gear. Figure 7-41 is a transparent view through fusee, so the rotations are the same as in 
Figure 7-42, which is a normal view of the first wheel. 

During winding, the fusee cone turns anti-clockwise and the ratchet has no effect, sliding 
under the clicks. During running, and clicks now operate between the first wheel and the 
fusee cone, the carrier, so Ta = Tc and the fusee behaves as a normal fusee.

Mercer (1972, page 31) notes: 

Figure 7-39 Figure 7-40
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This [planetary maintaining power] involves a large amount of friction and would 
be liable to jam with constant use; which probably explains why No. 3 “refused to 
be wound up” when on the voyage with Captain Cook. 

Certainly there is evidence of serious wear on the annular teeth.

However the problem has much more to do with Arnold’s apparent incompetence than 
with inherent faults with the concept:

(a) In Figure 7-39 Ns = 12, Np = 7 and Na = 24. However, the constraint given above 
means it is necessary that Na = Ns + 2Np which is 26!

(b) And in Figures 7-41 and 7-42 Ns = 12, Np = 8 and Na = 24 when it should be 28!

That is, the annular teeth of the first wheel are the wrong size and there must be significant 
friction. It is interesting to note that the latter, worse case, shows more damage to the 
teeth, as we would expect. 

From this it is clear that Arnold did not understand planetary gears. Where he got the 
idea from is unknown, but he must have learnt of the general principles and did not know 
of the constraint or did not realise its significance.

In addition, Arnold used very low tooth counts that were bound to cause problems, especially 
as the shapes of the teeth appear to be far from ideal. It seems that these wheels owe more 
to the thumb and bay leaf approach of hand-filing teeth than to epicycloid gearing, and we 
might suspect that he knew little or nothing of the advantages of high tooth counts.

This is not surprising. About 1837 John Hawkins visited a number of workshops to find 
out the practical methods used to form the teeth of wheels, including “Dent and Arnold, 
chronometer Makers” (Camus & Hawkins, 1837, pages 175-178). To quote part of his 
findings relating to the horology industry:

... the answers to the inquiries, were, by some, “we have no rule but the eye in the 
formation of the teeth of our wheels;” ... “in Lancashire they make their teeth of 
watch-wheels of what is called the bay leaf pattern; they are formed altogether by 
the eye of the workman; and they would stare at you for a simpleton, to hear you 

Figure 7-41 Figure 7-42
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talk about the epicycloidal curve.” ... The Lancashire workmen are called bay-leaf 
fanciers, because they cannot be bay-leaf copiers; since it is notorious that there are 
not two bay-leaves of the same figure.

Hawkins goes on to describe a tool for cutting epicycloidal watch teeth, but adds:

One of our most eminent watch makers, however, says, that the prices at which, 
even first rate watches are sold, will not warrant the care that must be bestowed 
on them, to insure perfect accuracy in the figure of the teeth of all the wheels of a 
watch.

The only watchmaker that we know of, who used epicycloid gear cutters, was American, 
probably the Waltham Watch Company (David, 1992, pages 68-70; 2003, pages 51-53). 
Indeed, such cutters are so difficult to make that they were replaced by circular cutters. In 
the Russian watch industry Tarasov (1962, page 160) notes: 

The reason for the replacement of the epicycloids by circular arcs in gear-wheel 
teeth lies in the difficulty of producing milling cutters of epicycloid contour.

Finally, although it is obvious from the above, there must be a ratchet and click in the 
mechanism somewhere. Otherwise the mainspring will unwind by the path of least 
resistance, which is the fusee arbor, and the watch could not run, ever.

7.5: The Problem of Decoupling

The focus of the above explanation has been on the provision of maintaining power, this 
being the main point raised by Leroy and Defouchy. But there is another, more serious 
problem, that has been glossed over, probably because the rotor watch design solves it.

Ignoring the problem of maintaining power for the moment, imagine that an ordinary fusee, 
as in Figure 7-30, is used with the same self-winding mechanism, Figure 7-28; that is, a 
fusee in which the arbor and cone are a single piece (actually two pieces soldered together). 
Now, when the watch runs, the fusee cone and the winding wheel turn clockwise, and 
the intermediate wheel turns anti-clockwise, which drives both ratchets clockwise. As a 
result, the two clicks are active and try to turn the two driving wheels (A and A' in Figure 
7-28) clockwise. But they are geared together and cannot rotate in the same direction! So 
the winding system is locked and none of the wheels, including the winding wheel on the 
fusee arbor, can turn. Maintaining power is quite irrelevant because no power can ever be 
delivered to the train.

The consequence of this is simple:

Any self-winding mechanism used with a fusee must be able to be decoupled from 
the fusee cone for the watch to run.

Seen in this light, the fusee design in Figure 7-21 is simply essential and the fact that it 
also provides maintaining power is secondary.

The fusee with planetary gears is not the only way to decouple the self-winding mechanism.

First, Recordon used a completely different method that enables an ordinary fusee to be 
used; as we will see in Chapter 8, page 91, decoupling is achieved by disconnecting the 
self-winding mechanism from the fusee arbor.
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Second, decoupling, if that term can be used, is inherent in going barrels and is achieved 
by the mainspring. The inner end of the mainspring is used to wind the watch, via the 
barrel arbor, and the outer end to run it, via the barrel and its integrated first wheel. What 
is important is that both actions occur in the same direction, and the mainspring provides 
power to the train irrespective of whether the barrel arbor is turning or is stationary. And 
so the going barrel watches described in Chapters 8, 9 and 11 need no special provision to 
achieve decoupling.

7.6: Performance of the Rotor Mechanism

The Leroy watch was tested by Mr P. Huguenin, who stated:

This self-winding system works well. When tested [with the watch completely run 
down], the chain coiled on the fusee and filled the first five spirals during the first 
twelve hours of wear in the pocket. Twelve hours later, the watch having been left 
at rest, the chain still covered four spirals. The motive power obtained during the 
first twelve hours sufficed to keep the watch running for a total of seventy-two 
hours. (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 59; 1956, page 51.)

However, the greatest care was observed ... and the wearer certainly moderated all 
his movements throughout the day he carried [the] watch in his pocket.  (Chapuis 
& Jaquet, 1952, page 50; 1956, page 59.)

Despite this test, Sabrier & Imbert (1974) state that the mechanism:

... did not ensure a sufficient winding; indeed, the weight swivelling in the center 
of the movement, when carried in the pocket, the “rotor”, in the absence of energetic 
movements, remained hopelessly in the low position.

We will be more precise and examine the behaviour of the mechanism in detail.

To do so, we must know the relevant gear ratios. Flores (2009, page 155) lists the number 
of teeth on the wheels and pinions of the rotor watch signed Berthoud a Paris and the 
Leroy watch has the same gearing. They are (see Figure 7-43):

Driving wheels A, A' 20

Driving pinions B, B' 10 Driving ratchets C, C' 28

Intermediate wheel 50 Intermediate pinion 8

Winding wheel 60

First wheel 72 Center-wheel pinion 8

In addition, the fusee holds 7 coils of the chain.

We will assume that the weight rotates y° and there is negligible play in the gears. 

Also note that the force of the mainspring is always attempting to rotate the intermediate 
wheel anti-clockwise and this is prevented by one or both of the clicks d and d' being fully 
engaged with ratchet teeth. Obviously, to wind the watch the force provided by the moving 
weight must be greater than that of the mainspring.

When the weight rotates y° anti-clockwise, the pinion B will rotate the intermediate wheel 
(10/50) y° clockwise. At the same time, the intermediate wheel will turn the pinion B' y° 
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anti-clockwise, and the wheel A will turn the wheel A' y° clockwise. That is, the relative 
motion of ratchet C' and the click d' is 2y°. (The same will occur when the weight turns 
clockwise, the roles of the components being reversed.)

Now, the ratchets C and C' have 28 teeth which cover 360/28° = 12.86°; for convenience 
we will round this to 13°. For the weight to wind the watch, it must rotate far enough to 
advance one of the ratchets by at least one tooth, so that a click can fall into this next 
tooth. This happens when the relative motion of C' and d' is 13° and so y = 6.5°. This is the 
minimum rotation needed to wind the watch.

When the weight rotates y° it turns the fusee arbor (10/50)(8/60) y° = (2/75) y°. However, 
there is a 4:1 reduction between the fusee arbor and the cone (Section 7.4, page 74), and 
so the fusee cone turns (1/150) y°. 

When the watch runs, 1 turn of the first wheel rotates the center wheel 72/8 = 9 times; that 
is, for nine hours. But the fusee cone rotates the first wheel 4/3 turns and one 360° turn of 
the cone equates to 12 hours. Huguenin’s statement is correct.

If the cone turns z° the watch will run for 12z/360 hours or 2z minutes. The total reserve 
with 7 turns of the fusee is 84 hours or 3 1/2 days.

Combining the two results, if the weight rotates y° then the watch runs for (2/150)y minutes, 
and advancing one of the ratchets by a single tooth provides 5.2 seconds of running time.

More interesting is the amount of activity needed to fully wind the watch 7 turns of the 
fusee cone. If the fusee cone is to make seven 360° rotations, the weight must make 1,050 
rotations. 

Assume the watch is carried while constantly walking, and that the weight rotates 60° 
twice a second (30° on either side of vertical); that is, one oscillation per second. Because 
winding is bidirectional, all movements of the weight will cause winding, that is 120°, and 
it will take 3 seconds to turn the weight through 360°. So the total time to fully wind the 
watch is 3,150 seconds or 52 1/2 minutes. 

Figure 7-43
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If a watch is carried regularly, 48 hours, or perhaps only 24 hours of running reserve is 
needed. These can be obtained after 30 and 15 minutes of walking respectively.

One oscillation per second is very slow, and it is possible to halve these times.

These estimates are approximate, but it is clear that the mechanism is very efficient and 
Huguenin’s test must have involved many periods of rest. 

Another useful measure of performance is the time taken to wind a watch by shaking it. 
If a rotor watch is shaken we can reasonably expect the weight to turn through at least 
270°, and with four oscillations per second the weight will make the equivalent of 6 full 
rotations per second. As 600 rotations are required to wind the watch so that it will run 
for 48 hours, it would take about 100 seconds. To fully wind the watch would take 175 
seconds, about three minutes. 

7.7: Watches

As noted above, there are five known examples of rotor watches, but none are signed by 
Sarton. They are:

Figure 7-9, page 63: Unsigned complete watch, Patek Philippe Museum, Geneva. 
With serial numbers 22 and 3616. This is the Leroy watch.

Figure 7-44: Unsigned movement, Goud’Zilver Klokkenmuseum, Shoonhoven, 
Holland. With serial numbers 13 and 3483.

Figure 7-45: Movement signed Berthoud à Paris, Goud’Zilver Klokkenmuseum, 
Shoonhoven, Holland.  With serial number 3246. As shown, this watch also has 
the number 4782 on the weight. Note that the engraving on the weight of this 
watch appears to be identical to that on the watch in Figure 1-3, page 7. This 
suggests the same engraver may have worked on both watches.

Figure 7-46: Complete watch signed on the dial Mazzi à Locarno, private collection. 
No visible serial number.

Figure 7-47: Movement signed on the edge of the plate Egidius Link, Augsburg, Byer 
Collection, Zurich. The serial number, if any, is not known.

Figure 7-44 Figure 7-45
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With regard to these five watches:

(a) All five movements are technically identical.

(b) The serial numbers suggest établissage production. The small numbers (13 and 
22) may be those of the actual maker. In which case, it is possible that a series of 
22 or more rotor watches were made. The large numbers (3246, 3483 and 3616) 
may be the serial numbers used by the établisseur who ordered the watches.

Although a number of watches signed by Sarton exist none are self-winding watches. The 
following illustrations are a small selection:

(a) Figures 7-48 and 7-49: Louis XVI watch movement. Cylinder escapement. Signed 
H Sarton à Liège.

(b) Figures 7-50 and 7-51: Watch in gold. Quarter repeater à toc, calendar. Verge 
escapement. Signed Sarton à Liège.

(c) Figures 7-52 and 7-53: Calendar movement. Verge escapement. Signed Sarton à 
Liège. 

(d) Figures 7-54 and 7-55: Watch in silver. Direct center seconds with and Rigot stop 
seconds. Signed Sarton à Liège.

Figure 7-46 Figure 7-47

Figure 7-48 Figure 7-49
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Figure 7-52 Figure 7-53

Figure 7-54 Figure 7-55

Figure 7-50 Figure 7-51
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8: Louis Recordon 
(1756-1826)

8.1: Biography
It seems very little is known of Louis Recordon’s early years. To summarise Chapuis 
& Jaquet (1952, pages 123-128; 1956, pages 131-136), he came from a family that was 
established at Ste. Croix in the Canton of Vaud, some members of which moved to Geneva 
and were watchmakers. Patrizzi (1998, page 337) adds that he completed his apprenticeship 
in Geneva. 

In 1778 “he set up a second establishment in London” and later he was in partnership with 
Charles Dupont.

Although concrete evidence that Recordon had a significant business association with 
Breguet dating from the 1790s, Chapuis & Jaquet state:

It appears that, quite early in his career, in about 1775, Abraham-Louis Breguet 
established business relations with Louis Recordon at about the same time as with 
the elder Decombaz at Geneva. These three men formed a kind of association ... 
Recordon served as liaison officer, as it were, between Geneva, Paris and London.

This is based on unpublished letters written by Decombaz and Recordon, but Chapuis & 
Jaquet do not provide any details or significant quotes. But as Recordon was only 19 years 
old in 1775 he is unlikely to have been in business.

In addition, Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 130; 1956, page 139) cite a manuscript written 
by Edward Brown (head of Breguet) in 1895:

L. Recordon and A. Breguet were fellow countrymen and knew each other and I 
have strong reason to presume that Breguet was the maker of the watches patented 
by Recordon; I find on the books of Breguet many self-winding watches ... inscribed 
‘envoyées à Recordon à Londres’ between 1780 and 1790.

8.2: Recordon’s 1780 Patent

Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, pages 141-151) provide the complete specification for Recordon’s 
patent, followed by a 5-page analysis, which is not very good. (The French edition, Chapuis 
& Jaquet, 1952, pages 133-139, does not give the full specification.) 

This patent, taken out on 18 March 1780, describes three mechanisms:

(a) Self-winding mechanisms. Two are presented, the first for use with a going barrel 
and the second for a watch with a fusee. Three variants of the second are described.

(b) A mechanism to convert a seconds display to jump seconds.

(c) An escapement.
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The following considers only the first part of the specification that describes self-winding 
watches. The other two mechanisms are described by Flores (2003).

In order to make it intelligible, the text of the patent is interspersed with explanations. In 
addition:

(a)  The figures have been renumbered to suit the format of this book, and the labels 
on the figures have been replaced to improve legibility.

(b) The text has been modified to improve readability, primarily by altering the 
spelling, but also a few errors have been corrected.

A.D. 1780 MARCH 18 No, 1249

RECORDON’S SPECIFICATION

A description of the watches that renew their maintaining power without the use of 
a key or other manual operation and referred to in the annexed Deed.

This first part of the patent and its diagrams (Figure 8-1 to 8-3) describes a self-winding 
mechanism to be used with a going barrel. 

Letter H represents a weight of silver or other metal which is in equilibrium in 
the position it is viewed, being sustained so by a spiral spring fixed to its arbor as 
described by Fig. 8-3. In wearing the watch or by any external motion that lifts 
the watch up, it loses its state of rest and by its vis-inertia, the matter overcoming 
the strength of the spring, it yields to the laws of gravity and falls upon the lower 
spring marked ee. When the watch, by the motion of the body descends, the spring 
ee and the aforesaid spiral spring are left at liberty to exert themselves and return 
the weight upwards till it touches the other spring ee. ...

Other than the old-fashioned language, the above description is clear.

... and thus by the motion of the body is this weight alternatively thrown up and 
down, which, turning the ratchet wheel marked C in Fig. 8-2, which is fixed on the 

Figure 8-1 Figure 8-2

Figure 8-3
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arbor of the weight just below the spiral spring, gathers a few teeth every motion 
in the wheel P, and being prevented from returning by the click M, carries forward 
the wheel with a pinion of 10 marked E, ...

This system winds in one direction only. There is a click mounted on the ratchet P, which 
is not mentioned in the text. This click meshes with the smaller ratchet C that is fixed 
to the weight. When the weight drops, moving anti-clockwise, ratchet C turns P anti-
clockwise via the click. When the weight moves clockwise, the teeth on C slide past the 
click and P does not rotate clockwise because the second click M, mounted on the plate, 
prevents it from turning.

... which turns the wheel B, which having a pinion of 12 at G takes into and turns 
a wheel under the barrel A which is fixed on the barrel arbor and by that means is 
the spring wound up. 

The upper part of the barrel arbor marked b has a tooth which gains a tooth in the 
wheel a at every revolution and that brings the pin c nearer to the center which, 
when it arrives in a certain position, it raises the piece KK Fig. 8-1 of which the 
center B is conical in order that when the said pin c comes nearer it, it raises it 
with ease and forces it into the holes marked N N N in the weight marked H Fig. 
8-1 which effectually stops its motion and prevents the ill consequences of over 
winding.

Except for the pin c, the stop-work on the barrel arbor 
is normal. The finger b meshes with the wheel a 
mounted on the barrel; in this case it has four teeth, 
the rest of the circumference being uncut. Figure 8-4 
shows the spring fully wound. As the barrel rotates, 
wheel a rotates with it, travelling in a circle around 
the barrel arbor. But each time it meets the finger 
b the wheel a rotates on its center, and each time 
it does this the pin c moves further from the center 
of the barrel. And so the pin c moves in a number 
of concentric circles around the arbor, repeatedly 
passing under the lever KK which is hinged at the 
edge of the plate. 

As the spring is wound by turning the arbor, the 
finger b rotates a in the reverse direction, bringing c 
closer to the arbor. The part of the lever KK that passes over the barrel arbor has a raised, 
conical section B, which the pin c meets, lifting up KK. This raises the end of KK, which 
has a boss that enters one of the three holes N N N in the weight, locking it. 

L is a Cock that carries the pivot of the Barrel’s Axis. I is a Cock that carries the 
pivot of the weight H. A is the barrel which carries a wheel that catches the pinion 
D which carries the minute hand.

The second part of the patent (Figures 8-5 to 8-13) describes a self-winding mechanism to 
be used with a fusee.

Figure 8-4
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Fig. 8-5 shews the plan of the upper plate with the weight and train of wheels 
marked A B C which are small and that marked C has a pinion which takes into 
the large wheel marked D.

The weight marked E turns on the pivot at F and, by being partly suspended by a 
spiral spring in a box which may be seen in G Fig. 8-7 and at G Fig. 8-8, is enabled 
to play up and down by any external motion the watch may receive.

Every motion carries the ratchet wheel H Fig. 8-11 some small way. It is prevented 
from returning by a click at I in Fig. 8-6 and on the return of the weight the click 
at K Fig. 8-11 gaining some few teeth carries the ratchet wheel still further and 
thus by the alternate motion of the weight up and down is the train of small wheels 
marked A B C in Fig. 8-5 carried round which taking by its pinion at C Fig. 8-6 
into the wheel D which being fixed on the square of the fusee the chain is wound up 
off the barrel marked L in Fig. 8-6 and Fig. 8-13 ... 

Figure 8-5 Figure 8-6

Figure 8-7 Figure 8-8

Figure 8-9

Figure 8-10

Figure 8-11
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So far this mechanism is basically the same as that in the going barrel watch above. As 
Figure 8-11 is a view of the underneath of the weight, the weight only winds the watch when 
it drops, turning clockwise. There is a normal fusee with a ratchet and click connecting 
it to the first wheel. So the fusee cannot turn clockwise without driving the train of the 
watch. The click I is mounted on the plate W (see below) and stops the wheel A from 
turning clockwise. But A must turn clockwise to wind the watch. If the click is reversed, 
then it stops A from turning anti-clockwise and (without some other mechanism) prevents 
the fusee turning to run the watch. However, the 
click K, mounted on the weight, has the same 
effect and so I is unnecessary..

... and thus while the external motion is 
continued does the watch continue winding up 
till the chain is nearly wound off the barrel, 
and then the chain being on the top of the 
fusee winds against a piece of steel marked M 
Fig. 8-13 which being pinned to another piece 
of steel marked N Fig. 8-13 is by that means 
thrown outwards and fixes against the part 
of the weight marked V in Fig. 8-11 and Fig. 
8-12 which stops all motion in the weight till 
the watch by going down a small way suffers 
the steel M to return to its former situation 
which is caused by the spring marked P which 
draws in the steel marked N and the weight is 
then suffered to go on again. 

Fig. 8-12 is a side view of the weight. The arbor 
marked Z, the pivot at the upper end works in 
the Cock F Fig. 8-5. The pivot at the lower end 
works in the barrel cover at G, Fig. 8-8.

This is obscure. Figure 8-13 is a view of the inside of the top plate. Because of the action 
of the chain, the lever M cannot turn sideways and must rock up and down with its pivot 
point somewhere near the center. So the left end of M at the chain is normally held away 
from the plate by the spring P and, when the chain reaches the top of the fusee, it is 
pushed up towards the plate. That is, when this stop-work is activated, the end of M at 
N moves away from the plate and so moves N into the path of V. Note that N cannot be 
given a rotational movement by M. So for this to work, N must have vertical movement, 
and the statement that N is “by that means thrown outwards” must mean to move away 
from the plate.

A provision is likewise made to throw off the operation of the renovating part that 
when the watch hangs up at rest it may not impede the performance of that part 
which relates to the measuring time and is effected in this manner. 

Not surprisingly, at this point the analysis in Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 150) becomes 
very short and very vague! 

Recordon is noting a serious problem, the need for decoupling; see Section 7-5, page 81. 

Figure 8-12

Figure 8-13
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The fusee is an ordinary fusee in that the arbor and the cone are rigidly joined together 
and click-work in the base of the fusee links the cone to the first wheel under it. So when 
the watch is running it is essential that the fusee can turn to activate the first wheel. But 
the weight and the train A B C only allow the fusee to turn anti-clockwise to wind the 
watch and the fusee cannot turn clockwise to run the watch.

Figure 8-5 is only a partial view of the mechanism and Figure 8-6 includes nearly all the 
additional features required to resolve this issue.

The piece marked W Fig. 8-6 turns on a screw at a which is so fixed that it is the 
centre of gravity to the weight being so poised, that the train of small wheels A B C 
the bridge F and spring box G and all the work at the small end of the weight, is 
but a counter balance to the large end and the whole turns freely on the screw at a 
Fig. 8-6 which it is suffered to do about 1/8th of an inch so that the pinion of the 
small wheel C in Fig. 8-5 may be of a proper depth in the large wheel D when the 
renovating part operates, but when the watch is hung up the wheel D by turning 
towards the train of small wheels throws the pinion out of its teeth and then is 
entirely disengaged from them by the piece marked W, slipping 1/8th of an inch 
towards the barrel ...

With the exception of the winding wheel D, fixed to the fusee arbor, the entire self-winding 
mechanism is attached to the plate W pivoting at a. This assembly is poised so that its 
center of gravity is at a, or near enough. Consequently we can view the mechanism as 
a balanced see-saw whose motion is limited, in one direction by the pinion of wheel C 
meeting D, and in the other direction by a slot and pin (not shown). 

The mechanism as described is satisfactory for the watch when it is as rest.

When it is hung on a hook, for example, the winding wheel, Figure 8-6 D, attached to the 
fusee arbor, rotates clockwise as the watch runs. Because W is poised, the pressure of the 
teeth of D on the wheel C is sufficient to push C away from D, rotating W clockwise around 
its pivot A and moving C out of mesh with D. A slot and a pin limit this movement. Now 
the fusee is free to turn clockwise (under the force of the mainspring) to run the watch. 
Obviously the teeth of C and D must be carefully shaped so they cannot lock together.

But the mechanism cannot work when the watch is being wound by the weight. Because 
the system is poised, when the weight drops, rotating clockwise, this movement must 
rotate W (the other end of the lever) taking C out of mesh with D. This is made worse by 
the fact that the pressure applied by wheel C on D will also force the assembly W to rotate 
clockwise and throw C out of mesh with D. So the fusee will not rotate. When the weight 
rises, it moves W so that C and D are in mesh and the watch can run provided the train 
A B C can rotate. Which is true, provided the click I does not exist, because the click K is 
not active.

Finally, Recordon describes the two missing pieces:

... but in order to convey the same power to the balance at all times there is a ratchet 
something larger than the great wheel teeth fixed to the great wheel as marked Q 
Fig. 8-9 and 8-10 which the piece marked S in Fig. 8-7 and 8-8 and turns upon 
a pin where the dots are near W in Fig. 8-8 by which means all the power which 
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is used in forcing up the wheel D is applied to the ratchet of the great wheel and 
consequently the same power carried to the balance, but this is only in use while the 
renovating part is in action for at other times the ratchet of the great wheel passes 
it freely. 

Figure 8-14 shows the purpose of S. It does not show the first (great) wheel or the center-
wheel’s pinion, and it omits the incorrect click I. 

The ratchet Q is rigidly fixed to the first wheel. Figure 8-9 shows it as a wheel with a 
square in the middle. To work, the fusee must have the normal click-work consisting of a 
ratchet fixed to the inside of the base of the cone and a click and spring attached to the first 
wheel. These must work together and nothing can be placed between them. So presumably 
the click and spring are mounted on Q, which is squared onto a boss on the first wheel with 
the fusee arbor passing inside it.

S is a click mounted on the plate W. It is rather long so that it can mesh with Q no matter 
the position of W. The effect of these two parts is:

(a) When the weight E drops (Figure 8-14): The click K activates the train A B C 
(in the direction of the arrows). The click S locks into Q, stopping the plate W 
from turning clockwise and ensuring that the wheel C remains in mesh with the 
winding wheel D. So the fusee cone turns anti-clockwise in the direction of the 
green arrow R and the mechanism winds the watch.

 At the same time, the force produced by the weight dropping, which tries to 
rotate W, is transferred by the click S to the ratchet Q which attempts to turn the 
ratchet and the first wheel clockwise in the direction of the arrow 1. This provides 
maintaining power to the first wheel and the watch runs.

(b) When the weight E rises: The click K slides over the teeth of A and the train A 
B C is free. At the same time the movement of the weight rotates W to keep C in 
mesh with D.

Figure 8-14
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 The fusee rotates clockwise to run the watch train in the direction of the arrow 1. 
The train A B C does not impede this. At the same time the click S slides over the 
teeth of Q. The watch runs. (In fact, the time periods are so short that D and Q 
will barely move.)

Note that Recordon specifies that the ratchet Q should have a larger diameter than the 
first wheel. This creates a problem, because the center wheel pinion, which meshes with 
the first wheel, must go under (and possibly contact) Q. However the alternative, when 
Q is smaller, means the click S must be thin, and any play might result in it missing its 
action.

Also note that the cock F supports the top pivot for the weight, Figure 8-5, and this cock 
must be mounted on W. So W, the train A B C and the winding wheel D are above the 
top plate. Because the click S and the equilibrium spring G, Figure 8-7, are between the 
plates, there must be a large cut-out in the top plate for these parts hanging below W. And 
the whole, very heavy mechanism is supported by a single pivot at a, Figure 8-6, which 
would probably cause serious problems.

Recordon also suggests two variations on this design.

Another method of applying the renovating part is by using the piece marked W in 
Fig. 8-6 with the spring and barrel to balance the weight and the piece marked S 
in Fig. 8-7 and 8-8 with the ratchet to the great wheel and every part as described 
before except the train of small wheels marked A B C in the room of which a double 
crank as in Fig. 8-15 is used as described at N from which two levers are guided 
at O and P into the ratchet wheel D the motion of the weight up and down works 
the levers O and P up and down alternately and by that means force the ratchet 
wheel D forwards which being fixed on the fusee square as in the before described 
method winds the chain off the barrel and consequently raises the spring which it 
continues doing till it is stopped by the work M N P  before described in Fig. 8-13. 
The piece marked W Fig. 8-6 is as in the other method used in this, which when the 
watch is at rest by sliding 1/8th of an inch disengages the levers from the ratchet 
and the watch is left to go entirely free of the renovating work. 

Figure 8-15 Figure 8-16
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Recordon is vague, but except for the levers O and P replacing the train A B C this is the 
same as the previous design. It is potentially superior to the original because it winds the 
watch with the weight moving in both directions.

However, this mechanism cannot work. The purpose of the crank N is not explained and 
it is not clear how the levers are fixed to it. There are two possibilities:

(a) Fixed levers: the crank N cannot move and the levers 
O and P are rigidly attached to it. Then, as the weight 
rotates, the levers move as shown in Figure 8-17. This 
diagram illustrates, in red, the positions of the lever P 
and the crank N for the middle position of the weight, as 
in Figure 8-15, and the two extreme positions of P when 
the weight has rotated as far as possible. The tips of P 
move in an arc. It is obvious that the weight cannot rotate 
anti-clockwise because P cannot enter the space occupied 
by the winding wheel D. And, as the weight rotates 
clockwise, P will only move D a very small distance, 
insufficient to wind the watch.

(b) Spring-loaded clicks: The levers O and P are loose clicks, held against the wheel 
D by springs. But when the watch is at rest, or the weight is locked because the 
watch is fully wound, they always remain in contact with D irrespective of the 
position of W. That is, the mechanism cannot be decoupled from the fusee, and the 
fusee cannot rotate clockwise to run the watch. This can be overcome by shaping 
the tips of O and P and the teeth of D so that as D rotates clockwise the clicks will 
be pushed away from the teeth. But during winding, when the weight pushes the 
clicks against the teeth, they will rise up and slide over them without turning D. 
Either the watch will not run when the weight is not moving or the watch cannot 
be wound.

 The problems of decoupling and maintaining power, which make this design 
useless, do not occur with going barrels, and in the 1920s Léon Leroy made 
pocket and wrist watches using the same idea of two cranked clicks; see Chapuis 
& Jaquet (1952, pages 210-213 and 216-217; 1956, pages 220-223 and 226-227) 
and Sabrier (2012, pages 244-245).

Another way of applying the renovating part is in every respect as the last only 
instead of a crank to make use of an endless screw as in Fig. 8-16 at F which works 
into the toothed wheel D and disengages itself in the same manner by sliding of the 
piece W Fig. 8-6 1/8th of an inch and the piece F Fig. 8-16 having a curve which 
working against a pin at K Fig. 8-16 by that sliding throws the endless screw out 
of the teeth of the Wheel D.

This is obscure. Presumably the unlabelled wheels in Figure 8-16 are the ratchet H, Figure 
8-9, meshing, at a right angle, with a wheel attached to the endless screw. If this design is 
“in every respect” the same then the pin K is a mystery, especially as we are not told where 
it is mounted. The movement of the plate W should disengage F from D, but Recordon may 
have decided that this is not the case, because the plate W swivels and the end of F nearest 

Figure 8-17
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the weight may stay engaged with D. Then we could suppose that the pin K is attached to 
W so that, as W swivels, K moves along the curved end of F and pushes F away from D. 
But for this to happen, F must move independently of W, so how is it attached? 

It is reasonable to conclude that these two designs have been added to the patent to include 
other forms and so prevent copying of them. But, unlike the first design, it seems Recordon 
did not seriously examine them and did not understand them.

8.3: Patent Renewal

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 140-141; 1956, pages 152-153) state that Recordon’s patent 
was renewed in 1856: 

Renewal and registration of Recordon’s Specification was granted to Peter Des 
Granges in 1856, the official publication being still deposited at the Patent Office 
in London ...

And the French edition adds:

Imprimé par Georges-Edouard Eyre, imprimeur de la reine notre excellente 
Majesté, 1856.

They then reproduce part of the 1780 specification.

Three points should be noted:

(a) Patents cannot be renewed. Recordon’s patent would have been for about 20 
years and, after about 1800, the specification then entered the public domain and 
anyone could use it.

(b) Patents for Inventions (1979, Volume 1) does not mention this renewal.

(c) An online request to the Business & IP Centre of the British Library received the 
following response:

 ... once a patent had served its lifespan or term a patent can not be renewed ... 
I have been unable to find the patent which you believe exists ...

Thus it is clear that Chapuis and Jaquet were wrong, and we do not know what led them 
to this absurd suggestion. 

Chapuis and Jaquet also state:

Peter Des Granges produced a certain number of “pedometer” watches signed Louis 
Recordon, but it is difficult to establish exactly in what year this manufacture was 
abandoned.

Although information on Recordon and Peter Des Granges is limited, they should have 
been aware (Britten, 1922, pages 677 and 764) that Peter Des Granges succeeded Recordon 
in 1816 and retired in 1842. From which we can conclude that the self-winding watches he 
produced were probably old, unsold stock.
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8.4: Watches

Several self-winding watches signed Recordon exist 
and are illustrated in books. For example, in addition 
to Figure 8-18 see Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 151), 
Camerer Cuss (2009, page 272) and Sabrier (2012, 
pages 52, 58-63). With one exception, these watches 
are signed Recordon Spencer & Perkins London. None 
are dated, but one (Camerer Cuss, 2009, page 272) has 
a mainspring signed 27 May 1780. They use the going 
barrel mechanism described above.

The most likely explanation for the signature on these 
watches is that they were made by Spencer & Perkins, 
using Recordon’s patent and probably under licence 
from Recordon.

8.5: Documents

The following documents do not mention Louis Recordon directly. 

The earliest reference is in a booklet by J.H. Magellan (1779, page 158), Figure 8-19. (The 
pagination of this booklet is 87 to 164 and it forms part of a compilation). After describing 
a self-winding clock, working by barometric pressure, Magellan goes on:

Figure 8-18

Figure 8-19
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But modern mechanics has lately taken another similar step, with regard to 
pocket watches, of which there are already those that never need to be wound to 
run continuously; because they wind themselves by the simple movement that they 
receive being carried in the pocket; and that without their form or their volume being 
different from ordinary watches. I tested two of them recently, made by Messrs Spencer 
& Perkins, for 28 days, and I could not be more satisfied. 

In July of the following year, Rozier (1780, pages 60-61) published part of a letter written 
by Magellan, Figure 8-20.

It is very true, Sir, that the new watches which do not need to be wound are 
currently made in London. However, they are as exact as others, of which they 
still join together the size, the external form and the same advantages. I saw two 
made of gold, very well done, smart even; their price is fixed at £50 sterling; some 
are made for £40, but not below. This price will prevent them being common. But 
for those who will be in a position to spend this, nothing will be so convenient; 
one will enjoy all the advantages of an excellent watch without having to wind it 

Figure 8-20
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every 24 hours. However, we must not imagine this to be perpetual motion; a small 
weight skilfully arranged in the interior of the watch, supported by a rather elastic 
spring, winds the mainspring which puts all the train in motion, with each jolt of 
the movement of the person while walking. This communicated movement can last 
30, 40 and even 50 hours, so that this watch can remain suspended and motionless 
this long amount of time; by detaching it and taking it again, it continues to be 
wound constantly. If at the end it comes to stop by resting too long, it is enough to 
immediately set the hour and minute hands, to give some shakes to the watch and 
at once it continues to go regularly, as before.

The same extract was also printed in the Nouveau Journal Helvétique (Neuchâtel, 1780a, 
pages 105-106).

The third report of interest, Figure 8-21, is a letter to the editors of the Nouveau Journal 
Helvétique dated 1 September 1780 (Neuchâtel, 1780b, pages 98-100).

Figure 8-21
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We saw, Sirs, in your Journal of last July, article VIII, the extract of a letter by Mr 
Magellan, of the Royal Society of London, on the new watches that do not need to be wound. 
The author gives only a faint outline of the mechanism of these kinds of watch; neither 
will we go into this detail. But we think ourselves invited to show to the public that it is 
more than three years since pieces of this kind have been manufactured in our mountains, 
which have already spread into Russia, Germany, Spain and France. It appears that the 
English have known of this invention for only two years. We could more properly allot this 
discovery to us. Here at least is what is very certain. It has been nearly two years since 
a young man, working in watchmaking with one of our best Masters, who, according to 
the idea that one had given to him, arrived through research at the mechanism which 
makes the merit of this work. This young man, rather skilful on his part I say, 
apparently tempted by the charms of the profit which a similar discovery could get 
him, found the means to remove the secret and withdrew himself to London, where 
he currently works. When he left our mountains the invention was still in its cradle; 
he consequently improved it so much that these new watches, which indeed are a 
little larger than ordinary watches, were found so exact (on all who have the care to 
give them action by movement) that after one month of testing, one noticed only four 
minutes variation with a clock with a long pendulum. Still the price is very different 
from that for which they are sold in London; it is within reach of an amateur, if he 
was well off, since they are given away for thirty new Louis. Repeaters of this kind 
are also made, but it is seen that the price is higher.

Here is, Sirs, what we believe we have to communicate to you for the honour of our 
mountains. We hope that you will not disapprove of the freedom that we have taken to 
write to you on this subject. Zealous patriots as you are, Sirs, and interested in all 
that can contribute to give some credit to our arts and factories, you will not refuse 
to insert this answer in your Journal.

There can be very little doubt that these three reports refer to Louis Recordon. 

First, the watches signed Recordon Spencer & Perkins show the close relationship between 
Spencer & Perkins and Recordon. In the first extract Magellan states that the watches he 
tested were made by Messrs Spencer & Perkins which does not preclude them being signed 
Recordon Spencer & Perkins.

Second, at the time of the second extract, July 1780, Recordon held a patent on self-winding 
watches and Magellan’s letter must refer to him. 

Third, “This young man ... withdrew himself to London, where he currently works” again 
must refer to Recordon, he being the only person who is Swiss, young (he was about 22 
years old in 1778), moved to London, and made self-winding watches. 

Finally, Magellan’s report was repeated in Vienna (Vienna, 1780, page 5), Figure 8-22; 
this was found using ANNO (2013):

Auszug eines Schreibens von Hr. Magellan, über einige neue Uhren. Die erstere 
ist eine Taschenuhr, die man niemals aufzieht. Das Stück kostet in England 
gegenwärtig 40:50 Pfund. Ihre Einrichtung ist von der Art, dass die geringste 
Erschütterung das Aufziehen bewirkt, und wenn diese Uhren nicht 50 Stunden in 
völliger Ruhe gelassen werden; so ist kein Stillestehen zu besorgen. Lässt man sie 
mit Willen so lange in Ruhe, bis sie stehen bleiben, so darf man sie nur anstossen, 
um sie auf eine eben so lange Zeit wieder gehend zu machen.
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A free translation, with the help of Heinz Mundschau (2012-2013), is:

Extract of a letter from Mr Magellan, regarding some new watches. The first is 
a pocket watch that you never wind. The piece currently costs 40 to 50 pounds in 
England. Their advantage is that the slightest vibration causes winding and you 
need not worry about the mechanism stopping, provided these watches are not be 
left completely still for 50 hours. If you leave them so long at rest until they stop, 
then one only needs to shake them in order to make them go an equally long time 
again.

This report adds nothing to what we already know.

Figure 8-22
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9.1: Biography

There are, of course, several biographies of Abraham-Louis Breguet (1747-1823), and we 
will not repeat them here. However, as our concern is with his early years, a summary of 
the relevant information is necessary. The following is derived from Antiquorum (1991), C. 
Breguet (1964), E. Breguet (1997), Chapuis & Jaquet (1956), Daniels (1975) and Salomons 
(1921). Unfortunately, these writers rarely provide sources for their statements, and it is 
unclear how reliable they are.

Abraham-Louis Breguet was born in Neuchâtel and spent his early childhood in Les 
Verrières. After his father died, his mother married a skilled watchmaker by the name 
of Tattet. Osterwald (1766, page 40; 2008, page 14) notes that the “Tatet brothers are 
distinguished in this art and have a big business, having a house in Paris for this purpose.” 

In 1762, at the age of fifteen, he was sent on probation to work with a watchmaker in Les 
Verrières and then he left Switzerland and was apprenticed to an unnamed watchmaker in 
Versailles where he stayed for at most two years. He must have finished his apprenticeship 
about 1768, when his family immigrated to France. 

After (or some say during) his apprenticeship he studied mathematics with the Abbé Marie 
and through him gained recognition in Court circles, and an introduction to the King and 
Queen.

Jeanneret & Bonhôte (1863, volume 1, pages 104 and 106) add a little to this summary:

Breguet had lost his father early, and his mother having remarried to a watchmaker, 
he, on the recommendation of the regents that the child was not suited to study, 
withdrew him from the school and wanted to teach him his trade of watchmaker. 
But it appears that in the workshop our indolent young man did not display any 
happier attitudes than on the benches of the school. They despaired of him, when 
they decided to place him in Versailles with a skilful Master; he was then in his 
fifteenth year. 

Little by little his love for the art developed, he tasted study, felt the need to learn, 
and his loathing ceased. But necessity, this violent schoolmistress, contributed 
perhaps more than anything else to make his genius flower. Hardly he had finished 
his apprenticeship when he lost, one after another, his mother and his stepfather, 
and an older sister fell into his charge. How was he, at the beginning of his career, 
to provide for the upkeep of two people? 

In the presence of the new duties that were imposed to him, sacred duties that raise 
and strengthen the soul, far from bringing him down, Breguet understood that 
to face his obligations of brother and guardian, there was only one way, which 
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was to redouble his zeal and activity. He did it, and success crowned his efforts. 
Prolonged work made him capable of providing not only for his needs, but also to 
take a course of mathematics; because already he felt that knowledge of the exact 
sciences was an essential preliminary for him. His professor was the abbot Marie, 
who could appreciate his genius and his character.

It is from this time that the name of Breguet started to emerge from the crowd. 
[This presumably refers to the 1780s.]

It is to him that we owe the convenient use of perpetual watches, which wind 
themselves by the movement that one gives them while carrying them, and which 
had been invented by his compatriot, old Perrelet of Locle. The watches of this kind 
were baubles suitable to satisfy curiosity rather than useful instruments. Not only 
were they wound only by a long and even painful walk, but also they would get out 
of order at any moment. Breguet, by redesigning them on better principles, made 
the least trace of this double disadvantage disappear. 

Nothing is known of what he did between finishing his apprenticeship and when he set up 
in business in 1775. He may have worked for Ferdinand Berthoud or Jean-Antoine Lepine 
and he may have spent some time in London. 

At the time it was the custom for a craftsman to set up in business at the same time as 
he set up a home, using the dowry from his wife. Abraham-Louis was 28 years old when, 
in 1775, he married. Breguet (1997, page 35) states that “As he was not yet a master 
watchmaker (and is not mentioned as such until 1784) Breguet had to obtain a special 
dispensation to set up his own business.”

It appears that Breguet worked on his own until 1787. Very few complicated watches 
survive from the period, but there are no records of watches manufactured before 1787. 

9.2: Documents

There is very little information regarding Breguet’s early work on self-winding watches. 
The most important appears to come from Jeanneret & Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, page 
194):

It was [Perrelet] who invented perpetual or jerking [à secousse] watches, which 
wind themselves by the movement that one gives to them while carrying them. 
The first that he built were bought by Breguet and one named Recordon who lived 
London.

The relationship between Perrelet, Breguet and Recordon is clearly very important, but 
we defer discussing this until later.

Breguet himself made a few statements on his early involvement with self-winding 
watches.

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 67; 1956, pages 72-73) cite an “unpublished exposé of his 
inventions”:

Furthermore, I would mention the perpetual watches, the perfecting of which ... 
This watch was made by me in 1780 for the Duke of Orleans ...” 
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And later, Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 75; 1956, page 82) give a statement from 
“Breguet’s notes, apparently recopied by Moinet”:

These first works were improvements on the ‘perpétuelle’ watches he made in about 
1780 for the Duchess de l’Infantado, the Duke of Orleans and Her Majesty Queen 
Marie Antoinette.

The most significant document is the description of Breguet’s “improved” mechanism, 
which is given in full, with explanations, by Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 82-106; 1956, 
pages 85-111); it also appears in Sabrier (2012, pages 68-89), but without any explanatory 
text. 

Most of this concerns Breguet’s post 1780 design and so is directly not relevant here. 
However a summary of the self-winding part of the mechanism is given in Section 9.4.

9.3: Watches with Barrel Remontoirs

There are two known watches which use the verge escapement coupled with a barrel 
remontoir, Figures 9-1 and 9-2. These are signed on the weights Breguet à Paris and 
Papillion à Paris n° 1069. Both are bare movements without cases or dials, and the Breguet 
movement is incomplete.

There are no known makers with the name Papillion. Three makers with the name 
Papillon are recorded by Patrizzi (1998, page 301) and Tardy (1972, page 500):

Papillon, Jean-François, master watchmaker, 1770-1791. 

Papillon, Jean-Pierre, son of Pierre, Paris (France), watchmaker, recorded living in 
1762. 

Papillon, Philippe. Abbeville. Sur une montre Louis XIV (but he is too early).

With two exceptions, one being different gear ratios and the other most likely the result 
of a repair, the movements are technically identical. Indeed, they are so similar that it is 
very likely that they were made by the same person. 

Figure 9-1 Figure 9-2
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This is the third known method of coupling a self-winding mechanism to the verge 
escapement. The previous two, tentatively attributed to Sarton and Recordon, use a fusee 
to ensure the escapement performs satisfactorily. But in contrast this method dispenses 
with the fusee and uses a going barrel. There are two advantages from doing this. First, 
the mechanism linking the weight to the actual winding mechanism is greatly simplified, 
because there is no need to decouple it during the running of the watch. And second, no 
maintaining power is required. However, a going barrel cannot be used with the verge 
escapement unless some other method is adopted to even out the power to the train, to 
replace the function of the fusee. The barrel remontoir in this design achieves that. 

Figure 9-3 is a diagram of the system, with the input from the self-winding weight at the 
bottom left, and the output to the watch train at the bottom right. It consists of two, linked 
going barrels. An overview of the action is:

(a) The self-winding weight, through its train, winds the spring in barrel A by the 
wheel attached to its arbor (blue). When the spring is fully wound, the inclined 
boss on barrel A’s stop-work locks the weight.

(b) Barrel A (white), through its integral wheel, winds the spring in barrel B by 
the wheel attached to its arbor (green). A small train of wheels, the rewinding 
regulator train, moderates the speed of winding.

(c) Barrel B (white), through its integral wheel, drives the going train of the watch.

(d) Normally, the remontoir mechanism (red), mounted on the arbor of barrel B, 
prevents barrel A from rotating, because its locking lever locks the rewinding 
regulator train. In this situation, the spring in barrel A can be wound by the weight, 
and the spring in barrel B can drive the train, but barrel A, and consequently the 
arbor of barrel B, cannot rotate, and so the spring in barrel B is not wound.

(e) Every time barrel B rotates half a turn, it triggers the remontoir mechanism, 
which moves the locking lever and unlocks the rewinding regulator train on barrel 
A. Barrel A then rotates and rewinds the spring in barrel B via its arbor. But 

Figure 9-3
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after winding the spring by half a turn, the remontoir again locks the rewinding 
regulator train on barrel A and winding stops.

The result is that only one half turn of the spring in barrel B is used to drive the watch train, 
and this small segment of the spring provides nearly constant power to the escapement.

Because the movements are technically identical, only the Papillion movement will be 
described here, but the Breguet movement will be illustrated when the two differences are 
considered.

The weight, Figure 9-4, 
is squared onto an arbor 
that passes through the 
movement to the dial side.

 On that side, Figure 9-5, the 
arbor is squared onto the end 
of a two-piece articulated 
lever (red circle). As the 
weight oscillates it causes 
the main part of the lever, 
pivoted under the cock, to 
oscillate (red and yellow 
arrows). 

Beneath the articulated lever is a large ratchet wheel with 120 teeth. There are four 
clicks that act in this ratchet, two winding clicks attached to the articulated lever and two 
retaining clicks attached to the plate.

Figure 9-4

Figure 9-5
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Figure 9-6 shows the action. When the weight descends (the red arrow) the small end of 
the articulated lever also goes down, and the 2 red clicks make the ratchet wheel turn 
anti-clockwise. The retaining clicks (blue) slide over the teeth.

Conversely, when the weight goes up (blue arrow) the 
winding clicks (red) pass over some teeth, while the 
retaining clicks mounted on the plate ensure that the 
position of the wheel does not change.

Thus the oscillatory motion of the weight is converted 
into the anti-clockwise motion of the ratchet.

Pairs of clicks are used which are displaced by half a 
tooth, Figure 9-7. This means the ratchet has effectively 
twice the number of teeth, 240, and correspondingly 
smaller movements of the weight will turn the ratchet.

The Breguet movement has a different arrangement 
for the clicks, but the action is the same; see Figure 9-8. 

Figure 9-6

Figure 9-7

Figure 9-8
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On this movement the ratchet has 150 teeth, but the pairs of clicks mean it effectively has 
300 teeth.

The pinion of the ratchet passes through a hole in the plate and meshes with the arbor 
wheel of barrel A; Figures 9-9 and 9-3. 

This wheel, Figure 9-10, forms the lid of the barrel, and the inner end of the spring is 
attached to it by a hook on its boss; the arbor itself is only used to align the barrel and the 
arbor wheel.

Figure 9-9

Figure 9-10
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The mechanism used to lock the weight is the same as that described by Recordon, and 
by Breguet in his notes on his improved mechanism (Section 9.4). Barrel A has stop-work 
with a boss on the wheel, Figure 9-11. Note that on this watch, the Papillion, the spring in 
barrel has 6 used turns. In the Breguet movement, the stop-work allows 7 turns.

The boss acts on a locking lever, Figure 9-12. This lever pivots in the thickness of the plate 
(dotted red line). Its left end has a raised ring surrounding the arbor of barrel A, and its 
right end has a raised section, the end of which fits into a vertical pin p. 

When the spring in barrel A is fully wound, the boss on the stop-work wheel depresses the 
left end of the locking lever, raising the right end and so lifting the pin. As shown in Figure 
9-13, this pin is normally held down by its spring. When it is lifted (Figure 9-14), its end 
enters a hole in the weight and locks it.

Figure 9-11

Figure 9-12

Figure 9-13 Figure 9-14
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The point of locking can be adjusted. The back of the weight, Figure 9-15, has a separate 
piece a held by two screws (green arrows). The end of the third screw beside the locking 
hole (white arrow) rests on the surface of the weight. The two fixing screws are loosened 
and then the third screw can be used to move the piece a away from or towards the body 
of the weight.

The remontoir has three components.

First, the rewinding regulator train, Figure 9-16. It regulates the speed at which barrel A 
rotates when it rewinds the spring in barrel B; it is similar to the small train in a repeater.

Figure 9-15

Figure 9-16
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Second, the remontoir locking lever, 
Figures 9-17 and 9-18. Normally, the 
end 1 of this lever enters the leaves 
of the last pinion of the rewinding 
regulator train, locking this train 
so that barrel A cannot rotate. The 
position of the other end 2 of the 
lever is controlled by the remontoir 
mounted on barrel B. When the 
remontoir is activated, it turns the 
locking lever anti-clockwise, freeing 
the rewinding regulator train, and 
barrel A rewinds the spring in 
barrel B.

Finally, the remontoir itself. Mounted on the arbor of barrel B are the arbor wheel B and 
the remontoir disk, Figure 9-19.

Figure 9-17

Figure 9-18

Figure 9-19
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The arbor wheel, Figure 9-20, which is squared onto the arbor, has two inclined notches 
beneath the teeth. The center is recessed and holds a spring whose end fits into a slot of 
the same width as the inclined notches.

The remontoir disk, Figure 9-21, is loose on the arbor and it is free to rotate. It also has 
two inclined notches, and, in addition, it has two pins, one on each side. The pin on the side 
that faces the arbor wheel, Figure 9-21 left, fits into the slot in the recess, so the length of 
the slot limits the rotation of the remontoir disk. The spring, acting on the pin, keeps the 
inclined notches of the remontoir disk aligned with the notches in the arbor wheel. The 
disk can turn so that the inclined notches are out of alignment, but the spring will always 
bring them back into alignment.

The pin on the other side of the remontoir disk is the same distance from the center as a 
pin on the lid of barrel B and so the barrel cannot rotate without these two pins meeting.

Figure 9-20

Figure 9-21
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The action of the remontoir is as follows:

(a) Figure 9-22: During normal running, the end 2 of the locking lever (Figure 9-17) 
fits into one of the inclined notches in the arbor wheel and the remontoir disk. 
End 1 of the lever locks the rewinding regulator train, and so barrel A and the 
arbor wheel B cannot rotate. Barrel B rotates, driving the watch train through 
the center pinion. The pin on the lid of barrel B rotates, as shown by the red arrow 
and red dot in Figure 9-22.

(b) Figure 9-23: After a while, the pin on the barrel lid meets the pin on the remontoir 
disk and turns the disk (black arrow). At this point barrel A and arbor wheel B 
are still locked, and so only the remontoir disk turns. As a result, its inclined 
notch lifts the end of the locking lever.

(c) Figure 9-24: Once the barrel has rotated far enough, the inclined notch in the 
remontoir disk lifts the end of the locking lever level with the circumference of 
the arbor wheel B. At this point the other end of the locking lever releases the 
rewinding regulator train, and barrel A starts rotating. 

Figure 9-22 Figure 9-23

Figure 9-24 Figure 9-25
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(d) Figure 9-25: Barrel A rotates the arbor wheel B, winding the spring in barrel B. 
The remontoir disk is no longer being pushed, and so the spring coupling it to the 
arbor wheel B brings its inclined notches back into alignment with the notches in 
the arbor wheel. The arbor wheel B and the remontoir disk then rotate together 
until, after half a turn, the locking lever drops into the opposite pair of inclined 
notches. This relocks barrel A and arbor wheel B and winding stops. At this point, 
the pin on the remontoir disk is half a turn in front of the pin on the barrel lid. 
And so barrel B drives the watch train for half a turn, at which point its pin 
catches up to the remontoir disk pin and the process starts again.

The Breguet and Papillion 
movements have different 
teeth counts in the remontoir 
system, Table 9-1.

First, from the teeth counts of 
barrel B and the center pinion, 
a half turn of barrel B will 
run the Papillion movement 
for 4 hours and the Breguet 
movement for 3 hours. 

Second, from the stop-work on barrel A, the power reserve is about 65.4 hours for the 
Papillion movement and 54.4 hours for the Breguet movement.

Because only half a turn of the spring in barrel B is used, the spring must be set up so that 
one of the middle turns, with the most even power output, is used. 

If the watch is not carried, the spring in barrel A will eventually run down. This will occur 
while the remontoir is activated and the spring in barrel B is being wound, Figure 9-25. 
Barrel A and Arbor wheel B will advance less than half a turn and then Barrel A will stop 
rotating with the rewinding regulator train free. Barrel B will continue to turn, and the 
watch will run, until the pin on the barrel lid meets the pin on the remontoir disk. But 
after rotating this disk until its inclined notches are fully out of alignment, as in Figure 
9-24, movement of the disk will be blocked by the slot in the arbor wheel B, which in turn 
is prevented from rotating by barrel A. So barrel B will stop turning and the watch will 
stop running.

As soon as the watch is shaken enough to provide some power to the spring in barrel A, it 
will resume turning arbor wheel B, freeing the remontoir disk, and the normal sequence 
of events will restart.

Breguet Papillion

Arbor wheel A 64 60

Barrel A 70 60

Arbor wheel B 54 44

Barrel B 72 80

Center wheel pinion 12 10

Table 9-1
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9.4: Breguet’s Side-Weight Mechanism

Although not directly relevant to this book, Breguet’s improved mechanism, Figures 9-26 
and 9-27, is included for comparison with Recordon’s patent in Section 8.2, page 87.

The weight A, Figure 9-26, is squared onto an arbor passing through the movement. It is 
held in position by an equilibrium spring in the barrel Q, with its inner end hooked to a 
boss squared onto the arbor; the tension can be adjusted and fixed by turning the barrel, 
which is locked by the click C.

Also squared onto the arbor is the ratchet R which fits inside the loose ratchet S. The click 
J is mounted on S, so that as the weight turns anti-clockwise R turns S anti-clockwise 
through the click. When the weight turns clockwise, the click J rides over the teeth of 
R and S does not turn; the click K, mounted on the plate, ensures that S cannot turn 
clockwise. Thus winding takes place in one direction, when the weight drops.

P is a pinion rigidly attached to the ratchet S. It winds the two mainsprings through the 
intermediate wheel and pinion W M, which meshes with the wheels N squared onto the 
barrel arbors. 

The weight oscillates between two banking springs B. These springs have rollers G to 
minimise friction between the weight and the springs.

Because some movement of the weight might occur, because of play in the pivots and 
flexing of the arm that attaches the weight to the arbor, the weight also has rollers F to 
prevent it rubbing on the case or the plate. Additionally, in some watches Breguet used 
spring-mounted jewels for the weight arbor and they increase the possible movement of 
the weight. The watch on the cover of this book shows a light mark on the top plate caused 
by the weight rubbing.

Figure 9-26
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The locking mechanism, Figure 9-27, 
is the same in principle as those in 
Recordon’s patent, the barrel remontoir 
mechanism, and the center-weight 
mechanism (see Chapter 11, page 
123).

It uses stop-work with a finger A, 
squared onto the barrel arbor, meshing 
with the wheel B mounted on the 
barrel. As in the other mechanisms, 
B has a boss at C which, when the 
mainspring is fully wound, raises the 
spring D which, in turn, raises the lever 
E, pivoting at F. The end of E enters 
the slot E, Figure 9-26, to lock the weight.

Compared to Recordon’s patent (Figures 8-1 to 8-3, page 88), Breguet’s mechanism is 
almost technically identical. The improvements made by Breguet are:

(a) Using two mainspring barrels. This has nothing to do with the self-winding 
mechanism.

(b) A more sophisticated equilibrium spring.

(c) Improved banking springs.

(d) Adding rollers to the weight to avoid rubbing against the plate or the case.

9.5: The Equilibrium Spring
The equilibrium spring is not just an improvement, but it is an essential part of the 
mechanism.

Consider a watch with a weight that is not supported by a spring. Then the weight acts 
like a pendulum and must pivot at the pendant so that it can swing freely; Figure 9-28. 

But a watch placed in a pocket need not be pendant up, and frequently it will turn to one 
side or the other. Then the weight can rest against the case or one of the banking springs. 
In Figure 9-29, winding can only occur if the weight rotates clockwise and, to do so, it 
must lift up against the force 
of gravity. Because the weight 
cannot oscillate, the movement 
will be quite small and the 
winding will be very inefficient 
as the weight bounces against 
the case or the banking spring.

The consequence is that the 
equilibrium spring is essential, 
even with a weight pivoting at 
the pendant.

Figure 9-27

Figure 9-28 Figure 9-29
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The pivot point is arbitrary, but the ideal is horizontal, Figure 9-30. This is because when 
the weight drops, the movement created by the motion of the wearer is assisted by gravity. 
In contrast, when the weight rises, the effect of gravity will be to reduce the motion, and 
so the movement of the weight is asymmetrical. The side-weight mechanisms of Recordon 
and Breguet make use of this. They have unidirectional winding where the click and 
ratchet act when the weight drops and gravity is enhancing the movement of the weight. 
Which is why some side-weight mechanisms have the equilibrium point above horizontal, 
as in Figure 9-31. This arrangement maximises the clockwise, downwards motion of the 
weight and so improves the winding efficiency.

Clearly, unlike the rotor mechanism, the side-weight mechanism is affected by the 
position of the watch, and its performance deteriorates as the watch is moved from the 
ideal, pendant up position.

The heavy weight moves the center of gravity of the movement away from its physical 
center. And so the watch, loose in a pocket, will turn to bring the center of gravity to its 
lowest point, with the weight about vertical. This rotation will be significant every time 
the weight strikes the bottom banking spring, because that will force the watch to rotate. 
If the weight ends up in a near vertical position, the behaviour of the mechanism will be 
similar to that of a rotor mechanism.

Léon Leroy appears to be the only person who has considered this problem (Chapuis & 
Jaquet, 1952, page 211; 1956, pages 220-221). He suggested a tight-fitting pocket or a 
short chain to keep the watch vertical.

9.6: Performance of the Side-Weight 
Mechanism

The performance of the side-weight mechanism is limited by:

(a) The weight can only rotate about 40°, 20° on either side of the rest position. The 
following analysis assumes large swings when the rest position is not important. 
Having the rest position high would improve the performance with smaller swings.

(b) The mechanism has unidirectional winding and half of the movement of the 
weight is wasted.

(c) To be effective, low gear ratios are used in the small train connecting the weight 
to the barrel arbor. One result is that the weight must be larger and heavier to 
overcome the reverse power of the mainspring.

Figure 9-30 Figure 9-31
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Estimating performance is difficult, because there are different designs and often not all 
the necessary information is provided. 

Recordon’s patent (Section 8.2, page 87) specifies the pinions, but not the wheels. 
Assuming Figures 8-1 and 8-2 are to scale (which is very optimistic) and assuming all 
teeth have the same module, we can estimate the winding train to be (10/33) (12/40) = 
1/11. This ratio of 11:1 seems too low. We can also estimate the maximum rotation of the 
weight to be about 40°, 20° on either side of the equilibrium point.

Daniels (1975, page 344) provides no details, but he states that Breguet’s winding train 
has a gear ratio of 24:1, and one turn of the two barrels (which have 4 turns) would run 
the watch for 15 hours.

Breguet himself is more specific (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, pages 99-100; 1956, pages 104-
105). His train is (10/36) (15/80) giving a ratio of 19.2:1. In addition, he states the watch 
has two barrels of 4 turns giving a running time of 48 hours, 12 hours per turn. It is 
interesting to note that for this watch to wind the barrels sufficiently to give 15 hours 
running requires (15/12) 19.2 = 24 turns, exactly the same as the watch described by 
Daniels.

Neither source specifies the maximum swing of the weight. An early watch with a single 
barrel (Daniels, 1975, page 114) appears to have a maximum rotation of about 44°, 22° on 
either side of the equilibrium point.

Using Breguet’s description, when the weight moves 40° it requires (360/40) 19.2 = 172.8 
oscillations of the weight to wind the mainsprings one turn, and 691.2 oscillations to fully 
wind the watch. 

Breguet states that two minutes of shaking are sufficient to fully wind the watch. That is 
691.2/120 or about 5 3/4 oscillations per second with the weight bouncing off the banking 
springs. In comparison with the rotor mechanism, at 4 oscillations per second it will take 
a little less than 3 minutes, and at 5 3/4 oscillations per second it will take 122 seconds, 
which is the same. But this compares rotating the barrel 4 times and the fusee 7 times. If 
we want to wind a rotor watch for the same 48 hours running time, 4 turns of the fusee, 
then it will take about 70 seconds. 

Breguet also states that 15 minutes of walking at an ordinary pace will wind the watch. 
That is, the barrels rotate 1.6° per second and the weight must move a little more than 
30° per second. If there is one oscillation per second, then this suggests the weight hits the 
bottom banking spring and rises about 10° above the equilibrium position. But Breguet 
may be referring to two oscillations per second.

Thus rotor and side-weight mechanisms have a similar efficiency.

Finally, with regard to the locking of the weight, Sabrier & Imbert (1974) stated:

... the system with “oscillating weight” of the Breguet type, presented the opposite 
disadvantage, That is, the system of winding was so effective, that too often it 
broke the fragile system of locking the weight, which, almost inevitably involved 
the rupture of the mainspring of the watch.

Considering the quite large numbers of these watches, this seems unlikely to be true.
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9.6: Watches

Breguet’s watches are illustrated in many books, and we will only make a few remarks.

There appears to be only one watch attributed to this period, before 1780, and it is not 
self-winding. It is watch 91/122, which is said to have been begun circa 1775 because 
the case bears hallmarks for July 1774 to July 1775. It is a quarter repeater with verge 
escapement, and is illustrated in Antiquorum (1991, page 22, lot 3) and Breguet (1997, 
page 35), but there are no views of the movement. 

In addition, Daniels (1975, page 21) provides a facsimile of a 1780 promissory note for a 
watch made in 1778.

Regarding other early watches, Daniels (1975, page 67) states:

“Of the repeaters made before 1787 ... very few survive. Except in their cases they 
show almost nothing of the potential ability and style that was to create the legend 
of Breguet”.

Breguet’s early repeaters used an adaptation of Stogden’s design (Watkins, 2011, pages 
44-56). For example, watches number 128 5/85, May 1785 (Daniels, 1975, page 140), which 
is a Stogden minute repeater with an old style, pierced cock. And watch number 155 2/86, 
February 1786 (Daniels, 1975, page 141), which also has an old style, pierced cock. Later 
Breguet adopted a more conventional design, still with old style, pierced cocks; for example 
watches numbered 3/88 and 223 3/88 (Daniels, 1975, pages 118 and 142). Although using 
cylinder escapements, the watches have fusees. Early watches had conventional cases 
(Daniels, 1975, pages 126-127).

Ignoring the barrel remontoir watch described above, the oldest known self-winding watch 
is numbered No. 1 8/82, August 1782 (Sabrier, 2012, page 91). It is clearly much more 
sophisticated than the above examples of repeaters and shows the style that made Breguet 
famous. 

Two other early watches are 2 10/82 and 8 10/83 (Daniels, 1975, pages 64, 114 and 139). 
However, all these watches are too late and they cannot be used as evidence for pre 1780 
watchmaking.

Finally, as noted above, Breguet stated that in 1780 he made a self-winding watch for the 
Duke of Orleans, and a watch exists which is inscribed on the weight:

Faite Par Breguet Pour Mr le Duc Dorleans en 1780.

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 110-111; 1956, pages 116-117), Daniels (1975, page 66) 
and Sabrier (2012, pages 102-103) note that the movement could not have been made that 
early and the inscription is false and a later addition. Unfortunately, this is not the watch 
made for the Duke of Orleans.
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Although probably irrelevant, the Encyclopédie Méthodique (1784) has a 206 page article 
on horology which includes the following (page 391), Figure 10-1.

Watches that wind themselves

Watches have been created recently 
which wind themselves by only their 
swinging, without one being obliged 
to tighten the spring every day with 
a key. The method which was found 
is to adapt to the train a mobile 
weight, which, while swinging by the 
least movement, even in the pocket, 
puts in motion the winding wheel, 
which operates the spring contained 
in the barrel, & winds it when it is 
necessary, stopping by a detent when 
it is sufficiently wound. 

One of the advantages of this 
invention, is to remove the need 
for often opening watches to wind 
them, & for making unnecessary the 
opening by which one winds them, 
so that that they are no longer prone 
to pick up dust; which contributes 
to them being better regulated, 
& less prone to get out of order. 

Mr Saint-Martin, a young watchmaker full of industry & knowledge relative to 
his art, has brought this new invention to its perfection, by processes which are 
particular to him, & which he can adapt to the ordinary watches.

Tardy (1972, page 583) lists three possible people: Pierre (45 years old in 1784), François-
Pierre (master in 1770, so probably about 34 years old), and Jean-Joseph (35 years old), 
all in Paris.

The problem with this document is the lack of dating. The Encyclopédie Méthodique 
was developed from the earlier, 1770s Encyclopédie by Diderot and d’Alembert, but it is 
unlikely that the article came from that edition, and there is no reason to suppose Saint-
Martin developed his self-winding mechanism before 1780. 

Figure 10-1
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Watches

There are six known examples of the fifth early design for a self-winding mechanism:

(a) A re-cased watch signed Guglielmo Meuron, Figures 11-1 and 11-2, in the British 
Museum Collection in London; cylinder escapement. It is described below.

(b) A re-cased, unsigned watch in the Furtwangen Museum, Figure 11-3; a virgule 
escapement.

(c) An unsigned movement, said to have been made for the English market, in a 
private collection; Figure 11-4.

Figure 11-1 Figure 11-2

Figure 11-3 Figure 11-4
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(d) A watch signed Choisy à Como in the Parisi collection in Milan; a virgule 
escapement; Figure 11-5 (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1956, page 212).

(e) An unsigned movement in the Musée de l’Horlogerie in Le Locle; Figure 11-6.

(f) An unsigned movement; cylinder escapement; Figure 11-7 (See Crott, 2011, lot 
503). 

The dating of these movements is uncertain. 
Sabrier (2012) states that (a) is “in the style 
of the 1770s” (page 44), and (c) is “late 18th 
century” (page 46). The staff of the Furtwangen 
Museum estimate (b) was made around 1790-
1800. Chapuis & Jaquet say that (d) “was 
probably made in the 1850’s”, but this is almost 
certainly wrong, as it is technically identical to 
the other four.

In addition, the three watches for which the 
escapement is not specified must use either the 
cylinder or virgule escapement to work with 
their going barrels.

Figure 11-5 Figure 11-6

Figure 11-7
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The mechanism used by these watches is easy to understand, because most of their features 
appear in other watches that we have already examined.

The weight, Figure 11-8, is attached by two arms to a complex centerpiece, Figure 11-
9. The center consists of a disk with holes (for the locking mechanism) surrounding the 
central part for the upper pivot; this has a fixed wheel, a loose pinion and a click.

When the watch is in its normal pendant-up position, the weight assembly is held above 
horizontal by a spiral equilibrium spring, with one end pinned to the weight and the other 
to the cock that supports the upper pivot.

Beside the pivot for the weight is a second wheel, with a loose pinion and a click, which 
meshes with the wheel attached to the weight, Figures 11-10 and 11-11. This system is 
identical to that in the rotor mechanism (Figures 7-26 to 7-28, page 69) and provides 
bidirectional winding of the mainspring.

These loose pinions mesh with the first intermediate wheel, which is between the plates, 
Figure 11-12. 

In turn, that wheel has a pinion meshing with the second intermediate wheel placed on 
the opposite, dial side of the movement, Figure 11-13. Its pinion meshes with the barrel 
wheel that is squared onto the barrel arbor. This is, of course, a going barrel and no 
maintaining work is necessary. Also, the click-work, which is normally on the barrel wheel 
in going barrel movements, is unnecessary because that is provided by the self-winding 
mechanism.

Figure 11-8 Figure 11-9

Figure 11-10 Figure 11-11
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Note that the balance for the cylinder escapement is also placed under the dial. The square 
on the balance bridge is for the regulator index on the dial.

The weight locking mechanism uses stop-work on the barrel, similar to Recordon, Figures 
8-2 and 8-4, page 88, and Breguet, Figure 9-11, page 110.

The first part of the locking mechanism is mounted on the barrel. Figure 11-14 shows the 
barrel. Its stop-work has a screw by the last tooth that acts as the boss. A lever in the form 
of a spring, Figure 11-15, is mounted on the barrel lid so that the screw will lift it when 
the mainspring is fully wound. The end of this spring forms a ring around the barrel arbor. 

Unlike the other systems, which have the lever mounted on the plate, the position of this 
spring never changes in relationship to the stop-work.

The second part of the locking mechanism is a lever mounted on the cock for the upper 
pivot of the weight; three views of it are shown in Figures 11-16 and 11-17. 

Figure 11-12 Figure 11-13

Figure 11-14 Figure 11-15
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This lever a d is loose under a shoulder 
screw and the end d, which enters the 
holes in the ring on the weight, is normally 
held down by the spring b. The piece e on 
the lever is over a hole in the plate that 
corresponds to the ring on the spring 
mounted on the barrel, Figure 11-14. 

So when the screw on the stop-work lifts 
the ring, the lever pivots and d enters a 
hole in the ring on the weight and locks it.

One curiosity is that this lever cannot 
be seen on the watch in the Furtwangen 
Museum, Figure 11-3; either it uses 
a different mechanism, or the lever is 
missing. The other four known watches 
have the same mechanism as described 
above.

Finally, there are at least two different 
methods of banking.

The watch in the Furtwangen Museum, 
Figure 11-3, has a straight spring screwed 
to each end of its weight. Although not 
clear from the photograph, the weight 
probably banks against either side of the 
cock for its upper pivot.

In contrast, the Guglielmo Meuron watch 
described here and the unsigned movement 
in a private collection have a strange hook 
mounted on the weight, clearly visible in 
Figures 11-2. 11-4 and 11-8. But there 
appears to be nothing for this hook to act 
on.

Of the other three movements, that in the Musée de l’Horlogerie in Le Locle (Figure 11-6 
and Sabrier, 2012, page 47) has no visible banking system. The watch signed Choisy à 
Como in the Parisi collection in Milan (Figure 11-5 and Chapuis & Jaquet 1956, page 212) 
appears to have straight springs which are similar to those of the Furtwangen Museum 
movement, but mounted on the plate and not the weight. And again, the movement in 
Figure 11-7 has a bent spring mounted on the weight, but in this case it is much longer.

Figure 11-16

Figure 11-17
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12: Philipe DuBois

12.1: Biography

The following biography is based on Chapuis (1957) and my own researches on the existing 
records of the DuBois company (DuBois, 1758-1824). 

In 2012 I visited Le Locle and 
took photographs of all the 
existing account books and 
inventories to 1824. The names 
I use to identify these books are 
my classification based on the 
type of book and the titles used 
by Philipe DuBois. 

Although the watchmaking 
company Philipe DuBois & 
Fils is neither famous nor well 
known, it deserves recognition 
for three reasons. First, the 
company manufactured and 
sold watches continuously for 
nearly a quarter of a millennium, 
probably longer than any other 
Swiss watchmaker, starting in 
the 1750s and finally closing its 
doors at the beginning of the 
21st century. Second, it was 
owned and run by the family 
throughout its existence, and 
the heads of the company were 
all descendants of the founder 
Philipe DuBois, Figure 12-1. 
And third, the company always 
operated from the same, small 
building, erected in 1684 on the 
Grande rue in Le Locle, Figure 
12-2.

Guillaume DuBois (1660-1712), Philipe’s grandfather, ran a drapery business in Le Locle. 
When Guillaume died his son Moÿse (1699-1766) was only 13 years old, but in 1719 or 
1720, when he was 19 or 20 years old, he took over his father’s business and produced the 
first inventory in the archives, dated 1720, giving details of the stock which the business 
sold and his assets. 

Figure 12-1: Philipe DuBois 1738-1808
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Between 1720 and 1732 the business was 
almost exclusively concerned with drapery 
and clothing, but in the inventory of 1733 
watches appear for the first time: 2 montre 
de poche pour £60: (2 pocket watches for £60). 
Over the following years, a few watches and 
clocks regularly appear in the inventories: 
1741 (1 watch), 1743 (3 watches), 1745 
(1 watch and 1 clock), 1747 (1 watch and 
1 clock), 1749 (3 pocket watches), 1751 (1 
watch and 1 clock), 1752 (1 watch), and 
1755 (1 watch and 1 clock). 

Of course, inventories are snap-shots of a 
business at specific times, but it is clear 
from the very small numbers that Moÿse 
DuBois was not in the watch making or 
watch dealing business. Indeed, as the 
inventories include assets as well as stock 
to be sold, these items might have been 
personal possessions and not for sale. But, 
of course, he may simply have been buying 
and selling a few items, or some horologists 
bought draperies and paid him in kind. 

In the next inventory of 1757, the house, Maison DuBois, was valued at £4,000, and a farm 
at Montperreux, inherited from Guillaume, Philipe’s grandfather, was worth £6,800. But 
there is a surprise, Figure 12-3. As well as a horse (cheval), oxen, cheese, 2 watches and a 
clock we find 1 mouvement £50-8-0. Why?

Figure 12-2: Maison DuBois

Figure 12-3
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A person like Moÿse, who simply bought and sold a few pieces, would not buy a movement 
without a case. And this movement is worth much more than either of the complete watches 
(£24 and £36 respectively). So in amongst the expected assets and stock is a mystery.

The answer is probably that the movement was for Moÿse’s son, Philipe DuBois. 

Although we have found no concrete information, we can be sure that Philipe DuBois 
(1738-1808) was apprenticed to a watchmaker, probably in Le Locle or nearby. In 1757 
Philipe would have been 18 or nineteen years old and at the end of his apprenticeship. And 
so a movement makes sense. Much more tantalising is the possibility that Philipe himself 
made this movement as part of his training; it is clearly something special and not an 
ordinary watch movement. But we will never know.

A dramatic change occurs with the next inventory, Commençons Le 22d Janvier 1759. As 
we would expect, it begins with a long list of drapery, but in addition there is more than a 
page of watches and movements, Figure 12-4. In total there are 28 watches, 11 movements 
and 2 cases. 

The first entry in Figure 12-4 is fascinating: 1 silver English style watch £44. Certainly 
the Swiss watchmaking industry has always depended on exports to other countries, so 
we must ask: was this watch made for English tourists or for export? Surely an English 
visitor would not go to a drapery store in Le Locle to buy a watch? And so it seems likely 
that this watch was meant to go from Switzerland, through France and across the channel 
to find a buyer. Unfortunately there are no corresponding sales records for us to examine, 
and so we do not know. But it is certain that Philipe DuBois began selling watches in 1757 
or 1758 when he was 19 or 20 years old, barely an adult.

At this point Philipe must have been an établisseur. There is no English word equivalent 
to établissage, which describes a cottage-industry organisation. The établisseur, the watch 
manufacturer, would visit independent workers operating from their own homes to order 
watch parts, dials, cases, etc. Then the établisseur would have these parts finished, inspected 
and assembled in his workshop, the comptoir, before selling the watches produced. The 
workers were paid only two or three times a year, particularly on St. Martin’s day and St. 
George’s day, so it is surprising they survived!

Figure 12-4
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This was a very flexible organisation and établisseurs operated in different ways. Actually 
most, if not all Swiss watchmakers were to some extent établisseurs. For example, dials, 
cases, balance springs and mainsprings have always been made by separate, specialist 
companies and purchased by watchmakers. And Longines, definitely a watch manufacturer, 
used home workers for some tasks as late as the early twentieth century. 

In England a similar system was used, although it was not called établissage. A London 
watchmaker would buy a rough movement from Lancashire and then use sub-contractors 
to make the escapement, the case, the dial, the hands, and to do other work. At each stage 
it was returned to the watchmaker to be checked and tested, until the finished watch was 
ready for sale.

There are two entries in the 1759 inventory that show Philipe DuBois was an établisseur, 
Figure 12-5. 

The first tells us that in January 1759 there was in stock fourniture (watch parts) to the 
value of £61. But the second entry reads en fourniture chez mes ouvriers £110; that is, 
supplies in the homes of my workers. This makes it clear that Philipe was using outside 
workers. So, although the inventory is small, we can deduce that in 1758 the watch 
company of Ph. DuBois had commenced.

Philipe DuBois was probably taught by his father to keep meticulous records of his 
watchmaking enterprise. So, in addition to account books, he copied and kept his 
correspondence and these invaluable documents were preserved in iron trunks. Until one 
day, sometime in the 20th century, in what can only be described as a short-sighted act, 

... alas, a board of guardians, in its too great wisdom decided to destroy them and 
the burning took place. (Chapuis, 1957, page 17.) 

One misguided decision has robbed us, not only of most of the history of the company, but 
also undoubtedly an insight into the personalities and struggles of the family. All that we 
have left are some inventories and eight Grand Livres, account books, covering the period 
from 1758 to 1824; a mere fragment of what existed. Indeed, some inventories refer to 
Grand Livre F, Grand Livre G and petit livre, but these books have been destroyed. (Many 
other documents exist, covering the later years to the 20th century, but they are of no 
interest to us in the context of this book.)

The first of the account books, N° 1 Grande Livre D’horlogerie pour nous Philipe DuBois & 
Soeur Du Locle (for us Philipe DuBois and sister), is a purchases ledger. It uses a double 
entry system, with the left hand pages giving the names of suppliers or workers followed 
by how and when the supplies were paid for (commonly en argent, cash, but also in other 
ways); and the right hand pages give details of the work done and its value. Except for 
two, the rest of the books are double entry sales ledgers, where the left hand pages give 
the names of purchasers and the goods purchased, and the right hand pages give details 
of payments. A number of purchases appear, with the entries reversed as in the first 
purchases ledger. The exceptions are books containing inventories.

Figure 12-5
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An unfortunate feature of the sales ledgers is that most sales are simply described as 
marchandises, merchandise. A few entries are more specific, usually mentioning repeaters, 
and we can assume most of the merchandise consisted of ordinary verge watches. But it 
is likely that some special items are included, unless they are described in missing books.

The first ledger indicates that Philipe DuBois, at the tender age of 20, commenced his 
watch business in October or November 1758, initially financed by his father Moÿse. 
Moÿse DuBois had included his son Philipe and his daughter Isabeau in his business, to 
whom he would sell it, while another son, Guillaume, was established in London. From 
then the house bore the name Philipe DuBois & Soeur until, in 1764, Isabeau married D. 
Gollin, notary at Corcelles, and Philipe then became the sole head of the undertaking. The 
second book, N° 1 Grande Livre Pour Philipe DuBois, starting on 1 April 1764, begins with 
payments of £28,116-10-8 to his sister, buying her out of the business, which must have 
been worth about £56,000 at the time.

Although an accurate comparison is impossible, it is interesting to estimate the value of 
the business, including all assets, in the currency of today. In 1759 the Maison DuBois on 
the Grand rue was valued at £4,400. If we use property prices to compare costs then the 
business was worth about 9 million Swiss Francs.

It is clear that initially Philipe DuBois finished watches, because early purchases include 
many tools. After buying, in 1760, unnamed tools for £24-10 from Pierre Louys Brandt, 
feseur d’outil (master tool maker), over the next three years Philipe purchased the following 
additional tools from him:

4 sets of turns (tours), simple lathes, at £4-4 each.

1 figure 8 calliper (huit de chiffre) and 1 outil à trou (some sort of tool for making 
holes), both for £1-1.

1 mainspring winder (estrapade) for £2-2.

1 fusee cutting machine (outil à fendre les fusées), but as no value is recorded Philipe 
probably didn’t buy it. (But on another occasion Philipe bought an unnamed tool 
for £30-12 and this very large amount means it was most likely a wheel cutting or 
fusee cutting machine.)

6 pillar gauges and 6 pinion gauges at £0-14 each.

1 set of turns (tour) for £5.

2 dancing masters (maitre danser, a calliper for measuring inside heights) at £2-2 
each.

However, as is apparent from the small size of the building, Figure 12-2, as the company 
grew it must have become increasingly a wholesaler, buying complete watches locally and 
distributing them throughout Europe, eventually including sales to Russia and the United 
States of America. 

This company continued until the end of 1785 when it was reorganised and named Philipe 
DuBois & Fils, the sons being Philipe Henry and Charles. It is the date of formation of this 
new company that is generally used as the starting point, even though the old company 
had been in existence for 27 years! 
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All companies relied upon travelling salesmen, making long journeys through Europe to 
their customers and to the many fairs, showing their valuable samples, taking orders to 
be filled on their return, and collecting payments.

The sons that Philipe DuBois took into his business undertook long trips in their own 
carriages; the inventory of 1823 mentions three post chaises: 

These healthy and robust mountain dwellers did not fear tiredness nor the 
difficulties that these voyagers faced at this time. Sometimes disorders (wars or 
revolutions) burst in the regions that had to be crossed. Thus Charles DuBois tells 
in his memoires that he had to pass by Waterloo shortly after the famous battle, 
and that the spectacle of thousands of unburied corpses and the burned farms was 
horrible to see, so that the image of this field of carnage haunted the spirit of this 
Neuchâtel man for a long time. However the results of these voyages was always 
considerable. (Chapuis, 1957, pages 43-44.)

Although the movements were usually ordinary, sometimes the cases and dials would be 
luxurious:

The first suppliers of the comptoir, around 1760, are the brothers Favre-Bulle who 
made ordinary dials and dials with days of the month. There were “English” and 
“French” dials. Other makers were Paul Fage and, a little later, Moÿse Gevrille (or 
Gevril). Around 1780 it would be Friedrich-Louis Jeanneret. At this time Boidard 
and Prevost, L’Hoste and Henry Benedik, all in Geneva, sent enamelled dials and 
other objects to Le Locle. 

In this last quarter of the 18th century, rich watches with painted enamel cases 
become numerous in the Mountains, and the inventories also announce precious 
snuffboxes, including those that Claude DuBois painted.

In 1785, undoubtedly for watches of great luxury, Ph. DuBois also resorted to 
reputed enamel artists, such as Loiron and Lissignol in Geneva, who provide no 
less than 15 paintings in a few months. Let us mention that Jean-Abram Lissignol, 
student of Jean Marc Roux, made several portraits of Saint-Ours. As for Jean-
Francois Soiron, also a noteworthy artist, he went on to be established in Paris 
in 1800, and one knows of his several portraits of Napoleon and the Empress 
Joséphine, as well as various paintings of the genre. (Chapuis, 1957, pages 32-33.)

Undoubtedly such watches would not be common.

After trading throughout Europe for many years, Philipe DuBois entered the American 
market in 1793. The company sold to Nothnagel & Montmollin, Piesch & Mayerhoff and 
Othenin Girard, all in Philidelphia, between 1793 and 1800. And in 1796 the company sold 
watches to Himely & Landolt in Charlestown.

12.2: Company Organisation

In addition to a “head office” in Le Locle, Philipe DuBois had two major agencies in 
Francfort and London. 

As early as 1766 DuBois dealt with Mr Fischer (probably Conrad Jerome Fischer) in 
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Francfort. In 1767 the inventory listed a small amount of stock, and then a page of items 
in 1769; this slowly grew over the following years. By 1774 it is clear that this had become 
a major materials agency with the stock owned by DuBois; the inventory for that year 
listing one and a half pages of items; in particular tools, dials and a large number of files. 
By 1776 this had expanded to four pages, including 300 English and 864 French watch 
keys, 48 feet of steel, about 2,900 files, 2,000 gravers and assorted tools. But in 1778 and 
1780 it had reduced to three pages, and in 1785 there were four, smaller pages. It must be 
noted that this agency did not sell watches.

From the very large numbers in the inventories, far too high for use within the comptoir, 
this trade in materials and tools also took place in Le Locle. And so the Maison DuBois 
housed a drapery store, a watch comptoir, and a tools and materials supplier.

The second agency in London was run by the DuBois family and, unlike the Francfort 
agency, it does not appear in the inventories. The only transactions that have been recorded 
in the existing books do not mention watches directly.

Up to about 1771 Abram, the brother of Philipe, was in London and the trade was mainly 
draperies sent from London to Switzerland. Then the company became DuBois and Lucas 
for a few years until, about 1780, it changed to DuBois & Fils. And throughout this period, 
certainly to 1791, much of the trade was from London to Switzerland. So it is probable that 
any dealing in watches was a minor part of the business.

As well as selling directly to customers, Philipe DuBois sold on commission. It is clear 
from the inventories that he had his own stock in different houses in Europe, and we 
presume he was only paid when the items sold. For example, in the 1776 inventory we find 
clocks, watches and cases pour mon compte ches (on my account in the house of) Jaquet 
(Francfort), Lemmes (Francfort), Besson, Meyer, Zollicoffer, Lichtenauer (Cologne) and 
Fourneau (Liège).

Finally, DuBois had a vineyard at Bevaix, on the lake to the South of Neuchatel and 
Grand Livre No. 5 contains many transactions together with inventories of wine.

In December 1785, Philipe DuBois valued his business, after allowing for bad debts, at 
£171,319 and the Maison DuBois at £12,000; that is, he was worth about 10 million Swiss 
Francs.

12.3: Watches

I have examined the DuBois account books and inventories to 1794 and found the following 
entries for self-winding watches:

1780 DuBois & Lucas, London: 8 August “pour 2 montres sans remonter, £32-11” (Book 
3, page 122), Figure 12-6.

Figure 12-6
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1780 P. Fs. Jaquet, Francfort: “9893, 1 montre en or s/remonter 24d 13, £181-8” and 
“10092, 1 montre en or s/remonter 22d 22, £177-16”, Figure 12-7 (Inventory 
1780, Inventory Book 1, page 343). (22d 22 refers to the weight of the case in 
deniers and grains.)

1782 P. F. Jaquet (Francfort): “14186, 1 montre en or s/r 31d 22 £213-18” and “14174, 
1 montre en or sr 22d 20,  £189-15” (Inventory 1782, Inventory Book 1, page 374).

1782 5 “montre en or s/r”, numbers 13963, 13715, 13976, 13975, and 13717, with an 
average price of £179-2 (Inventory 1782, Inventory Book 1, page 378).

1787 1 montre “en or sans remonter en poche de DuBois pere, £151-4” (Inventory 1787, 
Inventory Book 2, page 71), Figure 12-8.

1789 “1 montre a secousses avec Et [with etuy, outer case] dans la poche de Du pere, 
£134-8” (Inventory 1789, Inventory Book 2, page 117), Figure 12-9.

1791 “43587, 1 montre en or a secousses S/Etuy [without etuy], £147-0” and “idem en 
poche de DuBois pere, £134-8” (Inventory 1791, Inventory Book 2, page 152).

The 1787 and 1789 entries must refer to the same watch, confirming that the expression 
sans remonter means self-winding.

The earliest entry creates two problems. First, at that time DuBois valued ordinary silver 
watches at about £25 to £30, and ordinary gold watches at about £60 to more than £100 
depending on the type of case. (These figures confirm the statement of the Société des 
Arts in Geneva, Figure 5-2, page 34, that self-winding watches cost about twice that of 
ordinary watches.) This means the amount of £32 is far too low for even ordinary silver 
watches, and it cannot be the value of the watches. We can only conclude that it is a part 
payment of some sort. Second, we do not know the source of these watches. Did Philipe 
DuBois make them and send them to London? Or were they bought in London from Louis 
Recordon?

Figure 12-7

Figure 12-8

Figure 12-9
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Sabrier (2012, pages 187-188) illustrates two self-winding watches signed DuBois & Fils, 
and four which have other signatures but are of the same design. Sabrier also notes that 
DuBois made many such watches. 

Another is illustrated in Figures 5-16 to 5-18, page 49. The mechanism is basically the 
same as that described in Recordon’s patent; see Figures 8-1 and 8-2, page 88. These 
watches can be wound by a key. Note that if the barrel arbor is turned anti-clockwise by 
a key, to wind the watch, then the self-winding train turns with it and turns the wheel P 
anti-clockwise. As it does so, the click mounted on it slides over the teeth of the ratchet C 
and winding is not prevented from happening by the self-winding mechanism.

Although Sabrier fails to provide any dates for these watches, the signature DuBois & 
Fils means they cannot have been made before December 1785 when the company was 
reorganised and first used the name DuBois & Fils. However, the above list shows that 
some self-winding watches were made before 1785.

12.4: Relationship with Perrelet

Philipe DuBois had relationships with many people who were involved with self-winding 
watches. 

The first is Abram Louys Perrelet. As shown in Table 12-1, there were four people with 
this name. Although unlikely, there may be five people if the entries without occupation 
represent a separate person. 

Name Occupation Dates Notes

Abram Louys None given 1767, 1769, 1773, 1774

Abram Louys Watch maker
1761, 1767, 1773, 1776, 
1780

au cour du Village

Abram Louys
Repeater 
maker

1765 x 2

Abram Louys Case maker
1773, 1776, 1780, 1782, 
1786, 1791

Le Comun

Abram Louys le 
Gros

1774, 1778, 1782

Table 12-1

In addition, there is an entry in 1798 for La Veuve Abr Ls Perrelet, the widow of Abram 
Louys, but we do not know which person died. 

Although there were two watchmakers with the name Abram Louys Perrelet, it is very 
likely that the horloger au cour du Village is Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien. The absence 
of the qualification l’Ancien is not surprising; at the time of these transactions he was 
between 35 and 54 years old, too young to be called Old Perrelet. And so, the qualification 
le Gros for the other Abram Louys Perrelet would have been more likely during this period.
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There are four transactions for Abram Louys Perrelet that contain interesting details; 
these are given below. The remaining five transactions are inventory entries (for 1767, 
1769, 1773, 1776 and 1780) simply listing outstanding amounts of money.

In the first entry, Figures 12-10 and 12-11, between January 1761 and June 1763 Perrelet 
was paid a total of £151-14-0 for finishing ten movements. (DuBois, 1758-1824, Book 1, 
page 82.) The numbers 414, 455, 456, etc., are the serial numbers of movements.

The second entry, Figure 12-12, is in the 1767 inventory (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory 
Book 1, page 46), where the case for a watch is in the house of Dl Hugnin Wirchaux, but 
its movement is in the house of Abram Louys Perrelet.

The next entry is in the 1773 inventory, Figure 12-13 (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory Book 
1, page 182). It lists six movements at the house of Abr. L. Perrelet. From their values, 
these six movements are clearly ordinary and cannot be self-winding movements.

Figure 12-10

Figure 12-11
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And later, in a list of debtors and creditors in the same inventory we find Abram Louys 
Perrelet horloger, Figure 12-14. Both presumably refer to the same person.

The last interesting entry, for Ab. L. Perrelet, appears in the 1774 inventory (DuBois, 
1758-1824, Inventory Book 1, page 229), Figure 12-15. 

The double line above the entry for a repeater suggests that this is a separate entry and 
Perrelet had only two rough movements. 

Figure 12-12

Figure 12-13

Figure 12-14

Figure 12-15
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12.5: Relationship with Sarton

The second person of importance is Hubert Sarton who, in 1785, is described as Mtre Horloger 
a Liège; Figure 12-16. Unfortunately the French term maitre horloger is ambiguous and 
this means master clock and/or watch maker. 

The earliest record, Figure 12-17, covers the purchase of merchandise from 8 October 1777 
to 1785, during which time Sarton purchased goods to the value of £45,887-10-10. 

More disappointing is that there are no details for what Sarton purchased; marchandises 
are probably ordinary watches of the time, but could include other items. We do not know.

Sarton next appears as a creditor in the 1789 inventory for the amount of £13,128-3-0. 

And then, Figure 12-18, in the eight years from 1786 to 1793 he spent £155,028-16-2; a 
little less that £20,000 each year (DuBois, 1758-1824, Grand Livre A No. 1, page 209). 

Figure 12-17

Figure 12-16
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Figure 12-18
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Reflecting this very large amount, Sarton’s title has changed to Marchand Bijoutier 
Comissaire à Liège, merchant jeweller and commissioner, and he is clearly acting as an 
intermediary wholesaler between DuBois and local retailers.

Five entries are more specific than the usual marchandises. 

First, there is one montre à repet silindre, a cylinder escapement repeater, for £371. 

Then on 30 May 1791, there is voyage de Nostre DuBois Fils, travel of our DuBois sons, 
costing £4562-2-0. This must have been a special trip to Liège.

Finally, in May and June 1792, there are a total of five caisses (boxes), numbered 1 to 5, 
costing £9,304 for the first three, £4071 and £722. Unfortunately, we do not know what 
they contained.

The next entries, Figure 12-19, show a dramatic decline in activity with only £20,707-14-
4 being spent in the five years 1795 to 1799. And Sarton is now described as a Negot en 
Bijouterie, a jewellery dealer. This period corresponds to the invasion of Belgium by the 
French Revolutionary armies in 1794, which caused a downturn in Sarton’s business.

Figure 12-19
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12.6: Relationship with Perret Jeanneret

Philipe DuBois had a relationship with Jonas Perret Jeanneret from 1767 to 1782. 
Unfortunately the only information is one financial transaction and five mentions in 
inventories, so we have no information about what was purchased or sold.

12.7: Relationship with Recordon

There are four tantalising references to Recordon.

The first is in the transactions of DuBois & Lucas, negotiants in London (DuBois 1758-
1824, DB No 4, page 122); see Figure 12-20. The majority of the transactions, covering 
1778 to 1779, are purchases by Philipe DuBois from London; boxes and barrels, whose 
contents are unknown except one barrel appears to have contained steel. And there are a 
few purchases from Switzerland, including cheese and a clock. 

The entry for 22 February 1780 reads pour restant d’un effet sur recordon, for the rest of 
an effet (a financial instrument?) to Recordon £4-9-3. It is tempting to relate this to the 
following entry on August 8 for two self-winding watches (see Section 12.3 and Figure 12-
6, page 135), but there is no obvious link.

The second entry is in the transactions of DuBois & Fils in London, the same company 
with a change of name (DuBois 1758-1824, DB No 4, page 158); see Figure 12-21. As before, 
the company sent barrels, boxes and other items to Switzerland in exchange for money 
and a few items, including cheese. On this occasion, 6 February 1781, the transaction with 
Recordon was for £40-3-3.

Figure 12-20

Figure 12-21
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The third entry for 20 September 1783 is on the same page (DuBois 1758-1824, DB No 4, 
page 158); see Figure 12-22. 

Finally, on 26 December 1783 Philipe DuBois recorded the unpleasant fact Pour le Bt de 
recordon qui n’est pas payés, for the billet (?) of Recordon which is not paid, to the value of 
£29-18-6. This is the same amount as in Figure 12-22.

12.8: Relationship with Moÿse Gevril

The watchmaker Moÿse Gevrille, as the name is spelt by Philipe DuBois, was one of two 
people with that name. The other, listed in Bourdin (2012) was an enameller and dial 
maker, and he was also used by DuBois.

The watchmaker appears in the 1782 inventory (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory Book 1, 
page 403), but there is one detailed entry for 1786 to 1791, in which Moÿse Gevrille is 
described as a Master Watchmaker; see Figure 12-24 (DuBois, 1758-1824, Grand Livre A 
No. 1, page 140).

The most important point is that the 18 movements sold to DuBois cost more than £100 
each. And they are unlikely to be repeaters, because making repeater work was a separate 
speciality.

Figure 12-24

Figure 12-22

Figure 12-23
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We can compare the 4 movements sold in 1787 for £117-12-0 each, with movements listed 
in the 1787 inventory (DuBois, 1758-1824, Book 4, pages 56-58). The prices in the inventory 
vary considerably, but an indication of the range is given in Table 12-2.

Type Price Low Price High

Rough £4-14 £15-13

Rough with repeater work £48-6 £65-2

Finished with parts (before gilding?) £17-10 £33-19

Finished (gilded?) £28-0 £40-2

Finished with repeater work and cylinder escapement £100-2

Table 12-2

A rough movement (mouvement brut) could vary from little more than the plates to an 
almost complete movement, and some entries are quite specific. For example, 1 mouvemt 
Brut avec ressort £6-12 (with spring); and 1 mouvemt Brut avec ressort coq & pign rouage 
£15-13 (with spring, balance cock, pinions and wheels). The spring is probably the 
mainspring.

It is clear that the movements produced by Moÿse Gevrille must be special. And, as they 
are not described as repeaters, it is possible that they are self-winding movements.

12.9: Relationship with Meuron

In addition to the meagre information in Chapter 6, page 54, the DuBois account books 
provide a little more. There are 34 entries that are summarised in Table 12-3.

Name Location Dates Occupation

Lardy & Meuron Neuchatel 1782-1794 Negociants

Meuron 1759 (1785?) Watchmaker

Meuron Chaux-de-Fonds 1785-1787 Negociant

Meuron & Bovet Neuchatel 1791-1799 Negociants

Meuron & D’yvernons St Sulpice 1787

Meuron & Silliman 1775-1780

Table 12-3

Unfortunately neither the given names nor the location of the watchmaker are provided.
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13.1: Historical Method

The problems facing historians are fundamentally the same as those faced by a jury or a 
judge at the end of a criminal trial. 

Throughout a trial, evidence is presented by witnesses who are asked to state “the truth, 
the whole truth and nothing but the truth”. Unfortunately this does not happen in practice.

First, the prosecution and the defence only elicit evidence that is helpful for their cases. 
And so, frequently only fragments of the “truth” are presented. Second, because of 
contradictions, it is often apparent that some witnesses lie. As a result, the jury is given 
a mixture of partial truths and lies. And third, usually the evidence does not conclusively 
prove what happened, so that alternative, conflicting interpretations are possible. Indeed, 
if that was not the case, juries would be unnecessary.

Thus juries are required to reach an interpretation of the evidence beyond reasonable 
doubt and to decide the matter on that basis. Often this is not too difficult. By examining 
different possible explanations it can become apparent that one explanation is much more 
credible and so much more likely to have taken place. 

Unfortunately, some people believe in a clear true/false dichotomy, where evidence is 
absolutely true or absolutely false. But this is not correct. Indeed, there is a continuum 
from absolutely false to absolutely true, and explanations of events lie somewhere on that 
line with different probabilities of being correct. 

Another way to view historical research is to see it as similar to putting together a jigsaw 
puzzle where a number of pieces are missing. And, to make it worse, some parts of the 
picture are interchangeable and can be fitted in different places. The problem is to arrange 
the pieces correctly and to decide what probably existed in the missing parts.

So, historical method, although simple in principle, is very difficult in practice. It is based 
on sources, hypotheses and analysis. 

Sources can be categorised into three classes:

(a) Primary sources. Primary sources are contemporary documents and artefacts. 
They provide hopefully reliable testimonies on the subject. Fundamentally, 
primary sources should be eyewitness accounts and precisely datable objects. But 
it is possible for later documents to be treated as primary sources; for example, 
when there is a clear link between the report and the original events. However, 
as views of what happened may be blurred or modified with the passage of time, 
these sources should be treated with care.

(b) Secondary sources. Secondary sources are later, non-contemporary documents. 
In general these will base their statements on primary sources, and their main 
purpose is to analyse those sources and draw conclusions about the history of the 
subject. 
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 Unfortunately, some secondary sources fail to specify the primary sources on 
which their statements are based. Without some corroborative evidence these 
sources must be treated with care.

 Obviously later, non-contemporary artefacts cannot be sources for earlier events, 
unless they have a clear link to the past.

(c) Tertiary sources. Tertiary sources are documents based on secondary sources. 
They frequently fail to provide references and often make statements as though 
they are facts. Generally, tertiary sources simply repeat information from 
secondary sources or other tertiary sources and so add nothing to our knowledge 
or understanding of the subject. Consequently, they should be ignored unless 
there is a compelling reason to do otherwise.

 For convenience, some of the tertiary sources that I have examined are listed in 
Appendix 1, page 228.

Hypotheses are essential because the primary sources are almost always equivocal and fail 
to provide an accurate, complete picture of events. Consequently, it is necessary for the 
historian to assess the evidence and propose the most likely explanation for the events and 
artefacts. In doing so:

(a) Only primary sources can be used. 

(b) All primary sources must be considered impartially. Most importantly, 
inconvenient “truths” cannot be ignored.

(c) All hypotheses must be expressed as opinions and not as facts. 

The basic aim is to fill in the gaps, to propose a complete sequence of events that describes 
the history of the subject. In doing so, it is necessary to seek the most likely explanation, 
which best fits the evidence:

(a) It makes use of and explains more of the primary sources than any other 
explanation. 

(b) It relies on the least number of (or least significant) deduced events that are not 
described in the primary sources. 

One useful tool is Ockham’s Razor, the law of parsimony, economy or succinctness. It is 
a principle urging one to select from among competing hypotheses that which makes the 
fewest assumptions and thereby offers the simplest explanation. The principle is often 
incorrectly summarized as “other things being equal, a simpler explanation is better than a 
more complex one.” However, the razor asserts that one should proceed to simpler theories 
until simplicity can be traded for greater explanatory power; the simplest available theory 
need not be the most accurate. 

Deduced events create the most problems. They range from sensible links between known 
events to what can be considered flights of fantasy that cannot be justified. 

In order to test the credibility of such deductions, it is necessary for the historian to analyse 
the hypothesis. In doing so:

(a) If the hypothesis is contradicted by evidence then it must be rejected and a new 
hypothesis developed.
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(b) Some hypotheses are based on deductions from the absence of evidence. For 
example, because someone wrote about only one person making a self-winding 
watch, it is deduced that no one else at that time and location had made self-
winding watches; therefore the first person was the inventor. Such deductions are 
very dangerous and their credibility must be carefully assessed.

(c) Alternative hypotheses need to be examined. Generally events can be interpreted 
in several ways, and the relative merits of different opinions have to be assessed 
in order to decide which interpretation is most likely. 

(d) Hypotheses generally have consequences. That is, having proposed an 
interpretation of the evidence it is necessary to examine the impact it has on the 
interpretation of other aspects of the history.

The historian needs to be a devil’s advocate and deliberately attempt to disprove his own 
opinions. He should examine and assess alternatives even if they may seem, at first sight, 
to be unlikely.

Qualitative assessment is necessary, because in the majority of cases it is not possible 
to know if a statement is absolutely true or absolutely false. A simple example is the 
statement: smoking causes lung cancer. It is impossible to determine, absolutely, if this is 
true or false, because there have been smokers who have never contracted lung cancer and 
others who did. But it would be absurd to suggest that, because we cannot prove the link 
absolutely, smoking does not cause lung cancer; the statistical evidence is unequivocal, 
and the probability of a smoker dying of lung cancer is much higher than for non-smokers. 

To make comparisons between different hypotheses it is convenient to use a scale of 
probabilities ranging from 0, absolutely false, to 100, absolutely true. That is, we can rate 
the quality of the evidence for each hypothesis and estimate the likelihood that it is true. 
Of course, this scale is too fine because it is impossible to assess historical hypotheses with 
such accuracy, and a scale of 0 to 10 would be satisfactory. However, using percentages, 
which are well understood, is more convenient.

13.2: Teapots and Tlustos

As noted above, deductions from the absence of evidence must be treated with great care.

In 1952, the same year that Chapuis and Jaquet published their book on self-winding 
watches, the philosopher and mathematician Bertrand Russell proposed the teapot 
hypothesis:

If I were to suggest that between the Earth and Mars there is a china teapot 
revolving about the sun in an elliptical orbit, nobody would be able to disprove my 
assertion provided I were careful to add that the teapot is too small to be revealed 
even by our most powerful telescopes. (Wikipedia, 2013b.)

First, if we look at this hypothesis out of context, it is impossible to assert if it is true or 
false. This will be more obvious if we replace a china teapot by a specific object. That is, 
the two statements:
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There is a specific object revolving about the sun in an elliptical orbit.

There is no specific object revolving about the sun in an elliptical orbit.

are meaningless, because there is no evidence by which they can be assessed and allotted 
a probability between 0 and 100. More interesting is that the statement

We do not know if there is a specific object revolving about the sun in an elliptical 
orbit

is also meaningless. This can be re-expressed as:

There is or there is not a specific object revolving about the sun in an elliptical orbit.

But, without evidence, we cannot allocate this hypothesis a probability of 50, neutrality. 
We simply cannot state anything at all about the hypothesis and it is meaningless.

The teapot hypothesis is relevant. Consider the Perrelet hypothesis, which will be discussed 
in Chapter 14:

Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien designed the rotor watch and made several of them.

Ignoring the historical context of this statement, we will see that there is no evidence 
relevant to this specific hypothesis. And so it is meaningless. 

This will become clear if we propose another hypothesis:

In 1775 Joseph Tlustos designed the rotor watch and made several of them.

Again, there is no evidence relevant to this specific hypothesis. And so it is meaningless. 

These hypotheses could both be true, false or uncertain, but we cannot assess them and 
so cannot make any statement about them. But we will note that both hypotheses are 
possible, because documents state that both Perrelet (Section 5.1, page 33) and Tlustos 
(Section 4.2, page 20) invented self-winding watches. 

At this point, it is reasonable to suggest another hypothesis:

Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien made rotor watches to the design of Joseph Tlustos.

Again, because there is no evidence, the hypothesis is meaningless. In particular, we 
cannot say, “I do not know”. Obviously it is impossible to allocate a probability of 50 (do 
not know) to all three, because there are inherent contradictions. So we cannot allocate a 
probability to any of them.

However, such hypotheses may be useful if they are viewed in the context of other evidence.

Bertrand Russell added to his teapot hypothesis:

But if I were to go on to say that, since my assertion cannot be disproved, it is 
intolerable presumption on the part of human reason to doubt it, I should rightly 
be thought to be talking nonsense. (Wikipedia, 2013b.)

That is, the hypothesis exists in a context, and that context makes the idea of an orbiting 
man-made object absurd. (In 1952. Now we could suggest that the Americans, Russians or 
Chinese could have put a teapot in orbit and perhaps the hypothesis is true!)

A more realistic example is: If archaeological sites with Roman occupation yield a particular 
type of evidence (the context) and another site does not produce that evidence, then it can 
be assumed that the was no Roman occupation at that other site. But it is not absolutely 
certain, and some doubt must remain.
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13.3: Inventors, Designers and Makers

Unfortunately, it is often the case that writers discuss watchmakers without clearly 
distinguishing whether they are inventors, designers, makers, or merely sellers.

To state the obvious, an inventor is someone who conceives of or devises a previously 
unknown device, method or process. 

If we are to take this definition literally, the inventor creates the entire device from entirely 
new ideas. It is this hard-line view that causes problems. If, for example, if we are to say 
that Perrelet invented the self-winding watch, then we must assume that he knew nothing 
about them beforehand. For if he had heard of Breguet’s Reverend Father (see Chapter 3, 
page 13), he would have known of the idea of using an oscillating weight and he could 
not then be called the inventor.

In practice the inventor rarely conceives everything, and the majority of “inventions” 
include the use of earlier ideas, although perhaps in a new context. So the invention can 
either be a change or addition to someone else’s idea or it can be a new and different 
application. So to describe someone as an inventor actually requires us to stipulate what 
was invented and what, if anything, was old.

The word inventor also has an emotional value. It is clearly associated with words like 
“superior”, “the first” and “respect”, and to describe someone as an inventor imbues them 
with positive emotional values. 

Unfortunately, these emotional values may replace rational thought, and people can write 
in glowing terms about an inventor without properly considering the invention.

To design is defined in one dictionary as “to work out or create the form of something”, but 
another states that it is “to conceive, invent, contrive”. Although closely allied to inventor, 
designer lacks the emotional values of the former and is a more neutral term. It also more 
correctly describes both a person who creates a new application of an existing idea and a 
person who creates part, but not all, of a new design. 

An obvious example is: Did Breguet invent the self-winding watch? The answer is “no”, 
but the question is silly because there are a number of different designs. So we should ask: 
Did Breguet invent a self-winding watch? If we rely on extant watches, then we would say 
“yes” because some early watches are signed Inventé et Perfectionné par Breguet à Paris 
(Daniels, 1975, page 63). But, in contrast, Breguet himself stated that he only improved 
the design; that is, he invented only part of the mechanism.

In order to avoid the problems associated with the word inventor, we will use the word 
designer wherever possible.

Although it is obvious, we must stress that watch makers are not designers. Although they 
may vary a watch in minor ways, they do not create new designs. Of course, the majority 
of people we call watchmakers did not make watches; they simply bought and sold watches 
made by other people.

It is clear that the distinction between designer and maker is very important. To be 
pedantic, the designer of a watch need not have made it, and the maker of a watch need 
not be the designer. This creates a serious problem with the interpretation of artefacts, 
watches, because the signatures on them may or may not be significant. 
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Many of the important self-winding watches are not signed, and many of those that are 
signed probably carry the name of a retailer. In which case we can expect that three 
different people were involved in the creation of the watch, the designer of the mechanism, 
the maker and the seller.

13.4: Examples

To illustrate the process of historical research, we will examine a statement made by Jean-
Claude Sabrier (Antiquorum, 2007, page 640). Although the authorship is not given in the 
catalogue, it has been confirmed by Lemenager (2010). Sabrier wrote:

In the late 1770s, [Hubert Sarton] made a trip to Le Locle, where he was able to 
examine self-winding watches made by Abraham-Louis Perrelet. Afterwards, upon 
his return to Paris, he filed a document with the Paris Académie des Sciences, 
dated December 23, 1778. It concerned self-winding watches with fusee and chain 
and verge escapement.

First, this statement cannot be correct because the evidence presented in Chapter 7, page 
55, shows:

(a) Sarton submitted a watch, not a report, to the Academy.

(b) In July 1778, Sarton had several self-winding watches for sale, most likely of the 
same type.

(c) Sarton did not live in Paris and he would have “returned” to Liège. 

That is, this is clearly an hypothesis which must be rejected, and not a factual statement.

Second, the hypothesis does not state that it refers to a specific design, a self winding 
watch where the mechanism uses a rotor which can turn a full 360°.

However, it is possible to construct an alternative hypothesis that fits the evidence:

Before July 1778, Hubert Sarton made a trip to Le Locle, where he bought several 
self-winding watches made by Abram Louys Perrelet. In December, after his return 
to Liège, he submitted one of these watches to the Paris Académie des Sciences. It 
was a self-winding watch with rotor, fusee and chain, and verge escapement.

Before accepting this possibility, we should ask the question: What is the purpose of this 
hypothesis? It is, simply, to show that Abram Louys Perrelet designed the watch described 
in the report to the Academy, and to do so it is necessary to explain how such a watch could 
have gone from Le Locle to Paris via Liège. There are two consequences of this. First, and 
obviously, Perrelet must have designed the rotor mechanism. Second, Sarton must have 
lied, committing a fraud by submitting a watch to the Academy as if he was the designer. 
As a result, the hypothesis cannot be studied in isolation and, to determine its validity, we 
must examine these points as well. In particular, it is necessary to provide evidence that 
supports the view that Perrelet invented this particular design and that Sarton lied.

Of course several alternative hypotheses can be proposed:

(a) There is no evidence showing that Sarton visited Le Locle. Instead the transaction 
may have taken place using an intermediary or, although very unlikely, Perrelet 
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may have visited Sarton in Liège. These alternatives have no effect on the purpose 
of the hypothesis, and all such variants can be covered by deleting the words 
referring to Le Locle and Liège.

(b) Although there is evidence suggesting Perrelet had designed a self-winding 
watch, we will show later that there is no evidence that indicates that it was 
of the specific type submitted to the Academy, with the rotor mechanism. So an 
alternative hypothesis is that Sarton got Perrelet to make these watches for him 
to Sarton’s design.

Thus we have two alternative hypotheses to consider:

Before July 1778, Hubert Sarton bought several self-winding watches made and 
designed by Abram Louys Perrelet. In December he submitted one of these watches 
to the Paris Académie des Sciences. It was a self-winding watch with rotor, fusee 
and chain, and verge escapement.

Before July 1778, Hubert Sarton had several self-winding watches made by Abram 
Louys Perrelet to Sarton’s design. In December he submitted one of these watches 
to the Paris Académie des Sciences. It was a self-winding watch with rotor, fusee 
and chain, and verge escapement.

Both hypotheses have essential consequences. 

The first requires us to find evidence that supports the view that Sarton was a liar, because 
such an accusation must be treated with great care. 

The second must be expanded to include an answer to the following question: As the 
evidence indicates that Perrelet designed a self-winding watch and it was not the type 
described in the report, what mechanism did it have? 

The above is just an example of analysis, and several other, significantly different 
hypotheses have been proposed. All of these aim to explain how Perrelet invented the 
rotor mechanism and yet Sarton submitted an apparently identical design to the Paris 
Académie des Sciences. And, in attempting to resolve this problem, all these hypotheses 
must be carefully examined and evaluated.

However, it is an unfortunate fact that most writers fail to use historical research methods. 
Two examples of poor historical method will illustrate this.

The web site Greenwich Mean Time (2010) has a translation of an article that was first 
published in 2004 for the Basel Watch Fair (Montres Perrelet, 2004). It fails because:

(a) Analysis. The article states the hypothesis Perrelet invented the rotor mechanism 
as though it is a fact and fails to analyse it and its consequences. In particular, the 
article goes on: 

 For reasons unknown, the Belgian [Sarton] patented a movement which resembles 
the Perrelet one. So: theft, usurpation?

 Other than the accusation of theft there is no attempt to explain this event. (To 
be correct, the report of the Paris Académie des Sciences is not a patent and the 
movement was identical to those claimed to have been designed by Perrelet.)
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(b) Selectivity. No-where does the article mention Joseph Flores and his work, nor 
does it consider any of the doubts raised by him. Only evidence that supports 
Perrelet is included.

(c) Impartiality. For example, it is stated that: 

Poor Abraham-Louis Perrelet is no longer around to defend his genial 
invention against his detractors who insinuate that a certain Belgian 
watchmaker, Hubert Sarton, completely unknown to the battalion of 
technicians, researchers and other precision maniacs, ...” [my emphasis]. 

 Thus there is a deliberate attempt to use emotional blackmail to detract from 
Sarton, who actually was and is known by many. 

 Strangely the article ends: 

For some reason, Hubert Sarton has disappeared from the saga of the self-
winding watch!

 That is obviously not true.

(d) Misuse of tertiary sources. The article presents secondary and tertiary sources 
as if they provide additional proof. In fact, all the tertiary sources merely repeat 
previous opinions uncritically and add nothing new. They most certainly do not 
represent new evidence.

I wonder if the author of this article is a disciple of Schopenhauer (1830)?

Although the Greenwich Mean Time report can be dismissed with disdain, the same cannot 
be said of the book The Self-Winding Watch by Jean-Claude Sabrier (Sabrier, 2012), the 
publication of which prompted me to produce this work. As has been pointed out (Flores 
2012, Watkins, 2012), Sabrier is a highly regarded expert and his book is considered by 
some to be the first significant contribution since Chapuis and Jaquet’s 1952 book. 

The description on the back cover states: “This new book by Jean-Claude Sabrier 
exemplifies the increasingly scientific and methodical procedure adopted by researchers 
and historians since the 1960’s.” Unfortunately, it is nothing of the sort. The most obvious 
failing is that Sabrier does not mention Flores, despite his 17 years of study and copious 
publications. In particular, he makes only the vaguest of references to the 1778 report 
(see Section 7.2, page 56), which is absurd, especially as, in contrast, he uses several 
pages to reproduce Breguet’s writings on self-winding watches. But this is just an obvious 
symptom. Sabrier is selective, presenting only some of the available evidence. And he is 
not impartial, making definitive statements even though there is no definitive evidence; 
that is, presenting hypotheses as if they were facts. Indeed, he is not “scientific” (whatever 
that means) in that he fails to analyse the hypotheses that he favours. 

In the context of this section, we are not suggesting that the conclusions drawn by 
Greenwich Mean Time and Sabrier are necessarily wrong. However, their failure to use 
good historical research methods means that we cannot rely on their opinions. To decide 
if they are right or wrong requires us to undertake the historical research that they have 
failed to do. This includes describing and analysing the hypotheses implicit in these and 
other books, articles, and web sites.
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14.1: The Hypothesis

Although we have not seen this hypothesis stated succinctly, it is very simple:

Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien designed the rotor watch and made several of them.

This hypothesis has two specific requirements. First, it concerns one particular person 
Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien. And second, it concerns the particular mechanism described 
in Section 7.3, page 62, and so it must be compatible with the five known rotor watches. 

The following sections will examine these points, and I will restrict the analysis to evidence 
relating to the rotor mechanism. (Other evidence and other mechanisms will be examined 
later.)

14.2: The Documents

All known documents are provided in Sections 5.1 and 5.3. To summarise their content:

(a) Two contemporary documents refer to a person with the name Perlet or Perelet, 
but the given names are not specified. (Figures 5-1 and 5-2, pages 33-35.)

(b) One contemporary document refers to a person with the name Perrelet, but the 
given names are not specified. (Figure 5-5, page 37.)

(c) The association with Abram Louys Perrelet was not made until 1859 (Andrié, page 
156) and 1863 (Jeanneret and Bonhôte, volume 2, pages 193-195).

(d) One of the three contemporary documents states Perrelet to be the inventor of a 
mechanism, but the other two state that he is the maker.

(e) Both later documents state that Perrelet is the inventor of a mechanism.

(f) None of these documents specify the type of mechanism.

As we have shown, there is very little doubt that the person referred to in (a) is a person 
named Perrelet. In addition, the reliability of the biography provided by Jeanneret and 
Bonhôte makes it very likely that all five documents refer to the one person Abram Louys 
Perrelet l’Ancien. 

To suggest that we do not know the name of the person referred to in the contemporary 
documents, because he is not specifically identified, requires us to answer the question: 

If it was not Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien, then who was it? 

We have considered this possibility and we are unable to name anyone who might, with 
more likelihood, be the person. Unless compelling evidence contradicting this attribution 
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is found, Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien is the most likely person to be that mentioned by 
de Saussure and others.

Because none of the documents describe the mechanism, it cannot be assumed that it was 
the rotor mechanism.

Whether Perrelet designed a mechanism, or merely made watches using a mechanism, 
rests on Saussure’s diary alone, and the later documents cannot be considered reliable in 
isolation. So we must ask:

Is it more likely than not, that Perrelet designed a mechanism?

Again, without new evidence we are obliged to conclude that Perrelet probably designed 
a mechanism.

With regard to designing, the Perrelet hypothesis has always been presented in isolation 
with no attempts to examine the relationship between Perrelet and other makers of self-
winding watches, except for Hubert Sarton. As we will show, the role of Sarton has been 
considered primarily in the context of deciding that the Perrelet hypothesis is true and 
that he designed the rotor mechanism. That is, a prejudiced approach has been taken 
based on the assumption that Perrelet designed the rotor mechanism, even though that 
cannot be justified by the documentation. 

Not even one of the relevant documents, from 1777 to 1863, mentions the type of mechanism; 
indeed, the first document to associate the rotor mechanism with Perrelet is Chapuis & 
Jaquet (1952). To state the obvious, the mechanism used in the watches made by Perrelet 
could be any one of the five described above, or even another, unknown design.

14.3: The Leroy Watch

This watch, examined by Chapuis & Jaquet and described in Section 7.3, page 62, will 
be considered in detail later, but here we need to make a few points:

(a) The movement is not signed, or marked in any way, and the name Abram Louys 
Perrelet l’Ancien can only be associated with the watch through other evidence. 
(The same is true of the other known rotor watches.)

(b) The only evidence to show that the movement was made in the Principality of 
Neuchâtel is the mainspring, which is signed by the maker AFV, Antoine Friedrich 
Vincent.

(c) The movement is not dated and cannot be dated accurately.

(d) The case is stamped with the Principality of Neuchâtel hallmark which was 
adopted in 1754 and remained unchanged until 1881 (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, 
page 52; 1956, page 53). That is, the case cannot be dated accurately. However, 
see the discussion of the case hallmarks given below.

It is necessary to conclude that:

The Leroy watch cannot be used as evidence to support the Perrelet hypothesis.

Any evidence must clearly name the person and be definitely dated to 1777 or earlier. But 
the Leroy watch cannot be dated and could have been made by anyone in the Principality 
of Neuchâtel, including Jonas Perret Jeanneret or Moÿse Gevril (Chapter 6, page 53). 
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Indeed, the evidence is so weak that the movement could have been made elsewhere.

If we are to rely on the documentary evidence and the Leroy watch, then the Perrelet 
hypothesis cannot be accepted.

14.4: Inventing the Missing Link

As noted in Section 1.1, Chapuis and Jaquet were faced with the problem of having a 
rotor watch and documents referring to Perrelet, but there was nothing to link the two 
together. As documents cannot be changed, the only possibility was to find some evidence 
that linked the Leroy watch to Perrelet. 

And Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 56) did this in a single sentence:

The assumption that the movement of the “Leroy” watch may probably be attributed 
to Perrelet, and its case to A.-L. Robert, seems to us justified therefore, especially as 
the fine workmanship of the movement does very much resemble Perrelet’s 
style of execution.” (Our emphasis.)

In the original edition (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 55) the statement is:

Cela paraît une quasi certitude, d’autant plus que la bienfacture du mécanisme 
correspond tout à fait à la manière de travailler de ancien Perrelet.

This seems a near certainty, especially as the craftsmanship of the mechanism is 
entirely consistent with the manner of working of old Perrelet.

This is the only “evidence” presented by Chapuis and Jaquet to link the watch to Perrelet. 
(But it is considerably more than Sabrier (2012) who provides no evidence at all.)

But what style of execution? What manner of working? 

These questions are very important, because the Leroy watch is not signed and the only 
evidence for attributing it to Perrelet is Perrelet’s “style of execution”. 

But in order to discuss the “style of execution” of a watchmaker, it is necessary to have 
several signed watches and to be able to describe features of them that clearly distinguish 
them from watches made by other people. For example, it is believed that all self-winding 
watches with a slot in the weight (for key winding) were made by DuBois & Fils, and 
this slot clearly distinguishes these watches from those of other makers; see Figure 5-17, 
page 49. Thus, an unsigned watch with this feature can be confidently attributed to 
DuBois & Fils. In contrast, distinctive features do not guarantee the origin of a watch. 
The obvious examples are copies of Breguet’s watches, such as the souscription watch 
described by Piguet (2008). So an unsigned watch that exhibits the characteristics of a 
Breguet movement may have been made by someone else.

However, ten pages earlier Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 45; 1956, page 46) make a 
stunning admission:

It is probable that even Perrelet, a notoriously modest man, never signed one of his 
watches [n’en a peut-être signé aucun]. 

That is, Chapuis and Jaquet admit they had not seen even one watch signed by Perrelet, let 
alone enough to form an opinion on Perrelet’s style. And we can be confident that they had 
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never seen the watch now in the MIH collection (see Figures 5-11 and 5-12, page 47). 
Indeed, two pages earlier they mention the only watch that they knew of, that attributed 
to Perrelet in the Maurice Robert collection (see Figures 5-13 to 5-15, page 48). But they 
do not illustrate or describe it!

We can only conclude that Chapuis & Jaquet lied. They knew that they had seen zero 
watches signed by Perrelet, but they pretended that they had seen several such watches, 
so that they could invent the missing link and associate the Leroy watch with Perrelet.

Despite an extensive search, we have been able to find only one watch with a signature 
that can be attributed to Abram-Louys Perrelet; see Figures 5-11 and 5-12, page 47. 

This cylinder escapement movement cannot be described as good workmanship. As shown 
in Figure 14-1, the center wheel cock has been roughly cut away so that it does not touch 
the barrel. And the pivot hole for the fourth wheel has been moved; the wheel has been 
replanted. We accept that, at 96 years old, Perrelet may not have been able to produce his 
best work, and the movement appears to be unfinished, but there is nothing to indicate a 
superior watchmaker and nothing to indicate Perrelet’s “style of execution”. It is simply an 
ordinary watch, like many others produced by many makers.

The second watch, in the Maurice Robert collection, is best described as mysterious.

Originally I had to draw conclusions from the very bad drawing, Figure 5-13, page 48. 
The movement appears to be typical of English style watches circa 1840 or later; the top 
plate, and especially the balance cock, suggests a late English design. Further, Perrelet 
has not signed the movement and the inscription could have been added at any time. 
Until I had the photographs, I tentatively concluded that Perrelet could not have made it. 
And, although we will never know, I wondered if Chapuis & Jaquet (1952; 1956) did not 
include a photograph and information about this watch because they were aware that the 
inscription is likely to be a fake.

Figure 14-1
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The photographs of the watch, Figures 5-14 and 5-15, page 48, show that it is wound 
through the dial, and this suggests a continental origin, contradicting the appearance of the 
top plate. But a Litherland rack lever? That escapement had a very short life in England, 
being overtaken by the Massey lever from about 1815 on. And so we must ask, why would 
Perrelet make a rack lever movement as late as 1823, and not use a conventional lever 
escapement? It seems very unlikely. 

I also obtained a low resolution photograph of the inscriptions on the case, Figure 14-2, 
that provides two useful pieces of information:

(a) The inscription T13 is probably a control 
mark specifying that the case is 13 lötigs, 
about 81.25% silver. Bachelin (1888, page 
184) states that the December 13 1775 laws 
required goldsmiths to use “silver of thirteen 
loetigs, that is nine deniers eighteen grains, 
under penalty of the crime of forgery.” The 
Neuchâtel chevrons are not punched into 
the case, but the specification of quality may 
have been regarded as sufficient.

(b)  The initials are probably the case signature DLI with the D and L joined. The 
alternative, D.I, is unlikely, because none of the signatures listed in Appendix 2, 
page 231, include stops within them.

 DLI may be the signature of David Louys Jacot or Daniel Jeanneret (see Appendix 
2.4, page 244). But if the case was made by DLI then, based on the serial numbers 
given in the DuBois inventories, the number 8235 probably dates from about 
1816; according to the serial numbers, DLI made about 13,000 cases in 13 years, 
indicating that he must have employed several people. Also, I do not know if there 
is a serial number or inscriptions on the plate under the dial. So, although it is 
likely, it is not possible to know if the movement was made for Philipe DuBois.

These deductions make sense. They indicate that the movement was made in Neuchâtel 
(probably Le Locle) for the English market, and the earlier date of 1816 (which invalidates 
the inscription) makes the use of a rack lever escapement more likely.

However, such speculation is irrelevant. What matters is that this movement is ordinary. 
It does not exhibit any distinguishing features that would enable other, unsigned watches 
to be attributed to the same maker. In particular, the Leroy watch has no characteristics 
in common with either of the two watches attributed to Perrelet.

Finally, attributing signed, let alone unsigned, watches to Abram Louys Perrelet is very 
dangerous. As we have noted in Section 5.2, page 37, there were at least two makers to 
whom unsigned watches could be attributed, Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien and Abram 
Louys Perrelet le Gros.

Although not directly relevant, we wonder what Chapuis and Jaquet would have written 
if the watch found by Leroy had been the one signed Berthoud a Paris, Figure 7-45, page 
84. Would they have attributed the design to Ferdinand Berthoud?

Figure 14-2
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14.5: The Leroy Watch Movement

Central to the argument presented by Chapuis & Jaquet is their conclusion that the Leroy 
watch movement was made in Neuchâtel.

However, the only evidence for the origin of the Leroy watch movement (as opposed to its 
case) is the signature on the mainspring, AFV, for Antoine Friedrich Vincent. Because 
Vincent lived and worked in the Principality of Neuchâtel (at Brenets in 1786-89) it is 
assumed the movement was made in the Principality of Neuchâtel. However, Flores (2009, 
page 41) illustrates a watch signed Le Noir à Paris that has a mainspring with the same 
signature. Either Vincent (perhaps through DuBois) sold springs to French makers, or the 
LeNoir movement was made in the Principality of Neuchâtel. Either way, this watch casts 
some doubt on the origin of the Leroy watch.

In both instances the mainspring signature consists of the initials AFV without a date. 
DuBois (1758-1824) used Vincent to make mainsprings and there are 11 entries in the 
books, dating from 1759 to 1789. Therefore the mainspring cannot be used to date the 
Leroy watch movement. 

As noted in Section 7.7, page 84, three of the five known rotor watches have the serial 
numbers 3246, 3483 and 3616. As these strongly suggest établissage, the obvious question 
to ask is:

Were these movements made for or by Philipe DuBois?

Appendix 3, page 253, analyses the serial numbers used by DuBois. If these watches 
were made for Philipe DuBois then we know, from Table A3-1 in Appendix 3, that they 
must have been produced between 1772 and 1774 or in 1802 or in 1815. The latter dates 
are too late and only the early dates need be considered. 

However, by good luck one of these numbers (3483 on the unsigned movement in the 
Goud’Zilver Klokkenmuseum) appears in the 1773 inventory, Figure 14-3 (DuBois 1758-
1824, Inventory Book 1, page 180).

It is clear that this watch, montre d’argent anglois is an ordinary silver watch made for the 
English market and cannot be a self-winding watch. 

And so it is very unlikely that these rotor watches were made by or for DuBois.

I say very unlikely because only a fragment of the original account books and documents 
remain. And so it might be the case that DuBois recorded special orders in a separate 

Figure 14-3
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account book and special order watches may have been given serial numbers unrelated 
to the sequence of serial numbers normally used by DuBois. This is possible because it 
is very unlikely that DuBois would make very expensive watches without at least some 
being pre-ordered. However, the argument is weak and it is much more likely that DuBois 
was not the maker.

Probably to support their missing link, Chapuis and Jaquet make two important statements 
regarding Perrelet and, indirectly, the Leroy watch.

First, commenting on Perrelet’s career, they state:

Dans les archives de la Maison d’horlogerie Ph. DuBois, au Locle, nous trouvons de 
nombreuses mentions de livraisons de mouvements de montres par A.-L. Perrelet 
à partir de 1761: des finissages, des cadratures, des montres à répétition (1774). 
(Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 43)

In the archives of the watchmaking house of Ph. DuBois, in Le Locle, we find many 
references to deliveries of watch movements by A.-L. Perrelet from 1761: finishing, 
dial-work [repeater work], repeater watches (1774).

The English translation contains a significant error (highlighted), where finissage is 
misinterpreted, and it omits the mention of dial-work:

Files in the archives of the Philipe DuBois watch factory, dating from 1761 
onwards, contain several references to consignments of watch movements by A.-L. 
Perrelet: train wheel bridges, repeaters, etc. (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1956, page 45)

The obvious error in this is that the dial-work and repeaters were made by A. L. Perrelet 
the repeater work maker and not by A. L. Perrelet l’Ancien (see Section 12.4, page 137). 
With regard to watch making, the only concrete information in the books of DuBois (1758-
1824) is that given in Section 12.4, page 137:

(a) 1761-1763: Finished 10 movements.

(b) 1767: 1 movement.

(c) 1773: 6 movements.

(d) 1774: 2 movements.

This is an insignificant amount of work on ordinary watches. However, as we have noted 
in Section 5.5, page 51, Perrelet probably only made about 800 movements in his entire 
life, and so we would expect the transactions with DuBois to be small.

Second, Chapuis & Jaquet (1956, page 62) state:

Perrelet, however, as he says himself, tried out several systems and must have 
finally come to the conclusion that the pedometer weight [rotor] did not secure 
sufficient winding for the pocket watch. It was for this reason that, tireless 
researcher as he was, he finally adopted the banked weight [side-weight] which 
Breguet and his emulator Recordon later adopted to the exclusion of all other 
systems. (Our emphasis.)

This statement is reinforced by Huguenin (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, pages 58-60; 1956, 
pages 60-61), who also believes Perrelet designed two mechanisms.
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But we have no choice but to make another serious accusation: 

This is obviously a fabrication because no documents written by Abram Louys 
Perrelet l’Ancien exist.

There is no evidence at all that Perrelet tested several systems, and if Chapuis & Jaquet 
are referring to Saussure’s diary then they have deliberately misinterpreted it. There is no 
evidence that he was a tireless researcher. And there is no evidence that Perrelet designed 
both rotor and side-weight mechanisms. After all, Chapuis & Jaquet quote Mr Pierre 
Huguenin, who stated that:

This [rotor] self-winding system works well (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 50; 
1956, page 51). 

That statement and the analysis in Section 7.6, page 82, contradict the above statement 
and make it very unlikely that Perrelet would have discarded the rotor design. 

Thus the statement is a figment of the imagination of the authors.

We must note that the above remark is not the result of poor translation, the original book 
stating:

Mais Perrelet qui essaya, il le dit, plusieurs systèmes, constata sans doute que 
celui qu’on appelle aujourd’hui “rotor” n’assurait pas alors, dans le gousset, un 
remontage suffisant. C’est pourquoi, chercheur infatigable comme il l’était, il 
en vint au système oscillant limité que Breguet et son émule Recordon, comme nous 
allons le voir, adoptèrent exclusivement. (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 61)

14.6: The Leroy Watch Case

With regard to the Leroy watch case, Chapuis and Jaquet make two claims. First:

[It] ... must have been made to measure for the movement ... Everything fits so 
perfectly to the very last detail that the most exacting expert must concede that both 
movement and case were made under the supervision of one man, by one master. 
(Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 51; 1956, page 52)

That is, the existing case is the original case. Note that on one point, this statement must 
be wrong. Watch making and case making were entirely separate crafts. The supervisor, if 
he could be called that, would have been the établisseur who got the watch made for him, 
and he would not have been directly involved in making either component.

And second:

In the DuBois archives appeared the name Abraham-Louis Robert, mentioned 
during the years 1760-1794 as “master casemaker resident at Eplatures, near 
Locle” ... The assumption that the movement of the “Leroy” watch may probably be 
attributed to Perrelet, and its case to A.-L. Robert, seems to us justified. (Chapuis 
& Jaquet, 1952, pages 54-55; 1956, pages 55-56)

This attribution comes from the initials of the case maker, Figure 14-4, which Chapuis 
and Jaquet decided were the initials of Abram Louys Robert.
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In addition, they note:

[Robert] apparently supplied the firm of DuBois 
with a number of fairly luxurious cases, and during 
the years 1792-1794 many of gold (no less than 178 
in the year 1793). (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 
54; 1956, page 55)

It seems that they consider Abram Louys Robert to be 
an important case maker.

In order to assess these statements, we must examine 
the evidence relating to case makers and Abram Louys Robert in particular.

The inventories 1759 to 1798 and the account books to 1794 (DuBois, 1758-1824) include 
211 references to people with the family name Robert and 15 people with related names, 
such as Calame Robert. Table 14-1 includes the most relevant entries, in order of date, 
either with no given names or with all or part of the given names Abram Louys. 

I also append two other people with the same family name who lived in Eplatures.

Given Names Date Occupation Location

Abram Louys 1760 Watch maker*

1761 Watch maker Eplatures

Abram 1761 Finishing haut du village

A 1765 Repeater maker?

Abram 1765, 1767, 1769 Repeater maker

Abram
1767, 1769, 1771, 1773, 
1778, 1780

Abram Louys
1767, 1769, 1771, 1773, 
1774, 1776

File maker Verger

1769, 1774, 1777, 1780, 
1782, 1794

Ab 1771

Abram Ls 1771

Abr Ls 1776

Abram Louys 1776 Verger

Ab Ls 1791 Case maker

Abram Louys 1791, 1793, 1794 Case maker Eplatures

Charles 
Fredrich

1774-1791 (10 entries) Watchmaker Eplatures

Jonas Simon 1761 Supplied cocks Eplatures

* 1760 entry: The occupation is not specified, but the transaction is for the 
supply of 3 montres en argent uni.

Table 14-1

Figure 14-4
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It is clear from the table that the statement made by Chapuis & Jaquet, that Abram Louys 
Robert was

... mentioned during the years 1760-1794 as “master casemaker resident at 
Eplatures, near Locle”

is wrong. He was never listed as a master case maker and, more importantly, there is no 
specific mention of him before 1791. 

We do not know if these errors are the result of very careless research or are another 
deliberate manipulation of the evidence.

What we might be able to deduce is that Abram Louys Robert the case maker could have 
been the son of Abram Louys Robert the watch maker. The 30-year difference between 
their earliest entries makes this possible.

Ignoring an inventory entry for 1791 (which provides no useful information) the remaining 
four entries for Abram Louys Robert are all in DuBois (1758-1824, Book 5, Grand Livre A 
No 1, pages 253, 271, 274 and 349). In date order these purchases are:

(a) 1791: 59 gold cases.

(b) 1792: 85 gold cases.

(c) 1793: 174 gold cases.

(d) 1794: 253 gold cases.

These 571 cases were valued at £37,922-14-4 and the average price for each case was 
£64-8-4. There are variations in value from about £48 to about £81. Gold cases listed in 
the 1791 inventory (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory Book 2, pages 135-171) vary in value 
between about £50 and £75, the latter being cases specifically for repeaters. Obviously, the 
value of a case depends mainly on the amount of gold in it.

So it is apparent that Abram Louys Robert made ordinary gold cases and the number of 
fairly luxurious cases is probably very small; although we have not checked every entry, a 
quick inspection showed only three cases that might be luxurious, with values of £81 and 
£83.

Finally, it is not possible to suggest that Abram Louys Robert was an important case maker 
without seeing his work in context. For this purpose, Table A2-2 in Appendix 2, page 237, 
gives a complete list of case purchases by DuBois from 1758 to 1794. It is apparent that 
making 571 cases over four years is not exceptional. For example, Jeremie Parisse made 
564 in 4 years; David François Baillod made 1,031 in 7 years; Daniel Fredrich Matthil 
made about 1,300 in just 3 years.

And so the implication that Abram Louys Robert might have been special is nonsense.

The attribution of the case to Abram Louys Robert has been cast into doubt by the existence 
of cases with different initials, for example Figure 14-5.

So:

Which set of initials belongs to Abram Louys Robert?

And who is the other maker?
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In Appendix 2, page 231, I have examined the case signatures given in DuBois (1758-
1824). From this, it is very likely that the initials in Figure 14-5 with the joined A and 
L are the case signature of Abram Louys Robert, because he worked for DuBois and this 
signature is the only possible one listed by DuBois.

I have found only two possible makers for the other signature, Figure 14-4. Bourdin (2012) 
lists:

Leroy, Abram, Maitre monteur de boîtes en 1776.

Leroy Frères, Monteurs de boîtes au XVIIIe siècle.

The latter is very unlikely because Bourdin adds that the brothers were probably Jean 
Henry Leroy, Jean Jaques Leroy, and Pierre Adam Leroy.

However, the name Leroy was often written Le Roy. For example, Philipe DuBois used the 
Leroy Frères (who were at Crêt Vaillant in Le Locle) and usually wrote the name as Le 
Roy, but on one occasion he wrote Leroy. 

And so the initials ALR shown in Figure 14-4 probably refer to Abram Le Roy.

We can take this argument further. Because it is likely that these movements were made 
for an établisseur, we can conclude that the établisseur employed both the movement 
maker and the case maker. But, as Philipe DuBois did not make 
the movements, it is very unlikely that one of his case makers 
made the case. We admit this is a weak argument, but it does 
suggest that the case maker is more likely to be Abram Le Roy, 
because DuBois employed Abram Louys Robert and the volume of 
cases suggests he was probably working full time.

One final point needs to be made regarding the case initials in 
Figure 14-4.

As shown in Figure 14-6, it appears that the L has been modified 
from a D. First, an area to the right appears to have been scrubbed 
out. Second, the bottom of the L appears to be an over-punch. If 
so, the original signature was ADR. However, no case maker with 
these initials is listed in Bourdin (2012) and we do not know if 
this possible over-punching is significant.

As well as the initials of the case maker, the case has the 
Neuchâtel hallmark (chevrons) shown in Figure 14-7. Although 
badly punched, it appears that a border surrounds the chevrons.

Figure 14-5

Figure 14-6

Figure 14-7
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Clerc (1993, page 31) provides the following information on the chevrons:

The regulation of 30 August actually came into 
force on 27 November 1820, it was realized after 
its publication that the new control system should 
correspond to a distinct legal guarantee. The punch 
with the simple chevrons was therefore replaced 
by a new punch with the chevrons surrounded by 
a border, used exclusively by the assay offices. 

Figure 14-8 (Clerc, 1993, page 59) shows these two 
styles.

Two examples illustrate the pre 1820 
hallmark. Figure 14-5 above shows the case 
hallmarks for a DuBois & Fils repeater 
(Flores 2009, page 43). And Figure 14-9 
shows the case hallmarks for a DuBois & Fils 
watch with calendar (Flores 2009, page 46).

 In addition to case signatures (see Appendix 2), the DuBois inventories often include case 
serial numbers. If the attribution of the case signature to Abram Louys Robert is correct, 
then it is likely that these cases were made in 1802 and 1800 respectively.

It is apparent from Figure 14-7 that when it was hit, the punch was held at an angle to the 
case and not vertical. It could be suggested that the marks, which appear to be a border, 
were made by the body of the punch touching the case. We think this is unlikely.

In addition to the problem of the 
hallmark, the interior of the Leroy case 
was decorated with circular brushing, 
Figure 14-10. 

We, and others, have not seen such 
decoration on early watch cases and 
we believe that it was not used in 
the 1770s. Either the case has a later 
date or the decoration was added; the 
latter is unlikely. Unfortunately this 
decoration no longer exists because the 
Patek Philippe Museum removed it 
and polished the case. We do not know 
if this was done to remove evidence 
that contradicted the desired 1770s 
dating.

The problems posed by the case are only important if we agree with Chapuis & Jaquet 
(1952, page 51; 1956, page 52) that the case is original and not a replacement made some 
40 years after the movement was made. However, their argument is not credible.

Figure 14-8

Figure 14-9

Figure 14-10
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The re-casing of movements in cases that do not fit perfectly (and are often of the wrong 
date) is a modern phenomenon. It has come about because interesting movements have 
often been found where the cases have been removed and scrapped for their gold value. 
Then substitute cases are found to preserve the movement.

However, this was not done two centuries ago. Instead, if a new case was required, it 
would be made to fit perfectly by a skilled case maker. And it would not be possible to 
determine if such a case was a replacement except by dating the case and the movement, 
and so discovering a discrepancy.

It is not credible to suggest that rotor watches were made over a period of more than 
40 years and it is very likely that all such watches were made in a short period around 
1778. Therefore it seems likely that the case is a replacement and not original. If so, my 
attribution of the case signature to Abram Leroy is probably wrong.

14.7: Conclusions

Before summarising my conclusions, one important point needs to be made.

Let us assume Chapuis and Jaquet did not lie. That is, they had examined several watches 
(about which we know nothing) made by Abram Louys Perrelet l’ancien, and found specific 
features (about which we know nothing) that linked these watches to that maker. And then 
they found that the Leroy watch exhibited exactly the same features, showing, without 
any doubt, that Perrelet had made the Leroy watch movement. 

But we know nothing else. 

We do not know who designed the mechanism. In particular, there is nothing in the 
evidence that prevents the designer from being Hubert Sarton, because he could have 
asked Perrelet, directly or indirectly, to make rotor watches for him.

And we do not know when the watch was made. Certainly it must have been made before 
1826, when Perrelet died, and it was probably made in the 1770s. But we cannot specify 
the date.

That is, the missing link achieves nothing, because it does not help us determine the 
designer.

The only possible conclusion is that there is no evidence at all which supports the Perrelet 
hypothesis:

(a) None of the documents specify the type of self-winding mechanism.

(b) The Leroy watch movement cannot be attributed to Perrelet and, even if it could 
be, it does not indicate the designer.

(c) The Leroy watch case is probably a replacement. 

But also, there is no evidence at all which contradicts the Perrelet hypothesis. That is: 

Without considering other, circumstantial evidence, it is impossible to decide if the 
Perrelet hypothesis is correct or not. 

I will return to this point in Chapter 19, page 191.
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15.1: The Hypothesis

The Sarton hypothesis is also very simple:

Hubert Sarton designed the rotor mechanism.

The most interesting aspect of the Sarton hypothesis is that it did not appear until 1993 
(Flores, 1993), forty-one years after Chapuis & Jaquet (1952). It was only after Joseph’s 
work became known that the Sarton hypothesis emerged.

Again, this hypothesis has two specific requirements. First, it concerns one particular 
person Hubert Sarton. And second, it concerns the particular mechanism described in 
Section 7.3, page 62, and so it must be compatible with the five known rotor watches. 

15.2: Evidence

The Sarton hypothesis rests on two pieces of evidence:

(a) The 1778 report of the Paris Académie Royale des Sciences (Section 7.2, page 57) 
which describes a watch presented to the Academy by Mr Sarton, watchmaker of 
Liège.

(b) A 1778 diagram of the mechanism (Figure 7-7, page 61), which was not discovered 
until 2009. This is inscribed Montre de M. Sarton. 23 X 1778 (23 December), the 
same date as the report.

As we have shown, both unambiguously describe the rotor mechanism.

However, it is necessary to note here that this document does not explicitly state that 
Sarton was the designer of the watch. But the act of submitting a watch to the Academy 
implies Sarton created it.

As we know, none of the known rotor watches are signed by Sarton. But, because Sarton 
was primarily a clock maker and engineer, he may have had these watches made in 
Neuchâtel. Although Sarton was a customer of DuBois from October 1777 (Figure 12-
17, page 140), we have shown that the rotor watches were probably not made by or for 
DuBois (Section 14.5, page 160), and the maker is unknown.

Finally, we have shown that there is no evidence at all which indicates that Abram Louys 
Perrelet designed the rotor mechanism. It is necessary to give preference to the hypothesis 
which is best supported by evidence, and so we must conclude that Sarton designed the 
rotor mechanism.
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16.1: Introduction

It seems the Sarton hypothesis infuriated the horological world, and the debate has been 
likened to a war, with the massed armies of Swiss and English horologists on one side 
fighting a lone Frenchman, Joseph Flores, on the other. 

Like all wars, this disagreement is largely irrational, and very few (if any) of the participants 
have done more than blindly follow their leaders, Chapuis and Jaquet. Good examples are 
the Montres Perrelet 2004 article discussed in Chapter 13, page 153, and the statement 
by Sabrier (2012, page 50): 

Perrelet solved this problem by using the complex differential wheel train described 
in detail to the Paris Académie des sciences by Hubert Sarton in 1778.

These writers and others have failed to analyse the available evidence, and they present 
assertions as though they were facts.

One important point is that:

The debate concerns only the invention of the rotor mechanism.

One consequence of this war is that the invention of the other four types of self-winding 
watches has been almost completely ignored. Certainly Chapuis & Jaquet and Sabrier 
provide photographs and diagrams of the center-weight, side-weight, barrel remontoir, 
and side-weight with fusee mechanisms, but, other than an excessive coverage of Breguet’s 
later work, they make no attempt to explain the role of these mechanisms in the history 
of self-winding watches. 

Because of this lack of balance, it is necessary to examine the rotor watch debate in detail 
before looking at other aspects of the early history of these watches, even though this 
requires me to present information out of chronological order. 

In addition to the many superficial and unjustified statements of support for Perrelet, 
some people have presented alternative hypotheses to show that the Sarton hypothesis 
is incorrect, and we will examine these below. All these hypotheses have one point in 
common:

All alternative hypotheses assume Perrelet designed the rotor mechanism.

16.2: The Sarton Lied Hypothesis

Put simply, this hypothesis states:

Hubert Sarton lied. He did not design the rotor mechanism, Perrelet designed it.
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However, this is too simplistic because the hypothesis only concerns Perrelet and Sarton, 
and no other persons or watch designs. 

I examined this hypothesis in Chapter 13, page 152, where I concluded that it should be 
rewritten as:

Before July 1778, Hubert Sarton bought several self-winding watches made and 
designed by Abram-Louys Perrelet. In December he submitted one of these watches 
to the Paris Académie Royale des Sciences. It was a self-winding watch with rotor, 
fusee and chain, and verge escapement.

The first point is that it is impossible to prove, absolutely, that Sarton lied using the 
evidence available to us. And, of course, it is impossible to prove, absolutely, that Sarton 
did not lie! The best we can do is ask:

Is there any evidence which allows us to assess Sarton’s character and integrity, 
or lack of it?

There are four arguments in favour of Sarton.

First, it is clear from his biography (Chapter 7, page 55) that Sarton was a well-respected, 
gifted clock maker and engineer, and there can be little doubt that his appointment as 
court mechanic to the Prince of Lorraine in 1772 was merited and not simply a meaningless 
honour. The two pamphlets by Sarton (1789; 2012) and Hognoul (1822; 2012) support this 
view. In these circumstances, it is unlikely that he would have risked his reputation by 
dishonesty. 

Second, his training included watchmaking, and it is possible that some of the movements 
signed Sarton were made by him. That this training was not superficial is made clear 
by Hognoul (1822, page 30; 2012, page 15). In addition to noting his design of the rotor 
mechanism, this summary of Sarton’s achievements includes “a new observation watch, 
invented by Mr Sarton”, and the following:

In 1789, I made my chronometrographic watches for observations.

I will restrict myself here to say, in honour of this discovery, that they were required 
in our provinces and by foreigners to the point that, not being able to make enough by 
myself for the quantity of orders, I was obliged to employ foreigners to manufacture 
some for me; witnesses the following declaration transcribed literally: 

We undersigned, declare that it is to Mr Hubert Sarton, of Liège, that we owe the 
discovery of chronometrographic watches, etc. and that it is according to the plan 
that he agreed to provide us, that we have made them. In Le Locle on February 8, 
1789. Signed Philippe Dubois [sic] et Fils.

Given this ability, it makes no sense to suggest that Sarton would lie about the rotor 
mechanism.

Unfortunately, the DuBois books are not helpful and the relevant entries (see Figure 12-
18, page 141) refer to marchandises without specifying what the items were. And I do not 
know of any extant chronometrographic watches and cannot check for serial numbers. The 
only interesting fact is that February 8 corresponds to an order worth £218 and it is likely 
that the testimonial was sent with this consignment. But, unless there were special-order 
account books, we can probably assume that some of the 18 consignments in 1788 and 
1789, totalling more than £31,990, included chronometrographic watches.
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Third, Sarton had nothing to gain from the 1778 report. This report was not a public 
document and it was not a patent. It was transcribed into the minutes of the Paris Académie 
Royale des Sciences and was never published. Indeed, the report remained unknown and 
unread for about 178 years and the accompanying diagram for 231 years! It served no 
useful purpose other than, perhaps, to be a claim for priority of invention. But even that 
was pointless as almost no one would have known about the claim. Certainly Sarton 
publicised the report, Sarton (1789, page 18; 2012, page 5) and Hognoul (1822, pages 12-
13; 2012, page 7), but these “advertising” pamphlets probably had very few readers. And 
they do not describe the self-winding mechanism, so the readers would not know that it 
was a rotor mechanism.

Unlike a patent, which is a public document, Sarton could not gain financially from the 
report by controlling manufacture. And, as only a few rotor watches were made, no useful 
income would have been possible. 

Finally, we believe that if a person lies about something important, that person probably 
lies about other important things. So, are we to conclude that, despite the testimonial from 
DuBois, Sarton also lied about the observation and chronometrographic watches? It seems 
very unlikely.

There is one piece of evidence that suggests Sarton may have lied. As we have noted, the 
diagram accompanying the 1778 report (Figure 7-7, page 61) contains an error, because 
one click faces in the wrong direction. Figure 16-1 illustrates this. 

When the weight rotates clockwise, 
click B, attached to the wheel A, 
slides over the ratchet C. At the 
same time, wheel A rotates wheel A' 
anti-clockwise, and its click B' also 
slides over the ratchet C'. So the 
intermediate wheel is not turned. 
(Of course it is free to turn, but in 
the wrong direction, unwinding the 
chain from the fusee.)

When the weight rotates anti-
clockwise, the click B will rotate 
the ratchet C anti-clockwise and 
try turn the intermediate wheel clockwise. At the same time, wheel A rotates wheel 
A' clockwise, and its click B' will rotate the ratchet C' clockwise and try to turn the 
intermediate wheel anti-clockwise. This is, of course, impossible, and the weight cannot 
move.

Two points must be made:

(a) We do not know who made the drawing and annotated it. 

(b) Diagrams with errors in unidirectional components are quite common. One 
example is Thiout’s drunken fusee (see Section 7.4, page 76), and other examples 
will be found in Watkins (2011). Another drawing which appears to be incorrect 
is Figure 6/10 in Flores (2009, page 74), where everything rotates in the wrong 

Figure 16-1
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direction. However this figure is correct when we realise that it is a view from 
underneath, the dial side of the watch.

Although we admit that the error in this diagram creates some doubt, we do not think it 
is sufficient to accuse Sarton of dishonesty. 

16.3: The Ordinary Watch Hypothesis

Attacking Sarton has proved to be unproductive. And so some people have tried to defend 
Perrelet by looking for evidence to support the Perrelet hypothesis. One argument that 
has been developed was promoted by the readers of the English translation of Chapuis & 
Jaquet (1956).

In that book, Saussure’s description of his visit to Perrelet is translated as: 

The device is fitted to an ordinary mechanism and the watch is sold at a price of 
fifteen to twenty louis.” (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1956, page 41) 

And: 

The mechanism operates in conjunction with an ordinary movement. (Chapuis & 
Jaquet, 1956, page 60)

The ordinary movement of that time was one which had a fusee and verge escapement. 
Therefore, Perrelet’s watch had a verge/fusee movement to which he added a self-winding 
mechanism. The only mechanism used with verge/fusee movements is the rotor mechanism, 
and so Perrelet must have invented the rotor mechanism.

Actually this argument can be changed to state that Perrelet invented the side-weight and 
fusee mechanism described in Recordon’s patent, pages 90-94, which is also fitted to 
an ordinary movement. However, I am willing to ignore this possibility because the rotor 
mechanism is much more likely. 

The only problem with this hypothesis is that it cannot be correct, because the quotations 
from the English edition of Chapuis & Jaquet are wrong. The diary (Figure 5-1, page 33) 
actually reads:

Le travail est double de celui d’un mécanisme ordinaire et il le vend 15 à 20 louis.

The work is double that of an ordinary mechanism and it sells for 15 to 20 louis.

There is no doubt at all. Saussure does not specify the type of movement to which the self-
winding mechanism was attached, and it could have been of any design. And so the whole 
argument in favour of Perrelet fails, because he could have invented anything, and it need 
not have been based on a verge-fusee movement. As with the Perrelet hypothesis, we have 
a proposal that is not supported by evidence and which cannot be assessed. It might be 
right, it might be wrong, but it is impossible to decide. And again we must give preference 
to the Sarton hypothesis because it is supported by evidence.

How did this dramatic change in meaning come about? Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 39) 
give an almost correct transcript of the diary in French:

Le travail est doublé de celui d’un mécanisme ordinaire et la vend 15 à 20 louis.
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So somewhere between 1952 and 1956 this text was mistranslated.

If we compare the original French pages 39 and 58-61 with the English pages 41 and 59-61 
we can find five discrepancies:

(a) The French transcribes the diary entry incorrectly as Le travail est doublé de celui 
d’un mécanisme ordinaire when it actually reads Le travail est double ... (also see 
(e) below). The English reads The device it fitted to an ordinary mechanism ...

(b) A statement that Saussure’s diary is an authentic and dated document is changed 
to state that it provides a definite date (for the watch).

(c) The work is double that of an ordinary mechanism is changed, as noted above, to 
The mechanism operates in conjunction with an ordinary movement.

(d) The sentence:

 [An] ordinary watch means unequivocally that there was at the watchmaker what 
we would call today “a calibre” preceding the innovation consisting of the watch 
examined by the scientist.

 is changed to:

 An “ordinary watch” can mean only one thing: a watch which requires to be wound 
by a key in the conventional manner.

(e) The French text has the strange sentence:

 Work “is doubled” means, one dares to conjecture, that the movement of the mass 
wound the spring while both going and returning, while the original model would 
have used the swinging of the counterweight in only one direction.

 The original, given above, uses the word double and not doublé, which changes 
the meaning completely, and the conjecture is pure fantasy. But the English is 
completely different:

 We have noted that the weight winds the watch as it moves in either direction and 
not in one direction only as do some of the modern self-winding watches.

This is a cautionary tale:

Historians must always use original documents and they must never rely solely on 
transcripts and translations.

16.4: The Maintaining Power Hypothesis

This hypothesis can be seen as a compromise between the Perrelet and Sarton hypotheses:

At some time before 1777, Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien designed the rotor 
mechanism, but it did not have maintaining power. Later, Hubert Sarton modified 
the design to include maintaining power.

Although Jean-Claude Sabrier originally stated that Sarton had copied everything (see 
Section 13.4, page 152, and Section 16.2), I believe he later changed his mind and he now 
supports this hypothesis:
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I will not change position on Hubert Sarton, who undoubtedly brought to the 
Academy a watch built on the model of Perrelet, but he only claimed the device for 
keeping the spring under tension during winding [the planetary gears], which was 
lacking in the Perrelet watch, which for this reason could not function properly.

In addition, the hypothesis has been extended by adding:

But Sarton lied because he did not admit that he copied the idea of planetary gears.

The origin of this hypothesis is the 1778 report, which includes the following:

This watch is not absolutely new. The late Prince de Conti whom one knows was 
interested in watchmaking, had one of this kind, so we have been assured. But Mr 
Sarton claims that all those which were made before his, did not have the property 
of running while being wound up, which much decreased their merit.

We are assuming Perrelet designed the rotor mechanism. In which case, the watch 
submitted by Sarton must have been made by Perrelet or a copy of a watch made by 
Perrelet. But this watch did not have maintaining power, which Sarton added. That 
is, when Sarton submitted the watch to the Paris Royal Academy, he only claimed the 
maintaining power, which he had copied.

There are two reasons for rejecting this hypothesis.

The first reason is that a self-winding watch without maintaining power cannot keep 
correct time, a problem that the writers of the 1778 report were aware of:

It is necessary not only that it is wound up by the effect of the weight of which we 
will speak, but that while winding the watch still continues to go, without which 
there would be too many delays in its running. (See Figure 7-4, page 58)

As we have noted in Section 7.3, page 63, during winding, when the fusee is turning 
in the opposite direction to that when the watch is running, no power is delivered to 
the first wheel of the train (mounted under the fusee) and the watch will stop. Winding 
with a key takes only a few seconds, during which time power is transmitted to the train 
intermittently. This will cause a small error of a few seconds that, in a verge watch, is not 
important. 

However, even assuming there were periods when the wearer and the watch were at rest, 
the rotor mechanism must be active for a substantial part of the time when it is carried, 
probably several hours; see Section 7.6, page 82. But, as we know, a rotor mechanism is 
bidirectional and winds the watch with the weight moving either way. Consequently, for 
several hours no power would be delivered to the watch train and the watch would loose 
as many hours compared to the correct time. 

In comparison, assume the watch is fully wound and the rotor mechanism is locked. 
Then the watch will run. But after a few minutes, the locking mechanism will disengage, 
winding will start again and the watch will loose time. If this keeps repeating all day, the 
watch will loose a considerable amount of time.  That is, the watch is useless.

The second reason for rejecting this hypothesis is even more damning.

If the hypothesis is true, then Perrelet designed a rotor mechanism with a different fusee 
that did not contain planetary gears, the part that provides maintaining power. However, 
there must be a link between the fusee cone and arbor in order to wind the watch, and 
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if we remove the planetary gears this can only be done by rigidly attaching the cone to 
the arbor. I have already considered this situation in Section 7.5, page 81, and I have 
shown that, with such a fusee, the watch cannot run because the fusee cone cannot turn 
in both directions; the watch can be wound, but the fusee cannot drive the train. The 
rotor mechanism will wind the watch until the rotor is locked, at which point the entire 
mechanism of the watch will be jammed. 

It has been suggested that this problem can be overcome if the intermediate wheel pinion 
is loose and driven by a click mounted on the intermediate wheel; the same as the two 
drivers; see Figure 16-2. 

However, this ignores an important 
point. When the watch is wound the 
intermediate wheel pinion is driven 
by the intermediate wheel and 
rotates clockwise. But when the 
watch runs the pinion is the driver, 
and its anti-clockwise motion will 
force the intermediate wheel to 
turn with it; which is impossible. 

That is:

The rotor mechanism cannot 
work unless it is complete, and 
so Perrelet or Sarton must have 
designed the entire mechanism 
including the planetary gears.

One consequence is that Sabrier changed his mind from a possible, if unlikely, hypothesis 
(Sarton lied) to an impossible hypothesis.

16.5: The Shaking Watch Hypothesis

The failure of the maintaining power hypothesis means that the words “those which were 
made before his, did not have the property of running while being wound up” remained 
unexplained, and another hypothesis was proposed to resolve this problem:

At some time before 1777, Abram Louys Perrelet l’Ancien designed the rotor 
mechanism, but with an ordinary fusee and no maintaining power. 

Normally, when the watch was running, the self-winding mechanism was 
decoupled from the fusee, so that it did not prevent power reaching the watch 
train. To wind the watch, a button was pressed or a lever moved to engage the self-
winding mechanism and the watch was shaken. When it had been shaken enough 
and wound sufficiently, the button was released or the lever was returned to its 
original position, and the watch would run.

Later, Hubert Sarton modified the design to include maintaining power by 
changing the fusee to have planetary gears, but he lied because he did not admit 
that he copied the idea.

Figure 16-2
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The obvious fault with this hypothesis is that the mechanism is not a self-winding 
mechanism, it is a keyless mechanism. 

As we have stated in Section 1.3, page 6, a keyless mechanism requires the owner of 
the watch to make a decision to wind it and then to perform a specific task; that is, the 
winding is not automatic. This is exactly what the shaking watch hypothesis requires.

In addition, this design is very inefficient as a keyless mechanism. A watch can be wound 
with a key in a few seconds, about 14 seconds to turn a fusee 7 times. But we have seen that 
to wind a rotor watch by shaking requires 175 seconds, about 3 minutes (see Section 7.6, 
page 82). If the watch is wound every day, then only 2 turns of the fusee are required. 
That will take about 4 seconds using a key or 50 seconds of shaking.

Given a choice between an efficient key-wound watch and an inefficient, very expensive 
watch with a rotor mechanism, we have no doubt the former would be preferred. No one 
would buy rotor watches, and so no one would have made them.

As we have seen, hypotheses need to be mechanically correct. In this case, because there 
are no known watches using the shaking watch design, we must see if the rotor mechanism 
can be modified appropriately. 

Decoupling requires disengaging one or more wheels, and in the rotor mechanism there 
are three possibilities: the winding wheel on the fusee; the two driving wheels, with their 
ratchets and clicks; and the intermediate wheel. The only practical way to move the wheels 
is to support them on or under a bar that pivots. 

Figure 16-3 shows the actual positions of 
the barrel b, winding wheel w (under the 
plate), intermediate wheel and pinion i, 
and the two driving pinions d and d' with 
their clicks. These are the positions when 
winding the watch by shaking, and after 
winding one or more of w (and the fusee) 
d and d' (and the weight) or i must move. 
An important consideration is that the 
intermediate wheel i may rotate while this 
decoupling is happening.

(a) The intermediate wheel cannot 
rotate anti-clockwise. To do so it 
must rotate the fusee clockwise, 
the direction for running the watch, 
but the watch train prevents this. 
In addition it would try to rotate d 
and d' clockwise, which is not possible because of the clicks.

(b) If the intermediate wheel tries to rotate clockwise then it will turn both the driving 
pinions d and d' anti-clockwise, which it can do. It may also turn the winding 
wheel w anti-clockwise, the direction for winding the watch. This is not possible 
if the watch is fully wound and the fusee chain cannot move further; but that can 
be avoided by making sure the stop-work is activated a little earlier.

Figure 16-3
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Two of the options are not possible. Suspending the fusee or the weight and the drivers 
underneath a pivoting bar is not practical.

The third option is to mount the intermediate wheel on a pivoting bar so that it disengages 
from the two driving pinions. This might be done, Figure 16-4, by suspending the 
intermediate wheel from a bar s pivoting at the fusee arbor f. The outward movement, at 
the end of winding, will tend to rotate the wheel clockwise, which is possible.

However, this is not simple. The addition of 
the bar s means the weight has to be raised 
to pass over it. And, because the drivers d 
and d' (and their wheels) cannot be raised, d 
and its wheel must hang beneath the weight 
(compare with Figure 7-22, page 68). Or, 
the cock for the upper pivot of the fusee f 
could be removed and the pivot planted in 
the plate. Then the bar s can be lowered.

A better method is to rotate the intermediate 
wheel and pinion i so that it disengages 
from the winding wheel w. This can be done, 
Figure 16-5, by removing the existing cock c 
(under the plate) and replacing it with a bar 
pivoting at s under the plate.

However, this may not work, because the 
intermediate wheel will need to rotate a little 
anti-clockwise, which cannot happen.

So, although theoretically possible, the shaking watch is probably not a practical idea. 

Finally, there is one piece of evidence which shows that, irrespective of whether such a 
watch can or cannot be made, the shaking watch hypothesis cannot be correct. In his diary 
(see Section 5.1, page 33), de Saussure wrote:

Mr Perlet the inventor of the watches which are wound by the movement of the 
person who carries it ... He had to remake the first one because he had not put in a 
stop-work, and the winding always acting had broken the watch of a man who ran 
to the post office.

And, because this must be viewed in the context of the hypothesis, it can be re-expressed:

Perrelet had to remake the first rotor watch because he had not put in a stop-
work, and the winding always acting had broken the watch of a man who ran to 
the post office.

It is perfectly clear that Perrelet’s first self-winding watch was meant to wind while it was 
in use and going, and so it could not have been a shaking watch. And this is confirmed by 
the 1780 letter of Jacques-Louis Perrot (Figure 5-3, page 36):

The Perpetual pieces invented 2 or 3 years ago in our mountains ... [that] wind 
themselves as one carries them ...

Thus the shaking watch hypothesis must be rejected.

Figure 16-4

Figure 16-5
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16.6: Two Consequences

First, a necessary corollary to both the maintaining power and the shaking watch 
hypotheses is:

Hubert Sarton modified the design to include maintaining power by changing the 
fusee to have planetary gears, but he lied because he did not admit that he copied 
the idea.

It is likely that Sarton learned of planetary gearing from someone else. Sources we can 
reject are Huygens (Section 7.4, page 75), because his description was in a manuscript 
that was not published until 1934, and Arnold (Section 7.4, page 79), because he did not 
publish his use of planetary gears and it is very unlikely that Sarton would have known 
about his chronometers. But it is quite possible that Sarton had read Thiout’s book, and 
even Massotéau’s article. Also, it is possible that planetary gearing is described in other 
contemporary books, but not with regard to fusees. However, Sarton’s application is in a 
new context and it is not reasonable to condemn him for his insight and a new application 
of an existing design. 

Perhaps a better question to ask is: Why didn’t Perrelet add maintaining power? He was, 
we are told, a tireless researcher (Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 61; 1956, page 62) and 
surely we would expect him to be equally well educated and equally capable of realising 
the possibility of using planetary gears? Certainly, if he designed the rotor mechanism 
Perrelet must have had some ability. But then, why didn’t he realise that his design 
without maintaining power, which must have been a shaking watch, was, at best, poor 
and, at worst, simply stupid? 

The second and more serious consequence of the above analysis is that we do not have an 
explanation for the references to maintaining power in the 1778 report. Having previously 
noted:

It is necessary ... that while winding the watch still continues to go, without which 
there would be too many delays in its running. 

Leroy and Defouchy state (Section 7.2, page 60):

Cette montre n’est pas absolument nouvelle, feu M. le Prince de Conti [Mort en 
1776] qu’on sait qui était curieux d’horlogerie, en avait une dans ce genre à ce 
que l’on nous a assuré. Mais M. Sarton, prétend que toutes celles qui ont été faites 
avant la sienne, n’avaient pas la propriété d’aller pendant qu’elles se remontent, ce 
qui diminuait par là beaucoup de leur mérite.

This watch is not absolutely new. The late Prince de Conti whom one knows was 
interested in watchmaking, had one of this kind, so we have been assured. But Mr 
Sarton claims that all those which were made before his, did not have the property 
of running while being wound up, which much decreased their merit.

There are two other statements regarding maintaining power. The first is from “Extrait 
des registres de L’Académie des Sciences de Paris, le 23 décembre 1778” (Hognoul, 1822, 
page 12-13; 2012, page 7):
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... qu’elles ne sont pas absolument nouvelles, y en ayant déjà eu de faites dans ce 
genre; que ces dernières ayant cependant l’inconvénient considérable de ne point 
aller pendant qu’elles se remontent, Mr Sarton a très bien remédié a cet inconvénient 
dans la sienne, par la construction qu’il lui a donnée ...

... they are not absolutely new, having already been made of this type; that these 
latter however have the considerable disadvantage not to run while they are wound, 
Mr Sarton has cured this disadvantage very well by his construction ...

The second is from Sarton (1789, page 18; 2012, page 5):

... l’Académie des Sciences de Paris (en 1778) qui a déclaré que l’auteur avait très-
bien remédié aux inconvénients et variations occasionnées dans les autres Montres 
de ce genre par le mécanisme du Remontoir ...

... Academy of Science of Paris (in 1778) which declared that the author had cured 
very well the disadvantages and variations caused in other watches of this kind by 
the winding mechanism ...

Because the precise wording is important, the original French has been provided. Leroy 
and Defouchy could not realise that some 230 years later their words would cause so many 
problems! 

The common interpretation of these words assumes that Sarton is referring specifically 
to the rotor mechanism. Certainly the statements only make sense in the context of a 
fusee. If this is correct, then all those that were made before his must have been shaking 
watches, because we have shown that the maintaining power hypothesis is mechanically 
impossible. Which raises an interesting distinction:

A watch without maintaining power cannot run while it is being wound. In principle, it 
can be wound at any time, as is the case with ordinary fusee watches, but it will not run 
during winding. However, a shaking watch cannot be wound while it is running, and must 
be wound in a special way. This is an alternative expression of the fact that it is a keyless 
mechanism and not a self-winding mechanism. 

Leroy and Defouchy make it clear that they had not seen other self-winding watches, and 
such a distinction would not mean anything to them. But Sarton must have seen shaking 
watches for him to make his claim. Indeed, we can suggest that Sarton bought or borrowed 
one, disassembled and examined it, and then designed his version, removing the pivoting 
bar and inserting planetary gears into the fusee. In which case he must have understood 
the distinction we have made. If so, surely he would have said:

But Mr Sarton claims that all those that were made before his, were useless, which 
much decreased their merit.

Or words to that effect.

Two other interpretations are possible:

(a) Prince de Conti’s watch was not a rotor watch and one of this kind simply refers to 
a self-winding watch and not to a particular design. But the watch must have had 
a fusee and, unless there existed self-winding watches of some unknown design 
that no one has seen, it would have to be a shaking watch based on Recordon’s 
fusee design. (If it used a small train as in Figure 8-5, page 90, it would be very 
easy to construct.)
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(b) The wording is sufficiently ambiguous for us to suggest that Sarton was not 
referring to self-winding watches at all. Instead, he was simply stating the 
obvious: Watches of this kind are ordinary verge-fusee watches, which do not have 
maintaining power. And the confusion has been caused by Leroy and Defouchy 
misinterpreting Sarton’s statement by relating two separate and independent 
remarks. Which is quite possible, as they had never seen a self-winding watch 
before. 

 This interpretation is supported by Joseph Tlustos (Figures 4-1 and 4-2, pages 
20-21): 

... the movement is not interrupted by the winding and thus is more correct 
than common watches

 In which case Prince de Conti’s watch could have had any type of self-winding 
mechanism. 

Only the last interpretation seems likely, but the significance of the statements may never 
be fully understood.
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Rotor Mechanism

17.1: Quantitative Comparison

Unfortunately, we cannot go back in time and talk to Perrelet, Saussure, Sarton and the 
other people involved in the development of the rotor mechanism. Instead, we must rely 
on the incomplete evidence that has survived to this day.

The result is that we do not know, with absolute certainty, what happened in the 1770s. 
All we can do is study the evidence and decide, hopefully beyond reasonable doubt, what is 
most likely to have occurred. 

In this situation, we can conclude the following:

(a) The Perrelet hypothesis: There is no evidence. Therefore, unless evidence is found, 
the hypothesis cannot be assessed.

(b) The Sarton hypothesis: There is documentary evidence that supports this 
hypothesis, but because there are some doubts it cannot be regarded as absolutely 
true. I consider that its probability is about 80%.

(c) The Sarton lied hypothesis: There is evidence which suggests Sarton was honest. 
However, the error in the 1778 diagram (Section 16.2) could be interpreted to mean 
he lied. This hypothesis is the inverse of (b), and I consider that its probability is 
about 20%.

(d) The ordinary watch hypothesis: This is the result of bad translation and its 
probability is 0%.

(e) The maintaining power hypothesis: This has a probability of 0% because the 
required mechanism cannot work.

(f) The shaking watch hypothesis: Although it might be possible to construct a 
working mechanism, the idea is not sensible. Further, in the context of Perrelet, 
it cannot have existed. So this hypothesis has a probability of 0%.

Only one conclusion can be drawn from the above analysis. Using Chapuis & Jaquet’s 
words:

It is a near certainty that in 1777 Hubert Sarton designed the rotor mechanism.
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17.2: Context

It is apparent that either Sarton designed the rotor watch or he lied, the other hypotheses 
being impossible. However, this creates a problem, because the Sarton lied hypothesis is 
independent of and unrelated to the Perrelet hypothesis (Chapter 14, page 155). There 
is no evidence linking the two hypotheses. Indeed, there is no evidence linking Perrelet to 
the rotor watch.

This is important because the argument:

Perrelet designed the rotor watch, therefore Sarton lied

is irrational. There is no link between the two assertions and other equally good, and 
equally irrational conclusions are possible:

Perrelet and Sarton independently designed the rotor watch.

Neither Perrelet not Sarton designed the rotor watch.

Perrelet and Sarton designed the rotor watch together.

Also, the conclusion that Sarton designed the rotor watch cannot be made in isolation.

First, we cannot reject the remarks made by Saussure in his diary. And so, if Sarton 
designed the rotor mechanism, then we must answer the question:

What type of self-winding mechanism did Abram Louys Perrelet design?

Second:

The rotor watch must be examined in context, and its relationship with the other 
four designs must be assessed. That is, Sarton and Perrelet cannot be considered 
in isolation.

In Chapters 14 to 16, I have deliberately followed the example set by other writers, and 
limited my study to just two people and a single mechanism. However, by doing this I have 
ignored other evidence which might have a significant impact on the conclusions.

For example, Sarton claimed that the watches made before his did not have the property 
of running while being wound up. But the September 1775 statement that Joseph Tlustos 
had made self-winding watches in which the movement is not interrupted by the winding 
contradicts this. This, and other problems, make it essential that we consider other 
questions; for example:

What did Perrelet know that led him to design a self-winding watch?

What did Sarton know that led him to design a self-winding watch?

Were there a number of entirely independent inventions, or were the various people 
interrelated in some way?

Without examining every aspect of the history between 1773 and 1779 it is not possible to 
draw any conclusions with confidence.
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18: In the Beginning, 
1773 to 1775

18.1: A Single Person?

The earliest documents to mention self-winding watches are the three reports in 1773 and 
1775.

First, in May 1773 there is the report of Joseph Tlustos inventing a self-winding watch. 
This report was published in Vienna; see Section 4.2, page 20.

Second, in August 1775 there is the report of Joseph Thustas inventing such a watch. This 
report, coming from Prague, was published in Leipzig; see Section 4.3, page 23.

Third, in September 1775 there is the report of Joseph Tlustos inventing a self-winding 
watch. This report, apparently coming from Vienna, was published in Munich; see Section 
4.2, page 21.

Both Thustas and Tlustos are described as imperial and royal court mechanics, but it is 
not clear which courts they served.

Because of the similarity of the names, it is sensible to ask if Joseph Thustas and Joseph 
Tlustos were one and the same person. There are three reasons to believe this is true:

(a) A Google search on possible name variations 
yielded the results in Table 18-1.

 Although all variants are rare, only Tlustos 
appears often.

(b) It must be remembered that books were 
typeset from hand written documents and 
typesetters, although competent with the 
language, had no special knowledge. As a 
consequence, errors almost never occur with 
normal text, but are likely to occur with 
strange words.

 Figures 18-1 (Mundschau, 2012-2013) and 18-2 (Wikipedia, 2013a) give examples 
of the two important names written in the German script Kurrent. Both are 
examples of “perfect” handwriting. But actual handwriting is often poor when 
compared with the ideal, and letters are frequently formed badly.

 First, the difference between a and o is small, and these letters are easily confused. 
Second, the letter l is similar to the letter h, and if it was written carelessly, so 
that it protruded below the line, the two could be confused. Certainly a typesetter 
could interpret a very uncommon family name in any of the first four ways in 
Table 18-1. But he would never spell Joseph incorrectly. Tlusios has been included 

Name Frequency

Tlustos  19

Tlustas  0

Thustos  1

Thustas  0

Tlusios  0

Table 18-1
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in Table 18-1 because the name is listed 
by Abeler (2010) and Kaltenböck (1993, 
page 256). 

 Abeler (2010, page 356) also lists Lustus 
(Tlustus) Josef, Wein (von Budweis) erw. 
1767, but it is not clear if the name is 
correct or an error.

(c) Most new developments involve only a 
very small number of people. It is only 
after new ideas have become well known that more people become involved, and 
these people usually create minor variations on the original designs. Their activity 
then prompts others to join in.

 Casalonga (2013) provides an interesting example of this phenomenon. With 
regard to patents for repeaters, only about 6 patents were taken out between 1849 
and 1884, but more than 100 patents were granted from then until about 1899. 
Then it seems people lost interest (perhaps they had run out of new possibilities?) 
and this burst of activity had ended completely by 1917.

 In the case of self-winding watches, very few people showed interest in them until 
the advent of the wristwatch. Indeed, as I have indicated in Chapter 2, I believe 
three people (Perrelet, Sarton and Breguet) created the basic designs in just two 
years, from the beginning of 1776 to the end of 1777. After this, a few people made 
these watches, but there was never any great interest in them, and only a few 
patents were taken out in the 19th century.

 Thus it seems unlikely that two people, Thustas and Tlustos, would have reported 
separate inventions within a month of each other.

(d) In October 1776 Joseph Gallmayr mentions an invention based on mercury 
(Figure 4-5, page 25):

 It goes without saying this invention is not a so-called perpetuum mobile, and even 
those with only an average knowledge of mechanics must admit the great error of 
those who, in the news announced from Vienna, wanted to explain the movement 
of the mechanism by mercury or quicksilver being in the machine.

 A similar statement was made in 1779 (page 30).

 But the mercury invention was by Thustas and the report of it came from Prague 
and was published in Leipzig! It is the first and third reports referring to Tlustos 
that emanated from Vienna and one was published in Gallmayr’s home town of 
Munich. 

 Was Gallmayr confused or did he know that Thustas and Tlustos were one and 
the same person? Clearly a contemporary report by someone with a great interest 
in the subject must be considered important and more reliable than later reports. 

(e) Both Tlustos and Thustas are described as Imperial and Royal Court Mechanics, 
but which courts are not clear. Indeed, one person could describe himself as 
the court mechanic to two different courts if he had done some minor work for 

Figure 18-1 Figure 18-2
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both, or even pretended to have been so appointed. The situation is similar to 
royal appointments in England. Appointments were sometimes granted for the 
slightest reason and the title was sometimes used even when the person had 
never been appointed. And bogus appointments, such as Watchmaker to the 
Admiralty (which never existed), were used. Mundschau (2012-2013) notes that 
the term Hofuhrmacher does not mean a real distinction. Every watchmaker who 
had repaired a clock for some noble gave himself this denomination. However, for 
the large courts an appointment was often (but not always) merited.

 Consequently, there must be some doubt regarding the court referred to in the 
Prague report and its significance. Unfortunately, although ICON (2013) includes 
Czech Republic publications, a brief search did not find any references to Thustas. 

The above argument is not very strong, especially because of the 1773 report, and there 
may have been two different people. For example, we can imagine that Tlustos had 
designed a self-winding watch, and the August report of the invention of Thustas forced 
him to republish his claim for a design. But in that case, why was the report published in 
Munich and not in the same Leipzig newspaper? 

Thus it seems more likely that we a dealing with one person, and my estimate is that the 
probability of one person is about 60% and of two people about 40%. But the difference is 
small.

18.2: Perpetual Motion?

The most important point in the August 1775 report (Figure 4-4, page 23) is the sentence:

The trick is, reportedly, mercury, which takes the place of the spring, and so 
prepared that it does not attack the metal.

It is clear that mercury is not used as a conventional weight to drive a self-winding 
mechanism; indeed, a mercury weight would have no advantages over a solid metal weight 
and many disadvantages. Thustas may be referring to a stable mercury amalgam of some 
sort, but this also would have no advantages over an ordinary metal weight.

But which spring is replaced? There are two possibilities:

(a) The mainspring: The first point to note is that the mainspring of a watch with a 
fusee cannot be wound directly; it must be wound by the fusee. And so this watch 
must be based on one with a going barrel. Second, the German is perfectly clear 
and welches die Stelle der Feder vertritt tells us that the mercury is not additional 
to the spring, but replaces it.

 This suggests the barrel is replaced by a container of mercury. But although the 
momentum of the mercury might provide a force to the watch train, it would 
alternate with an opposite force, when the train would not be driven or would 
be driven in reverse! However, the statement “the watch no longer works when 
it remains still for a long time” is confusing and contradictory because, with a 
mercury “barrel”, the watch would immediately stop when it ceases moving. The 
idea is impossible.
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(b) The balance spring: It is possible to design a watch in which the balance not only 
regulates the speed, but also drives the mechanism; this approach has been used 
in electric clocks and a few watches, where the mainspring is replaced by a system 
to impulse the balance. 

 But once again this is not practical, because the mercury has to be kept in motion 
and the watch can never be left still.

It is apparent that this design has more in common with the perpetual motion idea described 
in Chapter 3, page 15, than a practical solution to self-winding, a point Gallmayr makes. 
And the unavoidable conclusion is that Thustas could not have made such a watch and the 
report describes a perpetuum mobile, a fantasy and not a reality.

The May 1773 and September 1775 reports, Figures 4-1 and 4-2, pages 20-21, are 
more difficult to interpret, and they appear show that Tlustos had developed a practical 
solution. In particular:

(a) It is clearly stated that carrying the watch for one hour will wind it enough to run 
for three days. In contrast, Thustas stated that the watch no longer works when 
it remains still for a long time since it must be shaken to make it run. The two 
statements are consistent, but from different perspectives.

(b) It runs while it is being wound. The statement by Thustas that his watches run 
continuously when worn on the person and are so kept in motion implies the same 
property.

(c) The (fusee) chain cannot break. Sabrier wrote (Section 4.2, page 20) the 
elimination of the common problem of the chain breaking, which must be 
interpreted to mean the watch had a going barrel. But the two reports state die 
Kette nicht zu zersprengen, which is quite different, and it can be interpreted to 
mean that the watch did have a chain (and fusee) but the chain cannot break. 
However, all chains (and gut cords) are liable to break because of the force of a 
fully wound mainspring and the statement does not make sense. So it is likely 
that Sabrier’s interpretation is correct.

(d) A simple watch cost 100 ducats and a repeater cost 200 ducats. Thustas specified 
the same amounts.

And so the statements regarding Thustas and Tlustos are not incompatible, and they 
could be referring to the same mechanism. 

18.3: Dissemination

News of anything new in the world of watchmaking would have travelled swiftly to 
Switzerland.

Although some postal services may have existed, the main contact would have been through 
the networks of customers and bankers set up by the établisseurs and their travelling 
salesmen. 

For example, Figure 18-3 shows most of the locations where Philipe DuBois had contacts, 
up to the end of 1775. 
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DuBois had no direct dealings with Munich and Prague, but although most of his activity 
was in the western parts of Germany, he did have some contact with Leipzig (1769 to 
1777) and Vienna. And we can be sure that the different établisseurs, some of whom would 
have serviced these cities, shared information.

And so news of Thustas and Tlustos would probably have arrived in Switzerland at some 
time between the end of 1773 and the end of 1775.

18.4: But if there were two people?

Although the above argument is credible it is not strong, and we must consider the 
possibility that Tlustos and Thustas were two different people.

But this creates a serious problem. The reports in 1773 and 1775 (Figures 4-1 and 4-2, 
pages 20-21) have enough detail that they appear to describe a practical solution 
to the problem of self-winding. In which case Tlustos designed something about 3 years 
before Gallmayr and about 4 years before Perrelet. Although I will show that Gallmayr 
may not have made anything, the same cannot be said of Perrelet, and the 4-year gap is 
so large that we can be confident that the design of Tlustos must have been created before 
Perrelet designed a self-winding watch. 

And so, unless new evidence is found Tlustos was the first person to make a practical self-
winding watch.

Figure 18-3 (Google map)
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In support of this view are four, admittedly vague, statements 
given in Sections 3.2, page 17, and 4.1, page 19:

Ferdinand Berthoud (1802, volume 2, pages 172-173): 

This remontoir watch, invented in Germany, was brought 
to France around 1780 ...

Moinet (1853, Volume 2, page 507): 

This German invention, imitated in France ...

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 24; 1956, page 26): 

... a Nuremberg watchmaker had been the inventor of a 
perpetual watch ...

Dubois (1849, page 343): 

... a French ecclesiastic and a watchmaker from Vienna 
disputed this invention ...

Except for the mention of Nuremberg, these statements are 
consistent with the 1773 and 1775 reports. And if they are 
taken literally, in particular the word imitated, then they 
suggest the watch had a side-weight. This is supported by 
the negative argument (see Section 19.3, pages 196-197) 
that the inventors of the other four designs can be allocated to 
particular people, and only the side-weight with going barrel 
remains a possibility.

I must also note that, although Gallmayr mentions mercury 
and hence Thustas (Section 18.1, page 186), the fact that 
he appears to ignore the two reports concerning Tlustos may 
indicate that he deliberately hid his knowledge of them, 
because they show that he was not the first inventor. And so he 
may have known that there were two different people.

It should be noted that the names Tlustos and Thustas appear 
from nowhere and are not mentioned again after the three 
reports were published. In contrast, we have several references, 
over a period of time, to nearly all other people who claim to 
have designed self-winding watches (Gallmayr, Perrelet, 
Sarton, Recordon and Breguet); the exception is Forrer. Of 
course, new documents may be discovered in the future. But 
at this point in time it is reasonable to decide that Tlustos/
Thustas were ignored for a reason, and that reason, I believe, 
is that the “invention” was not practical or simple did not exist.
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1776 to 1779

19.1: Perrelet and the First Self-Winding 
Watch

Chapuis & Jaquet believe that Perrelet first made self-winding watches in about 1770, 
and Sabrier (2012, page 65) writes:

... the automatic winding system invented by Abraham Louis Perrelet around 1770

This and other frequent statements repeat this view. But the only evidence used to support 
these statement appears late Sabrier’s book (page 182), where he adds that:

... the motto Non Plus Ultra ... is relatively common on the oldest self-winding 
watches, made in the Le Locle region around 1770-1775.

However, the phrase Non Plus Ultra was used later than 1775. Sabrier (2012, page 126, 
Figure 81) shows a watch dated circa 1790, and the watch in Figure 3-6 (page 17) is 
circa 1780 but probably later. Sabrier also illustrates watches with this inscription that 
are ascribed to Moÿse Gevril & Fils, but he does not date them. The few watches by them 
that we have seen are all dated circa 1780 and one is signed 1781. So, unless an accurately 
datable watch turns up, this inscription cannot be used to claim early manufacture. Thus 
Sabrier provides no evidence or argument to justify backdating Perrelet’s work by five or 
six years, although, of course, the lack of evidence does not disprove his assertion. 

This dating raises two other questions: Why are there no documents or artefacts relating 
to Perrelet in the long period 1770 to 1776? Is it likely that such a significant invention 
was ignored for this long? These questions do not disprove Sabrier’s suggestion, but they 
do require us to take great care in interpreting what we know and what we are told, and 
to clearly recognise that such interpretations cannot be expressed as statements of fact. 

Sabrier’s decision to backdate Perrelet’s design by five or six years raises another important 
point: When analysing evidence we must be consistent. As we have a document dated 1778 
concerning Hubert Sarton, should we backdate his work to 1771? Perhaps more important 
is that we can no longer be sure which of the two takes precedence. In both cases we can 
only state that at some time in the previous seven years an event took place, but we do not 
know precise when, and so Sarton’s watch may pre-date Perrelet’s watch. 

These considerations are critical. Ignoring the inconclusive evidence for a pre 1770 
discovery, the development of self-winding watches occurred in the very short, seven-year 
period 1773 to 1779. Which means any doubt regarding dating can significantly change 
our interpretation.

There are six reasons to believe that the watch made by Perrelet was designed towards 
the end of 1775 or early 1776:
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(a) Although Saussure’s diary entry of Thursday 5 June 1777 (Figure 5-1, page 33) 
makes no mention of the type of mechanism used by Perrelet, he felt it necessary 
to mention Perrelet’s first watch, which did not work. That is, Perrelet must 
have deliberately told Saussure about this first watch, which he made without 
stop-work, and the need to redesign it. However, if he had been making these 
watches for up to seven years, there would be no reason to mention a single failure 
that had occurred a long time ago, and which had been followed by a number 
of successful watches. Even if Saussure had asked Perrelet “Are these watches 
difficult to make?” it is unlikely that he would mention a single early failure that 
had been corrected. 

 Thus we must conclude that the original watch had been made only a short time 
before Saussure visited Perrelet.

(b) Neither Saussure nor the Société des Arts suggest that Perrelet had already 
made many of these watches, and the wording of both imply that he had just 
started making them. Certainly Saussure describes Perrelet as the inventor of 
the watches, indicating more than one, but the words are ambiguous and cannot 
be taken to mean many watches. Also, the Société des Arts in Geneva (Figure 5-2, 
page 34) states that Mr Perelet en a déjà une forte commission. That is, a single 
commission for several watches. If he had been making these watches for several 
years we would expect him to have several separate orders.

 In addition, a commission suggests an order from an établisseur. The obvious 
possibility is that this was Philipe DuBois, but there is nothing in the existing 
records to support this suggestion.

(c) When commenting on the letter written by Perrot in 1780 (Figure 5-3, page 36), 
Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 30; 1956, page 32) state:

It seems very probable, therefore, that the invention of the “perpetual” watch by 
Perrelet can be attributed to the period 1770-1775, or even earlier.

 However, Perrot’s letter states the Perpetual pieces invented 2 or 3 years ago ... 
which puts the date at 1777-78. 

(d) Commenting on the manufacture of perpetual watches in Geneva, Chapuis & 
Jaquet (1952, page 40; 1956, page 42) write:

It is evident that if this “perpetual” watch was so widely known and apparently 
sold in fairly large quantities, its inventor must have been working on it a 
fairly long time, and it is not an exaggeration to say this creation must have 
originated a few years previously, perhaps in 1772, if not earlier. 

 However, they note that the enterprise in Geneva was launched a few years later 
than the report to the Société des Arts in Geneva (Figure 5-2, page 34); that is, 
about 1780. In which case a few years previously would be about 1775-1777 and 
not 1772.

(e) The Nouveau Journal Helvétique (Figure 8-21, page 99) states that:

... it is more than three years since pieces of this kind have been manufactured 
in our mountains, which have already spread into Russia, Germany, Spain 
and France.
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 That is, these watches were made about 1775-1776.

(f) Jeanneret and Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, pages 193-195) state: 

The first of the [self-winding] watches that he made were bought by Breguet 
and by Louis Recordon in London.

 Recordon was born in 1756 and, more importantly, moved to London at the end 
of 1778 or the beginning of 1779 (Figure 8-21, page 99). Even though he and 
Breguet cannot have bought the very first watches, Perrelet must have started 
making them only a short time before.

Clearly there is no evidence to support the 1770-1774 dating, and Perrelet’s design dates 
from not long before Saussure visited him.

But why did Perrelet, a virtually unknown Swiss watchmaker, design a self-winding 
watch?

Events very rarely, if ever, occur independently, but it is common for events to have 
precursors and form part of a chain of events. And, if I am right that Thustas and Tlustos 
are one person, then I can suggest such a chain of events.

It is commonly believed that the idea of perpetual motion was “in the air”, an idea that 
appeared regularly because of its appeal and the fame which would come to someone who 
succeeded it creating a perpetual motion machine. So it is possible that Tlustos was one 
person who was interested, and it led him to propose a watch based on mercury. 

Although the idea was first publicised (very vaguely) in 1773, it is likely that the report was 
ignored. Which is not to say that it did not reach Switzerland, but rather that no one was 
interested at that time. Certainly, it is unlikely that Perrelet knew about it. He probably 
got news from Philipe DuBois, but DuBois had no contact with Vienna from 1772 to 1780 
and may not have heard of the 1773 report from that city. However, he could have known of 
the 1775 report from Leipzig; see Section 18.3, page 188. Certainly, the report of August 
1775 would have aroused a response, if only of mirth, and it was sufficiently absurd to be 
worth repeating. Perrelet probably heard of it but, being a watchmaker, it would have 
been obvious to him that a watch based on mercury was a fantasy. However, within the 
idea was something potentially sensible, the use of a weight that moved. Although a liquid 
weight replacing the spring did not make sense, a moving weight could wind a spring, and 
Thustas had, accidentally, suggested something feasible. In contrast, the idea of De. co. 
(Section 3.1, page 15), which is equally absurd, is a dead end, having nothing in it that 
could be interpreted as a moving weight and so lead to a more sensible idea.

If this view is correct, then it confirms my conclusion that Perrelet designed (and probably 
made) a self-winding watch at the end of 1775 or at the beginning of 1776. And he was the 
first person to create a working, practical mechanism.

But what did Perrelet design? It is my opinion that:

About the end of 1775 Abram Louys Perrelet designed and made a side-weight 
watch with a going barrel and, probably, a cylinder escapement. After that, a small 
number were produced and tested over the next year or more. They became known 
to a few people, and in 1776 Perrelet received an order for a number of them.
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The evidence for a side-weight mechanism with a going barrel is circumstantial because 
no documents exist which specify the type of mechanism made by Perrelet. 

First, as we have noted (Section 5.3, page 40), in 1766 Osterwald (1766, pages 72-73; 
2008, page 20) stated that:

His son Abraham Louis [Perrelet] makes watches with ratchet and with cylinder.

Irrespective of the meaning of ratchet, it is clear that Perrelet had been making cylinder 
escapement watches for about ten years prior to making a self-winding watch. The 
important feature of the cylinder escapement is that it does not require a fusee, and it is 
reasonable to assume some or all of Perrelet’s watches had going barrels. 

That Perrelet made cylinder escapement watches is very important, because a self-winding 
watch with a going barrel is much simpler than one with a verge-fusee mechanism, and 
the problems of maintaining power and decoupling do not occur. Given a choice between 
the two, I am sure Perrelet would have used the former.

Although cylinder escapement watches were rare compared to verge-fusee watches, they 
were not uncommon. One example is in the 1769 inventory (DuBois, 1758-1824, Inventory 
Book 1, page 78), where four cylinder escapement watches are listed, Figure 19-1. 

Second, the watches made at that time in the Mountains, the Neuchâtel region, are 
described as à saccade (Figure 5-4, page 36) and à secousse (Figure 12-9, page 136). 
There can be no doubt that both words are used in the sense of jerk, a sudden, sharp 
movement. 

The 1781 letter of Abbé Desprades (Figure 5-4, page 36) is especially important, because 
he is quite explicit, writing:

Several people ... were soon frightened by the jerky movement felt while walking 
[with] this new type of weight added to the watch ...

Unfortunately, cette espèce de nouveau balancier is ambiguous, but in this context it must 
mean this new type of pendulum or weight.

It is obvious that the side-weight design, with a very heavy weight pivoting at the edge of 
the movement, will cause the whole movement and case to jerk in response to the weight 
hitting the case or the banking springs. Banking springs would reduce the effect, but 
not eliminate it. In contrast, a rotor watch will not jerk. Certainly there might be some 
sympathetic movement, but it would be small.

In addition, Jeanneret and Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, pages 193-195) state: It was he 
[Perrelet] who invented perpetual or jerking [à secousse] watches.

Figure 19-1
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And Dubois (1849, page 343) notes:

C’est à lui que nous devons les montres à masse, qui se remontent d’elles-mêmes 
par l’effet des petites secousses qu’elles éprouvent en les portant. 

To [Breguet] we owe the watches with weights, which wind themselves by the effect 
of the small jerks they experience while carrying them. 

As Breguet is supposed to have got his idea from Perrelet (via Recordon), the latter’s 
watches must also have been à secousses.

Third, the inscription on the DuBois & Fils watch in Figures 5-16 to 5-18 (page 49) links 
Perrelet to the side-weight mechanism with going barrel. 

It has been possible to date this watch accurately. The inscriptions on the case, Figure 
19-2, are the Neuchâtel chevrons with a border, the case maker PHMD, with the M and D 
joined, and the case serial number 1490.

Although the name of this case maker is not known, he supplied cased to Philipe DuBois 
and he appears in three inventories, Table 19-1 and Figures 19-3 to 19-6.

Inventory High Serial Number

30 January 1819 37 Figure 19-3

4 January 1821 403 Figures 19-4, 19-5

11 January 1823 1001 Figure 19-6

Table 19-1

Figure 19-2

Figure 19-3

Figure 19-4
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We can deduce that PHMD started making cases at the end of 1818. In the two years 1819 
and 1820 he averaged 200 cases per year, and in the two years 1820-1822 he averaged 300 
cases per year. Extrapolating these figures indicate that case 1490 was made in the second 
half of 1824.

Abram Louys Perrelet was alive when this watch was made (he died in 1826). And many 
people in Le Locle, including DuBois & Fils, would have known of Perrelet’s involvement 
with self-winding watches. So the case inscription Systeme Abram-Louis Perrelet au Locle 
can be regarded as primary evidence.

The case inscriptions have been used to date the watch because there is no visible serial 
number on the movement, although it might be punched on the inside of a plate. Not all of 
the watches in Figures 12-6 to 12-9 (pages 135-136) are listed with serial numbers. This 
again raises the possibility that some special watches were made without serial numbers.

Although not directly relevant, I should note that Jeanneret and Bonhôte (1863, volume 2, 
pages 193-195) state that Perrelet

adapted a device to them which made it possible to wind them with a key when 
they were not carried.

Perhaps this indicates that Perrelet designed these self-winding watches made by DuBois.

Finally, it is said that Louis Recordon got his design from Perrelet and, from his patent 
and the documents presented in Section 8.5 (page 97) it is clear that this was a side-
weight mechanism.

Therefore we can be confident that the watches made by Perrelet used a side-weight 
mechanism with going barrel. 

Another approach to this question is possible. At the moment only five different designs 
are known and, ignoring minor variants, it is unlikely that there are any others. So which 
designs could be attributed to Perrelet? Although I have not yet discussed the origins of all 
designs, the origins of four are:

Figure 19-5

Figure 19-6
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(a) Rotor: Hubert Sarton.

(b) Barrel remontoir: Abraham-Louis Breguet.

(c) Verge-fusee in Recordon’s patent: Probably Breguet.

(d) Center-weight: This is almost certainly derived from the rotor and side-weight 
designs and so is a later development.

These attributions are likely. In which case the only design that Perrelet could have 
created, if he did not copy someone else, is the side-weight with going barrel.

By the end of 1776, Perrelet could have made at most eight self-winding watches (at one 
per month), but probably much less; see Section 5.5, page 51. The purchasers would have 
been royalty and the very wealthy, who travelled around Europe reasonably frequently, 
except when wars and other problems intervened. So news of Perrelet’s work would have 
become known quite quickly.

19.2: Gallmayr the Fretter

Unlike Sarton, who was a competent watch and clock maker, Joseph Gallmayr appears to 
have been the opposite.

His biography (Section 4.4, page 24) indicates that his education did not include clock 
and watchmaking, and he was described as a Fretter. Mundschau (2012-2013) notes that 
today this German word means a bad teacher or miser, but in the context of Gallmayr, 
in the 18th century, it meant that he was somebody without any education. Abeler (2010, 
page 172) and Stahl (2000) state that his contemporaries described him as a Pfuscher (a 
botcher, blunderer or bungler) and a Brotabzwacker (an insult, literally a bread extortionist 
who hindered real clockmakers from earning their living). Mundschau states, in slightly 
different words, that Gallmayr was someone who pretended to be what he was not, a 
confidence trickster, and he was never accepted by his colleagues.

The list of 29 inventions (Munich, 1779, pages 273-276) is interesting; it is given in Figures 
19-8 to 19-13, with a modernised transcript, at the end of this section. Nowhere does 
Gallmayr include his name, but it is clear that he wrote it. 

I will comment on five of these 29 items:

(a) Item 1: The Apostle clock. If König (1982) is correct (it must be remembered that 
she does not provide sources) then he did not make it, he just repaired it. The 
date, 1741, is interesting. It appears that he did not repair the Apostle clock until 
he was 28 years old, and so he probably arrived in Munich when he was 26 or 27 
years old.

(b) Item 2: In the year 1746, for the highness, the Elector, I have made a pair of 
shoes. In one heel a watch, and in the second a carillon with seven bells. (See 
Figure 3-5, page 15)

 These creations are irrational and would probably be beyond the ability of even 
the greatest watchmakers:

 First, in order to determine the time, the Elector would have to remove one of his 
shoes! 
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 Second, at every step a weight of about 70 kg would be put on the heel and this 
force would be transmitted to the winding mechanism and the stop work. Even 
if there was some gearing, which would probably be external to the watch, the 
likelihood of the watch surviving more than a few steps is negligible. The same 
problem occurs with the music box in the other heel. And the forces would be too 
great even if the watch was mounted vertically in the side of a very high heel.

 Third, in order to wind the watch the heel must be able to move relative to the 
watch in it, which means there must be a gap somewhere. But, unless the Elector 
avoided all water, the watch would soon become wet and rust. 

 Fourth, the watch could not face outwards, because walking on any rough surface 
would break the glass, hands and dial. (This would be inevitable even if there 
was a hunter cover.) It could face inwards if it was protected from the heel of the 
Elector; otherwise his weight would cause the same damage. As above, it could 
have been placed in the side of the heel, which would avoid most of this problem.

 Fifth, Gallmayr was not a watchmaker.

 We must conclude that Gallmayr had a fantasy and probably lied. This is not 
surprising, because König (1982, page 64) notes that: 

He tortured himself with the fashionable craze of the time regarding perpetual 
motion.

(c) Item 3: In 1747. A machine with musicians, two of them playing violins, the 
third sitting on a canopic jar [playing another string instrument], beneath their 
feet are a pair of dressed figures who dance neatly. These statues naturally grip 
with their fingers, and use the violin bow as does a living man.

 This should be compared with other automata, such as “The Writer” by Pierre 
Jaquet-Droz, Figure 19-7, and the “Draughtsman-Writer” by Henri Maillardet 
(Franklin Institute, 2013).

 The Jaquet-Droz mechanism has about 6,000 
parts and moves one arm so that it can write a 
sequence of letters: 

The text is coded on a wheel (at the bottom) where 
characters are selected one by one. He uses a 
goose feather to write, which he inks from time 
to time, including a shake of the wrist to prevent 
ink from spilling. His eyes follow the text being 
written, and the head moves when he takes some 
ink” (Wikipedia, 2013c). 

 But Gallmayr’s automaton is vastly more 
complex, requiring three coordinated 
mechanisms and each must move both arms and 
the fingers on one hand. It is much more complex 
than the automata of Jaquet-Droz, Maillardet 
and Jacques de Vaucanson (a flute player and a 
digesting duck that no longer exist). Figure 19-7
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 That is, after little education, no experience, and at the start of his career, 
Gallmayr was the greatest automata maker of the time. It is not credible.

 If this automaton existed, and it probably did not, then most likely it was very 
simple, with the figures crudely mimicking the movements and the music 
generated by a separate music box.

(d) Item 7: A Turkish flute player. This is also not credible. As well as the complexity 
of the mechanism, we are told that:

… and when I asked him if he starts to play soon, like a person he gave me the 
answer, yes! and then played four pieces.

 Either the automaton could detect sound, impossible with 18th century technology, 
or it was a fraud with a human dressed as and behaving like a statue, as was the 
famous “automaton” of a chess player (Wikipedia, 2013d).

(e) Item 17: A self-propelled carriage. Gallmayr admits that this carriage was a fraud, 
stating that it was moved by a person hidden in it. And, as he was not a carriage 
builder or a wheelwright, his only involvement would have been its design. It is 
surprising that this rather trivial idea is included in the list, especially as a single 
person moving a carriage with people in it would soon become exhausted.

From these examples I can only conclude that Gallmayr was indeed a fretter and a fraud.

This consistently negative view of Gallmayr raises an important question:

What is the significance of the October 1776 report in which Gallmayr claims to 
have made a self-winding watch? (See Figure 4-5, page 25)

Five aspects of this report are significant:

(a) It begins with the statement:

Joseph Gallmeyr, the current Court mechanic of his Highness the Elector, has 
just brought a new invention to an unsurpassed perfection ...

 Although vague, this suggests that Gallmayr did not invent a self-winding watch, 
but improved an existing design.

(b) The report notes that:

This invention was announced some months ago in various gazettes in Vienna. 
However, we have reliable information that neither the invention nor the 
inventor can be called into question ...

... those who, in the news announced from Vienna, wanted to explain the 
movement of the mechanism by mercury or quicksilver being in the machine.

 Searches of the Wienerisches Diarium and Gothaische gelehrte Zeitung using 
ANNO (2013) found no mention of Gallmayr, and only two relevant articles were 
found: Tlustos (Figure 4-1, page 20), dated 1773, and Magellan (Figure 8-22, 
page 101), dated 1780. The search covered 1768-1780 and a number of spelling 
variations for Gallmayr were tried. Also, other searches used the words sackuhr, 
sack uhr, sackuhren, sack uhren and uhren. That is, the only possible report was 
three years earlier and not some months earlier. And the only contemporary 
report (Figure 4-2, page 21) was published in Munich and not Vienna.
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 It is clear that Gallmayr was referring to Tlustos and accusing him of stealing his 
invention. But as we have been told that he had “just brought a new invention 
to an unsurpassed perfection” he cannot be referring to the 1773 report and he 
probably did not know that it existed. 

(c) The information given in the 1773 and 1775 reports (Figures 4-1 and 4-2, pages 
20-21) is the same as that in the 1776 report, with one exception. Tlustos 
states that his watch will run for 3 days, whereas Gallmayr suggests his will run 
for only 30 hours: 

 Should one leave the watch lying for more than 30 hours until it stops, ...

 So is the 1776 report repeating the 1773 and 1775 reports? That is, did Tlustos 
steal the idea from Gallmayr, or did Gallmayr steal it from Tlustos?

(d) The report states that:

He has made hundreds of tests and models, for which he can provide evidence, 
before arriving at his successful idea.

 To have made so many tests and so many models indicates that Gallmayr had 
been working on the idea for many years, which is very unlikely. But the only 
earlier references are to Tlustos and Thustas. This also suggests that Gallmayr 
“borrowed” the idea.

(e) The report ends:

Now the watch is perfected and complete, the inventor will be delighted to 
disclose his secret, as soon as he receives the richly deserved reward for his 
troublesome labours.

 This refusal to disclose the design is strange. 

So the evidence suggests two possibilities. Either Gallmayr lied and the report is a 
fabrication, or Gallmayr obtained a watch from someone else and claimed it to be his 
invention. 

Although the former is more likely, we should consider the latter and answer the question: 
Who made the watch that Gallmayr described? The only possibility is Perrelet, because 
only he had successfully made a self-winding watch early enough for Gallmayr to buy one.
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Artic. VIII. Neue Erfindungen, und Bücher-
Anzeigen. Dass es in unserm Vaterlande Baiern auch 
Künstler gebe, die zu neuen Erfindungen aufgelegt 
sind; wollen wie zum Beweise, und der Nachwelt zur 
Nachricht folgende Anzeige hierher bringen.

1) Im Jahre 1744. Das Erste, was ich in der Mechanik 
probiert, und mit meinem heiligen Schutzengel 
zu stand gebracht habe, ist, mich des Holzes zur 
Bewegung zu bedienen, das nicht, wie das Metall 
mit Öl einzuschmieren braucht: (allerlei Versuche 
werden ohnehin erst durch die Erfahrung zum 
Resultat gebracht, welches den Mechanikum weiters 
belehrt). Eine Uhr von Holzte welche die Planeten 
Zeigt, wie die zwölf Apostel die Stunde schlagen, der 
Engel unter wehrender vier Viertelstunde zu der 
Mutter Gottes herauskommt, und der heilige Geist 
aus der Wolken sich auf die Mutter Gottes herunter 
lässt, und wie der himmlische Vater mit der Zepter 
in der Hand die Benediktion gibt.

2) Im Jahre 1746. Sr. Churfl. Durchl. hab ich ein 
paar Schuhe gemacht, in einem Schuhsteckel eine 
Uhr, in dem zwenten eine Carilion, wo sich 7 Glocken 
in dem zwenten Steckel befunden, und alle 15 Tritt 
von sich selbst auf den Glocken ein Stückl gemacht, 
und auch die Uhr im ersten Steckl mit 15 Tritt sich 
selbst aufgezohen, welche 24 Stund gegangen.

3) Im Jahre 1747. Eine Maschine v.z Musikanten, 
von denen 2 die Violine geigen, der Dritte mit dein 
Pass auf einem Kanope sitzend; unter ihren Füssen 
sind ein paar gekleidete Figuren, welche ordentlich 
tanzen. Diese Statuen haben in Natura ihre Griff 
mit den Fingern, und ihre Strich mit den Geigen-
Bogen gemacht, wie es ein lebender Mensch macht.

4) Im Jahre 1748. Ein Globus caelestis, den das Werk 
treibt; die Sonne, welche alle Täge in ihren Grad 
steigt, und in einem Jahre alle 12 Himmelszeichen 
durchgegangen hat, so den Wachstum oder Abnahm 
des Tages verursachet; die Sonn muss alle Tage um 12 Uhr unter den Meridian sehn, der 
Sternlauf aber muss alle Tag um einen Grad weiter gehen: und in einem Jahr muss das 
primum mobile um einmal mehr als die Sonne herumgehen.

5) Im Jahre 1749. Habe ich inventiert, dass bei U. L. Frau Stift der Hahn auf der Uhr 
krähet, wenn man ihn aufzieht. Eine Wasser-Uhr, auf der sich ein Schiffer in einem 
Schiffel befindet, und mit einem Angel die Stunden auf den Ziffern weiset, nämlich mit 
magnetischer Kraft: er fährt um das Ufer herum; wenn man ihn herausnimmt, und wieder 
hineinwirst, so fährt er Vexirweise herum, endlich aber kommt er wiederum auf seine 
gehörige Stund.

Figure 19-8
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6) Im Jahre 1750. Einen Kanarienvogel, welcher 
in seinem Käfig von einem Spreißel zum andern 
hüpft, und unterschiedliche Stücken zu pfeifen 
anfängt.

7) Im Jahre 1751. Ein türkisch gekleideter 
Flauto-Traversist in Mannsgrösse, der die Flauto-
Travers wie ein lebend gelernter Mensch bläst, 
mit Vorschläg und Mantren, und mit dem Fuße 
den Takt giebt; wenn ich ihn fragte, ob er bald 
zu blasen anfängt, gab er mir wie ein Mensch zur 
Antwort, ja! und blies sodann vier Stücke.

8) Im Jahre 1752. Ein Moperhund, der auf einen 
Prif aus seinem Häusgen herausspaziert, wie 
ein lebender Hund bellet, und solang fortgeht, 
bis er endlich Wasser machen muss; wenn er 
fertig ist, geht er wieder fort: bis ihn endlich die 
Hauptnotdurst angreist, als dann hockt er nieder 
auf die hintern 2 Füße, und macht etliche drockne 
weisse Pölleln von Stopselholz, die man wieder 
zusamklauben, und dem Hund eingeben muss: 
dieses mechanische Knuppückgen hat ein grosser 
Prinz bestellt, für die Kunpkammer.

9) Eine Organistin Cäcilia [saint Cecilia] genannt 
mit einer schön gezierten Orgel. Diese schlagt 
mit ihren Finger und Füssen das Pedal so 
vortreplich, dass der Organist, ein Franziskaner 
P. Ehrnsogonus genannt, der die Stücke selbst 
komponiert hat, gesagt: er wär nicht im Stande 
diese Stücke besser zu schlagen, als es diese von 
Wachs poussierte Cäcilia gemacht, welche Figur 
Se. Königliche Hoheit der Prinz Carl in Brüssl, 
wie auch den türkische gekleideten Flauto-
Traversisten bekommen, und gekauft hat.

10) Im Jahre 1756. Aus höchster Anbefehlung Sr. Churfl. Durchl. von Kölln habe ich zu 
Bonn in der neu - erbauten Capuciner-Kirche einen Tabernakel verfertiget, an dem sich 
die Thür selbst eröffnet, und in zwei Theile wieder verschließt: aus diesem Tabernakel 
kommen auf beeden Seiten zween Engel auf einem Gewölfe mit brinnenden Kerzen 
heraus, und stellen alsdann die Kerzen auf die Seite: indessen kommt die Monstranze 
hervor, die sich selbst wehrendem Herauskommen mit Stralen beleuchtet: vor dieser sind 
zween Cherubim in Mannsgrösse, diese fallen langsam auf ihre Knie nieder, von denen 
jeder wehrendem Riederbengen die grösste Ehrfurcht bezeuget: obenauf seht ein Pelikan 
mit seinen Jungen, der die Flügel langsam bewegt, woben sich die Jungen bewegen.

Figure 19-9
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11) Im Jahre 1761. Eine perpetuierliche Optik; 
wenn man mit einem Perspektiv hineinsteht, 
jederzeit eine andere Vorstellung von terminierten 
Kupfer vorkommt: üben diesen befindet sich eine 
Schubladen in dieser Schatulle, welche, wenn 
man sie herauszieht, ein Gartenbeet formiert, und 
in selben ein merkurialische Springbrunnen sich 
befindet, der 4 bis 5 Minuten springt: nach diesem 
darf man die Schubladen nur hineinschieben, und 
wieder heraus, so springt er wieder wie vor: neben 
diesem befinden sich zwen andere Schubladen 
mit etlichen Rumern; tut man diese Rumern in 
der unteren verändern wie man will, so werden 
doch in der Obern Schubladen allzeit eben diese 
Rumern sehn, obenher befinden sich etliche 
illuminierte Figuren, zieht man oben eine heraus, 
ist unten die nämliche vor einem Fensterl; steckt 
man diese oben wieder hinein, und nimmt eine 
andere heraus, kommt eben diese unten wieder 
vor, die man von der Obern herausgenommen: 
diese Schatul ist bei hiesiger Akademie. (Die 
Einleger ins Lotto könnten manchen Estrate da 
gewiss machen.)

12) Im Jahre 1762. Ein Lämsetzl, den ich zu 
Ehren Sr. Churfl. Durchl. Geburtstag gemacht 
habe: wenn man sich auf diesen fetzt, dass er 
allzeit ein Stückgen hören lässt, als wenn drei die 
Flauto-Travers blieben. Kann niemals aufgezohen 
werden, sondern durch das Riedersitzen zieht 
es sich selbst wieder auf, soviel als es ein Stück 
nötig hat; es macht 6 bis 8 Stücke, und auf jedes 
Riedersitzen ein Stück, man mag hernach sitzen 
bleiben, oder aufstehen, so macht es doch sein 
Stuck aus.

13) Im Jahre 1762. Eine Schatulle mit 5 
Schubladen: wenn man in jede einen baieris. 
Thaler hineinlegt, und sperrt selbe zu, so ist alles Geld, wenn man wieder hineinsieht, 
verschwunden, und niemand findet dasselbe wieder; außer man müsste, der den Vorteil 
nicht weiß, das ganze Werk zerbrechen, diese Schatulle ist kleiner als ein Trüchel, auf 
welchen man die Vögel abrichtet.

14) Im Jahre 1763. Eine Feldschlange aus Holz gedreht, mit Messing überzohen. Diese wird 
mit Wind und eisenen Kardätschenkugln geladen: diese Stück wurde Sr. Churfl. Durchl. zu 
Rymphenburg ao. 1763 vorgezeigt, welches über 200 Schritte auf ein jenseits des Wassers 
ausgestecktes Ziel gereicht, und durch das sehr dicke Brett mit einer Kardetschenkugel 
durchgeschlagen. Dieses Windstück wurde in das hiesige Zeughaus ordiniert.

Figure 19-10
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15) Eine Große Säe und Bau Maschine mit 
zwei Räder, eine Truhe darauf, in welche das 
Getreide geschüttet wird, nebenbei obgemalte 
Truhen mit einem Register versehen ist, wann 
der Boden gut oder schlecht, dass man viel oder 
wenig zusamm lassen kann: in der Are befindet 
sich eine verborgene Walze, die eben wieder ihre 
verborgenen Einfähle zusammen hält, und auf 
keinen Pifing mehr, oder weniger fallen kann, 
darnach das Register gezohen wird, kann man 
viel oder wenig zusamm lassen. Hinter dieser 
Truhe gehen zwei aneinanderhängende Egen 
mit 3 oder 4 Walzen auf spanische Relterart 
gemacht, die alle ihre Spitze in die Erde hinein 
stecken, damit der Saame hinein gedruckt wird, 
oder selbst nachfallet: hinter diesen spanischen 
Reitern sind 2 oder 3 Gänge ordinäre Egen mit 
Nägel, wie sonst die gewöhnlichen Egen sind, 
damit es gleich wird, der Saame unter die Erde 
kommt, und nicht so viel in die Furche fällt, 
dass ihn die Vögel auffressen können, und vom 
Wasser nicht so sehr ertränkt und erstickt 
wird, sondern alles mit Rutzen und in Ordnung 
aufgehen kann.

16) Ein Gaukler, der von 12 Staffeln herunter 
gaukelt, und sodann auf dem Boden stehen 
bleibt: ist mit Merkur inventiert.

17) Ein Wagen, der von sich selbst geht, in dessen 
Kraften aber ein Mann verborgen sehn muss; wie 
dieser Mann in dem Kraften geht, eben so geht 
der Wagen, lauft er, lauft der Wagen ebenfalls.

Zeither, weiters folgende Stücke.

18) Ein Schreiber, welcher, wenn man ihm 
einen Namen angibt, den man will, die Feder 
eindünkt, selbe ausschwingt, und den Namen 
also Schreibt. Der ihm aber die Hand führen muss, diesen sieht man nicht, und ist weit 
von der Figur entfernet, doch muss dieser verborgene Mann den Namen hören, den man 
der Statue angibt. Neben dieser Figur sitzt ein Hündgen, welches, wenn man ihm den 
Esel zeigt, eben wie ein kleines lebendes Hündgen bellet.

19) Ein Wasserwerk, auf Sr. Churfl. Durchleucht Namensfeste, so durch einen Reib 6 
verschiedene Sprünge macht, neben diesen Sr. Churfl. Durchl. Name M. I. Ein Luft-
Wasserwerk, welches mit 60 Maaß Wasser, und der übrige Raum mit Luft angefüllt ist, 
viele Stunden springt, der gleichen eines Hr. Graf Leoni von mir hat. Item eine Daube, 
wenn mans aufgezogen hat, ist sie aus der Hand, und ackerlang weit geflogen.

Figure 19-11
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20) Einen Maller, der die hohen Fürstenpersonen 
mallt, und mit seiner Magnetischen Kunst vorstellt.

21) Einer Mannsperson, welche durch die Krankheit 
die ganze Rase vom Gesichte weckgefressen worden, 
dass selbe nur mit harter Mühe essen und trinken, 
keineswegs aber reden konnte, habe eine andere 
Rase gemacht, wodurch dieselbe nicht nur allein 
zur vollkommenen Sprache gelanget, sondern auch 
im Essen und Trinken nicht die mindeste Hindernis 
verspüret hat.

22) Uhren, die keine Auferziehung vonnöten, 
sondern sich selbst aufziehen.

23) Item hab ich einer Militär-Person der, der dicke 
Schenkel zur Hälfte abgenommen werden müsste, 
einen andern gemacht, dass er mit meiner ihm 
angebrachten Maschine, wie andere Männer wieder 
gehen konnte, ohne sonderbare Kenntnis, das der 
andere Fuß nur Holz und gemachtes Gelenke am 
Knie sehe.

24) Ein Schießstadt ohne Uhrwerk, sondern alles 
durch verborgene Luft getrieben wird. Erstens 
kommt ein Jäger mit der Flinte aus seiner Hütte 
heraus, und schiest auf die Scheibe, nach diesem 
folgt der Zieler, ist es schwarz geschossen, das Ziel 
getroffen auf der Scheibe, bückt er sich nieder, 
und zeigt den Hintern her, und geht wieder fort. 
Nachdem zeigt sich auf einen Zug ein ganzer Wald, 
aus welchem ein Hirsch springt, auf den der Jäger 
schießt, dass er samt dem Pfeil in die Grube fällt, 
und zwei Hunde an selben hangen, die ein anderer 
Jäger beim Halsband nimmt, und zurückzieht, bis 
der Luft ausgegangen.

25) Eine Figur, welche einen Schuhe hoch gewesen, 
und mit elektrischer Lift verfertiget, welche in einer Hand eine Glocken, in der andern 
einen Hammer hat: man muss 4 oder 5 Schritte von dieser entfernt stehen, und die kleine 
Ketten von dieser Figur halten, und von selber begehren, wie viel es schlagen solle, so 
wird sie es tun.

26) Ein Klavier mit Pfeifen, in welchem der Wind selbst durch das Schlagen in die Pfeifen 
kommt, und ihre ordentliche Töne gibt, und man fortschlagen kann, so lang man will.

27) Eine Sack, oder Taschen Maschine, wider die Diebe, so den Leuten in die Säcke greifen, 
durch welche Maschine sich diese Diebe selbst fangen: da sie aber ausreißen wollen, die 
Hand jämmerlich zurichten, wann sie sich nicht auslesen lassen: dieses haben von mir 
selbst schon viele erfahren, und ich habe es auch vor etliche Jahren bei Hofe produzieren 
müssen.

Figure 19-12
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28) Einen Hut, den man unter dem Arm tragen 
muss, und wenn es regnet, statt eines Regendaches 
brauchen kann.

29) Dermalen arbeite ich an einer Maschine, 
mittels welcher ein ganzes Moos ohne menschliche 
Hilfe ausgetrocknet, und das Wasser abgeführte 
werden kann. Wenn diese zu Stande kommt, und 
für tauglich befunden wird: so verhoffe ich, dem 
Vaterlande in Ansehung des Ackerbaues und der 
Kultur ersprießliche Dienste zu leisten.

19.3: The Prince de Conti

The 1778 report to the Paris Academy, Figure 7-6, page 60, includes the interesting 
statement:

This watch is not absolutely new. The late Prince de Conti, whom one knows was 
interested in watchmaking, had one of this kind, so we have been assured.

As I have noted, the Prince de Conti is Louis François de Bourbon, born 13 August 1717, 
died 2 August 1776. That is, the Prince may have had a self-winding watch some time 
before August 1776.

So, from whom did he get it?

There are three possibilities:

(a) Tlustos: But I have shown that Tlustos and Thustas were probably one and the 
same person and the invention was a fantasy.

(b) Perrelet: It would seem that, by about the middle of 1776, Perrelet was the only 
person who had made a successful self-winding watch. And so we must conclude 
that the Prince de Conti’s watch probably came from Perrelet.

(c) Gallmayr: It is very unlikely that Gallmayr could have made a self-winding watch, 
but he might have sold a watch made by Perrelet to the Prince.

This assumes that the Prince had such a watch, but this may not be true. Leroy & Defouchy 
had not seen it and simply report a vague, third-hand statement that someone said he has 
one. 

But one piece of evidence appears to contradict this. On 8 April 1777 the Prince de Conti’s 
effects were sold (Remy, 1777) and pages 396 to 403 list the clocks and watches. There 
are 19 clocks, 11 gold watches and one silver watch, but none of the watches are self-
winding. It could be argued that there was a self-winding watch and a member of the 
family retained it as a keepsake. But other watches in the sale were far more interesting, 
both for their appearance and their makers, and it does not seem credible that these would 
have been passed over and a less notable watch chosen.

It is interesting to compare this sale with the sale of the effects of Duc Charles de Lorraine 
(Bruxelles, 1781) only four years later. That catalogue (pages 31-34) lists over 100 clocks 

Figure 9-13
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and 52 watches, of which two are self-winding. (Given the link to Sarton, these were 
probably rotor watches.) It is apparent that the Duc Charles de Lorraine was a collector, 
but the Prince de Conti was not. 

So I think it is somewhat more likely that de Conti never owned a self-winding watch and 
the third-hand report was wrong.

19.4: Breguet and the Barrel Remontoir 
Watch

Breguet himself said that he “perfected” the self-winding watch about 1780 (Section 9.2, 
page 104), a date confirmed by his grandson in 1832 (Salomons, 1921, page 72; Chapuis 
& Jaquet, 1952, page 67; Chapuis & Jaquet, 1956, page 72). 

However, Emmanuel Breguet (1997, page 36) states:

In a first survey of his inventions, drawn up in 1796, Breguet dated the start of his 
studies and ‘meditations’ on the subject [of perpetual watches] back to about 1771 
... taking credit merely for the invention of a system that was reliable and effective: 
an oscillating weight ‘à secousses’ [with shakes or with jerks] ... In the absence of 
any documentation, it is impossible to date this invention precisely. 1778? 1779? 
Or perhaps as early as 1775?

Emmanuel Breguet (2013) has confirmed the date 1771, noting that in the survey of 
inventions Breguet speaks about the result of “25 years of meditation”. 

Backdating the invention only to 1775 or later, four or more years after Breguet’s date is 
interesting. 

Relevant to this is Breguet’s circumstances. In 1775, being newly married and having just 
set up in business (Section 9-1, page 103), his main concern must have been putting food 
on the table for his wife and sister. In addition, although he may have been introduced 
to the Court earlier, without a reputation and without a wealthy clientele he would not 
find a market for the idiosyncratic and very expensive watches which were to become his 
hallmark. And so we can expect that during the early years Breguet would have depended 
on selling ordinary watches, to give him the income and time to start developing his style. 
Which means that at least some of the ordinary verge watches that are signed Breguet 
à Paris probably came from his shop. Such watches are generally ignored by Breguet’s 
biographers and are usually considered fakes, but Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 68; 1956, 
page 73-74) note that “Breguet’s earliest watches were fitted with [the verge] escapement”. 
Also, the study of Breguet’s watches begins about 1780 and earlier watches, if any, are 
ignored.

There are two consequences. First, the self-winding watches of 1780 were the first, 
successful complicated watches made by Breguet. It is these watches that caused royalty 
and the rich to become interested in him, and they formed the basis for his later work. 
This is probably the reason why Breguet stated that his work on self-winding watches 
dated from about 1780 and not 1771. Second, it is likely that before 1780 all his watches 
were simple (although including some repeaters) and used the verge escapement. That is, 
at that time Breguet had little or no knowledge and experience with cylinder, lever and 
other escapements.
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The barrel remontoir mechanism, described in Section 9.3 (page 105), is relevant to this 
view of Breguet’s early work.

Because the mechanism is very complex and extremely sophisticated, it is unlikely that 
a completely unknown person could have designed this watch. To do so, he would have to 
be a master whose creativity would be on a par with that of Abraham Louis Breguet, and 
it is very unlikely that someone with such skills would be completely forgotten. So it is 
reasonable to attribute these watches to Breguet. 

But, unless Breguet was a masochist he would not have developed this design if he already 
had experience with the cylinder and other escapements, and going barrels. There can be 
no doubt that he would not have used the verge escapement and he would not have created 
a beautiful, very expensive dinosaur. 

However, by about 1780 Breguet was making self-winding watches using a far simpler 
mechanism based on an ordinary going barrel coupled with a cylinder escapement, 
effectively identical to that described in Recordon’s patent (Section 8.2, page 87). In 
these circumstances, we can be sure that these barrel remontoir movements were made 
some time before 1780. 

But why did Abraham Louis Breguet, as Emmanuel Breguet (1997, page 36) states, start 
thinking of self-winding watches about 1771? Was he interested in the myth of perpetual 
motion? Or did he see a report at least two years earlier than any document we know 
about? Or did the idea just materialise from nowhere? Or was his memory faulty in 1796? 

That he did nothing from 1771 to 1775 is not surprising. During this time he worked for 
someone else and he would not have had the opportunity to do anything, even if he had 
thought of a practical design. And even when he set up in business, in 1775, he probably 
did nothing. Although it might be reasonable to date the barrel remontoir watch to 1775 
we must ask: If that is the case, what did he do for the next four or five years? Although 
very complex and very expensive to make, the barrel remontoir mechanism works, and 
perhaps there should be more of them in existence today if he had several years in which 
to make them? So it is likely that he “meditated” for a while and the forgot about the idea. 

Until late 1776 or early 1777, because at this time it very likely that Breguet heard about 
Perrelet’s success. Perhaps the Prince de Conti did have a self-winding watch and showed 
it to Breguet? 

But again, we can be sure he did not examine a watch made by Perrelet; if he had, he 
would have used a going barrel from the start. But knowing of an à secousse watch with a 
weight would have rekindled his interest and provided the basis on which he could design 
and make a self-winding watch himself. 

In these circumstances it is most likely that the barrel remontoir watches were designed 
and made about 1777, just before he learnt of the much superior design using a going 
barrel with a cylinder or virgule escapement. 

Of course, it can be argued that Breguet heard of the reports referring to Tlustos (Section 
4.2, page 20). But this would backdate the Barrel remontoir design and that, as I have 
indicated, is unlikely.
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19.5: Hubert Sarton

At about the same time, but quite independently, Hubert Sarton designed the rotor watch 
(Chapter 17, page 183). 

Dating this design is easier. The earliest report is the July 1778 advertisement (Figure 
7-2, page 56) and, allowing enough time to design the mechanism and make several 
watches, we can reasonably date this development to 1777. 

It is likely that Sarton’s involvement parallels that of Breguet. Like Breguet, Sarton 
probably heard of Perrelet’s success and, being a very creative person, he also set himself 
the task of designing a self-winding watch. Like Breguet, but because he was primarily a 
clock maker, he used the escapement he was familiar with, the verge escapement. And like 
Breguet, he had to devise a way to overcome the problem of decoupling. But at this point, 
the watchmaker and the clock maker took two different approaches.

Breguet’s design is the product of a creative genius. Sarton’s design has an elegant 
simplicity. But neither design had a future, both being overtaken by the side-weight 
mechanism with a going barrel. 

One important question remains: Why did Sarton send a watch to the Paris Académie 
Royale des Sciences in December 1778, more than a year after he had designed it, and 
nearly six months after he started selling them? Why didn’t he send it to the Imperial and 
Royal Academy of Brussels?

The answer is probably the obvious explanation. Near the end of 1778, Sarton heard of or 
saw a self-winding watch made by Breguet. And so he decided to make his design known 
in Paris, not for financial gain, but simply to show what he had done.

19.6: Recordon, Perrelet and Breguet

It has not been possible to examine earlier events by considering each person in isolation. 
And it is not surprising that we must consider Perrelet, Recordon and Breguet together. 

The role of Louis Recordon in this history is explained by the letter in the Nouveau Journal 
Helvétique dated September 1 1780 (Figure 8-21, page 99). Unfortunately, this letter is 
ambiguous because of the punctuation and the use of the word “he” to refer to two people, 
Recordon and the master he worked with. However, it is not difficult to clarify the meaning:

It has been nearly two years since ...

That is, the writer is referring to events that occurred about October or November 1778.

... a young man, working in watchmaking with one of our best Masters ...

That is, Recordon was working with a watchmaker in the Principality of Neuchâtel. 

... who ... arrived, through research, at the [self-winding] mechanism which makes the 
merit of this work.

This clearly refers to the master and not Recordon and, because it implies the inventor, the 
master was probably Abram Louys Perrelet. In addition, the statement of Jeanneret and 
Bonhôte (page 41), that Recordon bought self-winding watches from Perrelet, supports 
this interpretation.
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This young man ... found the means to remove the secret and withdrew himself to 
London, where he currently works.

The writer is inferring that Recordon stole the design, but this is unlikely. There would 
have been no reason for Perrelet not to freely give the design to Recordon. 

When he left our mountains, the invention was still in its cradle; he consequently 
improved it so much ...

The first “he” refers to Recordon. But whether Recordon or Perrelet improved the design 
is not clear. Recordon’s patent suggests that he did not improve the design and so it is 
tempting to conclude that the writer is referring to Perrelet. But either way the sentence 
is dubious. Certainly by the end of 1778, Perrelet (and possibly others) had been making 
side-weight watches for about three years, and the design was not “in its cradle”. 

We may assume that Recordon left Geneva not long before these events, with the intention 
of going to London. So we must ask: Why did he stay in Le Locle and work there? There 
are two possible explanations:

(a) Recordon was only 22 years old and it is likely that he had very little money. In 
which case, he may have worked to pay for his trip, stopping in different places to 
see if he could sell his skills. So it may have been accidental, and very good luck, 
that he found employment with Perrelet and could see self-winding watches.

(b) While in Geneva, Recordon heard of the self-winding watches being made in Le 
Locle, and he deliberately went there to find out about them.

Of course, both explanations might be true in part.

It is likely that Recordon had very little money. If he had plenty of money then he would 
not have needed to work for Perrelet. And, when he arrived in London in late 1778 or 
early 1779, he would have manufactured self-winding watches himself, instead of getting 
Spencer & Perkins to make them on his behalf. 

Also, lack of money could explain the delay in applying for a patent. At the time, taking 
out a patent cost a very large amount of money. Earnshaw (1808, pages 4-10) explains 
why Thomas Wright took out the patent for his spring-detent chronometer escapement. 
Expressed simply, it cost £100 to take out the patent and Earnshaw could not afford it. 
So Wright paid for the patent (and put it in his own name!) on condition that each watch 
made was stamped Wright’s Patent and he was paid £1. 

As we have no indication that the young Louis Recordon was well off, he may have made 
a similar sort of arrangement with Spencer & Perkins, granting them the right to make 
watches to his specification.

In which case, it is unlikely that Recordon could afford to buy self-winding watches from 
Perrelet (assuming he had any to sell), and he probably took drawings with him to London. 
This is supported by the statement that he “found the means to remove the secret”. It is 
not sensible to suggest that he stole two watches.
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Recordon next went to Paris.

According to Chapuis & Jaquet (Section 8.1, page 87), Breguet and Recordon knew 
each other as early as 1775, although it is more likely that the 28 years old Breguet had 
a relationship with the family and not the 19 years old Louis in particular. But it is to be 
expected that at the end of 1778 Louis continued his journey, arrived in Paris, and visited 
Breguet. It is even possible that he worked with Breguet for a while, to help pay for the 
rest of his journey. 

As Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 131; 1956, page 140) put it: 

... it was due to Recordon that Breguet’s attention was drawn to Perrelet’s watches, 
which he admired and improved upon by adopting a more perfected system of 
pedometer winding. ... Breguet himself, as he never denied, was inspired by one or 
several earlier systems of self-winding and certainly by Perrelet’s invention.

As noted in Chapter 8 (page 87) Edward Brown stated that Recordon acted as Breguet’s 
agent from 1780.

At the time Breguet had nothing to sell, because he had not yet started making notable 
watches. And Recordon was not established in London and would have to create a business 
and contacts from scratch.

So why did Breguet make a 23 or 24 years old person his agent in London?

The most likely explanation is that each person had something to offer the other. Recordon 
offered Breguet the design of a self-winding watch that was vastly superior to his barrel 
remontoir system. And in exchange, Breguet offered Recordon the exclusive rights to sell 
his watches. So they struck a mutually beneficial deal.

In addition, I believe Breguet gave Recordon another design, the verge-fusee design that 
appears in Recordon’s patent. There is no evidence that Recordon was a creative person, 
and he probably was not interested in watch making. Rather he was a business man 
aiming to establish a profitable shop in London. This is supported by the fact that, except 
for his patent and the watches made by Spencer & Perkins, he disappeared from view. 
Certainly the most important part of his patent was (without much doubt) given to him by 
Perrelet. But we must note that the patent also included two other mechanisms (Section 
8.2, page 87). Whether he invented these or was given them by Breguet or someone else 
is not clear. Indeed, it is possible that Breguet asked Recordon to take out a patent in order 
to protect Breguet’s, and not Recordon’s market. 

Whether this is correct or not, one consequence cannot be denied. Breguet, realising the 
advantages of the side-weight design with a going barrel, immediately gave up the barrel 
remontoir design and started developing his side-weight mechanism.

These events probably happened at the beginning of 1779. Of course it would take some 
time for Breguet to design and manufacture watches for the London market, probably 
until late 1780. So Recordon astutely filled the gap. When he arrived in London he made 
a temporary arrangement with Spencer & Perkins to make self-winding watches to “his” 
design while he was waiting for Breguet to send him watches. And this contract would 
have been terminated when Breguet became his supplier.
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19.7: Forrer

Forrer is even more mysterious than Tlustos and Thustas. We do not know his given 
name, but he also lived in Vienna. We do not know what kind of mechanism he used, and 
we do not know when he made self-winding watches. Meusel’s report (Figure 4-10, page 
30) is ambiguous, stating:

But I can tell you nevertheless, that here there are watches of this kind that are still 
working after three years, ...

Does this mean that Forrer started making self-winding watches in 1777? Or does it mean 
that other people had been making them and Forrer joined in about 1780? 

The 1777 date is possible. Forrer, like Breguet and Sarton, could have heard of Perrelet’s 
success and designed a watch himself, based on what he had heard. 

Mundschau (2012-2013)  notes that in 1779 (Figure 4-9, page 28) Gallmayr stated:

But now, by matter of his engraved documentation every approach is possible. ... 
one may by the post or otherwise send 2 florins and 24 crowns to the house of Mr 
Gallmayr: after which the inventor will provide the promised instructions, and 
therefore he gives his guarantee.

And he believes that:

The old, blind and poor Gallmayr tried to sell a paper copying the plans of Forrer. 
The text in the Münchner Intelligenzblatt corresponds to the functions we know 
from Forrer. And Gallmayr, the villain, tried to sell his knowledge! 

This is credible, because it is likely that Gallmayr did not make self-winding watches. 
However, Gallmayer could have copied the design of someone else. 

19.8: The Mystery of the Center-Weight 
Watch

Forrer is the first, and least important of two mysteries. 

With regard to the center-weight design (Chapter 11, page 123):

We do not know who designed the mechanism.

We do not know when the mechanism was designed.

And we do not know who made the existing watches, remembering that the designer 
and makers could be different people.

It is sensible to draw one conclusion: It is very likely that the center-weight mechanism 
was derived from the rotor and side-weight designs. Someone who had examined both 
rotor and side-weight watches realised that a better design could be created by using the 
best features of both:
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(a) A weight supported by an equilibrium spring winding a going barrel.

(b) A weight mounted in the center of the movement, and so having a much larger 
motion (about 120° rather than only about 40°), coupled with bidirectional 
winding.

If this is correct, then the center-weight design probably dates from after the middle of 
1778, but how much later is unknown. Because I believe the development of the self-
winding watch occurred in a short period of time, I think this design was created before 
the end of 1779. But this is admittedly a guess. 

It is tempting to suggest that Perrelet created this design. It is possible that someone 
(Philipe DuBois?) asked Perrelet to make some rotor watches to Sarton’s design. And, 
having already made side-weight watches, he would have been in the position to create 
center-weight watches.

But there is no evidence, and this is pure speculation. Other people (including, Perret-
Jeanneret, Meuron and Sarton) could be responsible for this design.
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20.1: From Innovation to Manufacture

It seems that by the end of 1779 all five known designs of self-winding watches had been 
developed.

Two obvious designs are missing:

(a) There are no early rotor watches with going barrels, and the earliest reference to 
this design appears to be the 1893 patent of Coviot (see Appendix 4, page 263). 
However, Sarton’s watch did not have a future. Its description was hidden in the 
minutes of the Paris Académie Royale des Sciences, not to be read for about 178 
years. And very few of these watches were made.

(b) There are no center-weight watches with fusees. But if this design was derived 
from the other mechanisms, why would anyone bother creating an unsatisfactory 
variant?

And so it is not surprising that innovation stopped after these five mechanisms had been 
created.

At this point the focus changed from innovation to manufacture. Of course the boundary 
is blurred, but 1780 is a sensible date. By the beginning of that year:

(a) Several Swiss people had started making side-weight mechanisms.

(b) Breguet had begun making his version of the side-weight watch.

(c) And Recordon had arranged for Spencer & Perkins to make these watches in 
England.

By this date Breguet’s barrel remontoir and Sarton’s rotor design had passed into history. 
And, for reasons that I do not understand, the center-weight watch had appeared, only to 
be ignored. 

Just one design, the side-weight with going barrel, remained. And it dominated from 
1780 to the advent of the wrist watch. If dominated is the right word. At no time were 
large numbers of these watches made. They were always a minor part of watch making 
supplying a few wealthy people intrigued by the idea of an automatic watch.

20.2: The Perrelet Myth

The analysis and interpretation of evidence given in this book has one important feature.

As I have suggested, interpreting evidence can be viewed as the problem of fitting together 
an incomplete, ambiguous jigsaw puzzle. The history I have presented here has created a 
coherent picture in which all the pieces fit together: The events, their dates and the people 
all relate to each other in a credible, satisfying manner. 
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However, this book is definitely not the last word on the subject:

(a) Other interpretations, other pictures may be possible. Indeed, some people may 
passionately desire a different view.

(b) New evidence may be found that could agree with or contradict my interpretation 
of events.

(c) And new books, new tertiary sources, will be written that make some mention of 
self-winding watches. Some of these will continue to blindly repeat the errors of 
earlier authors, and some will provide a more realistic view.

But in an ideal world there should be one change. Having presented a rational history 
here, it should not be possible for people to just state an opinion, a belief. From now on 
they should justify their views and explain why the evidence supports their version of 
history as well or better than mine. 

The creation of a myth is a simple process. 

One or two people, regarded as authorities, reach an incorrect conclusion. Perhaps this is 
because they did not have access to sufficient evidence. Perhaps it is because they express 
their beliefs without adequate analysis. Or, as in this history, perhaps it is the result of 
deliberate fabrication.

Then other writers copy these sources, repeating these conclusions as though they are 
facts.

And a myth is born. It exists because readers make a fundamental mistake. They assume 
that if a statement is repeated often enough then it must be true, and frequency replaces 
logic.

The Perrelet myth is a good example. In 1952 Chapuis & Jaquet made an almost certain 
statement based on a fallacy. And since then many writers have repeated this statement 
as though it was a fact. But almost no one, including Sabrier, bothered to check the validity 
of the original statement and reassess the evidence. And so a myth was created, the myth 
that Perrelet invented the rotor watch.

One of the fascinating aspects of this myth is its complete dominance; nearly every writer 
who mentions self-winding watches comments on the Perrelet myth and nothing else. 
Even more surprising is that the “expert” books on the subject (by Chapuis & Jaquet 
and Sabrier) are also satisfied with this one myth and fail to study the other designs 
and people adequately. Indeed, the book you are reading is the first attempt to create a 
coherent history.

Unfortunately, I expect many people will ignore my views. 

Like most myths, the Perrelet myth will endure. People writing general books on watches 
and watch making will continue to rely on “experts” and other books for their information, 
and the overwhelming majority of these sources repeat the Perrelet myth. And so it will 
be reproduced time and time again.

But at least the discerning reader now has an alternative view.
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A2.1: Available Evidence

The focus of this appendix is on case signatures. These signatures are letters, stamped into 
the cases, which identify the case maker. 

As we have pointed out, only a small fragment of the company records remain (DuBois, 
1758-1824), and only a few provide information on case making. Although some names of 
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1824, Book 1, page 21). 
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(guillochage), engraving and piercing (for repeaters). However, there may be other reasons, 
and we believe at least one of these people was probably a watch maker.

In the above example, the case maker’s signature is ALR with the A and L joined, and 
1977 is the serial number of the case. It is a gold case for a repeater, weighing 24d 6 (24 
deniers, 6 grains) which is in the house of Girard (probably Othenin Girard). The letters 
Et d’... probably refer to an etuy (an outer case) of some material.

We believe these letters are case signatures for four reasons:

Figure A2-1

Figure A2-2
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(a) They are always associated with entries for cases.

(b) The style in which they are written is different from the normal handwriting used 
in the books and inventories.

(c) Joined letters, such as ALR above, only appear in this context.

(d) Three entries, IPN, JPN and PHMI, are written on two lines. Although this may 
have been done because of a lack of space in the case of PHMI, the other two 
appear to have been written deliberately in this form.

In addition, the 1807, 1809, 1816 and 1819 inventories give signatures instead of names 
for the workers; for example, Figure A2-3 (DuBois 1758-1824, Inventory 1807, page 109).

In this instance, the worker CFM has 6 cases made by ALI (with the A and L joined) in his 
house. These cases, with serial numbers 6522 to 6527, are silver, English style cases. We 
know that CFM is a chez (in the house of) signature because the column is headed chez.

Most of these entries are for cases, and so it is possible these workers are also case makers 
and the letters are their case signatures. However there are other entries where the 
worker has gold dials or case domes (cuvettes), and one strange entry for CHW, see Figure 
A2-4 (DuBois 1758-1824, Inventory 1819, page 46). Elsewhere on the same page, CHW is 
listed as having 24 cases made by JPN in his house, so why did he also have 11 cylinder 
escapements? 

So, although we will examine these signatures, they must be treated with care.

Unfortunately, the books covering 1795 to 1824 contain almost no purchases and include 
very few names of case makers. Of the 210 entries which specify monteur de boette, only 10 
are dated 1795 or later, and these specify only seven different names, of which three may 
be irrelevant because they lived too far from Le Locle. 

This creates a serious problem, because nearly all the signatures date from 1798 to 1823 
when we have no information on case makers. 

To fill in part of the following tables, we have included information from Bourdin (2012), 
marking it with (B) and using a different style where necessary. All other information 
comes from DuBois (1758-1824). Apparently Bourdin did not use the DuBois archives and 
many names in the following lists do not appear in his book. Indeed, we found only two or 
three additional names.

Figure A2-3

Figure A2-4
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A2.2: Case Makers 1758-1824

Table A2-1 lists all case makers mentioned in the DuBois books between 1758 and 1824. 
Some names are duplicated when there is doubt or a change of location.

Name Location Dates

Baillod, David François Le Locle 1788-1794

Baillod, Leonard Anvers 1788-1891

Bernier, François Neuchatel 1782-1794

Bock, Fredrick Le Locle 1788-1789

Boillad, Isaac Le Locle 1793-1794

Boyard, Isaac 1791-1793

Brandt, David Le Locle 1764-1788

Brandt, Dl Louys 1798

Brandt, Jacob 1785-1787

Brandt, Pierre Louys 1767-1774

Calame Venise 1801

Calame, Abram Le Locle (B) 1774-1778

Calame, Jean Pierre 1760-1764

Christin, Louys Yverdun 1796

Comtesse, David Henry Le Locle 1786-1793

Constantin Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1759-61

Courvoisier, Abram Louys 1790

Courvoisier Clement, Jonas Le Locle (B) 1759-1760

Desrogis Geneve 1791-1793

Didet 1765

Diedey, Jean Le Locle 1785-1788

Diedey, Jean Jaluza 1788-1791

Diedey, Jean La Cler 1791-1793

Droz, Abram Louys 1778-1785

Droz dit Busset, Abram Louys Jeanerets 1781

DuBois 1758-1773

DuBois, Abram Louys Le Locle 1786-1793

DuBois, Abram Louys Anvers 1788-1790

DuBois, Charles Fredrich 1793-1794

Table A2-1 a
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Name Location Dates

DuBois, David Le Locle (B) 1773

DuBois, Jean Charles Le Locle 1785-1794

DuBois, Pierre Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1784-1790

DuBois, Samuel Le Locle 1785-1789

Favre Bulle 1769

Favre Bulle, Charles Fredrich Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1785-1794

Favre Bulle, Daniel Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1785-1786

Favre Bulle, Jean Fredrich Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1773-1789

Gentil, David Guillaume Replates 1785-1791

Gros Claude, Olivier Verges 1794

Gros Claude, Samuel Le Locle 1793-1794

Guinand, Abram Louys Sernilles Girard 1790-1793

Guinand, Moÿse Tartelles 1790-1794

Guyot, Daniel Verges 1771-1791

Hugnin 1769

Hugnin, Abram Fernayes 1761

Hugnin, Daniel 1764-1765

Hugnin, Les Freres Jaluza 1759-1761

Hugnin Wirchaux, Abram Louys 1759-1771

Huguenin, Louys Jaluza 1787-1789

Huguenin, Louys Anvers 1792-1794

Humberd, B Auvernies 1790

Jacot, Blaise 1767

Jacot, David Fredrich 1778-1782

Jacot, David Louys 1774-1782

Jacot, Jeanjaques 1767

Jacot des Combes, David Louys Le Locle (B) 1785-1787

Jeanneret, Daniel 1788-1789

Jeanneret Gris, Abram 1776

Jeanneret Gris, Charles Henry 1789

Jeanneret Gris, Jean Pierre Le Locle (B) 1776

Jeanneret Gris, Jeanjaques 1790-1793

Jeanneret Gris, Pierre (Fredrich (B)) 1759-1764

Table A2-1 b
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Name Location Dates

Jeanneret Grosjean, Abram Louys Renand 1789-1792

Jeanrenaud La Chaux-de-Fonds 1794

Kniber 1767

L’Huillier Fils Le Locle (Billodes) 1789-1794

L’Huillier, François Geneve 1792-1794

Le Roy, Les freres Le Locle (Cret Vaillant) 1786-1787

Le Sage, Andres Geneve 1777-1794

Matthey 1769-1771

Matthey, Auguste 1794

Matthey, Daniel Le Locle (Le Comun) 1793-1794

Matthey, David Fredrich Le Locle (Cret Vaillant) 1793-1794

Matthey, Jonas Daniel 1794-1795

Matthey & Comtesse Le Locle 1786-1792

Matthey d’Heuret 1758-1762

Matthey Doret, Charles Philipe 1791-1792

Matthey Doret, Jn Dl 1794

Matthil, Daniel Fredrich Verges 1785-1794

Matthil, Daniel Fredrich Le Locle 1798

Matthil, Henry Louys Le Locle 1791-1793

Oltramare, Jaques Geneve 1791-1793

Othenin Girard, David Louys Le Locle (B) 1786

Othenin Girard, Moÿse 1767

Parisse, Jeremie Le Locle 1785-1788

Perrelet, Abram Louys Le Locle (Le Comun) 1773-1791

Perrelet, Josue Le Locle (B) 1773

Perrelet, Samuel 1790-1791

Perrenod 1789

Perrenod & Jacot Le Locle (sur le Mont) 1787-1789

Perret, Charles Fredrich 1785

Perret, Charles Henry Eplatures 1801-1803

Perret, Jeanjaques Eplatures 1790-1793

Perret Gentil, Charles Fredrich 1786-1789

Perret Gentil, Jacob Renfort 1760-1765

Table A2-1 c
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Name Location Dates

Perret Jeanneret, Jacob Le Locle 1774-1794

Petit Pierre, Jonas Pierre Le Locle (B) 1759-61

Petit Pierre, Jonas Pierre Verges 1786

Quartier, Jean David Brenets 1791-1794

Renand, Jean 1794

Robert, Abram Louys Eplatures 1791-1794

Robert, Esaye 1759

Roulet, Samuel La Chaux-de-Fonds 1801-1803

Sabon, Daniel Geneve 1787

Schraid, Jean Louys La Chaux-de-Fonds 1787

Spingler Le Locle 1792-1793

Tissot Daguette (carosse case) 1765

Vincent, Ph Andres Geneve 1788-1791

Vuagneux, Henry François Le Locle 1791-1794

Wagneux Amsterdam 1809-1814

Table A2-1 d
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A2.3: Case Production 1758-1794

Table A2-2 lists all known case purchases by Philipe DuBois between 1758 and 1794; there 
is no information after that date. It is sorted by the first date recorded for each person. 
Names in this list that do not appear in Table A2-1 may not be case makers.

Explanatory notes are at the end of the table.

Dates Name Type Number

1758-59 Matthey d’Heuret Sim 15

1759-61 DuBois, Freres 140

1759-61 Constantin Etuys, 1 case 45 + 1

1759-60 Courvoisier Clement, Jonas Gold, Silv 9

1759-61 Hugnin, Les Freres 24

1759-61 Hugnin Wirchaux, Abram Louys 13

1759-64 Jeanneret Gris, Pierre Gold, Rep 14

1759-61 Petit Pierre, Jonas Pierre 39

1759 Robert, Esaye 3

1760 Calame, Jean Pierre 4 + 14 (a)

1760-65 Perret Gentil, Jacob Gold, Silv 28

1761 Ador Gold 2

1761 Calame, Jean Pierre Etuy 1

1761 Hugnin, Abram 1

1765 Calame Silv 10

1765 Didet 21

1765 Didet Etuy 5

1770-76 Bonnet, George 33

1774-77 Marre, Marc & Fils Etuy 342

1774-77 Marre, Marc & Fils 53

1775-90 Le Sage, Andres Sim 321 + 746 (a)

1782-94 Bernier, François Etuy 41 + 1013 (a)

1785-88 Brand(t), David Gold 705

1785-87 Brandt, Jacob Etuy 417 +174 (a)

1785-88 Diedey, Jean Etuy? 1137 (a)

1785-94 DuBois, Jean Charles Silv 1077 + 1788 (a)

1785-87 DuBois, Samuel Gold 148

Table A2-2 a
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Dates Name Type Number

1785-91 Gentil, David Guillaume Silv 23

1785 Jacot, David Louys Gold 1

1785 Matthil, Les Freres Gold 13

1785-88 Parisse, Jeremie Gold 564

1786-90 DuBois, Abram Louys Silv 13

1786-90 Favre Bulle, Jean Fredrich Silv 6 (b)

1786 Favre Bulle, Daniel 3

1786-87 Guyot, Daniel 17

1786-91 Perrelet, Abram Louys 109

1787-93 Comtesse, David Henry (e) Gold 90

1787-88 Favre Bulle, Charles Fredrich 16

1787-89 Huguenin, Louys Gold 68

1787 Le Roy, Les freres Gold 3

1787-89 Perrenod & Jacot Gold 311

1787-89 Perret Gentil, Charles Fredrich Gold 5

1787 Sabon, Daniel Silv 13

1787 Schraid, Jean Louys Silv? 26

1788-94 Baillod, David François Gold 840 + 191 (a)

1788-90 Baillod, Leonard Gold 323

1788-89 Bock, Fredrick Gold 43

1788-91 Diedey, Jean (f)

1788-90 DuBois, Abram Louys Gold 345

1788-89 Jeanneret, Daniel Gold 17

1788-91 Vincent, Ph Andres 767 + 137 (a)

1789 Jeanneret Gris, Charles Henry Gold 113

1789 Jeanneret Grosjean, Abram Louys 394 (a)

1790-92 DuBois, Abram Louys Gold 363

1790 Courvoisier, Abram Louys Silv? 61

1790-92 Desrogis 59 + 670 (a)

1790-93 Guinand, Abram Louys Silv 27

1790-94 Guinand, Moÿse 68

1790 Humberd, B Gold 22

1790-93 Jeanneret Gris, Jeanjaques (c)

Table A2-2 b
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Dates Name Type Number

1790-94 L’Huillier Etuy 2615 (a) (d)

1790-91 Perrelet, Samuel 81

1790-93 Perret, Jeanjaques Silv 47

1791 Boignard 1 (a)

1791-93 Boyard, Isaac 156

1791-93 Diedey, Jean Silv? 2642 (a)

1791-92 Matthey Doret, Charles Philipe Gold 50

1791-93 Matthil, Henry Louys 505

1791-93 Oltramare, Jaques Sim 135 + 409 (a)

1791-94 Quartier, Jean David 1992 (a)

1791-92 Raisin, Jean Louys Sim 109

1791-94 Robert, Abram Louis Gold 571

1791-94 Vuagneux, Henry François Gold 393

1792-94 L’Huillier, François 115 (a)

1792-94 Matthil, Daniel Fredrich Gold 912 + 406 (a)

1792 Spingler Silv 4 (a)

1793-94 Boillad, Isaac Gold? 174

1793-94 Diedey, Jean Etuy 853 (a)

1793-94 DuBois, Charles Fredrich 18

1793-94 Gros Claude, Samuel Gold 402

1793-94 Matthey, David Fredrich 190

1794 Gros Claude, Olivier Gold? 40

1794 Matthey, Auguste Gold 41

1794 Matthey, Daniel Gold 42

1794 Perret Jeanneret, Jacob Gold 161

Table A2-2 c

Notes for Table A2-2:

(a) Estimated from values using average prices of cases. Because case prices vary 
significantly, these numbers are only indicative of the magnitude of the work.

(b) façons de boettes en or.

(c) Pour ouvrages, to the value of £242-4-7 (probably engine turning, guillochage). 

(d) Plus Pour ouvrages, to the value of £11,770-5-0. The type of work is not known.

(e) Originally Matthey & Comtesse.

(f) Pour ouvrages, to the value of £15,782-11-7. The type of work is not known.
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(g) Type of work: 

 Eng: Engine turning (guillochage).

 Etuy: Outer protective case.

 Rep: Case for repeater.

 Sim: Similord (imitation gold) cases including Pinchbeck.

 Silv: Silver cases.

The above table lists about 27,179 cases. By 1794 DuBois had produced about 55,600 
watches (see Appendix 3). Either half the watches were purchased as complete with cases 
or, quite likely, many case purchases appeared in books that have been destroyed. 

A2.4: Case Signatures

As noted above, the DuBois archives include many entries giving case signatures, and 
almost all are without names; nearly every name is earlier than 1795 and nearly every 
signature is after 1795. 

These signatures are given in two tables.

Table A2-3 lists signatures and names that are correct, because both name and signature 
appear in purchases. All of these purchases were made before 1771. 

A number of problems should be noted:

(a) Three signatures, AH, IPG and PIG, appear in the books more than 40 years after 
the purchase records which link the signatures to the names. It is not clear if the 
late entries refer to the same person. Bourdin (2012) does not list anyone with 
the name Hugnin and uses the spelling Huguenin. He lists Abram Huguenin as 
shown in the table. 

(b) Of the 13 cases sold by Abram Louys Hugnin Wirchaux, the 12 sold in 1759 have 
the signature ALHV, but the single case sold in 1761 is listed with the signature 
ALH. This might be a mistake.

(a) The signature IPIG does not match the name. It may be that DuBois omitted one 
given name as Bourdin (2012) lists Jean Pierre Jeanneret-Gris. However, DuBois 
lists Pierre Jeanneret-Gris (1758-1780) and Jean Pierre Jeanneret-Gris (1767-
1776), both case makers, and they may be two different people.

 To add to the confusion, in 1759 DuBois bought 9 cases signed PIG from Pierre 
Jeanneret-Gris, and in 1764 he bought 5 cases signed IPIG, apparently from the 
same Pierre Jeanneret-Gris. But there are no records of case purchases from Jean 
Pierre Jeanneret-Gris. 

(a) The signatures DLH and SDB do not match the names, and they are probably 
those of Daniel Hugnin and Samuel DuBois. It appears that, as in England, 
signatures must be of individual people and not companies.
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Signature Initials Name Dates

AH
Abram Hugnin. Abram Huguenin 1769 
(B)

1761, 1802, 
1809

 ALHV
Abram Louys Hugnin Wirchaux. 
Huguenin-Virchaux (B)

1759, 1771

DB David Brandt 1764-65

DLH Les Freres Hugnin (Daniel Hugnin?) 1759-61

ER Esaye Robert 1759

ICC Jonas Courvoisier Clement 1759-60

IIC Constantin 1759-61, 1771

IPC Jean Pierre Calame 1760-61

IPG Jacob Perret Gentil (B) 1760-61, 1807

IPIG (Jean) Pierre Jeanneret Gris 1764-65

IPPP Jonas Pierre Petit Pierre 1759-61, 1771

PIG Pierre Jeanneret Gris 1759, 1802

SDB Les Freres DuBois (Samuel DuBois?) 1758-61

Table A2-3
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Table A2-4 lists all other case signatures in the DuBois books and inventories between 
1758 and 1823. It is sorted by the case initials. By 1823 DuBois had produced over 305,000 
watches, about 250,000 of these between 1795 and 1823. Thus there must have been 
considerable purchases for which we have no evidence, which probably included new case 
makers not used before, and our only information comes from these signatures.

In addition to providing the signatures, we have attempted to attribute names to them. 
With regard to these names, Table A2-4 has two types of entries:

(a) Bold text: These names are probably correct, because we have found only one 
name with appropriately dates, which could be allocated to the signature. These 
names come from Tables A2-1 and A2-5, and Bourdin (2012).

(b) Normal text: These names are probably correct, because we have found only one 
name that could be allocated to the signature, but at different (although possible) 
dates. These names come from Table A2-1 and Bourdin (2012)

Signature Initials Name Dates

AC Abram Calame (B) 1804-1807

ADV 1771

AeC 1804

AG 1823

AH Abram Hugnin (see Table A2-3) 1802-1809

AI 1771

AIG Abram Jeanneret Gris 1761, 1771

AII 1802

ALH
Abram Louys Hugnin Wirchaux 
(see Table A2-3)

1804-1816

ALI Ab L Jaquet (see Table A2-5) 1804-1816

ALP Abram Louys Perrelet 1809-1819

ALR Abram Louys Robert 1798, 1801-1804

ALV 1807

ALW 1807

Table A2-4 a
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Signature Initials Name Dates

AR Probably ALR 1802

CDM 1798-1802

CDML 1798-1802

CFC 1809

CFDB Charles Fredrich DuBois 1798

CHIG Charles Henry Jeanneret Gris 1819

CHJG Charles Henry Jeanneret Gris 1819

 CHL 1816-1823

CHM, 
CHML

1802-1807

CL Charles Lorimier (B) 1798-1823

CP Charles Peter (B) 1798

CPG Charles Fredrich Perret Gentil? 1809-1816

CS 1802-1807

CsLL? 1804-1809

D&B 1823

DFB David François Baillod 1798-1804

DFM Daniel Fredrich Matthil 1802-1816

DLFML? 1798-1809

DFS 1807

DHC David Henry Comtesse 1804-1809

DLB Daniel Louys Brandt 1798

DLH 1804-1807

Table A2-4 b
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Signature Initials Name Dates

DLH Daniel Hugnin 1807

DLI
David Louys Jacot

Daniel Jeanneret
1809-1821

DLJ 1819

DLS
D L Sandoz

D L Savoye (see Table A2-5)
1807

 DPV? 1802

DR 1802

EW 
(FLW?)

1798

FB

François Bernier

Fredrick Bock

Frederic Bourquin (B)

1809

FG 1819

FHM 1816

FIG 1802

FLB 1807-1823

FLP 1816-1823

FP 1807

GB 1798-1823

GBF 1771

GL 1802

GR 1823

HLBL 1809-1819

HLM Henry Louys Matthil 1819

Table A2-4 c
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Signature Initials Name Dates

HLME 1819

HLMF 1819

HLML Henry Louys Matthil 1802-1819

HM 1802

HMr 1809

HRT 1819-1823

HW 1798

IB
Isaac Boillad

Isaac Boyard
1798

IBd
Isaac Boillad

Isaac Boyard
1798

ICDB Jean Charles DuBois 1802

ICDB Jean Charles DuBois 1802-1804

ID Jean Diedey 1802-1804

IDB 1807

IDD 1804

IdF 1798

IDg 1804

IF 1816-1819

IIG Jeanjaques Jeanneret Gris 1802

IIHB? 1802-1807

IIHDB? 1802-1804

IML 1821

Table A2-4 d
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Signature Initials Name Dates

IPL? Josue Perrelet? 1773

IPD 1798

IPG Jacob Perret Gentil 1807

IPN 1816-1819

IPTD? 1798

JF 1819-1823

JML 1819-1823

JPN 1819-1823

LG 1802-1819

LHV 1804-1807

LI 1816

LIV 1821

LJV 1821-1823

LR 1819-1823

NG 1804

ØB 1798

Og 1807

OO 1802

ØPG 1804-1809

OQ Olivier Quartier? 1802-1804

Table A2-4 e
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Signature Initials Name Dates

PFIG
Pierre (Fredrich (B)) Jeanneret 
Gris

1804

PFJ P F Jeannot 1798

PFM? 1802

PG 1804-1809

PHM 1802

PHMD 1819-1823

PHMI 1802-1816

PHP 1807

 PHPI 1802-1816

PHPJ 1819-1823

PI 1798

PIF 1798

PIG Pierre Jeanneret Gris?? (see IPIG) 1802

PLB 1771

SGC 1798

SLP 1802

SLPL 1802

THR 1816

W&F 1816

Table A2-4 f
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A2.4: Chez (in the house of) Signatures

As noted above, the DuBois archives include many entries giving case signatures where 
the cases are in the houses of workers, identified by their names or by signatures. Table 
A2-5 lists these chez names. Table A2-6 lists the chez signatures with attributed names 
from Table A2-5. It is not surprising that there is a good correlation between the two lists.

Name Date Name Date

Bole (Cesar or Samuel?) 1798
Girard, F O (Freres 
Othenin?, B)

1802

Bourquin, D L 1816 Girod, P 1809

Bourquin, R (Roy, CdF) 1816 Girod Bosset (Pierre) 1804

Brandt, F L 1816 Grandjean, D H 1809

Brandt, J P (Jacob, M, Cdf) 1798 Guinand, Ch Dl (B) 1798, 1804

Calame, B 1809 Guyot, Ab H 1798

Calame, Dl Hy 1809, 1816 Guyot, D P 1809

Carrel, Fs Ls 1798 Huguenin, Dd Fs 1798-1804

Cattin, J 1816 Humberd, Ch (L) 1798

Chevalier (E, V) 1798 Jacot, J H 1816

De La Chaux, D 1816 Jacot, Ph H 1816

De La Chaux, Sim 1809 Jaquet, Ab L 1809

Droz, Ch (Ne) 1798, 1816 Jaquet, C F 1809

Droz, V (Vict), horloger (B) 1804 Jeanneret, Dd F 1804, 1809

Droz dit Busset, Dd, horloger (B) 1804 Jeannot?, Ch Dl 1798

DuBois 1798 Jeannot, Dl Hry 1798-1816

DuBois, A Ls (M) 1809 Jeannot, P F 1804

DuBois, Ph 1809 Matthey, A 1804

DuBois, S P (Samuel, M, L) 1804 Matthey, H F 1809

Favre, Ab & Fils (W, L) 1798-1816 Matthey, Julien 1809

Favre, Amy 1798?, 1809 Matthey?, Ch 1798

Gabus, Ph H 1809 Montandon, Hy 1816

Ginel (Ginnel?), Ch A 1816 Nicolet, Ch 1798

Ginnel, Augte (W) 1809 Othenin Girard, Dl 1804

Ginnel, Ch Hy 1816 Perrelet, A L (M) 1804, 1816

Ginnel, L A 1809 Perret, Ch H (M, Ep) 1804, 1809

Girard 1798, 1801 Perret, Dd Ls & Fils 1804

Table A2-5 a
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Name Date Name Date

Perret, F H 1802 Tissot, Dl 1804

Robert, Th? 1809 Vuille, Jh 1804

Sandoz, Aug (Auguste) 1804 Vyss, J F 1804

Sandoz, Dd Ls 1809 Wibelet, Matt 1804

Savoye, D L 1798, 1804 Wuille, Ch H (S) 1816

Savoye, J C 1798 Wuillemin Freres 1798

Wuillemin, D L 1804

Table A2-5 b

Notes for Table A2-5:

E: Etuy (outer case) maker M: Case maker W: Watchmaker

B: Brenets CdF: La Chaux-de-Fonds Ep: Eplatures

L: Le Locle Ne: Neuchatel S: La Sagne

V: Verges

Signature Name Location

AFF Ab Favre Fils Le Locle

ALI Ab L Jaquet

AM A Matthey

AS Auguste Sandoz

ASI?

CAG Ch A Ginel

CDI Ch Dl Jeannot?

CFI C F Jaquet

CFM Ch Matthey?

CFMG

CHP Ch H Perret Eplatures

CHW Ch H Wuille La Sagne

Table A2-6 a
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Signature Name Location

DFI Dd F Jeanneret

DLH

DLHI Dl Hry Jeannot

DLOG
Daniel Othenin Girard

David Louis Othenin Girard (B)

DLPF

DLS D L Sandoz or D L Savoye

DLW D L Wuillemin

FG

FOG Freres Othenin Girard

HDB Hy DuBois Verges

HFM H F Matthey

HFP

HLB

IDLC

IFM

IM Julien Matthey

MFG

MW Matt Wibelet

NIDB

OM

PDB Ph DuBois

PH

Table A2-6 b
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Signature Name Location

PHI Ph H Jacot

PHJ Ph H Jacot

TH

VD

Table A2-6 c
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Appendix 3: DuBois 
Serial Numbers

It appears that Philipe DuBois used serial numbers from the start of his business. The 
existing inventories list watches in stock, either in Le Locle or in the houses of distributors 
in Francfort and elsewhere, and almost all have serial numbers. From these we can 
estimate total production at the times the inventories were taken.

The following Table A3-1 lists high numbers for watches in the inventories from 1759 to 
1823. These give a good estimate of total production at those dates. There is one strange 
figure; the 1759 inventory lists number 1387, even though that number could not have 
been used until 1765 or 1766.

The low numbers in the inventories are confusing, because we do not have a complete set 
of inventories. So these numbers are not included as it is not possible to interpret them 
meaningfully. Certainly many low numbers must be old stock that, for unknown reasons, 
had not been sold and was carried over for one or more years. (There is some correlation 
in that the stocks in European cities tend to have low, earlier, numbers. And low numbers 
are often for special, expensive pieces. But these points have not been investigated.)

A small number of watches listed in the inventories are not given serial numbers. As they 
do not have any notable characteristics, we do not have an explanation for them.

Inventory High Inventory High

22 Jan 1759 478 14 Dec 1789 35,090

11 Jun 1765 1,368 23 Dec 1793 55,593

2 Jan 1767 1,834 Dec? 1798 110,953

8 Jan 1769 2,219 30 Jan 1801 131,124

1 Jan 1771 2,822 31 Dec 1802 20,585

2 Jan 1773 3,521 31 Dec 1804 41,208

20 Dec 1774 4,612 31 Jan 1807 62,760

13 Dec 1776 5,580 7 Aug 1809 78,598

14 Dec 1778 7,069 1 Jan 1812 89,977

9 Dec 1780 10,200 12 Jan 1816 17,068

9 Dec 1782 14,598 30 Jan 1819 48,053

19 Dec 1785 21,279 4 Jan 1821 61,819

17 Dec 1787 27,103 11 Jan 1823 74,141

Table A3-1: Watch Serial Numbers 1759-1823
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Unfortunately, the company did not use a single sequence of serial numbers, and it decided 
to start a new sequence, probably immediately after the January 30 1801 inventory. The 
lowest number in the December 1802 inventory is 49, indicating that the new series 
started from 1. 

Then again, sometime after 1812 a new sequence was started, but because of the four-year 
gap it is difficult to estimate when this happened. 

The largest number in the next inventory, 1816, is 100,145 and there are many entries for 
watches with numbers above 90,000. This figure and the high number in 1801 mean that 
the numbers cannot form a single sequence with the high order digit omitted, and there 
are clearly three separate sequences.

Assuming 131,124 is the highest number in the first sequence, and 100,145 is the highest 
in the second sequence, and that all sequences start at 1, a single production sequence can 
be created, as in Figure A3-1. This suggests that the third sequence started in January 
1815.

The total production between 1759 and 1823 is 305,410 watches. After steady growth from 
1759 to 1793, the company stopped expanding and production became roughly constant at 
about 8,600 watches per year.

Finally, we do not know if DuBois signed movements in addition to giving them serial 
numbers. If so, and the signatures changed, it might be possible to use them to distinguish 
watches belonging to different sequences.

Figure A3-1
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Appendix 4: The History 
of a History Revisited

Although events after 1779 are not directly relevant to this book, two parts of the “History 
of a History” that were omitted from Section 1.1 deserve consideration. 

In 1993 Philippe Leroy, son of Léon Leroy, put the Leroy watch into an auction at 
Antiquorum, the sale of 25 April. The Patek Philippe museum bought it for 100,000 CHF, 
to the dismay of the museum in Le Locle that had only 60,000 CHF.

After the sale of the Leroy watch, copies of some letters relating to the watch were 
distributed to several people. Most of these letters were written by Pierre Huguenin and 
addressed to Léon Leroy. Huguenin was a watchmaker at Neuchâtel, and a friend of Leroy. 
He examined the Leroy watch and helped getting the article by Leroy republished in La 
Suisse Horlogère in December 1949 (Leroy & Huguenin, 1949). He also contributed some 
information to Chapuis and Jaquet’s book.

The most interesting letter is given here in Figures A4-1 and A4-2. The translation of this 
letter is interspersed with comments on its significance.

Letter from Mr Pierre Huguenin of 5 July 1949

To Mr Leroy

Thank you so much for sending your latest photos of automatic watches. On reflection, 
I have given them to Mr Chapuis, because his project to publish something on 
automatic watches is just postponed and his fame in horological publications will 
give to the lines he is going to devote to the Leroy watches a far wider impact than 
if I speak first.

The events relating to “automatic watches” multiply. It is like a detective novel, 
with successive new ideas, changes of situations, the unexpected, and the passion 
that surrounds “the affair”. As there was “L’affaire du collier” (the affair of the 
necklace), “L’affaire Dreyfus” (the Dreyfus affair) and many others, there is now 
the affair of the automatic watches. You write that you have received some letters? 
Is there another episode to add?? How am I going to manage to display the ins and 
outs of this affair in one page?

I - The detail that touches you closely is your discovery of the watch with the weight 
placed in the center of the movement. Messrs Jaquet and Wilsdorf have contacted 
the Swiss Chamber so that the article that you have written in the Revue Française 
des Horlogers et Bijoutiers of May 1949 is not reproduced, as I have asked the 
editorial staff of the “Suisse Horlogère” to do. The matter is in abeyance. The article 
will probably be printed soon, and under your signature, as is appropriate, because 
I took the liberty of adding only 4 lines of introduction, the aim of which is to make 

clear that the decision to publish in France and Switzerland predates the discussions of 
Wilsdorf-Jaquet Chapuis.
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Hans Wilsdorf was the founder and owner of Rolex, and Eugène Jaquet, author and 
president of some organizations in the Swiss watchmaking industry, was a very good 
friend of Wilsdorf. It is not clear why they wanted to suppress publication of information 
about the Leroy watch, considering that it was only delayed until December. 

A possible reason, indicated later in the letter, is that Wilsdorf had already financed work 
by Chapuis and Jaquet with the aim of publishing something. So perhaps Wilsdorf and 
Jaquet wanted this work published first; but it took another three years.

When the article was published in La Suisse Horlogère, Huguenin’s “4 lines of introduction” 
had expanded dramatically. Instead of a mention of Wilsdorf-Chapuis Jaquet, he provided 
a discussion of the watch and its case. It is this text that is the source of the quotes in 
Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, pages 50-52; 1956, pages 51-53). Also, the drawings of the watch 
and its case come from these two articles.

II - My researches at the State Archives to identify the maker’s mark inside the 
case have not yet ended. Here I note that your article refers to the absence of a 
corporation mark. There have never been corporations in the mountains near 
Neuchâtel. People have worked under a system of absolute freedom, under the old 
regime. Besides, this has changed (and how) in the modern time. Until further 
information, your watch can thus be French, or Swiss, or another origin and for 
me, the only visible evidence on the outside concerning the origin is this half-punch 
of guarantee of title, which seems to be the remainder of the mark of Neuchâtel. 
But??? It is more than half-worn. As to the date, I would not be surprised if your 
estimate is some years older than it is. The dial, the hands, the use of the various 
types have been perpetuated on several occasions…

Huguenin was well aware of the problem of the Neuchâtel chevrons punched into the case 
(see Section 14.6, pages 165-166). In a letter of 20 May 1949 he provided a drawing of 
the chevrons and noted that there was no border in the 18th century: “Il n’y avait pas 
de filet limitrophe au bord du poinçon au 18ème siècle. Le filet est venu plus tard vers 1850 
environ seulement.” (There was no fillet bordering the edge of the punch in the 18th century. The 
fillet came later about 1850 only.)

In addition, that letter begins with a whole paragraph commenting on case makers’ marks 
in 1819, including: “Venant de vérifier mes fiches je constate que je ne connais les marques 
de maitre locloises que dès 1819, ...” (From checking my records I see that I do not know 
the marks of Le Locle masters earlier than 1819, ...)

In December 1949, the second article was published, Leroy & Huguenin (1949) and, as 
noted above, it was quoted extensively by Chapuis & Jaquet. In the article and the book 
(Chapuis & Jaquet, 1952, page 51; 1956, page 52), Huguenin’s states that the case has: 
“l’ancien poinçon de garantie du titre, légal dans la Principauté de Neuchâtel dès le XVIIIe 
et jusque tard dans le XIXe, soit les chevrons.” (the old hallmark of guarantee, official in the 
Principality of Neuchâtel from the XIIIth to the [late] XIXth centuries, i.e. the chevrons.) 
The word “late” appears in the French edition but not the English edition. Chapuis & 
Jaquet (1952, page 52; 1956, page 53) also cite a book on the Neuchâtel goldsmiths trade 
that “the small shield with chevrons made its appearance” as early as 1780 and “remained 
unchanged until 1881”. 
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In another letter of 4 October 1950 Huguenin noted that in 1819/1820 it was decreed 
that the chevrons must be framed by a border: “Mais en 1919/1920 [sic], le contrôle rendu 
obligatoire et les antiques chevrons restant marque au 18 Kt (seul reconnu) il fut toutefois 
décrété qui les dits seraient encadrés d’un liseré (trait) marquant le pourtour de l’écusson. 
Ce qui n’était pas spécifié auparavant.” (But in 1919/1920, the mandatory control and 
ancient chevrons still marking 18 Kt (only recognized) it was decreed that said would be 
framed by a border (line) marking the edge of the shield. Which was not specified before.) 
And there is no doubt that Huguenin had handled the watch (see Section 7.6, page 82). 
In which case there is clearly a conflict. 

First, why did Huguenin write twice to Leroy to point out a problem with the chevrons 
on the case? It is hard to avoid the conclusion that, having examined the watch and the 
chevrons, he suspected the case was much later than the desired date.

Second, why was Huguenin vague in his public statement in the December 1949 article? 
Remembering that this appeared before the second, more precise letter of 4 October 1950, 
he may have been uncertain and preferred to be neutral.

And third, did Huguenin discuss this information with Chapuis? He may not have, 
because the quote from their book, given above, is taken from Leroy & Huguenin (1949). 
But later, in the letter of 5 July, it is made clear that they had some sort of relationship. 
So, did Chapuis and Jaquet decide to ignore inconvenient information and include a vague 
(and wrong) statement in their book to allow an earlier date? It is hard to imagine that 
Huguenin withheld information.

III - In short, Messrs Jaquet and Chapuis attribute the origin of various types of 
automatic watches to old Perrelet (Abraham-Louis 1729-1826).

Public knowledge has long accepted this argument. Perrelet was the creator of 
these watches and because he had been the apprenticeship or improvement master 
for Breguet, we can wonder if he was not also a supplier for Breguet.

As noted on page 45, Breguet was not a student of Perrelet.

IV - Let us make a digression here - Where can one find information about Perrelet 
concerning automatic watches? First the story has been well known. While I was 
an apprentice we sometimes amused ourselves with some old watches with weights 
that we took out of a showcase in the museum of the school. We knew that old 
Perrelet made them, but where can one find a written testimony that confirms 
(or establishes) this well-known opinion? Within the Biographies Neuchâteloises, 
published in 1863, that is to say 34 years after the death of Perrelet. The author 
takes as the source for his article Henri Ernest Sandoz, an expert on local history. 
Where did Sandoz get his statements from? A mystery for now. His papers have 
been in the possession of Pierre Huguenin for years and years.

VI - To search? Within a great half a cubic meter of old letters and notes often 
on scrap paper. Because Henri Ernest Sandoz took whatever paper was at hand, 
tore an end off it and entrusted his notes to it. And then, there is still another 
obstacle. I have deposited these papers in the national archives. And nobody can 
access them before the year 2000, apart from me. This seems baroque. One must, 
to understand these provisions, know that I put in the boxes all the papers of a 
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family from 1770 to about 1930, perhaps. There are love letters, full of innocence, 
announcements of deaths, letters of condolences, inventories, shares of inheritance, 
household budgets taken to extreme rigor, and tax slips. At most there is no notice 
in that about what the revenue services lost. I did not want this complete picture of the 
life of a family to be lost. Result: the public will know all of this when we are dead. 
There are some old ladies still live who would be upset by seeing everybody going 
through the family documents, although they burned the most intimate ones before 
I put all into the boxes. Thus, for lack of time, I will not begin soon to hunt for the 
origins of automatic watches within these respectable old things. And Mr Chapuis, 
who suggests discretely that I could open the files, will not be satisfied.

To the best of my knowledge, no one has examined these archives. To do so would be very 
tedious and time consuming. And without much hope of success, because it is likely that 
Sandoz handed over his notes to Jeanneret and Bonhôte, and they may have never been 
returned. But we will not know until someone investigates.

VII - But all the above is a line of research that we do not know for sure where it 
will lead, because Ernest Henry could have thrown his notes and documents into 
the waste paper basket. On the other hand, Mr Chapuis has something more solid 
and immediately usable. Why then, does he not use it immediately? This is still one 
of the acts of the comedy playing actually.

Some years ago, Mr Wilsdorf proposed to Mr Chapuis that he should make some 
investigations into the origins of automatic watches. Mr Chapuis suggested that 
the archives of Breguet must be consulted and that the presence of a competent 
watchmaker knowing the business would be indispensable. Mr Wilsdorf offered the 
trip to Mr Jaquet accompanied by Mr Chapuis. The result of their investigations 
was about zero. But later, about two years ago, the Library of Neuchâtel bought 
the remaining archives of the Société d’édition??? of Neuchâtel which, during the 
French revolution, published many political texts, forbidden by the French censure 
and which were smuggled into Paris. This society, under the direction of the 
Banneret Osterwald even sent some watches to its clients. And some automatics 
among them.

An abbot of Versailles exchanged a lot of letters with the editors. Recordon in 
London, more or less the agent of Breguet in England, joined in the discussion. In 
my hands I have the essential parts of these documents or at least on cards. 

It is not clear what Huguenin knew in 1949. The statement that “Mr Chapuis has something 
more solid and immediately usable” probably refers to the letters written to Osterwald 
(Section 5.1, pages 35-37). So he may have known nothing about Saussure’s diary and 
the following report (pages 33-34). 

And Mr Chapuis himself puts the question: Having been sponsored by Mr 
Wilsdorf who now opposes publication, am I right if I go ahead? We have decided 
provisionally in our last conversation that he should put his cards on the table at 
Rolex and ask if he could be considered as free from any obligation.

It is clear that “Mr Chapuis, who suggests discretely” and “in our last conversation” shows 
that Huguenin and Chapuis had a relationship and a reasonable amount of contact. 
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What obligation? 

As noted above, Wilsdorf paid for Chapuis and Jaquet to visit Paris. But sponsoring 
probably means considerably more. Certainly the English edition of Chapuis & Jaquet 
(1956) was at least partly (but possibly completely) funded by Wilsdorf; although Griffon 
in Neuchâtel published some copies, Rolex published 2020 copies. 

What publication did Wilsdorf oppose? Surely not the article (Leroy & Huguenin, 1949), 
because Chapuis had nothing to do with it. But possibly the book, because the idea of a 
publication arose “some years ago”. 

The letter of 5 July 1949 specifically refers to Wilsdorf and not to Rolex. Certainly Wilsdorf 
owned and ran Rolex, but there is no reason to suppose his actions were directly linked to 
the company. 

At the time, Rolex was renowned for its self-winding watches using a rotor and the 
company, supported by the patent, claimed to have invented the mechanism. But this 
was secondary. Rolex watches have always been regarded as special because of the oyster 
case, and it is this case, more than anything else, that distinguishes the company from 
all others. So the discovery that Rolex had merely reinvented the design might have been 
a pity, but it was of no consequence. After all, very few people read serious books and 
articles on horology, and it would be paranoia for someone to suggest that any of these 
publications could have damaged the sales, let alone the reputation of Rolex. And the 
possibility that the 18th century design might impact on the patents of Rolex is extremely 
unlikely, because the Rolex design is significantly different.

Similarly, the origins of the oyster case do not matter. In 1872 Aaron Dennison’s English 
patent, number 356 of 3 February 1872, describes a case with screwed on bezel and screwed 
on back. And in 1915 his grandson took out the English patent number 1390 of 28 January 
1915 for a screw-down crown. Thus the main features of the oyster case had been created 
many years before Rolex developed it. But it is unlikely that that the customers of Rolex 
either know or care.

So I suspect Wilsdorf was acting on his own account. 

Basically, all this trust of Mr Chapuis, who puts his precious papers into my 
hands, is nothing more than a friendly little maneuver to obtain my confidence 
and to make me open the Sandoz files. I will not do anything for the more or less 
sentimental reasons mentioned above. 

Let us wait for the matter to run its course and see the parade of descriptions and 
other documents, each in turn. Light will eventually illuminate this segment of 
history - funny history.

I hope I have not romanticized too much.

One final point. Chapuis & Jaquet (1952; 1956) is a good book, a well-researched and well-
presented history, and the authors display their integrity. So why did the authors invent 
the missing link (page 157)?

Although we do not know, it is tempting to decide that this very bad section of the book is 
the result of interference by Wilsdorf. That is, if the rotor watch was going to be included, 
as it must be, then it was essential that there was no doubt that it was a Swiss invention.
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Figure A4-1
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Figure A4-2
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The second aspect of “The History of a History” that deserves consideration can be called 
The Rolex Hypothesis. This is a little misleading, because Wilsdorf and Rolex had nothing 
to do with it; other people unrelated to the company have suggested it. The following 
discussion should be viewed as both serious and tongue-in-cheek.

One aspect of the vigorous debate concerning the designer of the rotor mechanism has 
always puzzled me: Why has this design created so much controversy? 

Certainly it is an elegant and effective solution to the problem of self-winding. But being 
based on the verge-fusee watch it was doomed to have a short life and it appears possible 
that no one other than Sarton was interested in it.

The only explanation I can give is the Rolex hypothesis:

The Rolex self-winding wristwatch was derived from the 18th century rotor watch.

Chapuis & Jaquet (1952, page 61; 1956, page 62) hinted at this possibility when they 
wrote:

The watch we have described [the Leroy rotor watch] would certainly have brought 
its maker a fortune had the wristlet been in existence at the time, as this automatic 
winding system would then have become, in some sort, universal or at least served 
as a prototype to be gradually perfected.

Sabrier & Imbert (1974) were more definite:

[It is] the system with “rotor” which was adopted by Rolex for the first automatic 
wrist watches and which is always used nowadays.

Then, more recently:

The historical importance of the invention comes from the fact that the inventor of 
a [rotor] system is the forefather of the modern self-winding wristwatch that is also 
based on a center-mounted rotor. (Philip Poniz, 2012.)

[The rotor watch] is the design adopted by all of today’s horological industry. ... 
[The side-weight watch] is no longer in use. (Flores, 2012, page 654.)

Such statements are vague, and it seems no one has actually put forward the Rolex 
hypothesis. But there is an implied link.

With regard to the wrist watch, the following is a list of the most significant early events in 
the development of self-winding wrist watches; it is derived from Chapuis & Jaquet (1956) 
and Sabrier (2012):

1896: N. Thomas Jeune patent (actually for a pocket watch). Because the weight is 
in the case band, this must be a center-weight system, where the weight cannot 
rotate 360°. Apparently no watches were made to this design. The patent also 
refers to a winding weight consisting of a mercury-filled tube, reminiscent of 
Thustas.

1922: Léon Leroy, a side-weight system.

1923: Harwood, a center-weight system (invented ca 1917). Sabrier (2012, page 249) 
notes that “the brass weight hit too sharply against the banking pins as it pivoted.” 
Thus the problem of such watches being à secousse (with jerks) re-appeared 140 
years after the Abbé Desprades reported it (see Figure 5-4, page 36).
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1925: Driva Watch Co, a side-weight system.

1930: Eugène Meylan, a center-weight system.

1930: Léon Hatot, Rolls, where the whole movement moves sideways.

1931: Louis Müller, Wig-Wag, where the whole movement moves sideways.

1931: Rolex, a rotor system with unidirectional winding (see Flores, 2010).

We can be confident that some of the designs were influenced by self-winding pocket 
watches. In particular, the side weight systems of Leroy and the Driva Watch Company 
were probably derived from Breguet, Recordon, Loehr’s 1878 patent, Lange & Söhne 
(Sabrier, 2012, pages 223-226) and others. But the rotor mechanism?

The Rolex design was created about 18 years before the publication of a description of 
the rotor watch (Leroy, 1949), and 25 years before the publication of the 1778 report in 
English. So we can conclude that, as the 18th century rotor watch was unknown at the 
time, it cannot have influenced any of these wristwatch designs. In other words, the Rolex 
rotor mechanism was probably an independent re-invention. This is supported by the fact 
that the Rolex design uses unidirectional winding and other aspects of it are different.

However, it is possible that the designers at Rolex had discovered the 1778 report or had 
seen an 18th century rotor watch. But this seems unlikely.

This view is compromised by a French patent not discussed by other writers, that of Coviot, 
number 227487, 30 January 1893 (Flores, 2013). It is listed in Paris (1895, page 491) as:

227487. Brevet de quinze ans, 30 janvier 1893, Coviot, à Nueil (Maine et Loire) 
Montre dite la perpétuelle.

This patent, from which Figures A4-3 and A4-4 are taken, 
describes a bidirectional rotor mechanism that is basically 
identical to that of the 1778 report. It only differs by using a 
going barrel, and there is no mention of stop work; presumably it 
uses a slipping mainspring. 

Patents are only granted if they describe an original design, and 
they cannot be renewed. So we can be confident that the patent 
office did not know about the 1778 report. 

In an article on a center-weight watch (see Chapter 11, page 
123), Sabrier & Imbert (1974) stated:

The process of winding of this [center-weight] watch is so 
astute that it “was reinvented” by a person called Coviot who 
patented it in 1893. However, the reader will notice that, 
although copied exactly from that of the old watch, the system 
of bi-directional winding that Coviot adapted to a vulgar 
cylinder movement is hardly of interest for a pocket watch. 
The Coviot system, indeed, does not have a recoil spring for 
the weight, so that it remains hopelessly motionless unless 
the carrier is particularly active. In addition, the Coviot 
system does not envisage locking of the weight when spring is 
sufficiently wound.

Figure A4-3

Figure A4-4
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Thus Sabrier & Imbert confuse the two, quite different designs of the rotor and center-
weight mechanisms.

The above might be interesting, but it does not explain the vigorous debate concerning the 
designer of the rotor mechanism, and so a different hypothesis is needed:

There is a very strong desire for the rotor watch to be a Swiss invention.

Despite dominating the industry, one feature of Swiss watchmaking is that it has not been 
particularly creative. Indeed, if we look at the main developments, none of them are Swiss. 
For example:

England: Cylinder, spring detent and lever escapements; repeaters; overcoil balance 
springs (Arnold, modified by Breguet); chronograph heart cams.

France: Lepine calibre; tourbillon; chronographs; invar.

USA: Machine based watchmaking (David, 1992 and 2003; Watkins, 2009).

But Switzerland? Certainly the Swiss can claim Breguet, Berthoud and Guillaume, 
because they were born in Switzerland. But it is probable that none of these people would 
have been successful if they had not moved to Paris. And although Switzerland can claim 
the Roskopf and Rolex watches, unfortunately both Roskopf and Wilsdorf were born in 
Germany and the Rolex company was created in England. 

It seems the Swiss were content to manufacture watches rather than create new designs. 
As Moinet (1853, Volume 1, page 11) put it:

La Suisse, cette nation industrieuse, active et d’un sens droit, a beaucoup contribué 
a répandre les produits de l’Art de l’Horlogerie, plus à la vérité sous le rapport 
commercial que sous celui du perfectionnement; cependant on a vu souvent sortir 
de ses fabriques de très-beaux et bons ouvrages.

Switzerland, this industrious nation, active and in a right way, has contributed 
much to spread the products of Art of Watchmaking, more in truth in the commercial 
relationship than from development, but very beautiful and good works are often 
seen out of its factories.

Of course, I believe Switzerland can claim the first, practical self-winding watch. But, 
sadly, it had the wrong mechanism. And people who desire Perrelet to be the first inventor 
need to agree with my conclusions in Chapter 18, page 185.

The problem is that the word invention is infused with emotional values and so reinvention 
does not have the same glory associated with it. No matter how important the Rolex 
mechanism is, it can never achieve the fame associated with Hubert Sarton.

If this argument is correct, the desire of the Swiss to claim the rotor mechanism makes 
sense. Or does it? If we use the neutral word design and recognise the fact that Sarton’s 
mechanism was not important in the history of the 18th century, its country of origin 
really does not matter.






